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Hon Editor’s Notes.

Please forgive me for not writing in the
first person plural of a real editor for

I am merely an amateur doing an unaccustomed

job at your request and by your courtesy.

Your editorial establishment during the
past three years has been myself as figure-

head, my personal secretary, Miss Courtney,
who has typed the whole of your contributions,

and my colleague, Owen O’Connor who, if my

jargon is correct, has put your Journal
"to bed" on three occasions.

The time has come for us to retire and pass

the job to other hands°    "Have a go" is

a topical phrase and since Terry Roche has

offered to do just that we gladly accept

his offer° We wish him the best of luck
and the same satisfaction that we have

found.    We hope you will confirm his

appointment as your Honorary Editor because
he will undoubtedly do an excellent job

for you.

I wish to thank my two colleagues for their

zeal and their dedicated work.     This
would have been less onerous but for the

fact that we have tried our best to produce

the Journal on a shoestring. Unfortunately,

even shoestrings are expensive these days -
do please think of this if you find our

costs rather higher than you would have

liked°

Looking aft, I should llke to express

thanks, on your behalf and on my own, to

those members who have written logs and

contributions for without them there would

have been no Journalo     The change from
duplication to the Multillth process has

improved both appearance and legibility.



Looking forward~ I would suggest to you,

the members~ that at your General Meeting

you should consider whether it would not
be a good thing for the Journal to be set

up in type and professionally bound.    To

do this would cost considerably more and

you might have to face an increased

subscription to cover the additional cost.

By doing so~ however~ you would make the
Hon. Editor’s work much easier and you

would have a Journal truly worthy of the

status and prestige of the IoC.C.

You will see the Journal long before I

shall for the Mate and I are going

"down under" for a while° ("Canberra"
and "QoE"    not "Segura"). I hope it

will please you~ and if so~ that you will

join me in thanking ’Courtney’ and Owen
for their efforts°     Whether they will

perform the miracle of having the Journal

ready for the Annual Dinner~ I cannot

telli I only know they will do their

best°

And so, over to you~ Terry~ and thank

you kindly for ’having a go’.

John Massero





_H_9~O!AX.~S__~_9_re!~r~.~ Report.

Gentlemen and Lady Members - I beg to present my report on

the activities of the Club during the year.

1964 will undoubtedly be remembered by Irish yachtsmen as

a year in which the ~eather was kinder than usual in their home waters.

There was, however, a marked difference in the conditions to be found at the
Southern and Northern limit~ of their accepted cruising grounds.     Those
~ho visited the latter experienced little other than a succession of storms.

During the ten months of the year covered by this report
sixteen new member~ ,,ere elected to the Club.     It is anticipated that there

will be several more before the close of the year.     It is encouraging to
see that candidates have come from all parts of the country, and some from

even further afield, emphasizing yet again the far reaching influence of the

Club.

The Annual General Meeting was held in Dublin, as usual, and
was well attended.     At this meeting an amendment to Rule 2 was adopted whereby

Off-shore racing was included in the many objects and activities of the Club.

The Annual Dinner was held in Belfast in February, and
was locally very well attendedoindeed.     However, the representation from

Dublin and Cork was noticeably few and far between.      This can readily be

attributed to the distance involved, and a somewhat inclement month of the year

in which to travel.      The principal guest was the Commodore of the Clyde

Cruising Club, Mr. William Strang, and whilst addressing the Club put forward

the stimulating suggestion that a joint Muster between I.C.C. and C.C.C. should
be held somewhere bar,Teen Dublin and the Clyde.     Further approaches have been

made, and the Committee hope that in some measure it may shortly bear fruit.

With the exceptions mentioned earlier, it has been a good

year for the Club~s main activity - cruising.      Entries for the competitions

have been encouraging, and to date there have been two circumnavigations

recorded.      Unfortunately, it is not possible to include the result~ of the~e

competitions in this Report as they have not yet been judged, but a separate
section devoted to this will appear in the completed Journal and members will,

as usual, be able to read all the accounts of these interesting cruises at their
leisure.

The Journal itself appeared in a new cover, printed by an

improved method, and has been univer~ally acclaimed as a great success. Our

thanks in this matter are entirely due to Mr. "John" Masser,     It is indeed

fortunate for us that he has agreed to produce the current edition, and we

can be confident that we shall be far from disappointed with the result.



A local Muster was held at ArklQw at the end of May which

coincided with the John Tyrrell & Sons’ Centenary celebrations. A race

was organised by the Royal St. George Yacht Club on the way there, and

many I.C.C. boats competed - "Arandora,’ being the winner°    The basin was

packed with vessels of all sizes and it is many years since so many Club

burgees have been seen together°     In short it has been voted a great

success and efforts will be made to repeat the exercise°

The Annual Muster itself was held in Carllngford Lough

on September 5tho     This event has been dogged by bad luck over the

past few years as far as the weather has been concerned.     On the last

two occasions the venue had once to be changed to a local one, such as

Strangford Lough and Arklow, for the Northern and East coast boats

respectively, and on the second was abandoned altogether°      However,

the worst that the elements were to provide this year was torrential rain

at Rostrevor, and this soon abated.     The wind, however, was on shore
which made the more responsible skippers hesitant to leave their craft

unattended whilst enjoying the fleshpots which had been laid on at the

Great Northern Hotel.       As usual they made a splendid effort to make

the Club’s visit a memorable one.

The competitions were held in the Lough before finally

anchoring off Rostrevor and~ as usual, a very high standard of

proficiency was shown by membem to the Commodore’s satisfactlon~    It

has become customary for the Senior Flag Officer not to compete but

instead to organise the competitive events on the Saturday° The race

home on the following day is also started from his flagship, but In this

instance he is also allowed to compete°    For this thankless service

the members should be profoundly grateful to him as, indeed, much time

and thought goes into the organisatlon of these exercises.

trophyo

Results of the competition for the Rockabill Trophy;

ist. Angelique. J.Do Faulkner.

2nd. Tjaldur. RoHo O’Hanlon.

3rd. Verve. R.P. Campbell°

16 boats attended the Muster and II competed for the

On corrected time Rostrev0r go Howtho

Ist.

2nd.

3rd.

Helen of Howth°
Samphire of Osyth.

Brynoth.

Polio Greer o

P.B. Morcko

R. Courtney.



Rostrevor to Ardglass.

Ist. Angelique.

2ndo La Petite

Mamselleo

3rd. Sheenan.

J.Do Faulkner.

A.Ho Marshall.

A.D. Mcllwaine.

A relatively small~ but nevertheless significent

number of members crossed the Irish~Sea to race in the newly formed

North West Off-shore Association’s events, of which there were five.
Irish boats were entered for two of them and were first and second in

each, the Points Cup also going to an I.C.C. boat.

This year’s racing began with the Whit races off the

southern and eastern coats°

The race from Cork harbour to Schull was sailed with a

fair wind for those vho were lucky enough to get it, for by no means all

the fleet were destined to share the same wind conditions.

On corrected time~

Ist. Elsao T.Fo Doyle°

2nd. Punctillio. EoP. Sutton.

3rdo Queridao D.N. Doyle°

The race from Dun Laoghaire to Holyhead was disappointing

from the tactical point of view, as it turned out to be a light weather
reach straight across.      All the boats finished within a few minutes of

each other, and in almost the same order in which they started°

On corrected time:

Isto Twaybladeo E. Tweedy.

2nd. Susanna. J.C. McConnell.

3rd. Cu~na-Mara. Do Barnes°

This season, as an experiment, the Club organised feeder

races for those keen enough to enter on their way to Off-shore races held

on the other side of the Irish Sea.      However, there was very little

support for them, and the experiment is not likely to be repeated in the

immediate future°     Out of three such events the only one which drew any

entrants was the Puffin Sound Race, sailed on June 24th from Dun Laoghaireo
Two boats entered, and calms with periods of very light winds persisted for

the whole 32 hours of the race°    Neither entrant wanted to be the first to

give up.     Both boats kedged for a whole tide during the second night,



"Querida" at the West Mouse, and "Samphire" under Point Lynas.

Ist. Samphire of Osytho P oB. Morck.

The Irish Sea Race, on June 27th, from Puffin Sound
to Cork attracted the usual big entry of Club boats, although not

actually an I.C.C. event.     However, the Donegan Memorial Cup has been

awarded to the best Club boat for some years past.      Very light

winds persisted with several boats kedged for hours at a time.    The

only good breeze being from the start to the Skerries, and from the

Daunt’s Rock Lightship to the finish°      Generally speaking those who

kept to the Irish Coast to begin with did better than those in Cardigan
Bay, but after 48 hours at sea most of the faster boats were still together

with Class III breathing down the necks of Classes I and II.

On corrected time:

Class III’ and
Winner Overall° Susanna. J. McConnell.

2nd Overall. Samphire of

Osytho PoB. Morck.

3rd Overall. Squirrel°    J.C. Poyntono

Class I and II.

Ist. Querida A.E. Pope.

2nd. Quinquereme Io Maiden.

3rdo Sonata. H.P. Goodbody.

The Islands Race~ out of Cork Harbour, was sailed on

July llth in fine weather with the wind rarely coming for’ard of the beam.

On corrected time:

Ist. Susetteo AoEo Pope°

2ndo Querida. DoN. Doyel°

3rd. If. T. Crosbie0

Another race was held out of Cork Harbour.     This

finished in Baltimore and was arranged to coincide with the start of Dinghy

Week.     There was thick fog at the start and very little wind.
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On corrected time:

Ist. Auretta. H. Cudmoreo
2nd° Susette. A.E. Pope°
3rd. Happy Morning. J.Co Butler.

During the season there have been again many requests for
the Club~s Sailing Directions, and sales have been good,    In spite of
great efforts it was not found possible to produce the new Edition of
the North and East Directions in time for the season, and the Club is
indeed sorry that so many were disappointed.      However, it is hoped
that this Volume will be available before next Spring.

It is always sad to have to report the death of a Club
Member and it is thus with deep regret that we learnt of the death of
Mr. Mervyn Henry of Portstewart, Co. Antrim.

On all accounts we can again look forward to an active
year in 1965.     It is rumoured that more than one of our members are
planning long and interesting cruises.     Moreover, it must be remembered
that the next will be a Fastnet year, and many veterans of this race may be
making their plans already, together with those who may be aspiring thus
for the first time. Wherever their interests may take them we wish them
wello

Peter Bo Morcko
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R. Ct dmore.

J.W. Hi7 ~inbothom.

H.B. Knott.

A.:3. Leonard.

G.D. Leonard.

P.D. Lawless.

D. IdcKenna ~

J.R. McNally.

K. Mackev.

B. Murray.

3.R, O’Neill.

j.: O~Sullivan..

K. Smyth.

B, Smyth,

J. S[~evenson.

P. Wilson.
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Howth Repr~sentatlve~s R~port. 19~4.

The number of boats using the harbour continues to

grow and the season becomes longer°

This year there were about three dozen cruising

visitors~ the first arrival being on the 2Oth April~ and the last on 21st
October°      This early arrival deprived "Cordelia" of her usual honour

of opening the season.

The proposed development of the harbour as a modern

fishing port has not progressed beyond the plannin~ stage so there should

be no disturbance for a year or two.

Frequenters of the harbour will be pleased to hear

that the RoNoL.I. has awarded a bronze medal to Joe McGloughlln, the Cox

of the Lifeboat~ and certificates to the rest of ~l~e crew for the rescue
of a fishing boat from the rocks at the Beily Lighthouse - a most difficult

and dangerous operation under the conditions existing at the time.

n .M.
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Chal lenEe Cups.

by

R.L. Berridge.

It is a great privilege to be asked to judge the

Club~s logs and the ~areful study of them~ which this necessitates, is

of absorbing interest to a cruising yachtsman.

Nine lo~s were submitted, extending from North Africa
to the Faeroes.     The summer of 1964 will be remembered as the fine
summer, but those who cruised in June and July will have more expressive

names for it.

Four logs qualified for the Fortnlght~s CuD - a very
welcome entry since this Cup has been somewhat neglected in the past.

"Winkle" Nixon, with a total complement of four for
most of the way, drove the elderly AIN MARA round Ireland in a two weeks

spell of dirty weather, which included several gales and a lot of fresh
winds.     He and his young crew showed great determination and marked

seamanship in gale <onditions to the north west of Kerry.     They only

put in to seven ports.      "Winkle" Nixon has the gift of describing

the conditions on board with vividness and economy of words.    If I may

make one comment    I feel that he would have been wiser to get out into
the Irish Sea, well clear of the banks, after passing the Tuskar on a

pitch black and blowing night. May they enjoy many more CodswalIop hours

on the high seas°

Fergus McKinley, with his 16 year old son as sole
crew, sailed SARCELLE to Mull and Iona and back to Dun Laoghaire°    A well

ordered cruise in mostly good weather in which they visited 16 anchorages.

Harry Cudmore, with a complement of four, raced
AURETTA to Baltimore and won.      He left her there for a week in charge

of his sons.     On his return, they sailed to the Scillies and back to
CrosshaVen~ via Kinsale and Courtmacsherry.     They were lucky with the

weather and the cruise was carried out with the care which one expects

from AURETTA.    They did, however, carry away a rather vital bit of

rigging, luckily without further damage.

Alden Dunn took delivery of his new yacht, SHORTWAVE,
at Littlehampton in early May.      With a strong crew he sailed her home

to Dun Laoghaire via Cherbourg, the Channel Islands and the Scillles.    A

fine maiden cruise and after his midnight race I am sure he will always

use the lead and reduce to soundings on coming to anchor in future.
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Two yachts sailed round Ireland, both north about.
AIN MARA the express and Ninian Falkiner’s EUPHANZEL the local. Michael

Dalton has written a delightful log of this excellent cruise carried out
with a strong crew.      They visited many out of the way places and the log

is full of those irrelevancies ~ich make reading it a pleasure and such

cruising a joy.

Cup.
Four logs qualified solely for the open Faulkner

Walter Glover in TYRENA shipped a fine crew and sailed

to Stornaway, visiting 14 anchorages in 18 days.     They met all sorts

of weather and showed good judgement in frequent conditions of bad

visibility.      They also dealt effectively with that most frightening
experience, fire at sea.       An incident like this is a warning to most of us

to check up on our own fire safety and prevention.     A very pleasant log.

Lance McMullan took RAINBOW, with a small but competent

family crew, to the Hebrides, visiting 15 anchorages in 18 days.    They also
me~ much fog and mist and the navigation must have been a frequent worry to

the skipper.     Their landfall on Oig Skeir, homing by R.D.F. on the radio,

beacon, shows how accurate thls method can be and the real danger of ending
up ashore on the rock itself,

Rory O Hanlon also enjoyed a maiden cruise.     For some

of the time enjoyed is possibly not quite the right word.     TJALDUR, with

a strong complement of six~ reached the Faeroes after experiencing weather

which would have daunted most skippers.        They had to leave Iceland for
another year but took in St. Kilda on the ~ay home.     Rory must be

delighted ~ith the capabilities of of TJALDUR and his few lines in the log

as they approach the Faeroes bring one right into the saloon of a small

yacht at sea in filthy weather~

Clayton Love sailed GALCADOR home from Gibraltar to

Cork, calling at Tangiers and five other ports in Spain and Portugal,    He

started with a full com!)lement and finished the cruise with his two Manuels,
,:ho appear to be as tough and willing as they come.     They met headwinds,

as expected, in the Portugese Trades but later ended up with a fine romp

across the Bay and on up to the Irish coast.     Later in the season GALCADOR

cruised between Dun Laoghaire and Crookhaven and in September sailed to

Hamble, again carrying a fine fair breeze.     Clayton~s notes on the N.W.
corner of Spain will be of a~sistance to many member~o     ~lis night at

St. Na~aire sounds most unpleasant.      He draws our attention to the risk

of the watchkeep~r steering the wrong course.    A useful lesson.    GALCADOR

is a powerful yacht and she mu~t haw~ been driven hard to make the passages

as she did,

I a~ard the Fortnight Cup to "Winkie" Nixon who

accomplished so much in a short time, despite no engine~ bad weather and an

old boat. An old boat who can still pick up her skirts and run with the

best of them.



I award the Round Ireland Cup to Ninian Falkiner for a
fine circumnavigation.

I had difficulty in choosing between Rory O’Hanlon and
Clayton Love for the Faulkner Cup.      The distances were about the same,
Gibraltar to Cork and Dun Laoghalre to the Faroes, St. Kilda and back.
Both yachts met bad weather and both were driven hard by experienced
crews.       TJALDUR is the smaller boat and bad weather in high latitudes
saps the morale quicker than in warmer seas.

I award the Faulkner Cup to Rory OQHanlon.
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To the Scottish Islands with Ste~toe and Son.

by

Fergus McKinley.

Last winter when arm-chair cruising we decided a trip

to Wales or Scotland would be the ~ery th~ng " - , as there were only two
of us-to manage "Sarcelle".         "Sarcelle" is an "S" class cruiser, 21’3"

W.L.      Plans were made and changed many times. One thing became apparent -

the only available time for such a trip would be the early part of August,

school holidays being the main factor.

Laurence, though not yet having reached sixteen was big

and useful well beyond his years.       The skipper was more than delighted

to cruise with his son not as Dad and Laurence but, for the first time, as
shipmates, sharing decisions and responsibilities and, most important,

able to look after themselves, the ship and ~t8 gear.

Several alterations were being carried out on "Sarcelle"

last winter, such as the removal of solid bulk-heads in the galley and saloon,

replacing these with cut away bulk-heads which have greatly improved our layout.

A new galley was planned in the old space with very much better accommbdatlo~.

On the port-slde our quarter berth was re-built together with an elaborate - fog

us - type of chart table all of which proved a great success.

SaturdaV. Ist August;

And so the day of sailing arrived.     Our plans were to leave
Dun Laoghalre at 10.30 p.m. going north to Tobermory, Isle of Mull, where a

tentative rendezvous had been made with some of the 8 CIR boats sailing in the

West Highland Regattas.     August week-end, if one remembers, was more than

blustery and boats returning from Howth Regatta to Dun Laoghalre had some

trouble in picking up moorlngsl .      One of them unfortunately drove down on
our mooring and swept away our Port Crosstree. This, as can be imagined, was

a great disappointment to us as it happened just a few hours before we were

due to sail.      Thanks to Mr. Gray, our ship wright, who came promptly to

our assistance and made a new Crosstree at very short notice - despite the
fact that his yard had closed down for the Bank Holiday week-endo Many

thanks Skleo

A good meal ashore at the R.I.Y.C. while waiting for this

fitting to be made and then aloft to fit and rig the Tree - and so to bed and to

listen from our bunks to a most depressing weather report for the North Zrlsh

Sea Area, westerlies 5/6, gusting 7.
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Sunday;2ndAugu~t

’~     ~ Heard the, ear lyweather~eeport from our bunks-W.~.:tO N/W
4/5, but’!ocally very much.stronger so after a brief’discussion *heaas down’ ..
unti’l~9,0~a.m;, during the mornlngmlnor jobs were carried out together .wlth...
re-sto~Ingof the ship...- After. lunch, u0der reduced main with 3 full’ree~s and
a storm jlb, kindly lent by Alden Dunn, we tore across the bay to Howth’at]. ~:.
our maximum speed of 7 knots plus. On roundlngHowth Head we hada dirty;
bea~ ~p~he.Sou~nd’of~Howth~later tylng up alongside "Samphire" in Howth
Harbour. " ’PeterMorck insisted on handlng over aninfl~table llfe raft for
our ~rlp~r ’~" lh0peour appearance dld not look too shaggy"0r unseaworthy tO hLs
expert ey~~ thds. promptlng thls’klnd action~.. ..... i ~ , : :,.~/,~,¯

Monday, 3rd August. --     :.".~. r~.~.

Alarm set for 5.15 a.m. I always findit: tak,e:s~,::~.~;<
" .: :,      ’’ 7 ’, . - ,    .

Snearly two hours ¯from rising to weighing anchor or ca tlng off. After
breakfast ’we cleared Howth Harbour: in a kind westerly¯ 3/ laying a course
for Lam~ayI is?land.! :’ Please note..Taylor Perch missing, ’ After elea=~Ing .’ i~-~
eambay ac0urse"~wa~ s:et for St. John~sPoln~i Which Was reached by 6~30 p.m, ...:-.~
after a ’very :pl~e:a’sant day’s sailing, wlth a warm and free wlnd, but ver.y:llght,::.
at times.      Having missed our tide we motored 60 ArdglasS tOclear" eustoms~;,.
We, wa.%~ed there until IO.O R.m. but still no Customs Officer appeared~ althoBgh
they were due"Between7 amd 7.30 that evenlng.to clear another boat "Vixen"
from the Clyde, so in a fiat calm we left Ardglass and motored to.Portav~gler: ..
with the !ast few hours of ebb making 6 knots over the ground.    We found it
quite dlfficult to’flnd the Plough. Rock Buoy, which is unlit, and not until
we were about i0 ’yards from.lt, did it’s ;bell give a startling clang.

,Tuesday, 4th August.

~" ...... ¯ ..... .... ~led up,alongslde in Portavogle at 1.30 a.m. 18~ : .,~’

hours out from How~h’. ~Portavo~le is, without a doubt, one of the safest
harbours on the East coast no sea can possibly get at you once you’re inside.

" After. some rest we were at sea again by 9.15 a.m,’,. :. i’-
:Flat �’al’mwlth a"very high’glass’and blazing sunshine. Despite these
conditions the B.B.C. kept warning of an approaching westerly gale so, presslng

..0n, with all .speed and holding to the Irish coastlihe, we cleared Donaghadee
,.Sound maklng:sure not to forget the 13140 weather forecast, which again was

..i...diaconcert~Ing~ Very .’sOon we were able to pick up the first of a westerly ,
¯ ,wlnd iComing out of Belfast Lough so with all sails set, including our new

,~ ~mast he’.a.d ghoster.and:a.splnnaker set to keep it filled, we moved along
comfortably on a new course for the Mull of Cantyre~ but within a few hours
we ran out of wind completely so on with the motor - for at all costs we wanted
to be clear of the Mull before the change of tide and this mythical approaching
Hesterly;    we reckoned if we were around the Mull we would have. Islay, Jura or

".:i Gig:ha: Sound under, our lea. : ’ ’~,:

¯ ¯ ,
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Although we studied the Clyde =ruislng ClubUs excellent
sailin8 directions, and worked on same, we found that their directions for Tidal
information for this Headland was sadly out, the only passage of their advice
worth reportln8 is "The passage round the Mull is one that requlres great
care owing to the tremendous seas which arlse in ~he Race off Deas Point when
wind and tide aye opposed" The advice goes on to recommend water-tlght

co@~kplts, battening down of hatches etCo

Arriving off the Mull the flood tide caught us and after

two hours motoring and sailing we had made no headway.     With the wind
lightening and petrol supplies runnlng low we gybed and headed for Carnlough
on the Antrim coast.    The 18" odd miles tookus 3 hours.    On entering
Carnlough, Seamus Henderson’("Ernda’~ took our lines and made us welcome.

Wednesday. 5th August.

Spent the day in Carnlough with the Hendersons, Seamus,
Paddy, his wife, and the two boys, each ship entertaining the other and
Se~us 81vlng us a detailed lesson on tldes off the Mull, neither ship putting
to ~aa because of very strong westerly winds.     I think it would be of
interest for me to pass on HendersonQs tide table for that troublesome area
off~Deas Point.

I hr. after h/w Dover the tide goes ...... N/W and N. and also runs strongly
up ,slay Sound.

314 hrs. " " 1!

N/W and further E. say half way to
Machrihanish Bay until the Northern
Split becomes appatrent.

N/W and further E, as in the second hour,
except the Northern Split is moving
more Easterly each hour.

5 hrs. " "

6 hrs.

N/W and this is most important, the
N. going tide takes a turn to the
S/SW a little south of Machrihanish
Bay.

N/W but the split tide has now;turned
around the top end of Gigha Island
from the seaward side heading straight
for the Mull again.      In this last
hour the tide starts going S. in Islay
Sound.

ThUrsday. 6th August.

After aq early breakfast, cast off at 7.15 a.m. set full
m~In and Genoa laying e course for the Mull of Cantyre, once again the wind N/W
"L’
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to West 5 or 6 and until the Antrim Coast was cleared we experienced some

fierce squalls off the Hilly Coastline.      Travelling like a train we cleared

the Mull in just a little over 3 hrs. and, by working closely to Seamus~s

Tide Table, we were soon half way between the Mull and the Entrance to the

Sound of Islay, the wind backing and increasing every hour so with Mast Head,
Ghoster, Spinnaker and Full Main we carried on at our maximum speed until

a dirty black squall sprung on us from the S/S.E giving us no warning or
option but to run before it - thanks be we had plenty of sea room -      To

give you some idea of the strength of the wind and the strain on the gear;

by the time it took to handle our small spinnaker the mast fitting was

twisted like a cork screw and by the time our mast head ghoster hit the

deck we had travelled 9 miles winding up at the Otter Bell Buoy.

Just as quickly as the squall had hit us it passed
over leaving us in the lightest of westerly winds once again.     Our problem

was now to make Islay Sound before the full force of the Ebb met us at

McArthur Head - so on went the engine but gave up after IO minutes which

meant strlpplng down our carburettor, electrical system and petrol filters

and reassembling same but after all that mucking about we still could not

get any power when the engine was put under load, so with full sail re-set we

were just barely able to stem the first of the ebb~     On entering Islay
Sound we met Lance McMullan in "Rainbow" going south, he waved the Club

burgee from the cockpit and told us that we would never make it against the
tide.     By rock crawling and, believe it or not, by running the engine with

the after plug removed we made it nearly to Port Askaig until the skipper

was almost overcome with fumes;    the anchor was let go in 1% fathoms just

out of a 5 knot tide and much later that evening after IO p.m. we limped

into Port Askaig tying up alongside - and so to bed.

Frldav. 7th August.

~Phoned for the Lifeboat Mechanic and asked him to

look at our engine this he promised to do and was on board by 9.30 a.m,

The whole morning was spent clearing out the exhaust system.     As soon as

the sun, which was blazing down on us all morning, was over the Yard Arm we

offered hlm a drink and, to our utter amazement, found an Islay man who was
a teetotaller;     Islay is one of the most famous Islands of Scotland for

producing whisky - supporting 7 large distilleries.     Our engine repaired

by i.O p.m. we still had some difficulty in making him accept any payment for

a hard morning°s work.    One seldom meets such a kind man nowadays - he
even gave us his car so that we could drive to the centre of the Island,

for stores and petrol~ to the main village Ballygrant.      What a beautiful
island - we would love to spend some time there touring its beauty spots.

An interesting fact came to light during our short stay; we found it

impossible to contact Dublin by ~phone as all lines to the mainland were

booked for many hours in advance owing to the heavy tourist traffic - thanks

to an article written on the Island last winter in one of the Sunday
newspapers.      Within a week of this publication many thousands of bookings

were received - in fact the tourist season had to be extended by an extra

two months to accommodate some of the applicants.
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,, Just before leaving PortJean called into the Pier with Dr    °
Askaig, an M.F.Vo yacht "Girl

Dro Willie and    ~ ..... 0 Wzllie Muir and his family on board.I ,,=u sa~e~ In company in these waters five years before.
It was a revelation to see what he and his family had done to a working vessel

in one winter~    his engine room, which was in charge of one of his boys,
was up to P & 0 standards~ his Ixving quarters were indeed a home from home.

On leaving Port Askaig we set sail for Scalasaig,in the Island of Colonsay~ having arranged to meet the Muirs there that

evening.     Unfortunately~ by the time we cleared Islay Sound the ~Jind fell
flat and we had to motor in a flat calm all the way°

sat u_rd~

11.30 a.m,     Weighed anchor and motored for Tinker’s
Hole, Island of Mull - there still being no wind and the sea a flat oily

calm.     After lunch the wind filled in but unfortunately it ~trengthene.-!
and changed direction giving us a beat two thirds of the ~;ay to our nex’-

anchorage; short tacking in the narrow passages leading to this anchorage
is really no picnic.

As soon as we were anchored we had the "Girl Jean"crew on board for tea.

Here one has to make that awful decision how far can
we go having already lost 3 days and bearing in mind that we have to be back
in Dun Laoghaire by to-morrow week~ 16th August°      Should we press on to

Tobermory and then home    or head south on the morrow and visit other

Scottish Locks on the way?     After much debating the skipper using his
casting vote decided to go south but first to visit the Island of lone the

following morning°

Sundav~ 9th Augusto

Up bright and early, weighed anchor 6°45 a m0 to
make a short passage from Tinker’s Hole to Martyr’s Bay, Iona, where we

arrived at 7.30 a0m~     People might wonder why the early start for such

a short passage;    leaving at this hour we were, once again, able to work
a tide even on this short passage which can run up to 6 knots on the ebb°

After breakfast we visited the interesting island partaking in the Morning

Serive which, to say the least of it, was quite amazing, the last hymn being
sung by the local Beat Group~     There was a most impressive address by the

leader of the Iona community- Mr ~IcLeod.

After lunch, our .3econd and last meal ashore for thetrip, we weighed anchor at 2 55 p~m and with full main and ghoster had a

magnificent reach down the Sound with a

clear of the Torranan Rocks - a ~ ~- force 3 ~e.~terly°
When ~ -La1~ a course fo~ ~1 .... n~ uL,~re are acres and acres

, ~e were
as so .... ~ ¯    - ~*uu~ay on our way to Lock ~"    -

of tne,, - we
~" =~ uolonsav came e~ ..... ,_ ** ~arbert, Jura k ....

~ ~=auner us we ran .... ~ _= .... , uuu unfortunatelyagain in flat calm for the rest of the day to our anchorage

in Jura.

~uu um ~In~ and had to motor once
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This is quite a wonderful Loch and one we had not been

in before°     Some kind person has set up wonderful leading marks which help

the piloting of this rock and reef strewn Loch~ there are three good
anchorages well in the Locho       We anchored in the middle one, near Dro

Armstrong’s well found and immaculate yacht - he was away visiting another

boat in the inner Loch anchorage so we did not meet until the next morning°

Monday, lOth August°

Weighed anchor 8°45 aomo     Flat calm and motored

once again to Port Askaig~ to collect petrol and a few stores~ but with the

favourable tide running past the end of the pier little or no time was
spent in this beauty spot~    as soon as possible we were under ~ay and

motoring down the Sound at 10 knots over the ground heading for West Loch
Tarbert on the Cantyre Peninsula°     Making the entrance by 2°40 pomo we

motored up this long Loch to the West Loch Tarbert Pier dropping anchor

by 4°0 p.mo      This was one of our hottest days    in fact so hot that the

helmsman had to rig an awning over the cockpit°    Quite unnatural for the

West Coast of Scotland°

Tuesday, llth August°

Obtained a lift to East Loch Tarbert where we

re-stored the ship and~ to our delight~ met once again Seamus Henderson

and his family, not forgetting to offer our congratulations for his help
with tides, needless to say both crews celebrated their meeting before

Seamus put to sea~ once again~ heading for Crinano     Later in the day we

visited Dickie’s yard, nothing much going on there except plenty of staff
loafing about°         Other kind people whom we had met at West Loch Tarbert

met us once again waiting at a bus stop in East Loch Tarbert and insisted on
driving us back to our anchorage, together with our stores and petrol°

What kindness from strangers~        We weighed anchor at 5°30 pomo, still

under power, heading for the Island of Gigha motoring all the way°    Once

clear of the Loch we ran into sea fog, visibility less than a mile; by

9~0 p.m. we were anchored off the Gigalum Pier~

Wednesday, 12th August°

Went ashore to replenish petrol used yesterday and

visited the famous ~Horlicks Gardensu    very well worth a visit. Later in

the day~ about 4°30 pomo, we weighed anchor for Carnlough but had to motor
as far as Deas Point, about 24 or 25 miles of the trip°      The forecast was

E. to N/E~ force 3/4~ just the right direction but, like most of the other
forecasts we had on this trip, it did not materialiseo

When about two miles off the Mull a stiff North Westerly

filled in giving a good sail for the next two hours but then it fell away

into another flat calmo     We did not make Carnlough until nearly Io0 a.m.

the next morning°      In fact we were carried much further North than we

expected and nearly ended up in Red Bay which is north of Carnlougho    As

we approached the shore into Glenarm Bay our night became blacker and blacker,
giving us some bother in finding the unlit entrance to Carnlough Harbouro
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Street and house lights were extinguished shortly after midnight.    Finally,
when we stole in tired and cold we found the harbour chock-o-block with other

yachts - and a noisy party on board a big black boat tied up alongside.    We

tied up to a scruffy boat - and so to bed°

Thursday. 13th AuBusto

Awake early and just as well for the owner of the
scruffy boat was just about to cast us adrift complaining that his topsides

might be damaged by our fenders~     Seldom, if ever, have I seen so many

paint blisters on a topside - I gave in return the breath of my tongue.
We then found a notice in the cockpit from Dro Tom Harvey and his family, the

owners of the big black yacht "Curlew" from the Clyde, with whom we had

sailed on many occasions;    great rejoicings later at our reunion and all
forgiveness given to the noisy ship that could not keep us awake.

At 11o15 a°m. we cast off to make for Portavogie;
weather conditions not good, visibility not good - 400 yds. at the best,

and no wind.     Great care was taken to navigate from headland to headland

until Muck Island had been cleared 12% miles in two hours, then another
compass course was laid for Donaghadee Sound, and then to Burial Island

and Portavogie in brilliant sunshine but no wind - arriving at 8.30 p.m.

Friday, 14th August°

Cast off at II.15 a.mo for Ardglass Harbour to clear
customs.     Another blazing hot day and still no wind.     On nearing the

entrance to Strangford Lough we happened to have a favourable tide under
us, which would allow us to enter, and so decided to go to Audley Roads

for lunch where we anchored at Io30 pomo off the Castle Pier.     What a

pleasant anchorage on such a day~        In the afternoon we went ashore

roaming about and picking wild blackberries which were hot from the sun;

then we lay and dozed in a hayfield and wished our cruise was just

beginning instead of drawing so near it’s end°       Later in the evening
we weighed anchor and made for Ardglass still under power°

Saturday. 15th Au~usto

Up at 6°45 but in no great hurry to put to sea -
THICK FOG - just like a blanket.     Between 9o and I0 aomo the fog lifted

ever so little so by 1Oo15 aomo we cleared the harbour with visibility

down to about IOO yds~ laying a very careful course for the Rockabill

Light 207 Mo    Our speed to Sto John’s Light was 6 knots.    The course
was very carefully plotted and calculations taken for each hour of the

day - what wind there was was free coming from the north.     In six hours

time, however, the wind shifted just a little to the N/NE, force 2, our

D/R position at this stage was 12 miles off Dunany Point so hauling our

weather 15° for % of an hour we carried oR the wind still getting more

east, and we were able to pick up Rockabill by 6°30 pomo full on our

port bow; in less than 3 hours we were tied up alongside in Howth.



Sunday, 16th August.

Cast off at II.0 aomo for our home port having a

wonderful sail all the way, picking up our moorings at 1o30 p.m.

This cruise has taught me that family cruising has

everything to recommend it~      The confidence built up could last a

lifetime and the pleasures last the best of memories.      Sailing in the

family circle one is apt to be the truer self; juniors are not so ready

to impress but instead to inquire, even be it through debate or argument
learning possibly by a harder ~ay - a way that is not so easily or often

forgotten.

While away somebody dubbed us with the title "old

Steptoe and Son" and I suppose that at sometime in the future I too

will have to hand over the reins to "Harold"°      Can I look forward

to the year when I will be asked to join his ship and share again the
pleasures of this cruise?
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A Cruise to the islands ;o~nd Ireland.

by

M.MoAo d~Altono

Winner of the Round l~eland Cup.

For a long time now we have felt that we should go as

far as we could manage for as time passes by it seems probable that one’s
radius will tend to diminish rather than increase~     And so we had

neglected our own doorstep but this year had come - as it must come to

most - our time to round our own lando

Many years ago, when a young schoolboy, I had chanced to

read a book written by a gentle old man whom I slightly knew by having,
from time to time, visited his opticlan~s shop to examine - but seldom buy -

the many compasses which he stocked.      I have always remembered with

gratitude the understanding courtesy of Mro Mason of Dame St., Dublin,

and ever since I read his book "The Islands of Ireland" I have harboured

an almost forgotten yearning to visit them=

So it was when Ninian suggested rounding Ireland it

occured to me that as far as will, wind and weather would permit we should

try to make this a cruise, not round Ireland, but to the islands around

Ireland, a thing, however, which would require a moderate degree of

fortune for many of them are not easy anchorages in unsettled weather.

There but remained the which way round.     The Manual

of the club indicates that the proportion of headwlnds is likely to be much

the same either way so that other considerations tipped the decision to

go anti-clockwlse, that is turning to the left out of Dublin Bay.

Going this way round meant that we would be well on our

way by the time the Kerry-West Cork reglon was reached for this area, of
course, is the one which is most l~ely to take up time, for there is such

an abundance of temptation all along its wonderfully indented coast. Going

this way round too also meant that should time run short there would be

quite a few places a boat could be left in safety and fairly easily collected

a week-end later°

Most Irish boats have, in fact, gone this way round but

when the moment came to leave we were sorely tempted to turn to the right,
for a dead North wind had blown steadily for several days and continued to do

so for quite a few more°°     In fact it was eight and a half days after we
left and not until we had reached the top left hand corner of - not Ireland,

but Mayo - before we eased a sheet a single inch.
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So it was then that on Friday night, the 2Oth June9 Ninian
Falkiner, the owner,~skipper~ myself ¯ the navigator, and Mabel my wife~ piled

aboard "Euphanzel", a Dublin Bay 24’J~and found there two good men, Alden
Tyrell and James Nixon9 both Trinity students ~ both of that breed so

succinctly described by James Joyce as being "all p ........ and no penceS"

No pence or not, at sea they were worth their weight in better metal°

A final check showed that the Walker~s log was nowhere to
be found and after hcurs of searching the pubs~ picture houses and dance halls

of Dun Laoghaire it was eventually and miraculously discovered but it was now

so late we turned in until first light when we left with a forecast of

northerly, force 79 moderating to 5o

We beat our way up North and by dawn next day were off
Donaghadee where the wind became heavy~ still dead ahead as the tide turned

foul kicking up a dirty sea~ so we put into harbour here and waited until

evening when with easier conditions but still a dead head wind~ we beat our

way up North again through the night with the ebb andjust managed to ~ get

into Red Bay and anchor off Waterfort to await the next favourable tide,

for the wind still North had now fallen light°

As soon as the tide was slack we motored out = there was
now no wind at all    and continued so up to Rathlin Island and on into the

tiny harbour here~ but gently ran upon the sand just short of the little
jetty    and no great wonder for the Handbook indicated 5 feet in the approach

through the reef and it was now almost dead low water°

When the tide rose a little of its total range of 3 or 4

feet we hauled alongside the end of the jetty and~as the forecast was

settled~ spent the night there ¯ only to be done in such quiet circumstances°

Rathlin Isl@nd0

The Island of Rathlin is an inverted L shaped one about
4 miles by 3 - almost all of which is surrounded by high cliffs    and lies

a couple of miles off the North coast of Antrim~ at the junction of tremendously

strong tides~ for the tidal wave from the Atlantic sweeps past here~ splitting

at the island, one part surging up the Scottish coast~ one part flowing in to
the North Channel and so on down the Irish Sea°     It thus can be a place

of fierce overfalls and races~

This island was of great importance as early as the late

Stone Age for by then it had built up a very large export trade in flint

tools, much later    in Elizabethan times - it was the scene of an appalling

slaughter when a Royal Man-of-War called and destroyed all those    the old~

the women and the children whom the Antrim Chiefs~ then in revolt against

the Crown, had sent there for safety°     Here as well as still be seen~ the
cave where Robert the Bruce was inspired by the repeated efforts of the spider°
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When well off the harbour we had noticed a long low house
of quite extraordinary length, indicated on the chart as the ’Manor~    No eooner

had we landed than we met the occupiers, Brigadier and Mrs. Gage, whose family
up to no great time ago had held the Island.     They, with island hospitality,

most kindly invited us to stay ashore the night in this find old rambling house -
an invitation accepted with little more than token hesitat~on~

The Brigadier, who has stocked two lakes with rainbow trout,

took Ninian fishing with them in the evening.     He gave the rest of us a

rather hair-ralsing lift in an ancient weatherbeaten van up and down the steepest
twistiest so called roads on our way to the lighthouse at the Western end.

It brought it gently home to us that we were free of the mainland when we

discovered that they ~didn°t bother~ to tax this vehicle ~ probably the only one

apart from a few tractors on the island.

The lighthouse is a most striking one for it is built half
way down a gigantic cliff, the upper part of which above it is concreted over

for a huge height so that when one suddenly first sees it from the top, on

one’s way down to the house, it is as if it were the spillway of a hydro-

. electric dam.     Another strange feature of this lighthouse is the fact that the

lantern room stands beside the foot of its own tower - I have never before

looked down upon a lighthouse from underneath its top~

From the lighthouse there was a most dramatic view back to
the cliffs behind and down on top of the huge stacks of rock nearby, all

covered with breeding sea-birds, a perfect place to study them,

The pub quite near the harbour was a pleasant little one
of interest, for it had a number of very fine carved and gilded name boards of

huge proportions, all from old sailing Shipe wrecked upon the island.

Like many other such islands, the population is steadily

declining.    One leaves with a twinge of sadness that this form of life seems to

have a failing future - gradually all will have deserted to the mainland and

eventually it seems, the city and suburbia will have swallowed up much of that,

and what remains of country-side will be emeshed in endless line~ of motor cars.

Tory Isl~nd.

We left Rathlin in a dense mist and no wind under engine and

put in to Port Rush for a few hours for supplies before continuing on, still
under motor, past Lough Foyle and on along the coast of the ini~howen Peninsula

to try to get through Inishtrahull Sound before the tide turned foul, for it

runs to the East for 9 hours and to the West for 3.     Because of this and because

when a wind did set in it ~ al~o~t ~ead ahead, contrary to our usual custom,

we motor sailed and by midnight had Inishtrahull lighthouse on its little

island abeam - getting through with the very last of the West going tide.
There is an inside passage to escape some of the 9 hours ;~st-going but is

no route at night.



The Island of Inishtrahull is about 4 miles off Malin
Head - Ireland"s North point with nearly half of this foul - the Sound

being described in the Sailing Directions as " .......... of the three
(Rathlin, Inishtrahull and Tory) Inishtrahull Sound is the worst and

can produce a steep and dangerous sea very quickly indeed when the tide

turns against the wind"°

We beat on through the night feeling the first of the
Atlantic swell as soon as we were through°     As dawn came up we entered

Lough Swilly and anchored off the Jetty at Port Salon before breakfast°

This was a beautiful day in a beautiful place
we washed, drank lightly and ate at the hotel here ~ one of a special

character as anyone who has stayed here will well know°     We met quite a

few we knew and spent the day most pleasantly°     I walked the mile and
a half of golden strand and climbed Knockalla mountain9 about 12OO feet

high, and had glorious views    to the North and South over Swilly and to

the Northwest wonderous glimpses of the complicated Mulroy ~’Bay’~ a

convoluted inlet penetrating the land at least ten miles~ so contorted
that it seemed to be a scattering of lakes° The colours of Swilly were
superb;    the glitter of the evening.sun on Mulroy~s ~Flake@ was stirring~

these two together could well form an area sufficient for a fortnights

cruise°

We were visited by a member of the ’Irish Harry Watt,
whose place was nearby in a magnificent situation°    This turned out a

rather damp occasion as he took us all back and saw we lacked nothing that

would comfort us°    Despite this we were under way next morning at dawn

bound for Tory Island°

We beat on along the coast, past many striking cliffs and
headlands, and with occasional help from the iron man below eventually came

in on a bearing of a little hill to anchor off the jettY in Cannosmore Bay

at West Town~ Tory Island - taking care to keep well clear of the very foul
coast on our port hand°           We had a late lunch and piled ashore to

this intensely interesting island off the top left hand corner of Ireland,

less than 3 miles long by ½ mile wide, for this~ of all the islands we
visited, was quite the most primitive~ one of the most barren, the most

completely Irish speaking    some having no English    and yet it was the

only island of them all in which the population is still holding its own°
It would seem, I think~ that once any of the ~comforts~ of the mainland

are brought to an island of simple and rugged life, the islanders then
realise how harsh the life has been and from then on yearn for more than

the island can provide and gradually desert the place°      St° Kilda, off

the outer Hebrides, was inhabited for a thousand years by a hardy breed

who somehow managed to wrest a living, mainly from the enormous cliffs

around~ but when a boat service was established just after the mid part

of the last century they began to loose their self-reliance so that

before the last war the last of them was taken off°
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We strolled up the main ’street’ of the town and I, at least,

was shocked to see what must have been one of the most noticable features
of the crowded towns of mediaeval Europe - open drains.     These drains or,

more exactly, shallow ditches, ran the length of both the towns West Town

and Kast Town or, as the Islanders have it, West End and East End - and down
one or two of the little ~side streets’.       They were filled with a soggy

mess of dark green ooze distgustlng to contemplate but, strangely enough,
not notlcably malodourous, in which fowl wandered and in which I saw

children playing in the East End. How this has not lead to epidemics

I do not know for in one place at least I saw one of them run right beside

the stone wall of a well~

The main street has, near its centre, the ruins of a
Round Tower and at the harbour a curious stone cross without an upper stem,

that is of ’T’ formation, of which Mason says there is on~ one other in

the whole of Ireland.

The villagers were very friendly - one of them told us

there had been no yacht here since Wallace Clarke three years ago though

another thought there had been one in the last year or two. We had an

introduction to a family named Dixon with whom friends we had met in Port

Salon sometimes stayed.     We found them, a brother and sister of mature
years, the elderly brother, who well remembered Mason, was a painter of

quite surprising calibre; he very proudly showed us a number of his works

done on brown paper, each of which had that wond~ful childlike innocence

of tutoring and an illuminating distortion of perspective, a cross between
the child’s insight and the abstract.     Wallace Clarke has, in fact, sold

a number of these pictures for this old man.

Further up the street we met another old warrior, carrying

a plough on his shoulders~ for the ploughs here are home made of timber,

metal shod, and must date from very early times. They are drawn by a

pair of donkeys which work surprisingly briskly°

However, we did not see another ancient contrivance which

is still in common use, that is a cart without wheels - a slide cart - which
is dragged along on extensions of the shafts projecting out behind.     As this

type of cart presumably predates the wheel its origin must go back to the

very mists of antiquity.    Another ancient instrument in use in Mason’s time

and perhaps still so, is the flail for thrashing grain - and yet there is a

post office with radio telephone to the mainland~

We walked to East End along the flat top of the Island

past a blackened circle where barnacle shells had been burnt for lime and

further on met two women ’footing’ little pieces of scraw, which were more

earth than turf, growing in little scattered patches amongst a landscape
almost all decomposed stone of the type one sees underneath a bog. These

women were, in fact, cutting up what remained of very poor ’pastureg, to

mix with the turf which they cut upcm the mainland, where the Islanders

have bogs allot~ted to them°     It seemed appalling that what pasture there



was should be so destroyed - there was acre after acre of such devastated ground°

Mason too was horified at this°       We spoke to these women but they were

, embarrassed for neither had a word of English, but later Ninian met a man in
his forties who said his own grandfather well remembered when all this waste-

land of gravel had been covered by four feet of the best of turf°     And yet

the number~ houses on the island has increased from sixty or so to about

sixty six at present°       (It was noticeable that most of the islanders
reckoned their population either by the number of houses or families~ seldom

by the number of people).

This region ran right out to the splendid cliffs

along the nothern side and eastern end, a breath-taking evening’s walko

The small boats in Tory are one of its most interesting

features for they are the ’missing link’ between the circular corracle still
used upon the Boyne and on some Welsh rivers - the oldest type of boat

extant - and the usual type of West of Ireland curracho      They are of canvas

over a frame work but are very small and ’boxy’, perhaps only eight feet

long, blunt bowed with no rise forward, rather flat bottomed- not rounded
as an ordinary currach - the older ones in Mason’s time had no seats~ a man

knelt in the bow and used a single ended paddle°    They look in fact just like

a black bath afloat°     The most noticeable feature is that the wide flat gun-
whale project~ both sides well aft of the transome~ for it is upon these two

’legs’ the boat is propped up on end when taken on to the shore°

St. Columcille is said to have landed here in the sixth

century and to have named his first convert Dugan, the family which since then

have continuously provided the ’King’ of the Island~ an amazing instance of
tenacity.     The head of this family is said still to possess the power

granted by Columcille of banishing rats - for despite many wrecks there are

none on the Island°        This he does by dispensing a piece of qTory Clay’

to those who request it in good faith, and it is said~ there are many who
will swear that this has cleared their places of these pests°

As evening darkened in I made my way from East End towards

West End, passing on my way, an ass with two large paniers of turf~ tended

by a woman singing softly as she knitted as she walked along the road - a cameo

of contentment rare to-dayo

I had to wait for Ninian at the harbour~ for somehow
word had got around that he was a doctor and in no time there were quite a

few requests that he should tell them how to cure this ailment and that - for

the Island has no doctor and the nurse was now away°     It was he said~
rather touching how the older folk felt this lack of medical service°

We had intended staying the night anchored off as the

weather seemed settled even though the wind had tended to back to the south,-
west, but in one house where Ninian was trying to stem the flow by explaining

he was only half a doctor - a ladies one - an old woman who had practically no

English, and who had said not a single word9 with difficulty suddenly spoke as

he was about to leave "You go to-night~"
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This we did, loaded with quite a few presents and despite

the fact that they wiShed to organise a ceile for us~ - for a fisherman hinted

that the weather was not to be trusted any longer and recommended to us a

splendid anchorage in Toberglasson Bay on the North side of Inishbofin Island,
only five miles away, which was shelter in almost all winds even from the North

- as we were told - as Inishdocey Island closes off the mouth of this Bay°

Inishbofin Island°    Coo Donegal°

As dusk came down we slipped across the five miles and

in the dark, entered the Sound leading to the Bay taking care to keep well
away from the centre which has a dangerous sunk rock in it°     i took such

care that in the dark I took "Euphanzel" rather near the point which came out

unexpectedly far and ’clipped’ a rock, not hard, but hard enough to cause

far more damage to the bottom of my stomach than the bottom of the boat~

We lay comfortably here all next day off a beautiful
sandy beach and rode out a full force 7 from the Southwest, yet managed to land

without much difficulty°      We walked around this grassy Island to the

village on the side next the mainland which is quite close tOo    This ~illage

held all the population, twenty families or so9 had a jetty and a hugely steep

gravel beach with a:.large number of very fine white clinker built open boats

of great size drawn up high upon it°    Beside the jetty unloading nets was,
we were told by the crew~ the very last pure sailing one left on the whole

coast here = it had no mechanical power of any kind°     St was most curiously

rigged with a foremast right up in the eyes, a mainmast rather far forward

and no mizzen mast - but a very long bowsprit.    It had stone ballast and as

far as I could gather - for Irish is the main language here and I found it

difficult to make out the English of their sailing terms = this boat was

rigged with two dipping lugs and a jib°    In this they said they often went
ten or twelve miles to sea and had gone nearly fifty°

Their net, a nylon one, had caught up many razor bills
which were alive though much entangled;    one of the crew was freeing them

as best he could but the other, with that thoughtless cruelty which people

making their living from animals sometimes show, quite casually snapped the

wing of one as I stood there~ so he could free it more easily.     A sickening

sound.

It struck me that this little island about a mile in

length, might make a fine holiday golf course and both Ninian and I think

many of these Islands round our coast, now gradually being deserted, may

in the not too distant future be re-peopled in summer time at least~ by

being turned into holiday islands once helicopters are in common use° Or
would it be better to leave them abandoned and ruinous as the Blaskets are

to-day?
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tniahbofin Island, Co. Galway,

Next day after lunch, on Saturday 27th June, we sailed
out of Toberglasson Bay with a forecast of Westerly force 5, later 3 and after
a five mile dead beat around Bloody Foreland, and with the help of an occasional
tack, lay down the Donegal coast on what was to be our longest leg - to
Inishbofin Island, Co. Galway - about 130 miles by the chart, much of it to
windward and about 45 miles of it in open water across Donegal Bay.

As evening came we beat out from the splendid cliffs
of Aranmore and on through the night so that by the afternoon of Sunday, with
a few hours engine aid, had Eagle Island abeam - the lighthouse off the top
left hand corner of Mayo and almost the most westerly we should have to go
until the Blasket Islands.

This was the memorable moment when we eased sheets for
the first time since leaving home over eight days ago, from which we had logged
about 360 miles.

We reached - a glorious wordl - on down outsidd the
string of Islands off Belmullet in sunshine, with a heavy lazy,~swell and as
evening drew down we sailed past Achill Head - perhaps the most dramatic of
all those of Ireland - and as it was now obvious that we should arrive at
Inishbofin in the dark, we decided to anchor for the night in Kim Bay,
Achill, a few miles round the Head, as it would be splendid shelter in this
westerly wind.    We let go well in near the beach after a satisfactory
passage, almost all of it on the wind, of Just over 120 miles in 30 hours°

We did not land but merely spent a restful night and Just
before we left were Joined by some fishermen in a currach who first put one
of their crew ashore on t he cliff to climb high as look out for basking sharks
before they shot their net as this is the bay where these huge creatures come
in around year after year, in search of food° These men, however, were not
fishing for these brutes but were afraid that one would ruin their net. In
fact a very large one did come in and passed right beside us - the men being
ready to haul in their net each time he headed their way.

We had a glorious reach across the outer part of Clew
Bay in sparkling sunshine, past the towering Clare Island, the stronghold and
the present resting place of that indomitable woman of Elizabthan times,
Queen Granla Wael who held all this coast in thrall and put the Queen in
London in her place - to say nothing of the G~sford St. Lawrences in Howth
Castle~

We slipped past Inishturk and on to Inishbofin, with
the Twelve Pins of Connemara forming an unforgetable backcloth to this most
perfect day - one to cause a tingle of excitement through ones being.
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We came in the narrow entrance on the leading marks to

this wonderful natural harbour, the best in all the Islands of Ireland, on

round the point with very fine ruins of a so-called Cromwellian fort upon
it, on down the shallow harbour~ as up forward by the chain plates Alden,

trying to keep his shore-goingtrousers dry, was swinging the lead with that

exact degree of delicacy and enthusiasm shown by a wise old cat trying to
pick its way across a courtyard strewn with puddles after a heavy shower°

There was another boat inside, one we recognised though

we had never seen her, the Hiscock’s "Wanderer III", spruce as a new pin,

sitting dainty as a bird upon the water.

Aidenns efforts had not gone unnoticed, for no sooner

had we let go than the Hiscocks drew alongside on their way ashore and he
called up "What a pleasure it is to see that there is another boat who still

knows how to come in on the lead and not just gazing at the echo sounderS"

In early time this natural harbour was the headquarters

of pirates, especially of a Spanish one named Bosco who may have built the
fort;    later on Queen Grania Wael fortified it for her fleet, though how they

got in or our I do not know.       The castle was taken by Cromwell whose

garrison here was finally forgotten;    eventually most of them married Island

women and to this day many of the names are Old English ones and English is
the only language spoken°     A rock - the BishopWs Rock - near the entrance -

is still pointed out as being the one to which the Cromwelllan troops chained

a Bishop whom they captured when they took the fort, to leave him drown as
the tide rose up about him.      The Island was, in fact~ at this time, a

place of transportation for priests and prelates°

It once had happier days for in 667 its patron saint,

Saint Colman, had come here from Lindisfarne to found a settlement    there
still are the fine remains of an old abbey not far from the harbouro

A lovely little hilly road, almost ~ a boreen, runs

towards East village through hummocky but once good land past quite a few

deserted houses;    Mason reported there were 800 people here in his time

hut there are far fewer now, perhaps 150 houses, including empty ones.

The East Village has a general air of delapidation

which is distressing° An Islander whom I met and who got off his bike to

walk the road with me, lamented that the families left even though the land

was good as was the lobster fishing too, for they are huge shell fish here and

all are bought by the Frenchmen in Cleggan nearby who take from all this area
to export direct to France.

My companion of the road turned out to be the Island’s

boat builder, though it is seldom now he is asked to build a currach but
when he is, he said he can build a 19 foot one in IO days with no help of

any kind°      These are slightly planked underneath their tarred canvas, and

cost just over £30° but ’would last 30 years ~ith one new skin’     This under-
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planking appears to be peculiar to this district as those of the Arans and

the Blaskets have none - even though the Blasket boats are very large~
perhaps 25 feet over allo

We roamed about the Island most of the day - Ninian

called in to see an old man he had seen 30 years ago when he stayed here°
Towards evening we collected in the Islands only pub and had a pint or two

with some of the locals and also with the Hiscocks who had been several

days in and were now well known°      This drink was more than welcome for

it was our first once since Port Salon in Lough Swilly, for strange to

say there is no pub on Tory or on the other Inishbofin~

We slipped over to the hotel just across the ’road’

where Mrs° Day gave us a splendid dinner    not easily come by in the

islands;    those who live for this had better go to France - and next

day sent us on our way with five quite enormous lobsters so large, in fact~

none of us could finish them at our alfresco lunch beside Dun Aengus, on

the Aran Islands°      The only shortage in this hotel was water ~ so short
was this that Mrs° Day had to limit the numbers she put up, but despite

this she seemed quite anxious to offer us the use of the bathroom°

The Aran Islands°

By early afternoon next day, Tuesday 3Oth June, we

weighed anchor and beat up the harhour~ once more on the lead to reach

out and on south, but this time in murky visibility bound for Kilronan

in the Arans, about 40 miles away, around what can be one of the nasty

headlands of Ireland, Slyne Head°    This we sighted vaguely through the
mist and as we could see nothing else, I used a sextant angle to get a

distant off as we were ’doglegging’ out to sea to keep well clear of the

most foul coast between here and the Arans~ the more so since it was an

almost dead run ,~ God bless it~

It was close to midnight by the time we were off
Kilronan so it was rather difficult to find the unlit buoy marking the

end of the bar across the entrance to the Bay, and though one can cut across

part of the shoal, it is better to be sure than to be sorry~

In the morning we found ourselves anchored just off

the end of the main jetty and soon were ashore for a day trip to that

wonder of these islands - Dun Aengus o the huge fortifications on the very

edge of an undercut cliff ow~r 700 feet high, erected about the time of

Christ.       These have been d~z~:cribed as ’the most magnificent barberic

momument extant in Europe’ and are wonderfully impressive even to the

ignorant eye°

It was a blazing day so Ninian got a pony trap to

take us and Mrs° Day’s lobsters the four miles or so from Kilronan to

Kilmurvy, near the Dun, but this still left James and me to walk there~
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and Mabel and myself to do the same on our return.

On this walk back we crossed many of the limestone
’fields’ which are quite fantastic, for on the acres of smooth and fissured
limestone are scattered granite boulders which were carried here from the
mainland during the ice age, which at the same time scraped the place
clean.      These ’stone-scapes’ all around here are impressive for it
seems impossible that a population could have survived on them.

Yet in fact, the Arans have been peopled from very
early Christian times at least, for when the Roman empire crumbled and the
barbaric hoards swept over Europe,, these islands formed one of the
learned settlements which preserved Christianity in this part of the world.
There are still ’beehive’ dwellings here from very early times.

It was noticeable that the houses were, by island
standards, rather fine - quite large and well built, and little wonder
too, for the grant here ~ no less than almost £900 a house, which we
were told, would almost cover the entire cost as they are built in a
’neighbourly-way!.

The women still knit the wonderful Jerseys, each, or
almost each, with a different pattern.    The origin of this it is said,
was so that anybody washed up, as indeed happens from time to time, could
be identified by the Jersey. It was expected in those times that life
would be hard - and it was. This ancient craft continues, but modernity
is on its way in other things for ~bout two years ago the first motor car
appeared; to-day there are no less than fifteen, soon there will be
parking meters~

This time I saw no old black h~lled brown hookers
laden high with turf from the mainland, its crew ~brewing-up’ when they
had unloaded on a turf fire lighted in the middle of the stone ballast
in the bottom of the boat. Will it be long before the last of these is
gone for evermore? - or have they gone already?

The Great Blasket Island.

We left Kilronan with the last light of the day, passed
out between the islands and by the dawn were off Loop Head, the North side
of the entrance to the Shannon. This stretch of 35 miles is quite without
hope of shelter, but all we had to deal with was a long easy swell which,
however, had nudged us in 3 miles towards the shore more than we would have
expected. I had noticed this too on the passage down the coast of Donegal
and later when we met Col. Berridge in Skull, he confirmed that this was
almost always so on the West coast and must be borne in mind.

We reached on across the mouth of the Shannon and soon
sighted 5randon Head and with Jagged sawtooth cliffs Just to the south of
the large and lovely inlet Smerwick Harbour where, if Mason be accurate, in
1580 Lord Deputy Grey aided by Sir Walter Raleigh, caused to be slaughtered
six hundred Spanish and Italian prisoners of war.    This apparently is the
basis of the massacre in Kingsley’s "Westward Ho~".
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Gradually Great Blasket Island opened up with its

attendent outriders round about    InishTOoskert, Inish Tearaght, Inish na

Bro and Inishvickiiiaun and they in their turn,with rocks’and pinnacles

and patches Off them too ’- truly it must be a region of terror ina gale.

This Island ’I wi§hed to land on more~than any other, "

for years before I had gazed with longing at it - but only from the sa_~dle ......

of a cycle.     Then it was inhabited~ now it was quite deserted.    This
finger ~of mountain ridge almost a thoUSamd feet high by three miles long

and yet 0nly at the most a hal~’mii’@ wide~ had preserved a life and culture

and a spoken literature ¯from ver# ancient times, yet once the continuity.~’~’,

of ~ucha thing is broken it never will be brought back again in our time ~

or the future°
.~. ~i.. ~" "’ ~"

"              For one small part o’f this island, a half mile by a

cable at t~eeast end wherethe v{llagelay, had produced-two great~
autobiogr~phie’s    "The Islandman" of ~hOmaS O’ Crohan. and "Twenty yearS .~ ~ ~

a-growing" by M~urice O’Sullivan;"-’each’@ounted in its way, a classic... - :.’
of its kind, of the fabric of a life which now can be no more.

.... ~ ’      ’     We kept w&’ll clear of the rOck strewn area to the

north ofwhere the viiI’age~lies and anchored. Off theBeac:h, under it .... As ......

the sea~~was calm I rowed Ninian and Mabel ashore-buO, ~thbu~N it’~seemed so ~".~
quiet,"adecep~ive swell broke upon the beachunexpectedly and all-Sut~ " ~, .... ,~’

swamped the punt but as I luckily had not Backed in, it-merely swamped’

the passengers instead’    ~ The nex~ lead~i took to’theSiip tucked in .. .’~
a gut amongst the rocks ’beyond ’the ’beaCh. : .... ~"~"

We pushed and hauled Ninian up the almost vertical

loose clay cliffs ~,vhiCh quite enclosedthe’-beach;    in between he made
astonishing bursts of effort, just like"a venerable steam ehglne.~hose

wheels are madly slipping trying to start a heavy load on~a Very fros’ty .....
i

morning°     In one of these he shot right over the top ’edge~and was half~

way to the village before he could check himself’ ’ . ~- .i     ..,>~

When Mason used to come here there w~re about~..two,. "~..- ~.,..i.

hundred on the island~all living in the village spread up the steep slope
aboveus.~     NoW there are about twenty seven houses, all in varying

state~ of rhin~ most without roofs though not all, some with~d0ors-and     .~

windows~ some almost merged with’the ~round out of which they rose For    ’,

about twelve years ago the las£ of the>~Ive families remaining were taken~’~ ~’.

off, and now only an occasional fisheTman or two dosses in a less".ruined ’"

house for a night when after lobsters’,i’or"for a~little longer when outto
shear the sheep’they still keep her’e~ .... ’ " ’

The ~:hole village is on a steep grassy slope, ’the etreets~,

or grassy lanes ahd fields around are all on this everlasting slope; life

here must have’ been akin to living on the ¯~,~ind: ’ "’ ’" ~

f.
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We strolled up and down these lanes and in and out of

cottages and houses    how we would have loved to have been in time to have

been invited in when they were snug and warm with island lifeo

But there was life~ o for a man suddenly appeared from

one of them but when we spoke to him he seemed most disconcerted~ he had

no English - or very little, for when I asked him if he had ever heard of

Mr. Mason, he managed to let me know he remembered him well from his visits

here.    Soon Aiden appeared and had a long chat with him in what apparently

was most acceptable Irish°     We met his companion further up the village;
they both were out for lobsters°

Even at its zenith the island had no church or burial

place so when anybody died the funeral procession was in currachs to the

mainland; as there was no church on the island they had to row across the
Sound each Sunday - when it was possible to Mass but, strange to say,

owing to a shortage of boats, it was only the men who went; the women and
children apparently seldom did°

From where we stood the views across the Sound to the

cultivated valleys and the hollows on the side of Mount Eagle on the main-

land were superb~ a most lovely outlook, whilst just below us where we
were anchored, was the spot where one of the Spanish Armada had let go for

shelter in a gale only to he wrecked when the wind shifted°    Mason was

given a most graphic account of this, one with the ring of truth in it as
though it had occured the year before instead of in 15889 for he was told

that "in the night of a great north-west gale one of the Armada, a ship

of a thousand tons ~ "Our Lady of the Rosary", miraculously came through the
rock strewn region to the north of the village and inside the island of

Begnish (less than three cables off the Blasket shored an almost incredible

feat of seamanship) and let go off the village, at last in shelter. However,
during the night the wind increased to hurricane force and backed to the

south so exposing the ship and causing her to drag so much that she was cast
upon the mainland cliffs where she was splintered up into smithereens"°

Valentia Isl~ndo

After some time ashore the apprehension~creeping up in us

at leaving the boat without anyone on board in such an anchorage~ mastered
us and so we hurried back, set sail by mid-afternoon and ran in perfect

weather across Dingle Bay to Valentia; we even set the spinnaker°     We

felt a deep sen6e of satisfaction at having been aboard the Blaskets for

the Directions give this region a most unwholesome name, but we could not
have been luckier with the weather or the panoramas all around us,,

We sailed well up the truly magnificent inlet forming

Valentia Harbour in evening sun and anchored close off the jetty at Knights-

town, the Island’s chief and only town of any size;     the view up between

the mountains towards Cahirciveen could hardly have been more magnificent°
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Mabel and I had one of our few nights ashore here, this time

with a bathroom attached, in what was once a hotel - and quite a large one at

that - but now insists on listing itself as a guest house;    it must be quite

the biggest and most luxurious one in Ireland. This is a dodge to avoid

being submerged by casual traffic so I don’t quite know whether I should let

sllp that they were most helpful to us all.

Though we walked over part of this Island it seemed to have

less an Island atmosphere than any other one; perhaps this is because it
was developed mainly by the Cable Station which, when Morse was used, had

a staff of over two hundred for whom the Company had erected terraced houses,

but now the staff is only an eigth of this.

An elderly gentleman saw us with our water canister and came

to tell us we could get it at his house on the water-front nearby - an old

one though of moderate size of quite beautiful proportions.    His pair of
very charming sisters welcomed Mabel and me into their house full of rather

beautiful pieces - for it has been in their family for about a century and

a hallo      As we left the Miss Higgins’ presented us with lettuce from their

garden and brown bread, fresh baked from their oven    the sort of kindliness

to leave a little glow long remembered.

Soon after lunch, with prudence we beat back out the way we

had come in, instead of attempting the passage to the south, even though the

final dead beat out in quite a nasty sea was rather anxious as we were passing

between the reefs off the points on either hand.

We had another glorious sail in the best of weather down the
outside of Valentia Island, across Ballinskellig Bay and on to Derrynane, that

lovely little stretch of water tucked in behind an Island close to the mainland,

with what must be one of the narrowest entrances to such an anchorage.

Out on our starboard hand, and not so far away for most of

this passage, was that wonderous group of towering jagged rocks of most
dramatic outline - the Skelligs.     It was hard to accept that on such a place

had been established a monastic settlement, and this had been accomplished

as early as the 6th century ~ a most incredible achievement.    So remote was

this, that for long after Ireland had accepted the revised calendar of
Gregory, the Skelligs continued to observe the former one so that Lent

co~enced later here and if it were possible to land, marriages could still be

celebrated when not permissible on the mainland.

We very carefully made our way inside Hog Island until we

picked up the leading marks for Derrynane - which once sighted are easily
distinguished - for they lead in very close to sunken rocks.    As this was

head to wind we used our engine, for it would be quite impossible to beat

in here;    I doubt if even a local could chance it.

This is a most enclosed and lovely place and when we went

ashore we found, just across a neck of sand at our end of the harbour, a
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beautiful bay with a splendid beach for its full length°    We also found ourselves

inside a mganificent bungalow set in undulating lawns on the neck of sand, being

royally taken in and entertained by Mr. & Mrs. Declan Dwyer of Cork whose summer
retreat this Iso     In fact, their h6spitality and that of another distinguished

resident,(whom Ninlan had ’brought into the world’) the descendent of an

early and outspoken challenger for the America Cup, kept us happily at anchor

all next day - this stay here became quite a "a Season", the nearest thing

to civillsed living we had yet encountered.

Despite the day’s rest it took us until mid morning to

get under weigh when, with Aiden hard at work with his lead line, we beat up
the harbour and nipped out on the leading marks, just fetching nicely.    These

marks have fine old brass lanterns on but are no use at night for no one

lights them nowadays.

We reached the nine miles or so across the mouth of

the Kenmare River and through the Sound between Dursey Island and the main-
land, a very narrow one but quite easy with the tide, on in glorious sunshine,

across Bantry Bay, with silent promises to ourselves to call another day to

its enticing inlets, around Mizen Head with its lighthouse which would seem

to have no light, a most curious looking affair rather like a boater hatted

fat man with no neck, and on up the Bay and around Long Island into the

splendid deeply penetrating inlet of Skull Harbour, another lovely and ejoyable

call;    its town more delightful and prosperous looking than most.

We let go alongside Col. Berridge’s "Shindilla" and

were kindly invited aboard this most comfortable ship, a very pleasant

ending to a very pleasant passage.

Cape Clear and Sherkin Isl~nds - Baltimore.

Skull we greatly liked but still we had to leave it

by the next afternoon for our passage to a very different land, the North
Harbour of Cape Clear Island, all of five miles across the open sea~

It seems almost ridiculous that there are such wonder-

ful spots to put in to at such minute distances - the Directions give lists
of places from certain headlands all of them under ten miles;    this area is

enough to ruin a cruising man for life, these spreadeagled ’fingers’ of the

fringe of Ireland must be quite the most compact and flexible cruising ground

in all the British Isles.     Here a man could grow old gracefully and yet

feel he had accomplished many things.

The North Harbour is tucked in behind a cleft in the

cliffs, narrow and not easily seen, so as we did not know just what to

expect, we dropped our main and gently ran in under jib and tied up alongside

a fine old Galway Hooker, "The Ark of Connemara" whose owner-skipperj

(Christian?) Fletcher and his crew had sailed here from Dun Laoghaire, a

performance which must have delighted her old bones - even though she had to
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stomach a huge diesel lorry engine which suffered the indignity of being

started by an Atco motor mower crouching on its back!

This North Harbour is a most charming and delightful
surprise for though the entrance is so narrow, once inside it is most

extensive, with two inner basins, one with baulks of timber to drop into

place in heavy weather like Port Oriel at Clogherhead.     All of it is most

uncommon - spick and span - I have never seen a harbour better kept.

A fisherman unloading llme, a native of the island,

lamented that the present population of about 160 had, before the last war,

been over double that - yet the land seemed good and the life as well -

for there were no less than three pubs just up the hill above the harbouro

We wandered up along the "windey" little road which

twisted and bucked its way across and up over the island, till I could see,

not far off the shore - the fabled Fastnet Rock.     I looked at this with

that sense of awe which becomes a part of anything which causes such wide-
spread self-inflicted hardship.

The view to the North from Skull to Baltimore, was
even more memorable, a wonderful composition of dark greens and rich suede

like browns set off by the deep dazzling blues of the scintilating sunlit seas.

Alden had taken Ninian and James up to the very highest
point of the island, though later on it was strongly rumoured that it was

Ninian and James who had taken Alden there~

The road wound back past the South Harbour, just opposite
from the North one, but this is merely a deep cut bay with very little

protection,

Shortly before seven we most reluctantly left this

most delightful little island - perhaps three miles by three quarters    one

on which I think I could well spend some contented days.

We drifted out under main and jib, passed through the

Gascanane Sound between this Island and the next one - Sherkin - and in the

slanting sun easily picked out the brilliant white daymark, just like a

milk bottle, high over the entrance to Baltimore and soon after this let go

in the tiny bay, just below the Abbey ruins on Sherkin Island, on the opposite

side of this magnificently enclosed area of water, from the town of Baltimore.

Alden and James pulled the punt more than a mile across

to the mainland, en route for Baltimore;    there was, I think, a wench
somehow concerned in this - and quite soon they re-appeared again (was the

triangle ill-conditioned?)
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We all hopped ashore to Sherkin and ended in Simeon O’Conor’s
famous pub    the Garda in Baltimore, who are blinded by its lights in the small
hours of the night, use an endearment of a different hue.    Later- much later -
we left it~ for gome reason, just as it seemed to blossom into life why i
cannot now recall~

This Island too is about three miles long - it seems
they come in this size - and like so many others is in decline, for there are
now only about I00 living there.    In fact, about two years ago the resident
priest was withdrawn owing to this and now the Presbytery, which most curiously
forms one end of the church building Indlstlnguishible from the rest, is let
in the summer to families on holiday from Cork~

The Abbey ruins just above our anchorage are very fine
~nd@@d in splendid preservation, intact it seemed except for the roofs, for as
the evening’s velvet fell it stoood bold upon the molten skyline, a dozen
pointed gables stark fingers to the sky.

In the morning, we took the post boat across to Baltimore
for food and baths but by the time we returned, a few hours later, it was
blowing great guns, so hard in fact we were in doubt, though John Willie, the
post boatman, was not, whether he could set out.

Shortly before he did, the Galway Hooker left to go back
dead to windward to our anchorage at the Abbey and just managed to fight her
way up under her faithful lorry engine.    When he was well across he met
"Euphanzel", gently on her way to Baltimore, stern first - having dragged a
most disconcerted distance out from the Sherkin shore.

We had not shot the kedge, as no doubt we should have
done, having missed the forecast of Westerly force 8, for we had been assured
that we were so sheltered here we would not budge in any weather.    Fletcher,
in his Hooker, in what must have been a full force 8, handling her splendidly,
managed to come alongside "Euphanzel" and put a man aboard to veer more chain -
though we had a good deal out    but as we hauled off he got a rope around his
propellor and soon was drifting hard down towards the Lousy Rocks in the centre
of the Harbour.

This was when John Willie, with all of us on board, put
out - and just as well, for he put Alden, James and me on board "Euphanzel",
and then most capably took "The Ark of Connemara" in town back up to the Abbey
whilst our engine not only started but eventually pushed us back up there as
well    though at one time we all but got our anchor tripping line around our
propellor too - far better had we not rigged one.

Thus ended a very anxious time when seamanship was
shown by all except ourselves.
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We lay to our anchor (and to our kedge as well~) for

the rest of the day and all the next day and night too, as forecast after
forecast foretold more eights laced with occasional nines.

Homeward Bound.

On Thursday 9th July, some after first light, and
after two nights and three days at anchor o more or less - we left the

protection of the Abbey on the island and by noon had rounded the Old Head

on our way to Kinsale, where we beat our way up the river and after an

unsatisfactory shooting of the anchor, lifted a moorings very kindly lent

by Mr. Good of the yacht chartering firm here which lets out very well

fitted Carvel built Folk boats = they bought the beauty at the Boat Show.
We were very glad of this offer for Kinsale is not the easiest place to

anchor, especially as there are so many boats on moorings now, one is

driven out into the deeper part and into the quite strong stream.

This ancient seaport of great character is beginning

to bestir itself , for it had been in the doldrums for very many years.

We went up to the Spaniard, a grand old pub of curious interior, and then

went across the road to the underworks of an old cottage now converted into

an eating place of some renown, where we had a good but early dinner as we

had to leave before dark°

We beat around the bend in the river in the last
slant of the evening sun;    by midnight the Daunt Light Vessel off the

entrance to Cork harbour was abeam when we easily picked up Ballycotton

light and then the Mine Head one as we reached up this well lighted coast;

by~ breakfast time we were in Dunmore East comfortably tied up alongside.

the twelve hours since we left Kinsale we had made an easy and a useful

sixty~flve miles along the coast towards home.

In

We had heard that owing to the very extensive work
being carried out to the harbour here yachts no longer use it, but Bill

Begley whom we met in Kinsale, told us he had put in a week or so before with
Dro Robinson in "Whimbrel" and that this was all nonsen6e o and so it proved

to beo

We bide our time here all Friday and the night too,

as the forecast was of sevens and of eights but put this time to profit as

a relation of Ninlan’s, who is now managing the greatly transformed hotel

down in the lower village, gave us a truly marvellous lunch and later drove

us up to the junction of the Barrow and the Suir, a magnificent conflux of
inland waterway well worth sailing up to in good weather.

Soon after we arrived in Dunmore the Galway Hooker hove

to in sight and stayed until Saturday morning when she set forth for Dun

Laoghaire on a Radio Eireann shipping forecast; we stayed till lunchtime,

being on the BoBoC, which turned out to be Westerly Force 7, later 5.
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Fletcher, of the Hooker, later told us that the RoEo forecast for the Irish
coast quite often was for a lesser windforce than the B.B.Co and usually was
nearer the mark.

We ran out under jib alone, put six rolls in our
main, rounding up outside to hoist it, and found there was a good force 6
with very poor visibility and a heavy sea, so we scarcely saw the Saltees
as we rounded the Conningbeg Light Vessel    this was weather to keep
outside the foul ground round this corner of Ireland°    It was a pity -
for we had hoped it might be suitable to land upon the renowned bird
sanctuary, though this is seldom easy ~ for Mason, during his stay there,
had reckoned that there were not less than two and a half to three million
birds of almost forty different kinds;         one fine afternoon he had
rough-counted that he could see about three quarters of a million floating
in his sight.

We passed close to the Tuskar still in heavy mist
and sped up St. Georges Channel, now in more manageble seas, and by mid=

night had Arklow Light Vessel abeam - to port I am glad to say, for I
believe in keeping outside the banks at night.

Soon afterwards it fell very light and after a time
of this we started up for a couple of hours but had to start again for a few
hours more, to get past Greystones and across Killiney Bay, both beautiful
in the forenoon suns and on into home waters°

By 2.30 p.m. of the afternoon of Sunday, 12th July,
"the Glorious Twalfth of Blessed and Immortal Mamory" as James’ rich Northern
bias soon reminded us, we had taken our moorings off the ’Royal Irish’ on
board again after twenty-two days away from them.

In this time, we had visited nine or ten islands and
eight anchorages on the mainland, turning up 833 miles on the log at an average
speed of just over 4½ knots, both overall and under sail alone, using the
engine for 15% of the total time at sea, and made seven night passages - more
than we would have expected but it seemed to turn out that way°    We had, in
addition, been gale bound for 4½ days in all.

We lunched on board with a leisurely feeling of quiet
pleasure at having sailed on our own bottom to most of the major islands of
Ireland until it dawned on us we had missed out the most immediate of them
all - Lambay, the "Island round the corner".        Verily it still is "the
nearer the Church ............... ~"



Appendix.

The Population of the Islands.

Population of certain islands off the coast, as returned

at the Censuses of 190, 1911, 1936, 1946 and 1961.     (By courtesy of the Director

of the Central Statistics Office, Dublin)°

Island. Count~. 1901o    1911o    1936~    1946.    1961o

Rathlino Antrimo 368° 351. 245* 196x

Tory° Donegal. 335. 307. 291o 265.

Inishbofino Donegal° 15Oo 166. 138o 139.

Inishbofin. Galway. 762. 691o 442. 339°

Inishmore. ) 1941. 1768o 1286o 1135

)

Inishmaan.    ) Galway. 421. 420° 375° 388

)
Inisheer.     ) 483. 480. 445° 447

Great Blasket. Kerry° 145o 160 IIO 45

Valentia. Kerry. 1864o 1625. 1198o 1102

Clear° Cork° 601. 565. 354° 281

Sherkin. Cork° 350. 296 220 176

* In 1937.

x In 1951.

159.

264.

117.

248.

933.

357.

358.

926.

235.

IO1 o

The numbers on all the islands we visited are steadily

decreasing; compared with the beginning of the century the numbers who now

live on them is slightly less than half what it was;    since just before the

last war the total was reduced by almost one in three.

It was most noticeable that the more remote ones have
held their population the best, whilst the most accessible = often the most

fertile - have diminshed at the greatest rate°
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In this century Tory has lost only a fifth, Inlshmaan, in
the Arans, with no harbour only a seventh (yet Inishmore, with Kilronan has
shrunk to half) and Inishbofin, Co. Donegal, has lost a quarter; Inishbofin,
Co. Galway has seen two out of every three leave, as have Cape Clear and
Sherkin Islands too.        Valentia is half of what it was and Rathlln is
even less.     The Blaskets, of course, are now without a soul, yet just before
the last war had over a hundred.    The rate of desertion from the islands has
been very high since the war and seems in no way to be slackening°

There is a mimimum number which will make a viable
community in any given circumstance and once this is reached the island
is soon likely to be abandoned.       As things are now going quite a few
will be approaching this nadir in the near future.

The outlook is bleak indeed.



From:

Dun Laoire.

Donaghadee.

Waterfort.

Rathlin Is.

Port Rush.

Port Salon.

Tory Is.

Inishbofin.

Achill Is.

Inishbofin.

Aran Islands.

Blasket Is.

Valentia Is.

Derrynane.

Skull°

Cape Clear.

Sherkin Iso

Kinsale.

Dunmore East.

2 -’

Under sail only:

Days away: 22.

Engine used: 15%.

Log Summary.

To: N. Miles. Hours° Knots.

Donaghadee. 106. 23.40 4.5

Waterfort. 42. II.IOo 3°8

Rathlin Iso Iio 3.00 3°7

Port Rush. 17o 3.50° 4.5

Port Salon. 48. IO.OO 4.8

Tory Is. 30. 9.00 3.3°

Inishbofin Is. 5. I.I0 4.3

Achill Is. 122. 30.05 4.1.

Inishbofin Is. 27. 5.55 4.5

Aran Islands. 46. 8.1Oo 5.7

Blasket Islands° 68. 14olO. 4°8

Valentia Is. 14. 2.50 5.0

Derrynane. 24° 4.25 5.5

Skull. 41. 7.30. 5.5

Cape Clear Is. 5. 1.05 4.6

Sherkin Is. 6. lo25 4°3

Kinsale. 43° 7.20 5.9

Dunmore East. 66. 11o50 5°6

Dun Laoire. 112. 24.00 4.7

833. 18o.37o

696. I~$.00.

Nights at sea:

Days stormbound~

Engine Hours.

2°20.

3.50.

8.30.

2.55.

2.45.

2o20.

0.15.

4o3~

4.6 27.$0 = I~.2%.

4.77 Daily average; 38.

Islands visited 9 (or i0)

Mainland anchorages~ 8.
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A short cruise to the Hebrides°

(The log of "Tyrena"    II ToM. Bermudan Sloop)°

by

WoEo Glover.

Saturday, 25th July.

"Tyrena", after a hard day’s work, was ready for sea at

2100o John and Valerie Longridge and Lillian and I were ready too, but

where was Hugh Kennedy?       We had heard that he had won the Irish 5-0-5

championship at Baltimore and should be on his way North, but we feared that

he had been overcome by Southern hospitality~      Midnight was the deadline

to hold a fair tide at the Mull of Kintyre (HoWoDo was 01o00) allowing 7

hours to cover the 41 miles, but when Hugh rang at 23°30 to say he was in
Belfast we decided that the important thing was to go~ and not worry about

foul tides°    Thus~ fortified with fish suppers we motored out of Donaghadee

at 01o50o

Sunday~ 26th Julyo

There had been little wind all day Saturday and now there

was not a breath.     The engine purred contentedly and~ helped by the

ebb, we slipped along at a comfortable rate, steering on the Pole star for

the Mullo     After dawn a light westerly appeared and with the Hunter Rock

abeam the main and genoa were set°      By 07.00 the wind was moderate, and

we reckoned we could stem the tide which was now turning against us.     The
Mull lighthouse was abeam at 08.50 but in the next hour we made no more than

half a mile over the ground.       The sky now clouded over and the first of
many banks of drizzle descended upon us°     After what seemed an age we started

to move again and our course was set to pass West of Gighao     We were glad to

get away from the Mull, for even the moderate wind against the tide had raised

a confused sea - definitely a place to avoid in heavy weather°    Gigha was

abeam by 15oOO and when we altered course slightly for the entrance to Loch
Swen we were able to goosewing the genoa°

We entered the Loch with a freshening wind and covered the

7 miles to the head of this narrow inlet in record time.    Valerie, on her
first passage in a boat, had been sea sick from Mull, but now that we were

in flat water again she surfaced with remarkable cheerfulness°     The C.CoC.
sailing directions, as usual, made the entrance to Tayvallich easy, and we

anchored off the village at 19o30.    A short walk ashore was followed by dinner

on board.       The midnight forecast promised gales but we were in a splendid

anchorage and enjoyed a sound sleep°

Log: 91 m. Passage: 17ho 4Omo Average ~.i knots.
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Monday, 27th July.

The barometer fell sharply overnight, and the day was overcast,
but with only occasional periods of rain,     We spent a lazy day~ although Hugh

claimed to have climbed a mountain when he was ashore for milko    To celebrate
the start of the cruise we had an after-lunch cocktail party (this means drinks

plus potato crisps);    this was followed by a long sleep to give us an appetite
for dinner.     After that we walked across the narrow strip of land to Carsaig bay.

From the headland we looked at the broken water in the Sound of Jura, and

watched a trawler battling through it.      The wind was howling when we returned

to Tayvallich; the tops were being whipped off the wavelets, and the skipper

of a large ketch was putting a warp ashore for good measure.     We put our the

kedge, paid out a few more fathoms of chain and lowered the angel - then we

could rest content.

Tuesday~ 28th July.

The wind was still strong enough to make sailing an endurance
test rather than a pleasure, so we decided to go overland to Crinan for a

change of scenery.     The only bus of the day leaves at 10.30 for Ardrishaig

and returns at 14.30, and passes within 2 miles of Crinan en route.    The

driver very kindly offered to call for us at the hotel in the minibus he used

to go for his own lunch, so that gave us a li.ttle more time.    The wind was now
NW 5-6, but there had been no sailing out of Crinano    After baths in the hotel

we enjoyed a drink on the sheltered terrace, where it was warm and sunny°    The

afternoon was spent peacefully in Tayvallich, and the day finished with a walk
over the hill and alongside the Linne Vurich.

Wednesday, 29th July.

We awoke to a flat calm, and for the rest of the day there was

no more than an occasional breath from the SW~     Going north, the C.C.C.

book advises leaving Crinan at the same hour B.S.T. as the G.M.T° of highwater

Dover, for this date that was 14o00.     Unfortunately, the further south you are

the later the stream turns, and half an hour before this time the ebb is still

running south down the Sound of Jura at over 3 knots.     We, therefore, left
Tayvallich under motor at 12.00 and turned north into the Sound at 13.00.

Visibility varied from half a cable to about half a mile as banks

of drizzle passed over, and careful pilotage was essential leaving the loch, for
the transits which usually make it easy to avoid the rocks were not visible°

Visibility ~$as still bad when we reached the Ruadh Rock, and here the course was

to be either west or east of the islands and rocks which run NE from here to the

Dorus More.      By this time the flood stream would be running strongly out of

the Gulf of Curryvreckan so I decided to go east and face more difficult

navigational problems rather than run the risk of engine failure on a windless

day and finish up in the Great Race.      We were fortunate, and visibility was
about half a mile as we passed through the Dorus More, and then north inside Ris

and Vic Faden.      The engine was running well and with the flood under us we
went past Pladda at about 12 knots.
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Although we were tired of the sound of the engine we hoped
that the forecast SW.4-6 would arrive soon and decided to push on to Tobermory.
Easedale, Sheep Isle and the Bogha Buadh buoy appeared out of the mist in
quick succession, and then we passed Duart Point and entered the Sound of Mull.
A light air encouraged us to set the main and genoa, but did not last long
enough to let us cut out the engine - so it was motor all the way to Tobermory.
Visibility was better on the last leg, and we arrived there at 21.30,
anchoring near "Rainbow" (I.C.C.) just in time for a quick visit to the
Mishnish Hotelo

Log:     145o3 mo Passage: ~2.~m. 9h..$0 min. Average: 5.5 knot.
(all motor).

Thursday, 30th July.

The day started with some sunshine and showers.    We had
baths in the Mishnish, and then replenished stores of food, water and petrol.
We left at 13.00 under main and genoa with the wind SW.2.     By the time we
reached Ardnamurchan the mist had descended once more and it was steering
by compass again, reaching past Muck and Rhum, and finally running down
Canna Sound in a freshening wind to anchor in the "harbour" at 18.40.    The
visibility improved as we arrived, and we went ashore for a walk to Compass
Hill.      Here we found that the grassy slopes above the cliff face overhang
in places and could be dangerous.       There were several other boats at
anchor, and after dinner the crew of Mercy Jane visited us.     We learnt
that stores of any kind are now very difficult to get on Canna.

Log:     177o Passage: 33.5m.    7h. 40 mino Average: 4.4 knots°

Friday, 31st Julyo

We had intended to go west to Barra or Loch Boisdale, but
the wind was W. 5-6 with stronger puffs in the rain squalls, so when we cleared
the lee of Cana (departure 14.25) we set our course for the calmer waters of
the Sound of Sleat.      For a change there was no mist, but the low clouds
cut off all but the lowest slopes of the Cuilllnso     We had set out under
reefed main and small jib, but changed to full sail as we ran up the Sound;
we were, therefore, well heeled for the short beat into Isle Ornsay anchorage,
where we dropped the hook at 18.15.      Hugh and I immediately     went ashore
as our previous experience was that the small hotel needed some warning for
a meal.

Lillian and Valerie went ashore on our return, and on hearing
steak and kidney pie mentioned" told the waiter they would prefer that to the
trout which we had ordered for them.     The proprietress, however, interjected
to say "That’s for the buses, there’s no pie for the yachters"    and so it
had to bet       The showers had been frequent all day, and in the evening turned
to continuous rain.      We met Sandy Taggart and crew in the hotel, on their way
south from Stornoway, and we finished the evening on board "Starletta".
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Log~    208.~o Passage: 31.~m.    5h. 5Om.     Average: ~.4 knots.

Saturday, Ist August.

Rather dissatisfied with our rate of progress we
decided to get the first of the flood through Kyle Rhea, so we left at 06.40.
On first awakening there was a glassy calm, but enough wind appeared to allow
us to sail from our anchorage.      We had a peaceful sail through Kyle Rhea,
but by Kyle Akin the NW breeze had freshened to force 4, and from here it was
a beat to Portree.      We stayed on the port tack, passing to leeward of
the Crowlin Islands, and then went about to fetch Caol More, the channel
between Raasay and Scalpay.      With full sail we were well heeled, and
Hugh did well to fry bacon and eggs for our rather late breakfast.    As is
Dften the case there were some strong gusts down the hillside as we approached
the land, and we rolled down some main for comfort.     The wind was even
stronger in Raasay narrows;    during one sevem gust the genoa split along a
middle seam from leach to luff, and we changed down to the small genoa. Soon
we were in the shelter of Portree Harbour and anchored at 1500~ once again
beside Rainbow.

Hugh and John went ashore, landing on the beach in
front of the Coolin Hills Hotel (standing in its own grounds to the north of
the anchorage) to see about baths and dinner.     They were told that baths
were not normally available for yachtsmen, but since we were having a meal
we could probably have them between I0.O0 and II.00 on Sunday°    A butcher
in the village surprised us by telling us that his steak had not been hung
long enough and advised us to go to his rival across the road~

Lo~:     245. Passage~ $6.~m. 8h. 20m. Average: 4°4 knots.

Sunday, 2nd August°

A very wet, misty, miserable cold day all day~ After
baths for some and church for all we enquired about hiring a car to see
something - if that were possible in the mist    of the Island, but found we
could not even get a bus on Sunday.      However, the charcoal stove kept the
saloon warm and cheery and we had a very restful day - reading, sleeping,
eating and drinking.      Rainbow departed in the afternoon;     we had
exchanged greetings with her crew and had hoped to have them on board, but
we did not meet them again on the cruise°

Monday. 3rd August°

We left at 07.55 with a light West wind; this
gradually freshened and soon we were sailing north at maximum speed for
there was no sea with the offshore breeze.      The Skye coast runs almost
true north for nearly IO miles from Portree to Rudha nam Braithairean, and
then North-west for IO miles to the nothern extremity of the island which
is capped by Eilean Trodday.
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Shortly after reaching this point the wind increased

to force 6, so we rolled down to the second batten and changed to the No. 1

jib in preparation for crossing the Minch.    There had been some sunshine
for a time~ but when Trodday was abeam the banks of mist came rolling up the

Little Minch, and visibility decreased to half a mile or less.     Here we

took our departure for Stornoway on a course 010° to clear the Shiant Island

(distance I0 miles) by 1 mileo     The CoC.C. book says that these islands

should be avoided in heavy weather, for the irregular bottom causes heavy
overfalls when the wind and tide are opposed, and in addition, the tidal

streams vary in time and direction°     However, once clear of the land

the wind settled to a steady 5, and we were very comfortable with the

reduced sail area°

Stornoway air beacon gave us a good position line,

but Eilean Glas lighthouse was not transmitting, so presumably visibility
was good in that area°     I am sure it would be a great help to all

shipping if "fog only" DoFo stations operated if there was a possibility

of poor visibility in the region they serve, rather than depend on its actual
presence in their own vicinity°     In spite of keeping a careful watch we did

not see the Shiant Island, but later visibility improved and Milaid point

appeared on the port bow.

As we approached Lewis the wind eased and full main

was set~ but soon the wind veered and freshened and we rolled down once
more~ this time to the first batten°     We had a fine sail along the

coast, and then beat across Stornoway harbour to anchor at 15.55 in the

bay below the castle (beside the lifeboat).     A dinghy rowed across from

"Rawanah" and we were invited aboard by Dr. Armstrong and sons°     Later

we had baths and a meal in the Crown Hotel.

Log~ 296° Passage=    ~Im. 8h. 0 min°     Average: 6.~ knots.

Tuesday~ 4th August°

The early forecast was that a depression would move

slowly into the area from the Atlantlc~ giving gale force winds later.

We had visions of being stuck in Stornoway for a week if we didn’t leave

at once, so were on the doorsteps of the shops as they opened to get
fresh supplies.     We got under way at 10.30.       The sun was shining and

the wind was very light South-west, so we motored as we had breakfast on

deck.

When Loch Grimshader was abeam we could see a blanket

of thick fog pouring around and over Kebock Head~ and in a surprisingly
short time it had engulfed us.      This was thick sea fog~ and not the low

cloud we had met previously, and it was being carried by a moderate South-

west wind°          It had been our intention to make for one of the sea

lochs on the mainland~ since we knew that with the crossing of the Minch

out of the way unsettled weather would not deter us from sailing in the
more sheltered waters to the lee of Skye.     Now with the fog around us
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the thought of a landfall on a lee shore with poor visibility and a rising

wind forecast made me decide to turn back to Stornoway.    In less than half

an hour we emerged from the fog~ but we could see the bank extending now to
the East End of the Eye peninsula.     I think this was a wise decision for

the B.B.C. reported fog at Tiree for Iio00, so it was probably fairly wide-

spread.     Back in Stornoway we thought of anchoring in Glumack Harbour ,

the most sheltered anchorage~ but decided it would be an inconvenient place

to be stuck in bad weather and so returned to our former anchorage,

dropping the hook at 13o20o      In fact we were rather glad to be back,
for it gave us a chance to see something of the island°

Stornoway has an atsmosphere of its own; perhaps

it is the amount of Gaelic that is spoken in the streets and the shops,

but it certainly gives one the feeling of "going foreign".    In the evening

the wind increased as forecast~ but it backed to South which made us lie
uncomfortably close to the rocks at the North end of the bay° With the

wind howling overhead through the trees I got little sleep~ keeping a
frequent check on our position°

LO~:    ~10o "Excursion". 14m.    2h. ~O min.    Avera2e: 5 knots.

Wednesday. 5th August°

The wind had moderated by morning to South-west, force

5, and the sun was appearing between the clouds° Unable to hire a car on

Tuesday afternoon we had decided to stay on whatever the weather and had

booked one for Wednesday°      At 14.30 we set off to see the island.
Following a road map now instead of a chart we drove south through the

barren countryside°     Lewis is quite flat, but across the "border" in

Harris it is more mountalneous and we were rewarded with fine views of

Loch Seafortho At Tarbert we came upon what seemed to be the local agri-

cultural show. Cattle were parading in a ring to be judged, and it looked

a typical country scene: but instead of the bagplpesgmusic was provided by

a record of the Beatles relayed over loudspeakersl     This is a centre for
the tweed industry and sometime was spent in selecting some of this fine

cloth.      From here we made a circular tour of South Harris°       The

eastern side of the island is more bleak and barren than the western. On

the west coast the Atlantic swell was breaking unceasingly on long deserted
beaches.    From Tarbert we retraced our path to Stornoway~arriving back at

19.00 having covered about 120 miles°

Thursday. 6th Aueusto

The forecast at 06.45 was"3-5 cyclonic as despression

moves $.E~ and we set out at 07°50 with no fixed destinatlon~ other than
somewhere south of Stornowayo     We motored to the harbour entrance and

finding the wind So force 5~ set the main reefed to the Ist batten and the

small genoa°     The wind veered, and for a time we could steer 170° but it

soon backed again and we returned to 140Oo     Progress to windward was delayed
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by the short steep seas;    soon there was more sea than wind and we unrolled
the main.     At 13040 we tacked just north of Ru Re.      We stood on the port
tack, heading for Trodday~ until we could fetch Loch Toddlden~ but the wind
eased again and headed us so we slackened the sheets and steered for Loch
Galrloch.       Perhaps it was because of our angle of approach, but we ~ound
it difficult to recognise the loch until we had practically entered it; in
fact we were only able to do so by fixing our position with bearings on
Ru Re and Trodday and steering a compass course°     In the shelter of the
loch there was no wind at all and we motored the last mile into the delightful
anchorage of Badachro~ which we were to share only with the fishing boat
which seems to reside there°    We anchored at 180250

The log read only 3509 but on hauling in the llne
we found the rotator had lost its blades°     Having overstood considerably
on the last tack we reckoned that the distance covered was about 50 miles,
and the log was reset at 3600      It was a perfect still evening°     After
a walk ashore and a drink in the little inn ~ it sells only beer- we had
a sumptious dinner on board°      The girls excelled themselves on this
cruise~ not one meal ashore was a match for the food they prepared~ and we
only dined ashore to give them a rest~

Log: 360. Passage~ 5Omo    IOho 35 minso Average= 4.7 knots.

Frldav= 7th August°

We were sorry to leave this beautiful loch at 10.30.
It was a fine morning with a light Eo air and for the first time in the
cruise we set the ghostero        By the time Loch Torrldan was abeam the
wind had backed to No and we boomed out the ghostero      We saw a large
ketch motoring north when abeam Applecross Bay~    this was the first yacht
we had met under way since leaving Tobermory eight days before°

The clouds were building up over the land~ and there
was a heavy shower as we passed inside the Crowlln Islands~ but the rest of
the day was bright and pleasant°     We anchored temporarily at 17.O5 off
the stony beach - at first almost on top (much to the dlsguist of my crew)
and finally alongside "Providence"~ a gaff cutter from the south of England.
She looked familiar~ and it turned out that Lillian and I had met her
before in Totalg on her last cruise north in 1959o      We went ashore for
supplies and some refreshments~ then left once more at 19o15. Lochs Alsh
and Dulch looked their very best in the evening sunlight and we came to
anchor in Totaig at 20°20°

Log:     397. Passages~ 30o5m 6ho 35 minso Average: 4.7 knot~

6o5mo 6ho    5 minSo Average, 6.0 knots.
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Saturday. 8th August.

The ebb runs south through Kyle Rhea commencing at H.W
by the shore (40 mln. before H.Wo Stornoway) and can be carried to Ardnamurchan

until 6 hours after H.W. Stornoway - thus allowing nearly 7 hours to carry a

fair tide and reach Ardnamurchan (distance 37 miles) at slack water.

Accordingly, we left Totalg at O.6301    we arrived just too early in the
narrows and could barely stem the last of the flood~ but at 07.25 we started

to move and in no time at all there/3-4 knots under us.    /was

It was a warm day and- another first - we were able

to sunbathe on deck.     The Wo wind gradually freshened and we reached along
in fine style.     We passed a couple fishing from an outboard runabout; they

started their motor and chased after us to present us with half a dozen large

mackerel.      Hugh was filleting these as we rounded Ardnamurchan at 13.40

on the last of the ebb, and they were fried in deep butter and eaten before

we arrived at Tobermory.     It was the last day of West Highland Week and

we had difficulty in finding a convenient place to anchor, but we eventually

came to rest near Inlsmara at 15.40.      We had baths and dinner in the

Western Isles Hotel, and finished the evening watching the open air dancing
on the pier.

Log:     4460 P~ssag~: 49m°     9ho I0 mins° Average: 5.3 knots.

Sunday, 9th Au~usto

We left Tobermory at 09.30 with no fixed destination.
It was a dull day, but dry, and the force 3 NoWo wind made it a dead run down

the Sound of Mull. Two Dragons left with us, and setting their spinnakers
soon drew well ahead. Two cruising catamarans came after us and we were
shamed into setting our spinnaker.     We had a fine sail down the Sound, leaving

the cats behind and just catching the Dragons at the Lady Rock°    We had not

expected to catch the tide at Pladda, for it was to run north from about noon

until 18.00 but we now decided to go further south rather than spend the night

at Puilldobhraln or thereabouts.       We~ therefore, carried on to see if
we could get past Pladda before the tide reached its maximum rate. Progress

was fast enough until we reached Pladda at 14o20~ having covered 31 miles in

less than 6 hours.

The wind now fell light just when we needed it most
and we started the engine.     We were in no great hurry and could have anchored

out of the stream to the N.E. of Pladda, but just for the sport of it we
tried to push through.      We crept slowly past the lighthouse but came to

a stop when we reached Kieran Island.      At times we were carried backwards

over the ground as the wind eased and our speed dropped by perhaps half a

knot, but ever so slowly we made our way south°    It took almost one hour
to pass Kieran Island and another half hour to reach Leaca Point°    Here we

got tired of the game and anchored in Blackmill Bay, out of the tide, at

15.45.
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We left again under sail at 17.15 but the wind gradually

fell away and we were becalmed off Ardluing Point.     The 17.58 shipping fore-

cast gave light and variable winds for Mailln and adjacent areas.    We did not
relish the idea of a night passage under motor down the Sound of Jura, and

since John and Valerle had not sailed in the Clyde before we decided that a

passage through the Crinan Canal would add a final touch of variety to the

cruise.     We, therefore, motored the remaining few miles to the basin, and

entered it at 19.50.

Log: 49~. Passages:    40mo     6h. 1~ minso    Average: 6.4 knots.

9m.     2h. 2~ mlns.     Average. 9.7 knots.

Monday, IOth August.

We rose early, and entered the first lock as it opened

at 06.30 in company with a large motor cruiser, a catamaran, "Christina of

Cascals (ex-8 metre formerly from Cork), a Dragon and a Pacemaker motor

cruiser.      The catamaran left the convoy at Bellansch lagoon but it was

a slow procession and we did not reach Ardrishalg until 11.50.     Here we
had our long delayed breakfast, and then spent some time taking on water,

petrol and other supplies for the last leg home. At 14.45 we left the canal;

there was not a ripple on the water as we motored down Loch Fyne.     After

rounding Sklpness point there was enough wind to allow us to sall for about

half an hour, but it then fell away to a flat calm again.    At 21.15. we were
abeam of Campbeltown Loch.      We were just too late to carry the tide to

the Mull, and so considered entering the loch and anchoring there for the

night, but since it was such a beautiful evening and we had just about enough

petrol left we decided to carry on.     By midnight Sanda was two miles astern

of us.

Tuesday, llth August.

My watch was from midnight until 02.00.     Visibility was

excellent;    there was no moon but the sky was bright with stars, and I had

never before seen such a display of shooting stars - many with long golden tails.

Motoring through the canal on Monday morning a fracture had appeared in the
exhaust pipe close to the cylinder head. (This first piece of the exhaust is

not water cooled).     It had been repaired by wrapping it in tin-sheet,(ex-

Heinz) binding then with seizing wire and asbestos cord and, at regular~

intervals we lifted the engine hatch to check it.     Shortly after 03.30 Hugh

woke me to say that the exhaust was glowing red.    On inspection I found that

the length connecting the cylinder head to the silencer had worked loose and
had sagged so that the hot exhaust gases were now playing on the wooden cross

member which supported the gear box.    To my horror this was burning like

charcoal~      We stopped the engine and poured a bucket of water over the

glowing wood.    Fortunately, the damage was only superficial and did not

involve the planking although we did not realise this until dayllght~
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This was undoubtedly the most frightening experience I
have ever had in a boat.        This Winter I intend to see that the exhaust
is cooled all the way and that it is better supported.      We did not
re-start the engine, but waited until a light easterly appeared about 06.30.
This lasted Just long enough to get us to Donaghadee where we arrived back
at our moorings at 10.30.

Lo2:     586. Passage:    9~m.    19h.     45 mins. Avera2e: 4.6 knots.
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A Summer on ~he Costa del Rain.

by

Wal lace C lark o

1964 was "Wild Goose’s" first summer at home, after three

spent in France, Spain, and the passage to and fro~    it was pleasant to

find that the experience in southerly regions has increased rather than

decreased our enjoyment of Irish sailing.

It makes you appreciate what a wonderful and unspoilt

coast we have and, of course, you can indulge in that maddening habit of
looking at some scruffy local pier and saying it resembles San Feliu de

Quixols    or other exotic sounding foreign ports.

It was a short but busy season; - we launched at Whitehouse

on 8th July, stepped the mast in Carric~, and on the IOth had a fine sail

to Lame.     Here we left "Wild Goose" moored off the Yacht Club to return
home.     It was a deceptively calm evening and in 2 fm. low water I lald

out the 30 lb. C.QoRo to the So on 25 fm. of chain, and a 30 lb. Danforth
on 25 fmo of rope to the S.Eo      Our return was delayed by 24 hours, and on

the 12th a So gale blew up, which split many an Orange banner.    We were very
shattered to be rung up early on the 13th to be told "Wild Goose" was ashore.

About 5.O a.mo, when the full strength of the ebb was running in the same

direction as the gale, she had dragged both anchors over the weed for 200

yards and ended up in the U-shaped bay between the steamer pier and the
Club.     Luckily, there was no damage to her hull, but bowsprit and bumpkin

were chopped off, as neatly as if by an axe, and the mizzen step and

rigging was damaged.     I had carried the old bowsprit to France and back

as a spare and it was easily fitted. By lunchtime we were afloat and

alongside the pier°       We decided to leave the mizzen ashore as June and

I were due to start a week’s holiday.     Captain Dolg and several other members

of the East Antrlm BoCo were extremely helpful, and we were able to sall
at 3 o’clock the next day°     "Wild Goose" is in almost every way better as a

cutter, so I doubt if we will replace the mizzen - certainly not for day sail-

ing and short cruises°

If you are going to get the maximum out of a cruiser you

have to be prepared to leave her on her own anchors in all sorts of places;
I’ve done so often with "Wild Goose", and occasionally in less sheltered places

than Lame, but never in one with such appalling holding.    Of course, since

the accident, l’ve met lots of people who have had similar experiences there,
~ut my previous ignorance might have been very costly, so perhaps the record

of this rather tedious incident may act as a cautionary tale.

We spent the next night at Waterfoot pier.    Two ’yorts’

as they call them in East Antrlm lay inside the wee pier and we anchored
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Just outside them, put a stern rope ashore, and a ’shoulder rope’ out
from the mast so the kedge.      They stay there all summer and were in
calm water that night, but we rolled a fair bit as the outer part of the
pier is on open piles.      It’s a pretty spot and the bay in the evening
with the lights strung out along the shore and steep dark mountain slopes
behind remind us of Rosas under the Pyrenees.

It was Just June and I on board, and we had a heavy
job recovering the two anchors next morning but got off at half ebb, the
right time, local men say, to sail for the Clyde, and were in Lough Ranza
at 8 that night; a light fair wind and quite a bit of motoring.

Next day we entered the Crinan Canal at Ardrishalg.
It was June’s first visit to the Clyde, indeed to the Scottish mainland,
and she was suitably impressed.      We had been through 300 locks in
France, not too long ago, but proceeded to make a thorough hash of the
first Scottish one, almost gouging the topsides of a gleaming Boyd-deslgned
motor boat with whom we were sharing it.     It rained hard and incessantly
for most of the passage but after the bad start we managed to keep "Wild
Goose*’ under proper control, and June is one of the few people I know
who can wear wet oilskins as if she were on the Cowes fashion page in
"Vogue".     I smartened up my efforts with the warps and *’Wild Goose"
began to feel that she could hold her head up again in such unwontedly
smart company.

The Canal is expensive by French standards; £5. for
the thirteen locks instead of free, but you are accordingly greatly
pampered and don’t have to work gates, sluices or bridges.    It’s wonder
the Scotsmen haven’t decided to make the crews do a bit of work and
keep the expenses down~    The scenery is superb, far better than France
and we tied up for the night a mile short of Crlnan surrounded by
rhododendrons, heather and wild flowers of every sort, as lovely a
berth as "Wild Goose" has ever found.

Next day we called at Ardlussa, N. Jura, for lunch

and finished up in Lowlandman Bay for the night. Just as we were going
to bed, a most extraordinary roaring and splashing started in the gloaming
by the W.shore.      We listened for some minutes - a stag roaring it might
have been, but it wasn’t that time of year ~ or a stranded whale, but the
tide was rising. At last curiosity got the better of me and in pyjamas
I rowed over in the dinghy;    splashes and bellows continued to alternate
until finally I got a brief glimpse of seals’ heads disappearing, and a11
was still.    Perhaps they were hunting salmon in the burn, perhaps they
were fighting, most likely just playing, but I’ve never heard seals make
such a row before°

It was blowing hard and very misty next morning - we
wanted to get to Gigha, but the wind, though fair, seemed almost too strong
up for running down on a lee shore in bad visibility.
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However, we plucked up our courage and found that out

of the lee of the Paps the wind was a gentle Force 4.

It’s a ten mile run across, and we might as well have

been in mid-Atlantic most of the way - no sign of land and a long low

leaden swell rolling up from the S.

Gigha duly came in more or less the right place, half

a mile ahead and we entered the Sound from the North.     Dinner in great

style with the Horlicks that night, and lunch and tea with the Gages
next day on Rathlin completed the cruise.

We left "Wild Goose" in Portrush and ! returned on
the Saturday night, July 25th, to sail her round Malin Head to Lough Swilly.

Mike and Sally Villiers-Stuart, in their usual good

form, and leaving at IO.O p.m. we sailed most of the way to Inistrahull

Sound closehauled in a W. wind of about Force 4.

The outer rock of the Garvan Islands is appropriately

named the Scare and it looked quite ominous on that very dark night with

an unexpected swell kicking up a great shine all around it.      East of the
Sound the water had been calm but now the swell with the tide running against

it, hurled down on us about 8 feet high, short and steep, and the wind piped

up too.

We were wallowing in every trough and I pressed the

starter button to get some help from the engine to be answered by a high

pitched whine. A brief diagnosis suggested a jammed starter, so I removed

the starter motor.

Hanging head down in a rough sea at 6.0 aom. after a

sleepless night is not the best condition for a mechanical aptitude test -

I failed dismally and gave up after an hour’s tinkering.    We needed the

engine to catch the flood up the Narrows to Mulroy Bay, but changed the

plan and sailed into the Swilly instead.     A fierce squall lasting about

an hour blew up, and Mike laboriously reefed    it would have been much

easier to hand the mainsail and this was about the only occasion in the

season we missed the mizzen.     Off Dunree we met "Shindilla", Tony Frazer’s

smart "Silhouette", then carried on up to Rathmullan to lay a mooring and

leave her°      All that was wrong with the engine was a bearing in the

~ynamo~    Half a minute would have slipped the belt off.    I wish someone

would make a gramophone record of the various expensive noises engines
make - and the appropriate cures~

"Wild Goose" was kept busy all August between Mike

Villiers-Stuart and John Osborne, who both took their families sailing,

and visited Sheephaven, Tory and Gola.     We had a week of day sailing with

the children in the Swilly ourselves, based on a chalet at Rathmullan.
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It’s an ideal lough for this;    the boat lles off the beach 400 yds. from
your shack and you can sall in an hour to one of half a dozen other beaches,
on the E. or W. shore - according to the wind, have a picnic and sall home -
Just the sort of thing for four or five year olds.     The lough vies with
Kenmare in beauty.      Whether you prefer looking at honey coloured corn
fields, cavernous cliffs, or hillsides speckled with bracken, whlns and
heather, the constantly changing light makes them different every hour of
the day.

The last outing of the season was a five day trip to
Islay and back, as good a quintet as l’ve ever known. Three ex-galley
slaves from the currach which rowed to Iona last year signed as crew.

We left Swilly at 3.0 p.m. on Sunday, 30th August,
and were back at 8.0 a.m. on the Friday; the usual kaleidoscope of memories
fills the gap between, one day blurred into another in a way that never
quite happens ashore.        Sunset on Sunday, two hours of Turner-llke
splendour, with Malln Head silhouetted against it; - The hour before dawn
on Monday as we sailed down the silvery path of Venus (strictly astronomically,
no women on boardl) - Rock pigeon shooting in the dinghy on Monday evening,
30 in the two hours - the last one fell on my head; Beating up Loch Indaal,
Islay in the dark, hours before dawn on Wednesday, some of us cold, some of
us wet - most of us seasick.     It’s one of the few outer Scottish lochs
well enough llt to be entered with confidence at night, and we were mlghtly
glad to be able to do so and get the hook down; The welcome from old
friends at Bowmore, as we sat about the deck in brilliant sunshine alongside
the pier;     Cracking to the island G.P.s Dr. Talt, round the cabin lamp until
3.0 a.m. next morning; - The passage on Thursday afternoon round the rocky
S.W. tip of Islay and through Orsay Sound to Losset Bay; - Our weather luck
in getting good enough conditions to accept an invitation to visit there and
lle in a bay open to the Nest so late in the year; - Three golden eagles
soaring over the cliffs together to greet our arrival;- A foggy passage back
to Lough Swilly that night, including two tense hours tangling with Inlstrahull
in a strong tide and nll vls. - The echo sounder llke a blind man’s stlck:-
Last, but not least, Richard McCullagh declaiming the Lament of the Irish Earls
on leaving Rathmullan 1607 - as we sailed the last bit up the Swilly.    Who
but Richard could do such a thing before breakfast?

Laylng-up, llke washing up, goes on for ever. The monotony
can be relieved by a change of surroundings; in the last five years "Wild Goose"
has hibernated on the Bann (not too shallow), Cultra, Bandol, Rosas and
Whltehouse: this year, on the ~op of the biggest September tide, she ghosted
up the river to Ramelton to rest in the capable hands of Lawrence Turner -
until another Spring comes round.
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Helen of Howth’s Cruise 1964
to

Spain and Portugal.

by

P. Ho Greer.

I have always wondered why it is that those who go sailing
seem to have such a desire for speed.     It is understandable when we
are racing, indeed it is the object of the exercise, but why when we
are cruising?.      No sooner do we start on our cruise than we start to
wonder when we will arrive.

This year was to be different.     We would have leisurely
cruise, and we would leave behind a number of sails.      We would have
the heavy yankee and the foresail hank on at all times, and we would
certainly not think of setting a spinnaker.     If the wind was light, we
would hoist yankee and foresail main and mizzen, and perhaps if it was
in the right direction, the mizzen staysall, but probably as we were in
no hurry and Just out for a leisurely cruise the latter would hardly be
necessary.

We left Howth at 19OO hours on Friday, the 26th June, bound
towards Vigo in Spain.     The crew were Dermot Luke, Jim Cox, Pat Greer
in the portwatch, and Ross Courtney, Ken Cooke, and myself in the starboard.
Leaving dead on the planned time I think is always a good start to a
cruise.    Indeed I think it is a ’must’       The strain of seeing lines
of tearful girl friends, wives, etCo, on the pier as one is about to leave
is more than I can stand    so we leave on time°

One couldn’t say the weather had been nice, with quite a lot
of drizzle and low visibility, and we had not seen anything since the
Tuskar, which we passed at 0600 hours on Saturday, but who could grumble,
all had been going well.      We logged our Sunday run at midnight on
that day and the fact that we had covered 185 miles in the last twenty-four
hours, thus averaging 7.7 knots for the period and 7o3 since we left Howth,
53 hours ago, couldn’t be overlookedo

A sweepstake had already been organised on the basis of our
time of arrival.      The wind was slowly veering to from just forward of
our starboard beam, and perhaps we would soon be able to set the spinnaker
(we had brought one just in case).

We might even clock 200 miles in the next 24 hours, and this
on a leisurely cruise~     What might we have done if we had been racing?
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Well, we didn’t log those 200 miles, but had we been racing we

wouldn’t have done so either for we couldn’t have tried harder.     We did set

the spinnaker and on Monday about dusk the wind had come up and there was a big
sea with drizzle and low visibility so we lowered it, an operation which is not

too easy in the conditions.     We had logged 16 miles in the last I% hours,

that is 9.1 knots, and steering was certainly no joke, so it was time that

that spinnaker was down.

Our dead reckoning gave a position about IOO miles north
of Cape Villano and a large vessel had passed on a parrallel course so that

it seemed we were probably nicely on the track.

At 0900 hours on Tuesday, 3Oth June, land was clearly visible

on our port bow and with the reduced sall we were clocking a steady 8½ knots

in a huge sea.      Ships were now visible in all directions.     Really the
traffic of Villano and Finisterre is colossal.     How they sort themselves out

in lines about a mile apart I don’t know, but in this low visibility I imagine
radar was playing a big part.     At noon Tuesday Cabo Torinana was abeam to

Port, so we had covered 656 miles from Howth.     Quite suddenly the sky cleared,
and as if someone had opened the oven door a waft of hot scented air came from

the land.      This was just what we had come for.

We closed Finisterre and signalled the station by international

Code Flags - M.E.O.W. Helen’s signal letters, acknowledged by Finisterre
hoisting her answering pennant from the dip to close-up ....... "Helen’s"

M.I.L. - "Please report us to our owners via Lloyds of London" was answered

again by Finlsterre’s answering pennant being hoisted close up.     Up went

our signal OVG: "Thank you".     Finisterre’s reply PYJ, however, caused

some consternation.      The code book translates PYJ as vomit, vomits, or is

or are vomiting.     A second look at the flags, however, make our mistake
clear.     The last letter was "U" not "J", the signal PYU, the code book

said, was "Bon Voyage".       "Thanks Finisterre".

We had sailed down this coast some years ago in "Ann Gall"

and decided it would be well worth revisiting it and spending more time

there.     This was to be our plan, so we sailed on to Vigo, our base for the
holidays.      We entered the beautiful Vigo Bay in the most glorious con-

ditions and anchored in the Ensenada De Barra at 2000 hours on Tuesday, four

days and one hour from Howth.      We had covered 715 miles from Howth in

97 hours, thus averaging 7.35 knots.

I still don’t understand this desire to make a fast passage,

but I certainly did appreciate that lovely anchorage    a beautiful bay, a
deserted dream-llke white sandy beach, not a house in sight, not a soul,

but the fishermen in the passing fleet of craft heading out to sea for

their night’s fishing.      The hot air from the shore a cable’s length away

had an oriental scent, something llke the delicate aroma of curry.    We never
did find out what caused it, but we never will ~orget that place and that

evening.
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We cruised around the bay for the rest of the week enjoying

it all very much° As a cruising ground the coast from Villano to Vigo

is absolutely ideal. The bays are similar to those on our southwest coast,

llke Kenmare Bay9 Dingle Bay, or Bantry Bay° Hundreds of little sheltered

beaches, clear water, warm water, quiet anchorages, little villages, seaside

resorts with fine hotels and in Vigo everything from night Clubs to Yacht
Clubs and fishermen’s cottages to sky-scraperso

We sailed on down to Oporto in Portugal on Friday and

arriving in fog off the Duoro river we took a pilot, not exactly necessary,

but in very foggy conditions it seemed a wise precaution°     The river

certainly is picturesqum and Oporto interesting, but it would be far better

to anchor at Leixoes Harbour as we had done the last time.     The river is

dirty and the landing filthy°      The officialdom is a maximum - about

five hours to finallse clearance, - whilst there are formalities at Leixoes
they are more used to yachts there and the nonsense is mlnimisedo     Ross,

Ken and Jim were to leave by car for Vigo whence they were taking a ship to

Southampton, but the fact that they were coming in by yacht and leaving by

land caused more trouble with the Customs and more formalities°

Mary Luke and Bunny~ my wife, flew in to join us for a

fortnight, and after a brief slght-seelng trip up to Oporto in the dinghy we

left at 18OO hours on Saturday bound North to Vigoo       Fog is very
prevalent on this coast and this also affected the flying rather badly.

There were delays on both inward and outward flights, and it is a pity

that there are not flights to Vigo as it would certainly open up this

cruising ground.       We had fog again on our trip back to the bay and were
for a time lying with engine stopped in the entrance waiting for even a

few hundred yards visibility so that we could make out some definite land-

mark before moving Ino

We spent a fortnight cruising to the various islands and

bays to the North°      The weather, though commented on by locals as bad, was

just ideal as far as we were concerned.     One could certainly spend much

more time than we had, but unless one had a great deal more there would

certainly be no point in going further south than Vigo Bay°     There is so
much to see and enjoy between Cabo Villano and Vigoo    Stores of all sorts

are available at Vigo, and though we didn’t need it~ for we had brought

extra bottles, Kosangas, 1 am told, is available there°     The Yacht Club,

The Real Club Nautlco de Vigo provides every facillty~ water, showers, dancing,
postal address, meals, advice, charts etc.      There are plenty of fine

restaurants and most things are cheap°     Diesel Oil, however, at about 4/-

per gallon is much dearer than we can get it at home°

Customs will meet a Yacht at almost every small town or

village at which she anchors, or may meet you as you go ashore, but there is
no bbtherand they are friendly - a great difference from those in Portugal.
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On Sunday, the 19th July, Helen sailed from Vigo with

the new crew, John McConnell, John Henry McConnell, Bob Fannin and Dennis

Higginbotham had joined us for the trip back to Ireland.

Dermot Luke, John Henry and Bob Fannin were in the

Portwatch and John with Dennis Higginbotham and myself were at the starboard.

We intended to spend the day at Isla Agudo which fronts Vigo Bay on which
there is a beautiful beach and then to sail to some anchorage to the North

so that we could leave for Howth on Monday morning.

A beautiful day was spent at Agudo, swimming and walking

but what a difference here on Sundays.      We had visited the island during

the week when not a visitor can be seen, but on Sundays it seems that the

whole population of Vigo takes a boat to the island.     Still, it was a

pleasant day and it was interesting to see the locals enjoying themselves.

We then sailed off to the North and anchored for the night at Santa Eugenio
de Reveira, a small fishing town in Arosa.

Our evening meal ashore in a small pub was quite an

experience.    Language difficulties were solved by John making several trips

to the kitchen of the Hostelry and there selecting and tasting the various
courses.      The cabbage soup which was served will, however, never be

forgotten, nor indeed tried again by any of us.

We left Santa Eugenio at 1015 hours on Monday, the

20th July, sailing towards Howtho      The prevailing wind at this time in

these parts is northerly, generally about force 6, and the temptation is to
go off on the port tack into the bay once one clears Cabo Villanoo      We

knew, however, that this was the wrong thing to do - we would choose the

correct course off onto the starboard tack right out into the Atlantic until

we picked up Westerlies in two or three days tlme9 when we should slide

gracefully into the Irish Sea on freed sheets.     It certainly would have

been better had we not known the correct theoretical course, for as we

made our northing the wind veered instead of backing, and practically
at no time did we have a course which was not close hauled although we did have

some hours spent on the engine with no wind at allo

As we left the land we ploughed at a steady 6 knots

out to the Northwested with a good deal of spray flying°     This soon found

its way through some weak places in the seams of ou$ cabin top which had
been so well baked in the Spanish sun, and whilst our deck seams, which

had been the subject of much care and devotion last winter, remained tight,
the few drips from the cabin top certainly added to the difficulty of the

crew settling into a sea-routine.

By Tuesday lunchtime we were feeling some strain with

the constant heaving and motion.      The drips all added to the difficulty of

a new crew settling in, and to those of the old crew who had had two and a

half weeks of lotus eating ashore.      So we hove-to for lunch and a tidy-

up.    This is, in my experience, just the thing to do in these circumstances,
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and so It proved ¯gain.     I dealt with the drips using seal¯silk and cello-

tape, one-cooked the lunch, another cleaned the carpet, another tidied up,
whilst another relashed ¯ few piston hanks, and after two and a half hours

we were under way ¯gain, now completely settled in. What ¯ difference
those few hours m¯de~

The wind slowly eased in strength, but we still headed
on ¯ course of about 340° magnetic, whereas the course to the Tusker would be

more llke 030°.     We should go about - we did - then were broken off to

about IOOO, so back on to the starboard tack.     Now the wind increased and
we had ¯ spell of Force 7 - Mizzen and Yankee were handed.      We were still

on the starboard tack heading out to the Northwestward when, at the change of

watch, the port tack reported excitement caused by ¯ whaling vessel chasing ¯

whale in our vicinity with harpoon manned and look-out aloft.      It had

been an interesting and exciting experience for them.     The whale, however,
got away, so apparently not ¯ very profitable one for the whalers~

Confusion about watch times nearly caused a casualty.
John had turned in after dinner apparently with the idea that the Starboard

watch was due on again at 2000.     Dennis discovered the error end was in the

act of waking his colleague to advise him that it was necessary to waken up.

We saved his life restraining him.

On Wednesday morning we sighted ¯ sail, then another,

and another.     What could this be so far from land?    so many gleaming white

sails out here in the Atlantic.     We thought about the Transatlantic Race

people returning home but surely not together.     Steadily we sailed up to them
and found a fleet of twenty or so tunny-men at work.     We passed close and saw

them in great excitement hauling in the fish, so we put out our own line and

at once, thanks to the starboard watch, we had ¯ fine fish on board.

As another member of that watch remarked, those port-

watch so-and-so’s are lucky so-and-so’s to have so-and-so’s llke us in the

starboard watch~

Later both watches caught tunny until we had to give

it up - it was just plain slaughter.     Even putting the line overboard in
order to coil it down resulted in another fish on deck.      We had tunny

steaks grilled, we had tunny steaks done in the oven, and then, thanks to

John, we had tunny fish cakes.      We could have opened ¯ very fine Fish

and Chip shop, but unfortunately we were running short of potatoes.

Thursday morning found us at our furthest point from

land that we had ever reached in ¯ sailing vessel.      Three hundred and
thirty miles approximately from Ushant, the same from Villano and Mizzen

Head.     We had come here to find a Westerly breeze instead we found only

¯ North Kasterly dead on the nose for the Tusker.     It seemed that the wind

always came from the Tusker.
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Later in the day a great diversion was caused by shoals of
dolphin playing for hours around us.     They went away for a time then back
again for more play.      This was certainly a long sail and equally a very
interesting one - with everyone well settled in we were enjoying it.

On Friday morning our dead reckoning position was 48°,
38’ north, and II° iO’ west, but a sextant shot on Polaris that night indicated
that our latitude was about 30 miles more to the South and this certainly
proved to be the case when we made our land fall.

By now th~ wind had gone and we motored direct for the
Tuskar, although we were still many miles west of the West Coast of Ireland
as far as longitude was concerned.      However, we should soon be running
out of the Atlantic 3000 fathoms on to the edge of the Continental shelf and
this gave us the impression that we were really making progress.    In the

early hours of Saturday we passed through a fleet of fishing vessels, apparently
on the Great Sole Bank, and we had a breeze again.     By IOOO hrs. we were
within range of Valentia radio and sent a telgram giving our E.T.A.at Howth
as Monday.

Now with a fair wind for the first time we had all sails
set including spinnaker and mizzen staysail, and were clocking 7 knots in the

right direction.    Then fog and calm.     On Sunday at 0600 hours land was
sighted abeam to Port - high peaks detached from the "hull down" land -
no good for a fix.    At 1015 hours a ship crossed our track and if our dead
reckoning was right she was heading for Waterford.    It was right for a
few hours more and we sighted our first identified land - the Saltees.

A ’phone call home via llfracombe Radio brought the news
that there was a queue of business calls awaiting, as I was behind time, so
an hour or so was spent on the ’phone clearing up quite a few.     So on we
went round the Tuskar and up the Irish Sea, arriving at Howth at 12.00 noon
on Monday, the 27th July.

We had been at sea one week and two hours, and had
sailed 977 miles from Santa Eugenio and over I,OOO miles from Vigo. Altogether
in the holiday we had sailed over 2,500 miles°

Incidentally, we used two logs on both the long trips, the
Walker and our new Harrier, and they agreed at all times within 1½%, so we
feel that the Harrier can be relied upon in future.

We had fine crews and a fine cruising gound, and altogether
a most enjoyable holiday.     In fact we think we will go again next year.
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"F~v~ Sea Scouts sail tq Scottish Castle".

by

A. G. Leonard.

Skipper:

Mate:

"Sarita’s" crew.

Christopher Green.

Alan Leonard.

Clive Swaisland. )

Alan Robinson. )
Michael Thrush. )

Russell Heatley. )

David Kyle. )

Scoutmasters.

Scoutmaster.

Members of 33rd

East Belfast Sea
Scout Troop.

As well as the aim of Scouting in general, that of the Sea
Scout movement is to provide an opportunity to get afloat for those who

would not otherwise be able to do so.      These boys had become very

proficient at sailing Herons, but chances to sail in cruising boats were

rare, so Mr. Green’s offer to lend "Sarlta" for a fortnight was greeted
with cries of joy.     It would be possible to give them a good holiday,

plus two weeks solid "Sea-scouting" and instruction in cruising.    In

addition, the boys’ log could be entered for the Goodson Trophy, which

is awarded annually to the Scouts making the best journey by sea. This
seemed to be a good Idea,as, to the best of our knowledge, it has never yet

been won by an Irish troop.     As "Sarita" normally sails along the Sound

of Mull each year, it was thought that a good project for the Trophy

would be to visit the Chief Scount, Sir Charles MacLean, who lives in

Duart Castle at the entrance to the Sound of Mull, and arrangements
to do this were made beforehand.

Tuesday, 4th August. Wh~terock to Portavogi~: 21% miles.

Shortly after lunch the crew were collected by car and

transported, along with gear and lots of food, to Whiterocko     The early

afternoon was spent ferrying dinghy loads of gear and stores to "Sarita"

and then posing on board for a "Belfast Telegraph" photographer - one

photograph included a crew member hauling on the mainsheet with the sail
cover still on.     The stores included 15 dozen eggs, bought wholesale,

to provide cheap protein.     As the dinghy did not leak, we felt it safe

to take them all out at once, despite the proverb.     The afternoon was

warm and sunny, with little wind, so when we got under way at 14.45 we

had to motor to be sure of catching the tide at the bar°      The Scouts

were to do as much of the running of the ship as possible, so from the

start they took tricks at steering, while the others stowed personal gear
and stores    including the eggs.      After an uneventful "whizz" down the
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narrows, we were pleased to find little "bar" and only a small swell outside.

The engine was stopped and main, foresail and yankee set.     Then came the

Scouts first attempts at navigation, which included confusing the North Rock

Beacon with Butter Pladdy Buoy.     This error was soon pointed out, ms to

let it pass would have been rather damaging to "Sarita" ........ However,

they soon got the hang of it, and by the end of the cruise were very competent

navigators.     An easy broad reach brought us to the Plough Rock Buoy at

18.45, when we handed sail and motored into the harbour.     After a large

meal, the crew went ashore to find what Portavogie had to offer, while
Skipper and Mate studied charts and tides for the next day.     Finally to

bed after the midnight forecast.

Wednesday, 5th August.     Por~avogie ~o~Campbeltown:     68~ miles.

A grey morning, with poor visibility with forecast SW.4-5

and possibility of deterioration - the prospect of crossing the North
Channel with an inexperienced and possibly seasick crew was not inviting,

but there was no real reason against it.     One watch set to cleaning the
ship, the other went ashore for milk - they came back with a bucketful of

crabs as well.      When all was completed, at 0900, we got underway.     At

the Plough Rock Buoy, we set main, foresail and No. I jib, and started on a

dead run to the Skulmartln Lightship.     This was a very exciting run as

the crew in moments of stress were liable to push the tiller the wrong way.
At IOIO, with Skulmartin astern, we gybed and had a more comfortable leg

through Donaghadee Sound.    Visibility began to deteriorate about 12.30 so

we fixed our position and streamed the log - our course was now set for

Campbeltown, and as the wind shifted during the day, we had to gybe several

times.      About 18.OO the spinnaker was suddenly taken aback, the wind
shifting to NW 3-4.      The 17.58 forecast said that this would happen "later".

After the dullness of running all day (a boom guy guarding us against

aberrations by the helmsman) we had an invigorating beat to Davaar Island,

with shifting wind and rain squalls.     Entering Campbeltown Loch -singing

’[ wish you whiskey"    at 20.00, we handed sell and motored in.    Here we

discovered how long it took to cook crabs - until you cannot stand the smell
in the boat.     Having cleared the air, and eaten a large meal, the crew went

ashore, this time to ’crack’ with a naval rating standing guard at the gang-
plank onto a submarine.     They returned on board at 23.45 to find the Skipper

and Mate in bed.     One scout wrote in the log "Great to be in Scotland -
Natives seem friendly".

Thursday, 6th Au2ust. Campbeltown to ArdishaiK. Lock 4. 40 miles.

Although we rose with the forecast, we were not under way

till 08.30, mainly because of the difficulty in getting up~     The Skipper
and Mate occupied the quarter berths, from which they could turn out quickly,

but the main cabin at night was solid scout from one side to the other -

except for the table.     As this was slightly to port there was often dispute

as to who should occupy the starboard floor.
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Clear of the lock by 09.00, main, yankee and foresail
were set to a light westerly.     Now that we were in reasonably sheltered
water our programme of concentrated Seascouting began, with instruction
in navigation and bosunry for the watch off.      There was lots of practice
taking fixes on a clear sunny day, and new lanyards for the cockpit tent
gave ample scope for learning splicing and whipping.     The wind was light
and variable, which meant some motoring to keep moving, but it also gave
opportunity for practising sall changes - the time taken to hand working
headsails and set the spinnaker was observed, but not noted in the Log -
we hoped that it would improvel       The spinnaker was set and drawing by
13.45 but by 14.30 the wind had become very beamish, however, we were
able to let the pole forward to the forestay and hang onto it.     In view
of the morning’s hard work watches off in the afternoon were spent fishing,
or sun-bathing on "Sarita’s" ample afterdeck.

At 16.15 we were lying off Ardrishaig, and after a
cacophony of wheezes and grunts from the foghorn~ the sealock opened and in
we went.    The basin was fairly full, so we went through to Lock 4 for
the night.     After dining on mackerel caught in Loch Fyne -with mayonnaise
sauce made by the Skipper - we had a grand evening’s entertainment fishing
for eels in the canal.      The one small one that wa___~s caught soon went back
in, after trying to go down through the teak grating in the cockpit sole -
we did not fancy our chances of catching it swlmm~g round in the bilge water~
It may be of interest that following earlier correspondence about our trip,
the canal authorities allowed us a 50% reduction in fare, which is available
to similar organisations.

Friday, 7th August.     Can~l @pd Cr~n~n to Pui~ladobhrain.     26 miles.

With no real need to get up early this morning, and
certainly no enthusiasm, after two strenuous days with short nights, when
we heard the 06.45 forecast, we rolled over and went to sleep again.    (In
part this was due to the depression moving south across Malin).    We woke
again at 18.30 and were underway by 09.00 - breakfast in the long reach.
Having people below made steering a lot easier;    it is difficult to see
through five scouts.      The ascent went smoothly and easily with plenty
of hands to do the work - almost the hardest job was struggling in and out
of oilles in the showers.     There was great activity on the descent: one
hand in the galley, and the two most promising navigators studying charts
they were to navigate from Crinan to Puilladobhrain.      At 13.00 we made
fast in Crinan Basin, where the crew took great interest in some of the
other boats, not from any enthusiasm for naval architecture, but because
they had TAleNT on board~     This meant long queues in front of the cabin
mirror and much combing of hair.      After a good "nyarly" fry for lunch
we got under way again and were clear of the sea lock by 13.45 - just in
time to carry the tide all the way to Puilladobhrain.

The Dorus Mor was in fine form - it was now well past
slack water - heaving and swirling, and there were a few remarkably deep
whirlpools.    We could see that Colrebhreckan was in fine form too; huge
overfalls, visible to the naked eye, were definitely frightening when
seen through the glasses. After being swept up the Sound of Luing by the
tide, with only a light beam wind on a grey and warm afternoon, Fladda
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was soon abeam and we were bearing off for Sheep Isle.    The navigators

needed some assistance during the afternobn - the passage from Crinan to
Puilladobhrain was a difficult one for their first attempt. The Skipper

led the crew astray while sailing across Ardencaple Bay by running a book on
the number of boats in Puilladobhrain - there was one mast to be seen ....

However, when we anchored there this was found to be wrong - there was a

low motor boat was well.       The accounts were not settled.     The evening

was spent walking over the hill to the "bridge over the Atlantic" and

telephoning the Chief Scout to arrange when we should go to see him. This

proved to be rather difficult - the ’phone box had no door, only a few windows

and quite a list. Not surprisingly the ’phone did not work very well
and it took over an hour to get through.     At last, back over the hill to

"Sarita" and to bed.

Saturday. 8th Au~s~. Puilladobhrain t9 Q~n. 8 mi~s.

We had arranged to see Sir Charles on Sunday afternoon, so
with Duart Castle only a short sall away we could slacken the pace a bit - we

did not get up till ll.OO.      After a quick "brunch" there was a lot to do

cleaning ship.      Then we set main and yankee - wind W.S.W. 2-3 - sailed

the anchor out and set off for Kerrera Sound, the crew being much more
proficient at sall drill now..

To-day’s navigators had a much easier task - a clear

sunny day and practically a straight course; but to make up for it, they

plotted our position almost continuously the whole way to Oban. In Kerrera
Sound the wind died and left us drifting down on the tide, but by 15.30

it freshened to force 3 and gave us a fine sall for the last half hour. By
16.15 we had made fast alongside a fishing boat at the Railway quay, an

uncomfortable berth in the onshore wind, but we only planned a short trip

ashore for stores.       Fortunately we were all back on board by 18.15

when one of MacBrayne’s steamers came in at high speed. The wash set us

all rolling and when we got out of period with the fishing boat we got a

few nasty clouts.      The damage - a bent chainplate and some chipped paint,
would have been much worse but for seven pairs of hands, and a two-foot

diameter fender produced by the fisherman.     We broke the Scout Law about

being clean in thot~, word and deed, and said some very rude things about

MacBraynes;    then moved over to Ardentraive Bay, under the lea of Kerrera,

for tea.     Again we made fast alongside a fishing boat as we were reluctant
to put down an anchor in deep water with a foul bottom.      Another "MacBrayne"

came in, and more rude words were uttered, but the steamer was farther away

this time.     The wash was less, but unfortunately there was also less

chance of our remarks being heard~

Finally, at 21.30 we moved to Carding Mill Bay, the

Brandystone, and picked up a mooring. We all had an enjoyable evening

ashore - Chris and Alan visited the Edwards (C.C.C. members who sall the
Stella "Mufra" and who had been very kind and hospitable to Alan and his

family when they visited Oban on a previous cruise on "Minnie") while the

boys explored cafes and flsh-and-chlp shops. Oban was much more in their

llne than Puilladobhraln.
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Sunday. 9th August.     Ob~n - Duart - Tobermory.     29 miles.

The morning was grey, the forecast N.W. 3-5; two "lows"

moving N.E. and a "high" moving in from the S.W.    We spent it cleaning

ship from one end to the other, in case Sir Charles should want to come

come on board, cleaning ourselves, and preparing our "Number Ones".    Under

way at 13.OO, we set main, yankee and foresail and had a good beat across

Duart against wind W.3, with a weather going tide.      Duart Bay was a

difficult anchorage - open N. to E., and deep close inshore, then shelving
suddenly from 6-7 fathoms to 1-2 fathoms.     We managed to anchor in a

patch of 4 fathoms beside "Kelana".    Then into "Number Ones" and ashore to

see Sir Charles.     He met us at the gate and took us into the courtyard,

where he read the letter that we had brought to him from Judge Johnston,

Chief Commissioner of Scouts for Northern Ireland.     He then took us round

the castle, and showed us many of his family and scouting treasures. The

Keep, with its walls fourteen feet thick, housed a grand piano, a billiard

table and a large suite of furniture - yet there was still plenty of room

to move round.     Upstairs, among other things, we saw a bedroom with four-
poster, and a writing desk that once belonged to William Wordsworth.    One

scout later wrote in the log "He complained bitterly to us that when
writing at the desk he could never turn out the stuff Wordsworth did".

Finally we signed the ’Scouts’ visitors’ book, posed with Sir Charles

for photographs and then returned to "Sarita" by 17.30.

After a hurried change into sea-going uniform, we set

all plain sall and rain off in front of the castle to dip to Sir Charles -

he is a Lord Lieutenant.     The wind was, as usual, blowing straight down

the Sound of Mull so we hardened sheets for a long beat to Tobermory.

Instead we had a long motor, for by 19.30 the wind was light and the tide

foul.     Very soon it was raining, and for the rest of the way there were
only two people on deck - the helmsman and either the Skipper or the Mate.

For some unknown reason, peculiar traits began to appear in the crew - the

Mate began to sing and one lad went to sit alone in the dinghy (which,
contrary to our normal practice we were towing).     We arrived at Calve Island

near H.W. so we were able to enter the Bay through the Doirllnn Passage- great

excitement avoiding the submerged concrete block which we could see snapping

its jaws at us in the still water.      After anchoring in Tobermory at 22.00
a party went ashore to telephone news of progress to home. As usual we

listened to the midnight forecast, and then to bed after a most interesting

and enjoyable day.

Monday, ~Oth 4~ust. Tobermory - Staffa - lona.    90 miles.

The much hoped-for settled weather had come - at 06.45 no

area had over force 4; Malin and Hebrides were ’Variable 2-4’.    Our
original plan had been either to see Sir Charles or to go to lona, and now

the weather was letting us do both, so after a trip ashore for stores and
a new Calor cylinder we got our anchor at 10.30 and motored out to the west.

The day was warm and airless, with the heaving remnant of an Atlantic swell.

When this met the tide at Caliach Point there was quite a disturbance. One
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~.OU~ had been complaining about only having soup and rolls when under
way at lunchtlme - why couldn’t we cook a proper meal?.     This time h__ee

was sent below to stir the soup-"Sarita’s" galley is her fo’c’sle -
and he complained no more.     At 14.30 we arrived at Staffa, to our relief,

just as the King George V was departing. The skipper lay off in "Sarita"

while the mate and the crew went ashore. Although there was a heavy

swell, getting ashore was quite easy as the tide was right out. The island

was swarming with people , from three large motorboats at anchor.

After a brief visit to Fingal’s Cave we returned on
board and headed for lona, but - the engine stopped.     While the "afterguard"

struggled under the cockpit floor to clear the blocked fuel llne, the

crew got on with the more enjoyable task of trying to utillse every catspaw

that would help us to Iona.     At 16.30 the engine was going again - to our

relief as there was virtually no wind - and at 17.30 we were anchoring in

Martyrs’ Bay, outside "Phantom" (l.C.C).     We did not manage to speak to

her as she moved off soon after we arrived.      We listened to the forecast

at 18.OO and then all went ashore to see the Abbey, where we met Dr. McLeoad
himself.     He pointed out that we were the ideal number - seven - made up

of three representing the Trinity and four the Humanities - and wanted to

know which of us were the three angels and which the four devils.    Later

in the evening three went ashore to a canalelight service in the Abbey,

and four went to chase ’talent’~         It was most interesting to hear

some of the Island’s history as parts of the existing Cathedral, llke parts

of Duart Castle, date from the 13th century.      When we all finally returned

to "$arita" it was disheartening to find that all the other yachts which

had been anchored in Martyrs’ Bay had now departed to more sheltered
anchorages.     It was too late to move, so we had some supper and turned in -

the scout in the fo’c’sle plpecot regretted that we had not moved too.

Tuesday. llth August. lon~ - Loch cQ~ri~.    46 miles.

Another warm and sunny morning, so we were in no hurry

to get under way.     At 12.30, after various shore parties had returned, we

motored down the Sound on the leading llne ("keeping the cathedral in line

with the Free Church"l) and then turned east in the inshore passage through

the Torranan Rocks.      With several unmarked dangers to negotiate, the

skipper and mate themselves did the navigating. About 14.30 a light W.

breeze came up, so main and spinnaker were set. They stayed up for the

next three hours as we ran along the Ross of Mull shore, and then reached

past Loch Bule. At 17.30 Frank Lockwood’s Island was abeam, and the wind

took off.    Regretfully we started the engine - it was a very peaceful evening,

but we did want to keep going.    By 19.10 the wind had gone completely, the
crew were whistling furiously and a large knife had been wedged under the

gooseneck band - you cannot very well stick it into an alloy mast. At

19.30 we had all plain sail’ set to a fresh north-wester and with lee rall
awash were on a close reach up Loch Linnhe.       At 21.30 the wind eased off

again, so we motored to Loch Corrle (on the North side of Loch Linnhe) where

we anchored at 22.45 in pitch darkness.     This made it difficult to see

the gamekeeper’s cottage off which we were supposed to anchor.    Just past
this llne the depth shelves vary rapidly from 5 fathoms to under 1 .......
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We anchored in 6 fathoms.        It was most enjoyable to have spent the evening

sailing, after so much motoring.

Wednesday. 12th August. Loch Corrie Fortwilliam. 20 miles.

An early start this morning to catch the tide at Corran

Narrows. One watch got up at 04.30, and the ship was clear of the loch by

05.00. The morning was cold, with a light head-wind, so once again we motored.
The other watch took over at 06.30, and by 06.45 were nearing Corran Narrows,

and as the wind had increased, they made sail.      They beat up Loch Aber,

(Upper Loch Linnhe) until 09.00 when slow progress again indicated use of the

engine.     The whole crew turned out at 09.30 when "Sarlta" anchored at

Fortwilliam.      It may be of interest to know that the steamer approach llne

to the pier is the south corner of the pier, with a prominent church spire

behind; unfortunately, not being aware bf this we anchored a bit close to

this line, although well south of the pier.     We had a slight tussle with the
local manager of MacBraynes, who apparently refused to concede our right to be

there at all, and even threatened to ’report’ us, to whom, we wondered?

In the afternoon, at 14.30, we went ashore for a walk

inland from Fortwilliam, and found the going a bit steep.    At 18.15 we were

at the top of Ben Nevis. The climb was a bit discouraging, for most people
go up in the morning and come down in the afternoon, which meant we were

beating against a foul tide.      However, we had the top to ourselves, and

passed a lot of people on the way down. Back on board at 21.OO we turned

in fairly early.

Tuesday, l~h August.     Fortwilliam to Crinan.     6~ miles.

We all felt now that we most wanted a long day’s
sailing - the motor had been used too much.     The day started well with

a spinnaker run to the Lynn of Lorne, but there the N.E. 3-4 wind died,

and again the motor was started to push us over the tide.    By 16.30 when
Kerrera was abeam to port, the wind filled in from the S.W. so we set sall

and stopped the motor.     A long beat with adverse tide was ahead, but it

gave good practice at sailing to windward.      By 18.45 we were through

Sheep Island Sound, but the wind died an hour later, again we motored, to

Fladda and south along the Sound of Luing against the tide, arriving at

the Dorus Mor at slack water.     The hook went down in Crinan Harbour at

22.45. Hardly a well planned day, but we did have a lot of good

sailing.

Friday, 14th August. Criqan C~n~.     9 miles.

Another beautiful anticyclonic morning, which we

spent cleaning ship and putting on a good "Harbour stow" for the canal.    We

moved into the basin at 12.30, and here a sad blow was dealt to the male

sex.     The lads tried to impress a blond lassie,whom they all fancied, by

opening a lock gate at the double    they heaved and strained yet could not

budge ~      When they had given up, she waited till the levels were equal
and then opened it herself.     For all that, they were very good at canal
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work, after the practice of the trip north.     This was a good thing, because
the canal was very busy and we had to go through with two and at times three
other boats in the same lock. This made for a slow passage - we did
not arrive at Ardrishaig till 20.30. There was one amusing incident near
the summit.     One wizened lock keeper tried to close the gate before "Sarita’s"
counter was right in, so two of the boys pulled against him at the other end
of the loom.     We thought there might be a row, but they got on very well
with him - "You should hear the stories that old man’s telling - they shocked
even US~"

Saturday. 15th August. Ardrishaig to Portav~gie.     96 miles.

The 06.45 forecast spoke of declining high
pressure and a low forming to the S.W. so it seemed a good idea to head for
home before the weather broke.     If possible, we wanted one night passage
to complete the instructions in cruising, and this seemed to fit in. The
weather certainly seemed to be breaking    it was ’bucketing’ when we moved
into the sea-lock at 09.30, but there was no wind until 11.30, which meant
more motoring. By 12.30 we were round Skipness and able to reach down
Kilbrennan Sound. The 13.40 forecast told of a depression moving in at
20 knots, so we definitely wanted to be back in Ireland - and not just because
of anxious parents.        Perversely the wind died again, and at 15.30 the
motor, as if in protest, stopped and absolutely refused to go.    This time
it took two hours to clear the fuel line; the large felt filter, which was
completely clogged, has since been replaced.      At 18.00 we took our
departure from the Iron Rock Ledges Buoy, streamed the log, and set watches
for the night.      The wind, contrary to the forecast, was light variable,
so most of the night was spent motor- sailing.     Apart from one steamer that
came too close for comfort, the night was uneventful, but the visibility
was poor, so wet were glad to be able to ’home’ on the South Rock L.V. radio
beacon.      Closing the land by 06.00 we made fast in Portavogie at 06.10,
and all turned in.

Sunday. 16th Au2ust.     Portavo2ie to Audlev’s Roads.     14 miles.

The promised gale did not come~      The last
day was spent in the traditional way - cleaning ship and having a huge meal
then ashore - and home in the evening.

The closing comment in the ship’s log:

"So ends a very easy cruise - the strongest wind force
5, and that on the last day.    Weather warm and sunny,
light variable winds and much motoring. The Scouts
shaped well into a very efficient crew. Life on board
was very lively, and enjoyed by all".

We just hope that the Scouts’ own log may
bring the Goodson Trophy to Ireland.
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On,he R0~ndabout.

"Ain Mara" in 1964.

by

W.M. Nixon.

Winner of the Fortni2ht Cu~.

Billy Doherty’s "Ain Mara" continued her wanderings

in 1964.    With young or very young crew aboard she must have covered

the most of 3,0(0 miles.     She is not by any means in the first flush
of youth,     as her season includedthe winning of a couple of brisk passage

races, It reflects great credit on her builder and the meticulous

maintenance of her owner.

She was designed and built by J.B. Kearney in 1912 at

Ringsend, a direct precursor of the famous "Maevis".     Nine tons of black
yaWA, she sets a good spread of cloths and though not the easiest boat in

the world to handle, given the right conditions she can go llke a bat out

of hell.

Together with Russ O’Neill, Ed Wheeler and John Bailey,

I chartered her for the flrst ~two weeks of June;     after some interesting

arguments - rows if you llke - we agreed to try and get round Ireland.

Saturday. IOth Mav~

Motor out of Ballyholme Bay at 18,30, heading into practically

non-exlstent northeasterly.     Is hazy and very coolo    Being first crew to

take the old glrl away we have been helping the skipper with fitting out,

and this, together with usual frantic pre-crulse gear accumulation, means all

are rather tired.     Still, It’s good to be off at last.

With time so limited, we have decided to go whichever way

forecast favours for quick passage-maklng. Fresh easterly forecast means

either way equally favoured, so we are going northabout.

After two miles, engine packs it in, but northeaster fresh-

ening, so lay out into North Channel on port tack, getting headed all the

time.    Is now bitterly cold; with thickening haze all land soon obllterated.

Wind freshens steadily and when we tack at 20.15 she Is hammering up the

chanr~el. We are bucking a flood tide, but at present rate of going it doesn’t
seem to bother her unduly and we w-Ill have the ebb with us at Fair Head.

Maidens Light abeam at 22.15, boat labouring a blt, so take

in a couple of rolls.     With sheets now started and wind well Into the east

she is going llke a train. Steep sea getting up.    Rain squalls at 23.30,
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one real shrieker carries away a mizzen shroud chalnplate but we get sall in

before everything goes. Main reefed right down, job off, and "Ain Mara"
thunders on.     Seif and John have puppies - much to Russ’s amusement. His

turn will come - we hope.

S~ndav. 31st May.

Really vicious squall at 00.45 makes us take main off, but

she still tramps on under staysall only.     Kalning and generally unpleasant.

Weight is going out of wind as we run off for Rathlin Sound at 02.00, rolling
like blazes.     Fair Head looks grim above the sea mist in the first light.

Practically no wind in Sound, but ebb sweeps us through and nice ENE breeze

to west of island gives smooth downhill ride the whole way to Malln Head,
which appears out of haze at noon.     By 12.45 we are running close past the

stack rock of Stookaruddan, from which we take departure for passage inside

the shambles of the Garvan Isles, and by 13.40 we are past the North Point

running through the haze in a freshening breeze.     We try tacking to lee to

ease the strain of a dead run, but by 16.OO reefing is necessary. The cold

haze persists, blotting out the north Donegal coast.     By 19OO we are running

hard when Tory Island looms out of the driving mist, stark and dramatic in its
blackness with the spray flashing on the cliffs.    "Ain Mara" tears through

the sound and at 20.30 Bloody Foreland is abeam - we have seen the whole of

the north coast in the one span of daylight; or rather we haven’t seen it,

but we presume it’s there.

Out into the Atlantic with the little ship really fighting

for her head, rushing on llke a wild thing.     With the wind in the north-

east there will be no shelter on the run across to Mayo.

Monday. Ist June.

Most un-June-llke weather as Rinrawros Point light on

Arranmore fades astern at 00.30.     John is sick again - he is having a rough
introduction to cruising.     Wind still freshening, and take in main at O1.OOo

She still runs very hard, and the odd sea finds its way into the cockpit to

keep the helmsman awake.     First light reveals the sea to be as big and awkward

as we thought, but the weather is improving.    Coast of Mayo ahead at 08.30

Land Hot - and all that - we are rather Jubilant.    Weather now really clearing

up and when we pass a couple of fishing boats at 09.00 we think it maybe isn’t

so rough after all.    Decide to go into Broadhaven to llck our wounds and
get some rest - in past the famous Stags and the Cliffs of Mayo, all indescrib-

ably spectacular.    After ranging round the rather open anchorage for some time

we moor in I% fathoms in the bay south of Inver Point on the east side, which

seems to be the only sheltered place, although even here a stand is finding its

way in, and the fierce squalls from the hills have her snubbing badly.

Stores and P.O. - not mentioned in directions - were found

at Barnatra Cross-Roads about three miles away;    averv long three miles.

Apart from this, for our first anchorage we had chosen what seemed the

remotest corner of Ireland, and we slept most of the time anyway.
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Tuesday. 2nd June~

A fine to-do in the morning.     She had snubbed the
bob,ray out of herself, and there was no sign of it.    A chance in a milllon
that it should part slmultaneously at both ends, but it is a grand sunny
day and no time to be reflecting upon statistics, so we rig a new one with
terylene and beat out into brisk norteaster.    New bobstay proves inadequate
and it is lively enough getting the jib in and setting the stay,all whilst
tacking at the same time, but we are clear away by 10.30.

A perfect day,    We reach fast to Erris Head, and then
run in the sunshine down the coast towards the mountains of Achi11. It
is a marvellously clear day, and the crack is good as "Aim Nara" makes knots,
surging and rushing over the sparkling sea, close past Black Rock and on
towards Achill Head, which is abeam by 1~_~30, the2,OOO foot peaks Impressive
in the sunshine.

South of Achill we expected to find squalls, but instead
the breeze eased a bit and the sea smoothed, so we took all the rolls out
of the main and the old girl took off llke a scalded cat, tearing along
with a great white swaths of wake astern.    Visibility was better than ever,
with the panorama of the Connemara mountains to port; this is what we
came for.

In first peace of evening we reach along south coast
of lnlshbofln and by 19.30 the hook is down in the most dellghtful
anchorage in the west.    Ashore for a meal in the hotel; we don’t know
what Wallace Clark has done in this part of the world, but they certainly
seem to remember him.

Wednesday. 3rd June.

A fine clear morning; the wind still out of the nor’
east but it is lighter. Onwards, ever onwards - we’re getting worse than
the chaps bringing the news from Ghent to Aix, for by 10.30 "Ain Nara"
is away, broadreachlng past the llttle islands with Jlbtop8’l and mizzen
staysall set, southward bound 110 miles for Valentla, with the Aran islands
and all carelessly cast aside.    So much for our hurry, by 13.30 we are well
and truly becalmed off Slyne Head, and all the swearing and 1about by Russ
at the engine produces not a whimper; so we chase zephyrs with the spinnaker
and the preparation and consumptlo~ of pink gins passed the afternoon away.
Ed catches a couple of fine mackerel, and I give a chlp-maklng demonstration-
fish and chips on the high seas - thls is the llfe.

A buildup of cloud to the south suggests that one of the
West of Ireland weather changes is on the way, so we gather rosebuds while
we may, and a cold wind out of the east at 17.O0 suggests Chat the party 18
over.     Soon there are low driving clouds and rain, and "Aim Mara" is
bucketing southwards.     By 19.00 we are reeflng the main, and the glass
is going down as well. 20.00 and the Jib and mizzen are off. 23.00 main
off altogether, steep sea running, wind very fresh indeed.
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Thursday. 4th June.

00.05, gales imminent in Shannon - they can say that again.

Although it’s out of the S.E. we’re too far Off-shore to expect any shelter.

Motion is violent, and after she takes some really heavily aboard the staysall

comes in at 00.30.    If it’s not blowing a gale at 01.30, it’s making a

pretty good try at it.
a

But it’s/fast moving depression, and at 06°30, we are

under way once more, under reefed main and staysail.     She has laln

a-hull very comfortably, but it’s not a highly desirable form of llfe.

The sea is confused, and progress is slow. On port tack we are steadily

being headed into the Atlantic as wind veers.     At noon we tack, and a dim
landmass appears broad on the starboard bow at 13.45. It is Brandon Mountain

being 3,000 feet high, it is difficult to estimate the distance.

Weather unsettled and wind flukey during the afternoon.

A huge swell is rolling in from the soutwest.     The wisdom of closing the

land under such conditions is questionable, but we are a trifle disenchanted

with sea life.

ortions.
inspiring.

17.00 and swell out of soutwest is of mountainous prop-

Ralnsqualls marching in from Atlantic.     Prospects not exactly

Soon the wind is shrieking through the rigging; we

whlp all the sall off her, and she lles llke a gull - a very wet bedraggled

gull    lying a-hull on port tack and drifting about norwest.     The radio

had given up the unequal struggle with damp, but we don’t really need it
at the moment.     It is a dark, wet and windy evening, and the only sensible

thing is to retire to the bunks.

Frldav. 5th June.

The wind eases slowly during the morning but it is

09.00 by the time we are on deck to put on any sail.    Set off under ree~ed

main and staysail on starboard tack in a southwesterly which constantly

changes strength but is always at least fresh.

At 11.30 Brandon MoUntain re-appears on starboard bow°

As it is progress is slow, on a steep and awkw~ea, but the sheer disprop-
ortionate size of this black monster of a mountain makes things even slower.

However, by 13.30 bits of it are changing from pu[ple-black to purple-green,

so we must be getting n~arer.

16.OO and we are at last beginning to get some lee from

the land, but the vicious ralnsqualls coming out of the mountains are tending

to eliminate any advantage.     Although we had hoped to make it to Smerwick,
we look llke having to be content with Brandon Bay - a great open place -

but sheltered under present conditions.    By 17o30 we are struggling the
last few miles against the squalls sweeping across the vast bay, and the hook
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is down off friendly Brandon by 18o30o Passage speed from Inlshbofln
104 knots - enough said°     We go ashore for a meal in O’Sheas, one of
the many pubs°     Brandon is warmer than the places north of the Shannon -
and it has some trees~

Saturday. 6th June.

Late yesterday evening the weather had been showing
signs of improvement, but in the morning it really surprises us° A
clear, calm morning - summer has come at last.     Eventually a light
northerly has found its way in, ruffling the waters of the big bay by
IOOOO.     A few short tacks to the point, and we reach west on an
unbelievably smooth sea with everything set, down past the great mountains
which look friendly in the sunshine.

At 18.O0 we have reached Sybll Point at the north end
of Blasket Sound - leisurely sailing indeed. The spinnaker is set for the
run down the sound and across to Valentla, and we are moored off Knlghtstown
by 2130.      After all the trouble getting past the Shannon, running
gently past the frantic black rocks of Europe’s West Point seemed Just too
good to be true, Knlghtstown is a peculiar place, very Victorian and
somewhat soul-less. And the sheer humid heat has to be experienced to be
believed°     But we are definitely off the west coast - there’s not a
currach in sight°

Sunday. 7th June.

Under way by 10040 running down Portmagee Channel or
ValenCia Sound in lightish norwesterly, eating breakfast as we go.     The
navigation of the Sound is reasonable provided it’s taken fairly slowly,
although down near Portmagee the bottom tends to get rather near the top.
We managed to lay out of the south and without having to tack, and ran
down the coast in the sunshine with the spinnaker up.    Ideal passage-
making weather.     Being a Sunday we piously cleaned ship and washed and
dried clothes, and made a huge lunch with Spring potatoes from Knightstown.
Out to sea the Skelligs looked impressive and romantic.

"Ain Mara" runs beautifully over a regular sea; she
is covering ground so well that Baltimore becomes/posslble destination. /a.

All day we run past one great headland after another,
and the carrying of the spinnaker past each is a sporty enough business
as the wind is slowly backing.     A buildup of clouds to the west suggests
a change, and the Saloon Weather Bureau is set up to decide what is going
to happen at Codswallop Time.      Codswallop Time is roughly the Dog
Watches, when we discuss at great length all the issues of the day, although
it is not really a discussion - it is more a laying down of the law from four
different angles.

Anyway, we are all codswalloping away as "Ain Mars"
approaches Mizen Head at 17.O0. Then the clouds begin to move towards
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us with assorted rainshowers.     The spinnaker is taken in before it takes
itself in, and as the breeze pipes up, in comes the mizzen and the jib and
the main is rolled down, and she thunders on her way past the head, and a
hectic gybe has her on course for Cape Clear. Happily the rain misses us.

It is re-assuring to see that the Fastnet Rock looks
singularly llke the Fastnet Rock, but we have little time to examine it,
for we are past Cape Clear by 19.15, as the sun comes out again, and by
20.30 the hook is down in Baltimore.     It sounds simple enough but
"Ain Mara’s" anchor is a massive affair, which had been giving trouble
all the time; in Baltimore we made a real mess of it, with the thing
fouled up in a bowsprit shroud - and all this in front of the first yacht we
have seen since starting.     Ashore in the hotel Tom Fuller was also
remarking this, as he cheerfully informed us when we came ashore.    But
a good time was had, and it was dawn by the time all was quiet on the
black yawl.

Monday. 8th June.

A grey morning, with ¯ useful breeze out of the south.
Most of the crew still in pyjamas as we get under way at 09.30; outside
there is ¯ regular sea with a moderate southerly to send "Ain Mar¯" along
in her loping reaching style, effortlessly covering mile after mile.

All day we cover ground at ¯ good pace, while the
delightful Cork coast, grey on that grey day, slips past to loo’ard.
Ignoring it, we are planning to press on for Crosshaven to get various
items of gear fixed, and also to find a mooring; we’re tired of hauling up
the great anchor.

16.30.     Overtaken at Old Head of Kinsale by rain-
squall which had been threatening all day - off with the mizzen, in with
the jib, roll down the main; there’s a lot to be said for having your
sailplan split up.     Roll on past Daunt L.V. where an easing of the
breeze brings the rolls out;    it freshens again as we roll in the rain
in through the entrance to Cork Harbour, and bring up in a secluded little
spot called Crosshaven, at 19.30.    Natives here friendly.

Ashore for showers in a local sailing club.    Also
creation of high wassail. All on our own, for it is ¯ miserable wet Monday
night and nobody else is about.     I hope we didn’t overdo it.

Tuesday. 9th June.

A near gale out of the SW, with low driving mist
and the Daunt L.V. wailing away.    Russ is sea-slck or something sick.
Our hearts bleed for hlm.      We needs must repair ashore for breakfast
was ordered in the heat of the moment the night before.    Russ most
unenthusiastic about this breakfast°    Our offer to help put the shine
back on the bar floor is turned down - most tactfully.     Breakfast very
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nice - Royal Munster even better than it’s cracked up to be. John announces
that he is going home.     This is one of those mornings.     And ~he rain pours
down.     John goes home; on his first cruise he has done very well to stick
it so far.      He says the thing that really frightens him is the prospect
of another four nights of Russ’s snoring - Ed and self agree wholeheartedly
but somebody has to get the old boat home, so we decide to stick it out.
Day spent in repairing gear - and didn’t it raln~

In evening have a quiet jar or two with Clayton Love
(the second one) which adds veneer of respectability to the enterprise.
Early night, for we will have to be pushing on in the morning- come rain,
hall or shine,

W~dnesdav. IOth June.

On deck at O9.OO (so much for early starts) to find it
cleared a bit but still fresh out of the south west.     Finally under way
at 10.30 after delicate operation nlpplng out through the moored boats.
Very wet beat through the entrance with wind over tide, but once Clear on
run to the east find smooth water as far as Ballycotton~ where once more
the ocean swell is felt. For all that there is sunshine, It f s a hard,
hazy day.     Every so often misty ralnsqualls overtake from astern and we
run hard under reefed maln. Course is for the Conlngbeg LoV° but we’ll
be lukcy to find it with the poor visibility.

In afternoon with tide running to the west the sea
is much steeper, and quite a few come crashing aboard. One swept in through
the skyllght as if it wasn’t there, splashing round Ed snoozing in his bunk;
Russ was pleased w~th himself for doing thisp but was posltlvely gleeful when
he sent one rushing along the deck mlnutes !atert for this shot under the
forehatch, and I was on the heads.

It was an afternoon of spectacular beauty9 with the
sun shining through the breaking crests of the big seas, and all a picture
of urgent movement.

18.00.     We begin looking for the Conlngbego And we

look and look and look .... but visibility is steadily worsening. We decide

that £f it still hasn’t appeared at 22.OO we’ll gybe and run NE. And we

do just that, and at 22.10 the Tuskar Light is fl~shing broad on the port
bow, sO we must have been very close to the Conlngbeg,    Now it is a race
to get £nslde the Tuskar before the ebb starts’ running once more at 00.20.

Thvrsdav. llth June.

00.15.1 "Ain Mars*’ is reaching hard through inside the
Tuskar. It is going to be close.    By 00.30 we are nearing the South
Shear Buoy, and already the wind-over-tide sea is being kicked up.    It is
close enough, but we are through and approaching the North Shear at O1.15.
We decide to take the main in and leave the navigating of the banks untll
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daylights but no sooner is the main down than a really fresh squall comes
roaring out of the southwest and we are making knots northward whether we
llke it or not.    It Is a pitch black night, hardly ideal conditions to be
on thls particular piece of coast but we clatter on as we haven’t really
much choice.    The breeze is taking off by first light, but it Is 08.00
by the time any more sall is put on.

09.30. Wtcklow Head abeam, and all working cloth
Wlnd warm out of the west; have glorious sail In smooth water along

Approaching Dalkey Sound at noon. Ebb has already
started here, and is a Job to get through ~rZth flukey winds under the
high ground.    Eventually get clear, and head on into Skid Row where
we are shown to the visitors mooring off the Royal Irish at 12.30.

Evening spent In usual conviviality at the Joy-houses
along the water-front.

Frldav. 12th June,

A complete and utter flat calm. Morning spent In
store getting - we plan to live well going up the Irish Sea    Still calm
at 12.30, so we paddle out of the harbour wlth the dinghy oars - this has
to be seen to be believed.

We lle becalmed for an hour or so off the harbour
mouth before a light nor’easter has us closehauled in towards Clontarf,
and we beat up the coast in �ool haze for the rest of the afternoon. Past
Lambay by 20.30 - the going Is slow - we are steadily headed off towards
Rockabill. Stopped here again for a while, then a good breeze comes in
from the east and we can lay our course.    Breeze freshens out of east,
wlth heavy rain. Visibility very poor indeed - no lights= no nuthln’.
But we are now making good time.

Saturday. 13th Ju~e.

O1.30. Raln heavier than ever.    We are Just able
to carry full working gall as she hammers along with the lee deck awash.
The wind Is veering gradually. It is 06.00 before the raln finally takes
off. Wlnd now veering rapidly, and at 07.00 we gybe onto port to try
and find Ireland. At SELLS, County Down coast comes up through the haze.
The sun is out and all’s well wlth the world.

11.00. Approaching Donaghadee. Progress has been
slow as we are over a foul tide.    Gusts off the land push us through
Donaghadee Sound, amd at 11.50 we are going through the Glllet inside the
South Brlggs rocks for old sakes’ sake. It has shrunk - but the smell
from the sewage outlet is Just the same.
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It is mooted that we might run the couple o£ miles to
the north to where the engine broke down; but we’re supposed to be on
holiday, and somebody points out that sailing round Ireland is no
hollday, so we go on into 5allyholme Bay and pick up a mooring at 12.30,
13 days and 18 hours after departure.

And if we hadn’t been lucky enough to have more than
a few spanking breezes from abaft the beamt we’d probably be trying to get
round yet.

it.
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"Ain Hara" Round Iraland - Analvs~.

Ballyholme.
Broadhaven.

215. 200, 39.0 5.5. 5.1 ¯

59. 57. 9.0 6.5 6.3

Inishbofin.
Brandon.

BY&ndon.
Valentia.

135. 80. 56.0 2.4. 1.4.

35. 34. 11.0 3.2 3.1.

Valentia.
Baltimore,

63. 63. 9.5 6.6 6.6

Baltimore.
Crosshaven.

57. 57. 9.5 6.0 6.0

Crosshaven.
Dun L&ogh&Ire.

167. 155. 26.0 6.4 6.0

Dun Laoghalre.
5allyholme.

Total;

115. 95. 24.0 4.8 4.0.

m

847. 742 . 194.0 5.17 4.83
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FIm~ Etiouette.

by

P,H, Greet.

It has been suggested that it would be helpful to ~i

our members to have a few notes on flags and on the use of the Club
Ensign etc.     It is difficult to "lay down the law" with any great
certainty on this matter, but the following suggestions have been
considered by the Committee and have been approved.

I. The Irish Cruising Club Burgee is the correct
burgee to be flown by a member when taking part Inl
an Irish Cruising Club event. The I.C.C.
burgee may also be flown by an I.C.C. member
when cruising, or when taking part in an event
organlsed by a Club of which the owner is not a
member.     The correct ensign to be worn in
conjunction with it by a registered Irish yacht,
or an unregistered yacht owned by an Irish citizen
is the plain Tricolour, or in the case of such a
yacht owned by a member of the I.C.C. who is
authorlsed to do so the special ensign with the
Club Badge in the Fly.

The following is a copy of the Warrant issued tO the
Club by the Minister for Industry & Commerce authorlsing the use of this
special Ensign.    It will be clear from this who can and who cannot fly ....
this Ensign.

M~rchant Sh~pp~n~ Act: 1947.

W#rrant authorlsinm the use ~f C~ub fla~s on
yachts,

In pursuance of the power conferred on him by Sub-
section (3) of Section 2 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1947, (No. 46
of 1947) the Minster for Industry and Commerce hereby authorises members
of the Irish Cruising Club to hoist on vessels owned by them the flag
specified in the first schedule hereto in lleu of the national flag. The
exercise of the authority conferred by this warrant is subject to the
conditions set out in the second schedule hereto.
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FIRST SCHEDULE.

The field azure, in the first quarter the national tri-
colour of green, white and orange; in the centre of the fourth quarter
a lighthouse with two rays upon a rock all argent.

SECOND SCHEDULE.

The flag shall be flown only on vessels:

(i)

(ll)

owned by a member or members of the Irish Cruising Club.

registered at a port in the State, or owned by one or more
than one Irish citizen and not registered under the law of
any other State;

(ill)

(iv)

particulars of which have been supplied to the Minster for .......
Industry and Commerce;                                           ~: ,:

while in use for pleasure purposes only;

(v) while under the control of the owner or owners or of a
person entitled by virtue of such warrant to fly such flag.

Given under the Official Seal of the Minister for
Industry and Commerce, this 28th day of May, 1952.

Signed:

Deputy Secretary,
Department of Industry and Commerce.

A person authorlsed under Section 15,
(I) of the Minister and Secretaries
Act, 1924, to authenticate the seal
of the said Minister.

The Minister for Industry & Commerce may revoke this Warrant,
in his absolute discretion, at any time.

If any member or members of the Club acquire a yacht after the
date of this Warrant, from which it is desired to fly the
authorlsed Club Flag, particulars of the vessel should be
furnished to the Minister as follows: -    Name, official
number, (if any), rig, tonnage, name(s) and address(es)
of owner (S)o Otherwise the Club Flag may not be flown
from any such vessel.
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Any member wishing to fly this special Ensign should apply

to the Hon. Secretary of the Club giving the following information:

Ca)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Name of Vessel.

Official numbers if any.
Port of registry, if any°

Rig and tonnage°

Name(s), address(es) of owner(s), and if Irish citizen.

It should be noted that the Warrant specifies that the

special Ensign has an Azure field, i.e. a sky bluw Field, not a dark blue

one as is sometimes seen.

o

.

.

o

Under the Mercantile Marine Act, 1955, an Irish

citizen may own a British Registered Yacht (Britain

being a reciprocating Nation)°     An Irish Member’s

British Registered Yacht, or a British Registered, or
an unregistered Yacht belonging to a British member

of the Club should fly a plain Red Ensign In conjunction

with the Club Burgee.     Such a yacht may, in no
circumstances, fly a defaced Irish Blue Ensign, or

Tricolour as a National Colour.

Note Section 13 of the Irish Mercantile Marine Act 1955

states this: - If a person used the Irish National
Colours or assumes national character on board a ship

which is not an Irish ship, for the purpose of making
the ship appear to be an Irish ship, the ship shall

be subject to forfeiture under this Act, unless the
assumption has been made for the purpose of escaping

capture by an enemy.

A member of another nationality than those dealt with
in (i) and (2) owning a registered ship of that nationality,

or an unregistered ship should fly his own particular
national ensign in conjunction with the Club Burgee.

A Yacht belonging to a Club Member should always wear a

Courtesy Ensign appropriate to the country in whose waters

the yacht is visiting in conjunction with her own National

Colours.      The Courtesy Ensign is to be flown at the
Starboard Crosstree.

A yacht belonging to an Irish Cruising Club member who is

also a member of another Club should wear the Burgee of
that Club when taking part in an event organised by that

Club, or as desired at other times, and such burgee may
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only be worn in conjunction with the appropriate
National Colours in llne with the principle
outlined in (i) over~ and, of course, the Irish
Cruising Club defaced Ensigns may not be worn
with another Club’s Burgee.

In such a case the Yacht may wear at Her Starboard
Crosstree a rectangular Flag containing the Irish
Cruising Club Badge and coloured as the Irish
Cruising Club Burgee.    If, however, a National
Courtesy Ensign is occupying this position the
Rectangular Club Flag should be flown at the
Port Crosstree

PoHo Greer,
Commodo~o
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To Bantry and Roarlng-water Bays in Huff of Arklowo

by

J.A. Mackeown.

"Huff’s" summer cruise in 1964 was designed~ fill in

some of the gaps in her cruise to SoW. Ireland in 1963.     There was

also a vague hope of being able to take part in the August Race from

Crosshaven to Kinsale, if the weather was kind - it wasn’t.

With Robert Mollard, John Burke and Richard Watson as

crew we cast moorings in Dun Laoghaire at 17.50 on Friday, 31st July,

with a Westerly, Force 4, and reached Wicklow Head at 20.38.    At 21.30

it suddenly blew up to 6 with gusts of 7 and reefs were hastily rolled

in and the storm-jib set.      As the wind went to the South West and the

tide turned against us we decided to make for Arklow and, aided by the
engine for the last half hour, we tied up in the basin at mid-nlght.

Saturday, Ist August.

With a force 3 W.S. wly, we left Arklow at 08.00 and had

a fast and pleasant passage through the Rusk Channel and the South Shear

and, hard on the wind, had the Barrel L.V. abeam at 16.OO.     From then

on we had a most frustrating series of wind changes.    Whichever tack we
went on the wind immediately headed us and it varied frequently from almost

flat calm to force 60     The crew reefed and unreefed 3 times in 1% hours,
by which time we were well South of the Conlngbeg where the seas were

very unpleasant.     The wind finally settled in the West and rose to 6 with
gusts of 7 and at 21 hours we were abeam of the Conlngbeg one mile to the

West,     We had ten rolls in the main and no jib and decided to make up

towards Bannow Bay in the hope of calmer water which fortunately we found,

and we tacked about there until 03°00 on -. ......

Sunday, 2nd August.

..... when we were able to set the medium jenny again and set

out on a long tack to the South West which took us about 20 miles South

of Newton Head by 08.00, when we tacked again and carried on until 14.30

when a temporary lull led us to put on the engine for 20 minutes. This

brought up a nice North Westerly which steadily increased to force 5, and

we had an exhilarating sall to the Bulman rock off Kinsale, reaching along

at over 8 knots.        Finally we dropped anchor in Kinsale at 19.30,

two or three hours after the end of the race from Crosshaven.
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Mondavo 3rd August°

This was Kinsale Regatta Day and it was favoured with

glorious sunny weather. We just lazed and enjoyed the warmth and watching

other boats racing. In the evening we had a pleasant visit from Col. and

Mrs. Berridge, and after Robert and John had given us dinner at the angling

centre we made a late night call on "Shindilla" and enjoyed her hospitality

while admiring her lay-out below and the good finish of the work done there.

Tuesdavo 4th Au~uSto

At 07°30 we raised anchor and in a flat calm proceeded

under engine until nearing the Kedges at 15o40 the engine got tired - only

dirty petrol we afterwards found°     Fortunately a light breeze got up at

this moment and we sailed slowly on to Baltlmore~where we dropped anchor off
the pier at 17o50o We dined at Baltimore House and 8o rounded off a nice

summer’s day°

W~dnesday. 5th August.

A grey day with promise of rain ..... Wind force 3

South Westerly9 later rising 4.     We raised anchor at 10.30 and with the

tide flooding tacked due South until midday~ when we went about and passed
the Fastnet, 7 cables to port at 14.OOo     Rain now began and visibility

steadily deteriorated~ but at least the tide turned with us.     We could

just see the Mizzen at 2 miles at 16o00 and tacked out further to avoid any

race.       We got into very big swells, about 200 feet between crests, but
there was no viciousness and they were much preferable to the Irish Sea chop.

It was pouring rain and visibility got worse so that we only got a glimpse

of Sheep’s Head at from half to one mile.

We had meant to go up to Glengarrif but realised that

we would see nothing and were wasting pleasant scenery, so we changed course
to 360 for the West channel of Bere Island°     One hour and fifty minutes

later we saw cliffs and an indentation 2 cables ahead but realized in time

this was not the West Channel.      Fortunately we caught sight of the white

beacon about 2 cables West of us and so made the entrance safely, and
immediately lost all wind°     So at 18o55 we thankfully cast anchor off

Castletown, still in pouring raln~ and cooked ourselves a good dinner which

we felt we had deserved.

Thursday. 6th August.

The need to dry out wet clothes after the rain and to

get stores caused a late start at 11.40, in a Force 4 Westerly, which rose

almost at once to 5o     Towing the punt and under main only we started up

Bere Haven until an involuntary gybe, and the realization we were in glorious

scenery and did not need to go fast~ caused a change to the genoa only, under
which we went all day°    It was a bright sparkling day with the wind whipping

up whltecaps~ and the mountains looked superb°
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Thursday. 6~h Ausust contd.

At 12.30, we cast anchor in Lawrence Cove and had

appropriate refreshment before lunch while John bathed,    The view of the

Hungry Hill range was very lovely and we did not sail away until 15.30.

We went into Adrigole Harbour and sailed round it admiring it very much and

then proceeded steadily, still under genoa only, to Glengarrif - Robert
catching a mackerel on the way which we boiled for our supper.     We

found the Swedish liner "Gripsholm" anchored off Glengarrif and at 18.30

anchored off the pier having to motor only the last 300 yards.     Jack

Tyrrell’s "Aisling of Arklow" was tied up alongside the pier but unfortunately

I did not go ashore that evening and he departed early the next day - though

the crew had a word with him.

F~4av. 7th Au2usto

The morning was gusty and showery and we spent the

time shopping and at the Bar of Eccles’ Hotel.     After a leisurely lunch we

rowed the punt over to Garnish Island and spent a very pleasant couple of

hours going round the glorious gardens.     We then rowed up to Poul-na-Gurm

and on up the river to the old pack bridge until rain drove us back to "Huff".

A pleasant day at a lovely centre , the sort of day one goes cruising for.

Sat~rdav, 8th Au2ust.

We raised anchor at 09.00 and with no wind went under

engine for half an hour until a force 4 West by North suddenly got up and let

us do a long tack to White Horse Point half way down the Bay on the south side.
We saw the "Caronia" arrive from Dun Laoghaire.      As we were early for the

flood tide to help us round the Mizzen we decided to have a look at Lonehort

Harbour on Bere Island and we just went in to the mouth of it at 12.00.

Then we sailed down the south shore of Bere Island as close as the wind

would let us before ,easing sheets off Doonbeg for Sheep’s Head and the Mizzen.

We saw a large yacht near the entrance to Dursey Sound

coming up to Bantry Bay under spinnaker and thought it might be "Segura",

but were too far off to be sure.      Off Three Castle Head we passed a large

black English yacht but could not make out its name.

We rounded the Mizzen at 15.00 close in and then goose-

winged up to Streek Head and decided to have another look at Crookhaven, so

we beat up as far as the village and then ran back for Barrel and Long

Island Sounds.     We had splendid fast sailing up these Sounds in calm

water and finally dropped anchor off Schull at 18.20.    The "Gannett" was

alongside the pier and on it I met Paddy Sommerville-Large whom I had last
seen at Prep school nearly 50 years ago~     I spent a pleasant evening with

him and his brother, Becher, at their house overlooking the harbour.    The

crew met Tommy Hogan, who had left "Korybant" along the coast, and returned

much later than I did.
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Sunday. 9th August.

After a restful morning I was at last able to fulfill

an ambition I have always had to see and sall in Roaring Water Bay.     At

14.OO we raised anchor and under main only and towing the punt we rounded
Amelia buoy in a force 4 West by North and quite a swell, and went south

of Castle Island and Horse Island into Roaring Water Bay.      The water was

quite calm inside the islands and we~made good speeds to Toher Point and
then up to Keown Point at the entrance to Ballydehob Harbour. We beat

back crossing into Castle Island Sound through the channel between it and

Horse Island¯     Going back up Schull Harbour we met "Kitugani" sailing

down with Mungo Park and his family on board and accepted his invitation

to call on him at his Castle Island home next morning. We dropped anchor

off Schull again at 18.30 after what was a splendid sail.

~@.dav. lOth Au2ust.

We raised anchor at 11.30 and three quarters of an hour

later anchored again off Mungo’s pier at Castle Island and, needless to say,

were most hospitably received.      We could not but envy him the lovely view
from his lounge and the peace and quiet of his island.     Regretfully we

left after a couple of hours and proceeded round the Amelia buoy and through

the mid and East Calf channel to the Gascanane Sound and Kedges in a light

Westerly wind. At 16.OO we ran into a flat calm and proceeded under motor
to Castle Haven where we dropped anchor at 18.30. After dinner, while I

visited a friend in Castletownsend, the crew roystered in a tavern whence I

managed to extract them - with difficulty - at a late hour.

TBesdav. llth Au2ust.

After a visit from my friend’s family with some very

welcome milk, we raised anchor at IO and proceeded under engine out to sea.

There was no wind and off Galley Head over two hours later we ran through

several fog patches.     These heralded a light Easterly wind and tired

of the noise of the engine we decided to sall and have lunch in peace, but
we only made 3% miles in two hours - so we had to start the engine again¯

At 18¯30 we cleared the Old Head of Kinsale and pressed

on for Crosshaven where John’s wife was waiting for him, but we began to

get to the end of our petrol which caused air locks and frequent stoppages.

Eventually we had an exciting passage up the channel to Crosshaven in the
dark and dropped anchor when the very last drop of petrol was used¯

Fortunately this happened Just abeam of "IF" - an ideal place to anchor

as it turned out.

WednesdaV & Thursday. 12th/13th August.

We had a quiet day on the Wednesday, the chief event

being John’s lamented departure after breakfast, and success in getting
Bryan Hayes to replace him. We dined and lunched at the Royal Munster,
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W~d. ~nd Thurs~ 12th/13th August contd.

inspected the boat yard and saw my younger son crewing in a 5-O-5 race. Bryan

joined at IO on Thursday morning and we raised anchor at 10.20 and again in

a flat calm motored out between the forts.     When the wind did come it was

light E.N.E., dead against us, and not till 16.OO were we able to sail,

when we raced across Youghal Bay,with one or two short tacks and a few kicks

from the engine we cleared Mine Head by 20.30.      We wanted to spend the
night in Dunmore East but, with the head wind, did not reach it until 02.00,

and as the engine refused to start I would not go in under sail only in the

dark - as I did not know what changes had been made since I was last there.

So we set course for Coningbeg and spent all Friday, 14th August, beating

up past the Barrells, Blackwater and Cahore Point - until we finally entered
Arklow, under engine again, at 23.30.

S#~urdav, 15th August.

This was a perfect summer’s day and in a force 2 N.Easterly,

which went south off Wicklow Head and then died at Bray, we lazed up the coast

going as close as we dared to Brlttas and even inside the Wolf Rock.    It was

a good end to what had been a very pleasant cruise. We picked up moorings

at 21.OO in Dun Laoghalre having motored from Bray.

So ended a cruise in which we reached our objectives, had

on the whole very good weather and suffered from no gear failures or mishaps.
Any trouble from the engine only teaches the lesson of the importance of keeping

the tank reasonably full and having a good spare supply of fuel to avoid sucking

up the dirt at the bottom of every tank.     I could not have had a more pleasant

or willing crew and I only hope they enjoyed the cruise as much as I did.
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The Medo - the easy way.

by

Arthur Morris°

Away, in the back of one’s brain there must be a locker

in which is stowed ideas "things that one should do", and "things that one
must do" - not necessarily the same°     In my case Wallace Clarke’s writings

in the Club Journal and elsewhere, plus those of Capt. Denham, resulted

in the locker disgorging one of the "must do’s" - I must sall the Mediterranean.
This has been turned over and over in my mind for some considerable time,

and whilst it is easy enough to decide to do something you want to do,lt is
altogether another thing to complete the Job°

In my case my "Evarne" is just too long in the leg for

the Midi Canan, and to take her round the long way would, I reckon, take me

two holidays to get there~ one there, and two to get home again - five years

in all and a lot of long term planning°     Therefore, when an invitation from

a friend arrived asking me to navigate for him in the Med. it needed only the
the merest formal show of reluctance before accepting.    Not only has this

friend a yacht based in Cannes, but also a fully staffed villa there as well,

so when my wife and I flew out we could step aboard or go to this magnificent

villa, arrangements, to whlch~ I would llke to think, I was always accustomed.

For a country lad Cannes is quite an eye opener, and the same country lad

nearly refused to go further - such was his approval.

I was told not to bring oll skins, I did, and was then

foolish ~nough as to be persuaded to leave them ashore, so when we sailed at
dawn on June 9th, I was not too surprised to find that we had run straight

into a lusty force 6 to 7, complete with rain and a short steep sea. "Melody"

is a coo~fortable ketch of some 12 tons°    T.M. possessing a good beam, and

a powerful Diesel Englne~ but is a bit short on draft - she is no 12 metre
when it comes to sailing but she sailed on her first day out to such good

effect that Charles, her owner, insisted on sailing her himself but only to

the best possible advantage.     In a truly Gallic fashion he ignored my
suggestion as to a course which might bring us to Corsica, to wh~re we were

bound, that would have put us hard on the wind, and besides, this was a grand

wind, not to be wasted but to be enjoyed to the fullest extent; away we flew
grand but wild sailing.

But then the week in Cannes, French food, and now a

strangely wild yacht in short steep sea - I hadn’t been sea-slck since the

days of my sailing on the Clyde ships from Waterford to Liverpool en route

to my prep. school a little way outside that city.     Once aboard in those

carefree days, the routine was first a visit to the cattle in their pens

below decks, then an inspection of the engine room, followed by a soup plate
of full blooded Irish stew - by the time this would have been downed we would

have been in the Hook Race~ so it became a pressing necessity to visit the lee

tall without delay.
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But to get back to the Medo      We bothered about for
some hours, fine sailing mark you, but on no definite course    no position,

no land, no knowing exactly where we were and not caring all I should°

Years ago, during the War, I had got to know a fellow rather well who had

told me about Antibes; he said it was tops and if ever I had the opportunity

to visit the place to do soo     Now seemed to be the time°

Charles was asleep, worn out by the excitement and the
sailing.     The %rind was taking off and finally there was nothing hereabouts°

Who cares about Corsica anyway.      Charles was a bit surprised to find

himself back in France°      He hadn’t been told of the change in his plans

since both Mary and I feel the same way about waking up a heavily snoring

man - either you do it with relish ot you are most reluctant to disturb him
at all.    Somehow the regaining of the senses seem to be rather a painful

job, and one feels that the sleeper is trying hard to be polite but is only
just managing ito     Meanwhile you stand leering, waiting for what is, you

hope, the appropriate time to impart your information°      To his eternal

credit Charles takes these things in his stride;    he was puzzled that land

should be to the north instead of the S.Eo but once there he enjoyed Antlbes
as much as we did°      My friend was right, it was well worth a visit.

The harbour is safe and of easy entry, but I understand

that a strong Easterly can change all that, and a boom defence for such

conditions seems to confirm this, all supplies are readily available, but it
can be very crowded and is unmercifully hot.     There is much of interest

ranging from a Castle closely connected with Prince Rainier’s family to a

Picasso Exhibition being held therein°      Right on the front there is a ship

yard turning out the most magnificent yachts, but I understand there is a
two year waiting llsto

In fairness to Charles we felt that it was up to us

to leave on Wednesday evenlng~ so at 6o0 pomo, fully stored and filled with
oil, we eventually left for Corsica, Calvi to be exact, 93 miles away,

course 125°o      What little wind there was very soon took off the night, so

on went the engine and we settled down to a night of steady if not silent

progress°      Of the lasting impressions one gets perhaps the most incredible is

/blueness of the sea, the clarity of the water, the heat haze and, of course,

the heat°     /the°

Once clear of the French coast we steamed steadily into

the night; the shore lights were soon below the horizon, and strangely

enough in all the night at sea in this over populated part of the world we

saw the lights of only one other ship° Even though we got well out to sea

the heat was just the same, shorts and the llghtest shirts were all that

one could wear°      In a shouted conversation Mary told me about one night
some years ago off Mine Head when she was so cold she could not call me

at the change of watch°    Now the heat flowed over USo

4
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Charles, our host, is a comparative newcomer to yachting.

My wife holds that if things were otherwise he would never have mistaken me

for a "groper";    quite seriously he asked me to explain to him how I knew

where we were just then and how I knew we would arrive in Corsica at all - let

alone at one particular point.      This earnest conversation took place at

3.0 a.m., which is not my best time, nevertheless with our first day’s
effort in mind I carefully explained that not with me but with him the whole

matter rested.     It all depended on how closely he kept to the course I

had set, otherwise he would miss Corsica altogether - and end up probably

in Russia. He seemed quite impressed, and I am glad to say did not question
the last piece of information.     With those few kind words I took myself

off to my bunk but it seemed that I had hardly closed my eyes when the yacht
was rent with a yell - "Corsica"    there it was, he had done the trick, had

he not?. Where exactly were we - was that Calvi? At what time should

we get in? In his trusting way Charles had left all the navigation end
to me, and I had brought with me everything which I expected we should needy

but alas I had missed out on one important item - glasses. I had never ~hought

of bringing mine.     At 4.30 a.m. with one’s eyes full of sleep, in a heat
haze, and at extreme range, it is hopeless and a waste of time gazing at a

strange coast which you can’t see properly - and which looks llke several

hundred Mount Gaberills duplicated over and over again and on a much more
magnificent scale - and all the time expecting to plck up a light house

which you know quite well is still below the horizon.

So back to the sack, with instructions not to be called

until I0.0 a.m. and then, with breakfast - a guest should be unobtrusive.

Calvl was entered at II.O aom. June llth, but not before I had gazed long
and earnestly at the Corsican coast.     An old pald-hand with whom I did a

lot of sailing in years gone by once told me that when uncertain of one’s
landfall one should go forward, look at the coast whilst counting up to one

or possibly two hundred, walk aft, stare at the chart, or any chart for that

matter, walk right aft and stare at the wake, and if there should be ladies

aboard content yourself by just spitting into it, outstare the horizon astern
for at least five minutes and then repeat the lot again.    I was getting short
on spit when Reveletta Light house was made out, not dead ahead, but none

the less not too far off the starboard bow.

Calvl, it is said, has started on the slippery road to

sophistication but I could find little wrong with it;    amongst other things

it Introduced Mary and I to th&t powerful, rich, ripe stink that it is so
u~mlstakeably Corsica, an aroma which was to reach its unholy max. way down

south in Bonlfaclo.      The key to Calvl Bay is, of course, Reveletta Light

house, difficult enough to make out until you see it, then it’s as plain as

the nose on your face.

The bay is large and beautiful in a most perfect setting;

it is deep and the approach to the town is straightforward, the shelter is

good, moor~ in the usual Med. fashion - anchor out ahead, stern on the way,
making fast with two warps, one from each quarter then, there being no tide

to contend with, you need only rig the gangway and there you are. Everything
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you could want including a good and quick laundry readily available.
Faciliti    ashore extend from a Russian Night Club to a 1500 year old church,

Mary tells me that the hairdresser she visited was well worth coming all

the way to see; it appears he thought her no end of a prig when she did

not drape herself round him on arrival and when leaving as did his other

clients.

Charles and I found the climbing of the Citadel in
the noon heat much worse than either of us had expected, or feared, and,

of course, we met a fellow who lives a few miles from us at home, now

water skiing in the magnificent bay which Is, or was then, completely
uncrowded by Med° standards°

Away, with regrets, on Saturday morning, just catching
on to the IO o’clock wind, as it is known locally, unfortunately it being

Saturday it knocked off early, and so we coasted down the westerly side

of Corsica, going south, passing the type of scenery one sees as a back

drop in Musical comedies where you are being led to believe you are viewing
the wild mountain home of the exiled but dashing young prince; by now the

wind had gone all but an odd cat’s paw°      Five or six yachts were manfully

trying to squeeze steerage way, but one by one they put their pride in their

pockets and their engines to work~     Sailing in these parts you can be
sure of getting either too much wind or not enough; you definitely need two

things - a good engine and a large pocket, when it’s empty you will want

somewhere to pack away your sailing pride, the manners you have been taught

regarding other people’s sailing pleasure and one or two other things°

We were bound for Cargas; on the way we looked into
Gaorelatta, far too unspoiled for my liking°    The sight of two large

motor yachts who saw fit to keep their engines running whilst they lunched

at anchor rather unsettled meo     So we cleared out; the coast is, of
course, wonderful but half hidden by the heat haze. In the cool of the
evening we arrived in a miniture harbour, but choose to anchor a little way

out    then Cargas - an uninteresting place to llve at the top of a long, hot,

and unnecessarily steep climb°

Next morning being Sunday we first tried to hear Mass

in a Greek Church, changed to a Roman, and had a remarkable homily in a
wonderful mixture of French and Corsican from a wild looking P.Po There

was little to detain us so at 1Oo30 a.mo Sunday we got our anchor and left

for Ajaccioo

This is most remarkable cruising ground, short or long
hops there is always somewhere to go, if you must, and the shelter is good.

There are, however, a few small snags°     A heat haze always shrouds the

land, masking high mountains which should be remarkable and easy to identify

but they all look exactly alike so when navigating one cannot let up for a
second.       Each headland with its round tower so easy if you don’t lose

count; if you do you are faced by impossibly high mountains bare of vegetation
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castled headlands and heat haze~ of which you can make whatever you like.
There is ¯leo the uncertainty of wind - you may get it or you may not; it
may be Just about right but if it is it won’t last or if it is going to last
there is too much of It9 all coming from the wrong point°    Incidentally,
when you go there, go east about~ starting from the top, ~ west ¯s we did,
the wind goes that way and also you have the best at the end. So we coasted
all day past towers.    I even took a photograph of one - I felt it was up
to me to do so.

Take a short cut and have ¯ good fright,     I did and
we had; we cut through a long reef of rocks to save four or five miles.
We went through a recognised channel~ Just as we were coming to the narrowest
part and had no longer room to take avoiding action, I glanced over the side
to see the bottom suitably clad with vicious rocks just ¯ few inches below
the surface.     Trust the chart, there are some 14 fathoms in the shallowest
part. Perhaps for a good reason - thereabouts this reef of rocks and
islands are called "Bloody" - but the water is brilliantly clear.

The approach to AJaccio is easy, well lighted and marked,
as befits the Capital city°     I was not nearly so impressed by AJacclo ~s
I was by the tropical storm laid on for us whilst there. From Ajaccio we
took a bus trip, a round tour~ into the interior of the island° Unless your
heart is in first class order, and your llfe insurance fully paid up, don’t
do it - but then ¯gain unless you do you will miss those moments when you
realise how sweet you hold your lifeo     An account of these doings has no
place in ¯ Journal such as this, so let’s say that when you get to Corsica,
as I hope you will, have a go9 because when you get home again you will drive
your car at 60 m°poh, backwards, on the wrong side of the road, and think
nothing of it°

Away from Ajaccio on Wednesday, 17th, at 10.30 a.m. bound
for Bonafacio, sailing gently for a change~ soon, however, the wind headed us
and took off, there was nothing for it but the engine again because here for
the first time we started to consider the time element; days were passing
and consequently we had to start passing by places into which we had hoped to
call.

At the end of the cruise when 1 left the yacht I left all
the charts, rough notes~ log etc. so this account has had to be written
from memory.    I cannot give courses steered, times, distances etc. except
for very occasional ones that remain in my mind.     I shall, however,
remember that day coasting down to Bonafacio; on the one occasion we
dropped the coast I was glad to see that Charles was steering a very steady
courses and had developed into ¯ most able and reliable watchkeeper - the
results were gratifying°       There is nothing like it when ¯ small buoy
comes up right on the bow out of the heat haze, ¯ lazy nod or two and back
into the shadows again.

Bonafacio took my fancy as nowhere else- it also stank
as nO~here else, notwithstanding the Feno light its entrance is not too easy
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to make out until you are close in, then you see the actual opening through

the cliffs and proceed up a fjord like cutbetween high cliffs for about a mlle.
The gulf is well camouflaged, as is the town, which has been in existence

for some 2,000 years, a stronghold of Pirates, whose exchequer was the straights

between Corsica and Sardinia.      Bonlfacio saw possibly more selges than any
other in the world, and in fact the ~nhabltants were said to have been fight-

ing two separate and distinct attacks at the same time    one from landwards

and one from the sea°    Thinking to end the matter they negotiated an

honourable settlement with the Turks, from the sea, but when they turned
their ~ttention to the landlubbers, the Turks fell upon them and massacred the

lot.     I could not help feeling glad when I heard that in turn the Turks
got It in the neck at a later date.

To-day Bonafacio sleeps in the noon day sun and awakens

to screams from balconies.    It is smelly, interesting, hot, stinking,

friendly, putrid and e~joyable.    It has everything of note in oldness -
one thing that did take my fancy was that in the church there was also

provided in the back a selection of comics, no doubt to occupy the young

who may hav~ found the long hours of attendance more than intolerable. The

food Is good, the wine is also very good and the inhabitants are as friendly

as a well disposed Dublin jarvey.        1 loved every moment of it there - and
English, how she is spoken is just nobody’s businessl     It is remarkable

how dark and unFrench the inhabitants look.

It is interesting to note the difference in general out-

line and construction of the local fishing boats.    In the smaller boats
the stem has been left sticking up some two feet above the bow, and the

decking was unusual to our eyes in so much as it was fitted some eight or

ten inches below the gunwhale, and was completely over the boat except for

a cockpit amidships; there were, of course, hatches giving access below decks.

Fishing is carried out at night and the catch is almost completely strange to

us, going from the repulsive to the dainty.      No matter how unattractive

the fish may look in the raw, when Madam ashore has finished cooking it, you
can bet it is well worth taking a chance on.

There is a ferry to Sardinia and much coming and going of

small tripper speedboats taking tourists to see the caves which are impressive

from the yacht .      I did not take to a tripper vessel, much to the disgust

of the touts who seemed bent on having my company.    All supplies are available
and, as at most places we called, water and oli were lald on at the quay

and presented no difficulty once you had found the man in charge- usually in

the nearby cafe, or sitting in an empty office obviously doing nothing, and
not trying to hide the fact.

Once again time was pressing and with great reluctance

we got our anchor, this time from some iO or 12 fathoms of anything but
crystal clear water.       We had stuck Bonafaclo for some 36 hours, we do

not claim this as a record, but you try to beat it~

Coming into this part of th~ world, Mary and I had

long cherished the idea if having a look at Sardinia, even if it had to
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be brief; it was not on Charles’ itinerary, but a more agreeable host could

not be found.      So without charts, but with much local advice and a road
map, we left Bonafaclo, steaming down the gulf and passing through the

incredible maw in the cliff face and then out into what must be the most

fought over piece of water in the world.

On a day, such as we enjoyed, the number of lighthouses

looked ridiculous but more seamen have lost their lives in these waters
than elsewhere.     Tall ships do not go hand in hand with narrow seas,

treacherous weather, reefs and Pirates.     However, motor-sailing, there

was no wind to speak of anyway, it was of no use to us what there was
of it, the short hop to Longa Strada was soon completed; this is little

more than an excellent landing place and ferry stage. The small town,

up the usual steep climb, is Santa Margareta, being Italian is clean, sweet

and asleep. Siesta starts at II.0 a.m. and was going strong when we left

at 3.0 p.m. There was little to detain us; those inhabitants whom we

met were well disposed and interested in us but they then turned in again.

Off to Maddellana, a trip of some 20 miles of the

utmost interest throught channels, between islands, round rocks, no charts

but a jolly good road map;     I have a thing about charts, and having some

£12,000 worth of yacht entrusted to my guidance magnified the reality and

brought it home to me that a gentleman may well navigate his own ship via

the seat of his pants - but there is limit to such liberties.

At Maddellana we arrived but also did tragedy - the

loss of my most prized possession, a pair of sun glasses without which I

automatically get an onslaught of migraine but one has to accept such set-

backs.         Maddellana is very much an Italian Navan Base; perhaps it

was the weather for here for we had 24 hours of a most cold wind, not of
the "soft evening" variety, nor again of the "tlnwind" one might meet in
Crosshaven, but this together with a charge of 25/- for two unessential charts

added up to cross Maddellana off my llst.     Let it be said that the Italian

charts are excellent. I prefer them to the French, and only second to the

Admiralty one learns.

Sunday morning, after a generous helping from the

local P.P. we left, but not before watching one of those awe-lnsplring
yachts, a most magnificent schooner of about 350 tons, get under way. She

was the kind of yacht one sees in yachting Journals, in fashionable Med.
ports, making smart passages under power yet somehow one never sees under

sail - what a pity.     So back to Corsica again.

For a change we are sailing and, let it be said,

with a partly free wind, much to our enjoyment. The east coast of Corsica
is rocky and high in the southern end of t he island, low and sandy for

a very good stretch in the middle and again rocky and high in the north.

From Maddellana our course was North, and soon we were clear of the islands
and the straights, and had sighted Corsica again.     Here we continued to
run parallel with the coast some five miles off shore, so continued one of
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those memorable days of sunshine and wind°

With the evening we arrived at the entrance to Porto
Vecchloo    For a change it is shallow; there are banks, there are turns

and twists and then it really gets shallow° Porto Vecchlo when you get to
it, or rather to the anchorage is uninspiring; the town is up far too steep

a climb and when you get there you feel that it would want to be as good as

it is -this is unfair because the town is rather an interesting and jolly

place°      Not too easy to get supplies or oil, but an obliging young man set

off in one of those impossible French cars, and returned with two jerry cans
of Gas Oil.

From Porto Vecchio we had a long hop to Bastla in the

North, off at 4.0 a.mo everyone very polite but not much conversation.    When

we get out there is some wind and I take over but why is it when I do this

it always happens that the wind is not free enough to make good a course
parallel with the coast - and yet when I do go about I head in an impossible

direction?       With great cunning I get over that one but the wind has

been watching and just drops away; right away everyone comes on deck and

wants to know what I am trying to do and why - so ends a remarkable manoeuvre.

I go to bed°

This Monday, June 22nd, was for the most a flat calm
on this sea.    After lunch Charles turns in and Mary and 1 are left watching

the French super jets going through the sound barrier, firing rockets, and
in fact laying it all on for our benefit - possibly because we were passing

through their firing range°     The French are a gay lot but I feel that the
large red flags ashore had nothing to do with Russia -nor were they to

welcome us.       Luckily, it was lunchtlme ashore and we were well clear by

the time they resumed°     Good of them - they came to have a look to see if

we were well clear before re-starting, we were.        Several Gin Palaces over-
take us at high speed; they also have gone through the range which makes me

feel not quite such an idiot.

Hereabouts there is little of interest, in fact my
Lords of the Admiralty can think up nothing better than to draw the mariners

attention to a beautifully sited jail, perhaps others go through the firing

range without such a happy ending°     We had rain - for fully two minutes -

then the wind comes from off shore, just a little breeze, just enough to

bring a plague of mosquitos, however, another notch on Mro Ailsa Craig plus
some bottled defence settled them.     Then no more wind, flat calm again.

By the time you get up towards the northern end of the
Island, the coast has begun to rise up from its sandy flatness to more

impressive heights.     Bastia is impressive from the sea, easy to pick up,
easy to enter, and then hard to port into a sheltered yacht basin, most

impressive, and convenient to the town.     Bastia is to Corsica as Cork is

to Ireland and, as with Cork, is there anyone who could help falling in

love with Bastla?      In our sheltered yacht basin the heat was such as

Cork has never known~    at the other end of this fine harbour~ the commercial
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end, all was at full pressure, large vessels at the quays, in short a large,
busy and important city.      I have never in my llfe heard the row equal to
the one we heard at the setting up of the market at approximately 4.0 a.m.
Time, however, was again snapping at our heels, and so off to Elba, leaving
Bastla and Corsica for good.     It was fitting that we should emerge from
the yacht basin into a stream of merchantmen among whom the most dilapidated
schooners were pitching in with everything they had.

Elba, due east 29 miles, no wind, from our land fall 9
miles on to Porto Ferrajo, motoring all the way we arrived at IO.O p.m. into
a very fine yacht basin, not so crowded as of late. The Italians are a
much more orderly bunch than the French - except for the shouting and the
extremely fat women one could be in Dun Laoghaire.     Come the morning and
all that illusion vanished;    the traffic starts at 5.0 a.m. by lunch time
we had seen all we came to see (Napoleon’s first home of exile) and were
away, from this, a perfect harbour, safe as one could imagine, well llt,
plenty of water, good shelter, all supplied.        As well as these every-
day necessities, this is a fine interesting, beautiful town, where one
can purchase really good wine, where the inhabitants are very friendly and
polite, English widely spoken with a Yankee accent.    We had a good lunch
and left immediately afterwards.

This perhaps was my downfall;     in the Med. one finds
that with no tide to watch one is inclined to take navigation in one’s
stride and without too much fearful trembling.     Here, with a fine clear
day, a following breeze, a good compass and careful steering, one should
not find it necessary to have to alter course 35° after 15 miles on picking
up a landfall, with fallen head.    I reckoned and again checked over and
over all that I had done, only then, half an hour later, did I seek the Med.
Pilot.       There it was in a book I don’t read because it always frightens
me too much.    Here was the answer, abnormal magnetic influence especially
in area N.E. of Elba, after this felt a lot less sure of myself.

We continued trawler dodging and proceeded to Viareggio
on the mainland.     We arrived at about 3.0 a.m. but were astir at about
8.0 a.m.      This is the home of fat women, ice cream and honky tonk. We
left at midday, much to my regret.     I would have liked to see more of
the place, and also the people who I found ready to have a long talk with
me despite the fact that I do not speak Italian and they were unable to
understand my English,      All conversations take place at the tip top of
your shouting voice, even if you are as close as you can to your friend,
a little disconcerting but once I reallsed that I had been taken for a
German I felt better about it and screamed back in turn.

Time again, and off to Portofino, with a fair wind, a
little rain, but most pleasant coasting.    Portofino is well nigh perfect,
even if a little on the small side; prices are, however, not of the same
magnitude.    Three gin and tonics costing 12/6d each tell the tale. I
know one should not drink foreign drinks but the sight of the good old
g & t at the next table was that much too much for us - we just had to
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have one, but only one.      By now we expected to find amazing castles,

battlements, citadels and all that sort of thing wherever we called. Here

too, but best Of all, we found what I consider to be the best restaurant I
have ever eaten in.     I even ate fish and liked it - and that for an Irish

R.C. living near the sea is saying something.

A long hop for a change, Portofino to Allasslo right

across the Gulf of Genoa and also right across the bows of several colossal
tankers that seem to inhabit this part of the sea; we sizzled along Just

enough wind on a broad reach - sizzled is just about the word for it. ( Mary,

who is brown eyed and dark, was now more llke the wops than they are themselves.

Before we left Cannes, a newspaper seller spotted me for a foreigner, and so

obvious was I that he had taken his llfe in his hands to cross the street so
that he could sell me "The Daily Mail".     Now I could have fooled even him;

in fact when we returned to Cannes, a Dubllner, to whose assistance I had gone,

complimented me on my excellent English and asked where Lhad learned to speak

it so well~)     The sun poured down on us, it seemed that it was at last making

up for all those years when we had not had a full share, or perhaps for the
years to come ...... however, it was hot.

Meantime the wind, which had been steady all along,

now awoke and just to show what it could do gave us a few hours of a force 7,

blew away fore stay and ruined the jib; it came up in about three minutes

and blew for about three hours.    Portofino is a snug crowded little place.
I wonder how things went for them back there?     That wind would have been

just about as wrong as it could have been for them - all those gorgeous

yachts with their gorgeous yacht-hands ... ever so nice.

We belted it out with our Southerly with its cold rain, .

and got even a colder reception in Alasslo. If ever I go there again, which

is most unlikely, it will be far too soon. After Mass on Sunday - the ~allans

give very full value - we left for Villafrance, but being a Sunday the seas

was about as deserted as the Bray Road on an August Bank Holiday.    It was calm

but it was literally covered with yachts, speedboats, gin palaces, hydrofoyles

etc.      How the small craft survive the continuous wash 1 cannot imagine.    No

one dreams of slowing down, rather they go all out to see how close they can

pass without colliding.      All this coast is built up; every few hundred yards
there is, or soon will be, a fifteen storey hotel.    The beaches are mile after

mile of naked bodies.     I know because I saw them;    1 was testing a new pair of

glasses recently bought.      Then we passed right alongside the Palace at Monaco.

Villafrance is just about as splendid a bay as one could

wish to find, but the French Navy had arrived so I insisted on going to an

anchor on the opposite side in peace and twenty fathoms.     We slept peacefully

after one of the very few really bad meals we had had in France; so bad was

it that Charles interviewed the Patron in his kitchen, to return white with

fury.     The Patron was completely incoherent and just highly coloured.    I
must brush up my French, 1 have a feeling that one misses quite a lot of the

asides.
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The last lap, a hot windless morning found us motoring
past Nice, watching planes arriving with holiday makers, possibly going on
a cruise, and so back to Cannes, burnt brown and broke.     We have, however,
our return ticket and a car at Colllnstown.

This sketchy outline of our wanderings is not meant
tO be a Log, it is written from memory since all charts, books and rough
notes were presented to the ship when leaving - a small gesture to a
wonderful host who had provided us with a holiday of a lifetime.

And now ....... to save the hay.
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"ShindIl la". 1964.

by

R. Berridge.

Circumstances prevented "Shindilla" from under-

taking her usual foreign cruise this year, instead we sampled the charm ~

of the S.W. coast.

with Jeffrey O’Riordan, my son-in-law, as crew we

sailed from Crosshaven after supper on May ISth. It was a pleasant but

cold night with a N.W’Iy breeze and a smooth sea. Dawn found us tacking

near the Fastnet to lay up through Gascanane Sound to make Schull for break-
fast.      There we were Joined In the evening by Cicely, my daughter Sally

and two dogs to make the ship’s complement complete.     For t he next day or

two we sailed around the pleasant area ending with a hard beat to Baltimore,

passing under the electric cables at half tide with ample clearance. Cicely

and I brought "Shindilla" home from there with a S.W. wind, sunshine, genoa

and mizzen staysaIl    a perfect sail.

"Shindilla’s" next foray west started on July 4th;

lan and Dorothy Boyd and Brian Hayes making up the complement. A N.E.

breeze, light and fluky, allowed us to carry everything and slip along

steadily with help from the engine in the softer patches.     We anchored off

Baltimore in the evening and exchanged visits with "Samphire of St. Osyth"

who was bound back for Dublin.

Our cruise took in Schull where we met "Euphanzel" on

her way round Ireland and again had ample clearance under the Sandy Island

cables.      The next day we had a grand sall round the Mizzen; the wind,

light at first for the beat out, steadily freshened as we brought the wind

abeam and raced at 8 knots past Sheep Head and across Bantry Bay to Adrlgole.
"Shindilla", ample Dutch matron though she is, liked to pick up her skirts

and scuttle along and revels in just these conditions.

Adrigole is a lovely anchorage, but the next day brought

heavy rain and a westerly gale.    We lay quiet enough though the squalls

from Hungry Hill were pretty fierce.     A storm warning for Shannon persuaded
us to shift as far west as we could before dark and in the small hours next

morning it blew very hard.     However, the holding proved excellent and we never

moved.

The next few days we spent in Bantry and Glengarriff

where we rode out another and lesser gale in company with "Emanuel", I.C.C.

and "Elver", R.C.C.     A delightful beat down Bantry Bay followed in bright
sun and with the satisfaction of overtaking "Elver" and putting her well

under our lee.        "Elver" is an old schooner so that it was a fair match

between two stickers.    "Emanuel" soon drew out ahead.    We anchored off

Castletown in the evening.
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We were ashore shopping the next morning when we were

told that there was a storm force IO warning for Shannon and hurried back on

board, luckily cadging a llft in one of the Irish Lights tenders going out

to the lerne.     Weighed anchor and closed under the lee of Dinish Island,
veering 30 fms. of cable in l½ fms. of water.     All afternoon the gale

freshened with heavy rain and at 17.30 we started to drag slowly and veering
more cable failed to hold her.        Welghedanchor again and steamed up

to our previous position and this time set the kedge as well, a precaution

we should have taken earlier. This time we lald very steadily, entirely

to the nylon as the wind veered. By 22.00 it was all over.     I think

the holding is pretty soft and suspect in Castletown.

As my crew had to leave and I would be alone on

board for a few days, we decided to get round the Mizzen next day.    There
was no wind when we weighed anchor after lunch and we motored straight

into a heavy S.W. swell and the motion was pretty violent.     However,

we made good 5 knots and anchored at Crookhaven in the evening, sailing on

to Schull next day.

A few days later Vim Jacob joined me there and we had a

splendid morning watching stores being unloaded onto the Fastnet - a pretty
tricky performance.      On our way out we passed through the largest shoal

of porpoises I have ever seen.       They must have covered 3 to 4 sq. miles

a wonderful sight.      A perfect day concluded with a visit to N. Harbour,
C. Clear an~ a fine sall to Baltimore that evening.    Again we went under the ~i

wires at half tide.       I was pretty blase about this by now and not even

looking up.     We were sailing fast and Vim was hopping round the foredeck.
I looked up at the last second to see the burgee appear to clear the cables

by a foot or sot The wires seem to have sagged.     The E.S.B. say this

is impossible. Clearances are very deceptive, but I was very shaken this

time;    it is hard to believe that I had misjudged badly.     The cables
were hit by a French yacht this summer and we are trying to get a really

accurate height above H.W. by theodolite measurements before next season.

"Auretta", I.C.C.

We anchored under Sherkln for the night and visited

A visit to Castletownsend and a splendid sail home

from there completed an all too short cruise on this delightful bit of

coast.
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"Winter in the Summer Isles"

"SaritA’s" 1964 Cruise.

by

Michael and Christopher Green.

"Sarita" - 12 tons T.M., 37 ft. O.A., 29 ft. W.L.
750 sq. ft. S.A. Vintage 1910 and now converted to a Bermudian cutter.

This was "Sarita’s" 29th year in our ownership and her

21st cruise up the West coast.      The 21st is the coming of age, but the

only ageing done this cruise was done by the crew in the hectic three
weeks starting on June 19th.

Friday, 19th June.

,j

/.

The Skipper - Ronald Green, Owner -Margaret Green, Crew -

Michael and Christopher Green, and Alan Leonard, boarded in the evening ....

at Whiterock.     The log records blowing hard and bitterly cold;    it
continued to do so until we got tired of recording it.     Fortunately

Christopher had unearthed a paraffin vapour heater moulderlng for 20 .~

years in the forecastle.     It was skilfully converted to produce heat .: ~’

instead of paraffin vapour.     With this, a good cockpit tent and "medicinally"

reinforced coffee and cocoa we survived and enjoyed it.

We stowed our gear and then blew down the Lough to Pawle

Island under foresail. There we spent the first night of our cruise.

Saturday. 2Oth June°

This was rather similar to the previous day except for the

addition of heavy showers. We ran out of Strangford Lough and had a

wet cold beat up to Portavogle.

Sunday, 21s~ June.

Weather similar but more wind, so we stayed put.

Monday, 22nd Jun@.

A fine day~      Wind light variable but "Sarita’s" well

loved engine works well.     We cast off at O910 hrs. and motored all day

across a glass-llke Irish sea.

By the evening feeding time we were motoring up under the

towering peaks of Arran on a most fantastically still evening.     Just

after midnight we anchored off Ardrlshalg having completed 96 miles.
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Tuesday, 2~rd June.

It was a lovely morning and we set out early through the

Crinan canal so as to catch the tide at the other end for the Dorus Mor.

The canal was beautiful as the rhododendrons which llne the banks were in

flower.     We met the "Ain Mara" with a tough looking bunch on board; she

was going south°     We reached Crlnan in time for lunch and to our annoyance
saw what looked like fog outside.     Sure enough when we reached Fladda

after lunch we could see nothing but fog.      The wind dropped and we had

to use the faithful engine to get us into Phuilldobralno

Wednesday, 24th J~n~

The morning was cloudy with a light S.Wo wind.    The crew

developed a craving for fresh rolls, so while the owner and skipper stayed
in bed, we drifted up to Oban under spinnaker.     We tied up to a friendly

fishing boat for breakfast and shopping.     After this we put the dinghy

on deck and set off under main, foresail and yankee°     After a calm and

a fresh freezing wind came in from ahead causing a jib change - and a fresh
frozen crew.     Astonishingly we fetched Tobermory from Salen - a beam

wind in the Sound of Mull (completely unheard Of)o

Thursday, 2~th June.

This was the best day of the cruise.     We left Tobermory

in S.W. light which picked up to force 3-4° The sun was shining as we

quickly p~shed Ardnamurchan past the beam. With our spinnaker set we

creamed northwards towards Glenelg. The wind became very fluky under Skye

but it made little difference as we had 6 knots of tide with us.     Once
through the Kyle Akin narrows we had a fast sall down to Plockton, Lough

Carrono

Friday, 26th June.

The weather again reverted to type with strong wind and rain.
It blew harder all day and in the evening the Gordonstoun ketch "Soldian"

with no crew on board dragged into a large motor boat which must have been

having a good party as it was IO minutes before they even noticed     The

skipper of the other Gordonstoun boat "Pinta" watched with interest until

it was inevitable that she would hit the other boat or leave the anchorage
altogether.    Eventually he went across and just as we were about to offer

help a boat put out from the other shore and obliged. Instead we put

out a kedge by steaming up wind and dropping it to one side.    The squalls

were now so vicious that it was extremely hard to work on deck°     We went

to bed knowing that we had a kedge and 22 fathoms chain in 3 fathoms water

and so slept comfortably.
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Saturday, 27th June.

It was still blowing a full gale and we were glad to stay

put, Christopher and Alan climbed a very minor mountain trying to get a

good photograph of the anchorage°      This was wonderful except for the

telephone poles and barbed wire fences in the way°

Sunday, 28th Jun~.

From the shelter of Plockton we ventured out under plain

sail to try to beat out of Lough Carrono     We soon saw the true strength
of the wind and no matter how many reefs we rolled in she still had more

sall than we needed°      After about an hour we were forced to turn back

as everywhere we could hope to reach seemed to be up wind°      Back at

Plockton, Gordonstoun School arrived in force; Prince Charles was not,

however, among the oilskin clad figures° In view of the weather we felt

he was lucky.

Monday, 29th Jun@.

We tried again (well reefed).     However~ the day was much

preferable~ wind force 4 Wo and definite sunshine.       The reefs came out

and the yankee went up.     In a moment of weakness the skipper agreed to

round Ru Re for the Summer Isles.      As we sailed on the day grew colder,

greyer and dirtier~ as a depression rolled in°     Off Ru Re there was an

adverse tide and a very exciting tide rip in the middle of which Alan

decided that he wanted to take a photograph whilst the rest of us were
hanging on for our llveso The wind backed and freshened as we ran for

Tanera Mor~ Summer Isles. A most~morable sail with an enormous beam

swell and the worsening weather°      All round us we saw white walls of

spray as the enormous waves hit the rugged coast°     Waves breaking on
the northern headlands were clearly visible IO miles away°

We anchored in the "cabbage patch"~ Tanera Mor~ at 20.25 hrs.

This was a fine tribute to the crew’s ability to make friends and influence

people for it had been a lifelong ambition of the skipper not to round
Ru Re°

Tuesday, ~Oth June°

Surprisingly we awoke to find it blowing a westerly gale.

It was also cold and raining°     We explored Tanera Mor which had a

fascinating cover of flowers attracted by the salt climate°    No one lives

on the Island now though there are many recently deserted farmhouses

scattered about,      The "cabbage patch" sounds the sort of place you would
get a foul anchor handily but is so called because of its small sheltered

nature.     Chris and Alan took the dinghy on a hazardous passage to

Achiltlebule on the mainland which they discovered was not one of the main

cities of these parts°     They met a most interesting local salmon fisherman

who after about an hour’s yarning gave them some free samples°
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Wednesday, Ist July.

We had hoped to pick up John Russell at Stornaway on Saturday.

This was only 40 miles away to the West.      But the wind was 5-7 westerly

so we reefed and ran up Loch Broom to Ullapool instead.    Lying against the

inner pier was a deep shapely hull apparently in the last stages of neglect,

all paint gone, varnish bleached, planking old and grey.     But on a closer

look the hull was sound and on her counter was the name "Widgeon".     She
was, in fact, one of the famous Belfast Lough No. I Class which preceded the

Islands in the early 19OO’s.     Her fate was a warning to those who moor

without proper consideration or local knowledge.    She had been put too near
a wreck, or other deep obstruction, her mooring chain had become foul and

dragged her down "full fathoms five".

Thursday.    2nd July.

Another freezing force 8 westerly.      We motored up Loch

Broom and in the evening rang up John to tell him it was unlikely that we

would get to Stornaway.     We consoled ourselves with a slap-up meal in

the very super Ullapool Hotel.

Friday, Srd July.
be

We were beginning to think that we were to/stuck in Ullapool

for ever and could not believe it when we awoke to find a force 4-5 Westerly

blowing.         We unfortunately had to leave Alan here as he was bound for

the South of England to take delivery of his family’s new 5 former "Lamlta".

From the mouth of Loch Broom there was a close fetch for Ru Re and we were

all extremely glad to see it past the beam.     The wind veered and before
long we were running down to Plockton again with the spinnaker set.     The

log records "A lovely day’s sailing but bitterly cold";     this is an under-
statement. (Mileage 62).

Saturday. 4th July.

We had now arranged to meet John at Mallaig and set off

beating out of Loch Carron in a force 2 Westerly.     However, since we

were near Skye it blew force 6 and then fell away again to a calm before

reaching Kyle Akin.       We nosed gently up the Kyle against the tide until

we caught the first of the new tide at Glenelg.     Again the wind hit us

violently and we were forced to drop the yankee and reef, then satisfied

it went calm again.

We picked up John at Mallalg and motored up to Tarbert

Loch Nevls, where the owner and crew walked over the pass to Loch Morar.

Tarbert Bay is almost vertical on each side and so dark it gives skipper
the creeps, so on returning we motored back and anchored in Inverle Bay.
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Sunday, 5th July.

Sunny but extremely fresh, not a suitable day for rounding
Ardnamurchan to Tobermory.

T~esday. 7th July.

We were greeted in the early morning by a screaming S.E.
gale, lashing rain and a gentle bumping on the starboard side. On reaching
the cockpit we found that a motor cruiser that had anchored on top of us
the previous night was now alongside.      The owner told us that we had too
much chain out and had swung into him, "Sarita’s" skipper’s reply was much
shorter and won’t be recorded here.     The result, sparks flew as the cruiser’s
chain came in and we were left in peace to resume our sleep.      In the
evening we went ashore for a meal, the rest of the day being spent watching
other boats drag round the bay, including the m.y. "Ranger", well named,
who dragged 14 times in gross total.

Wednesday. 8th July.

Forecast "Storm" force i0.     The bay was now filled with
fishing boats, trawlers and coasters who had run for shelter.    We hired a
car and went round to the outside of the island to watch the Atlantic seas
breaking, quite fantastic.     The combination of the Mull roads plus John’s
rally type driving necessitated a stop at the Mishnish on the way home.

Thursday. 9th July.

The forecast told us that the wind was at last going to
moderate (to force 8).      In the afternoon we blew the few miles down the
Sound of Mull to Loch Aline with just a small rag of main.     This was
exciting and cold, but mostly cold.

Friday, iOth July.

This was a greatly improved day; we left Loch Aline in
the early dawn in a fresh N.W. wind but within 2 hours the wind was extremely
light letting us unroll our now nearly permanent reefs.     By II.00 hrs. we
were off the sea lock at Crinan.      During the afternoon we made a most
enjoyable passage through the canal and we were greeted by "sunshine and warmth"
at Ardrishaig.     In the evening the crew went to the pictures, returning in
pouring rain, just in time to hear more gale warnings on the midnight forecast.

Saturday. llth July.

In the early morning we were awakened by the roar of the
wind in the trees above us and the twigs and leaves piling up in the cock-
pit.    But the afternoon was much more pleasant and we set out close hauled
for Lamlash with a reefed main and small jib.     As we approached the measured
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mile on the back of Aran great bets were placed to see who could estimate

the boat’s speed best~ but just before the second line the wind dropped from

force 6 to force O~ making the gamblers look rather stupid°    It was a

lovely clear night at Lamlash~ no wind~ no rain~ just a dirty great swallock

rolling in from the Clyde and pushing us round our bunks°

Sunday~ 12th Julyo

The first day in over 3 weeks with a forecast of less

than force 4 (3-5 W) o We were away in the early dawn and soon were creaming

happily towards Ailsa Craig with all aboard enjoying this lovely sail when
crash~     This was round 2 of the slack rigging debate°     As the boat was

thrown hard to lee by a particularly unfriendly wave~ the top cross tree

obeyed the laws of gravity as it slipped out of its socket and the crash was

it burying itself in the deck°       This was not the best thing to happens as
if the wave’s brother were to roll us hard to weather the top of our fine new

aluminium mast would follow the cross tree°      We sailed on hoping the wind

would not slacken as it was acting in place of the port top mast stay°    Under

the so called shelter of Ailsa Craig~ Chris was hoisted up the mast and after

a short struggle all was well again and we were soon speeding in the direction

of home at a great rate of knots°     In the evening we tied up alongside
the "Maid of Mourne" in Portavogle and had much crack hearing about their

just completed cruise°

Note~ No one had thought the cross tree could come out as the
sockets were over 4 inches deep but stout bolts now hold .

them in place and should prevent a repetition°

Mondays 13th Julyo

This was a superb day9 really hots though the forecast

promised yet another gale by evening°     We sailed in company with the

"Maid" into Strangford~ and after a glorious day’s sailing we tied up on our

mooring in the evening°     As the wind was quickly increasing and great clouds

came with it~ we weren’t altogether sad to leave the fine ship and go home.

Even with the bad weather this proved to be one of our

most successful and enjoyable cruises°     The food and crack were good~ and

any day we dared hoist sail the sailing was excellent°

It seems rather sad that this was to be our last family

cruise in "Sarita" fors at the time of wrlting~ "Sarita" is up for sale -

after 29 years of faithful servlce~ as we have just bought the 8 metre "Helen".

Next year we hope to have some real sporty sailing and if the weather is still

as unpleasant at least we should be able to go further between the gales
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Cruise Summary - "Sarlta" 1964.

Whlterock to Portavogle via Pawle.

Portavogle to Ardrishalg.

Ardrlshalg to Phuilldobhraln.

Phullldobhraln-Oban-Tobermory.

Tobermory to Plockton.

Plockton to Tanera Mor.

Tanera Mot to Ullapool.

Ullapool to L. Broom.

Ullapool to Plockton.

Plockton to Mallaig.

Mallalg-Tarbert-lnverle.

Inverle-Mallalg-Tobermory.

Tobermory to Lough Aline.

L. Aline to Ardrishalg.

Ardrishalg to Lamlash.

Lamlash-Portavogle- via Allsa Craig.

Portavogie to Whlterock.

Duration of cruise:

Gales:

Force 6-7.

Force 5 and over forecast.

Normal seasonal temp.

24 days.

7 days.

4 days.

23 days.

4 days.

To~l:

22 miles.

96 "

27 "

34 "

60.1 "

57.5 "

IO "

IO "

61.7 "

30.6 "

13. "

35.8 "

12.5 "

40

32.5 "

68.5 "

2|,~ "

632.7 miles.
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The Cruise of the "Auretta" - 1964o

by

Paddy Maher.

"Auretta’s" 1964 cruise was quite a "mixed bag" indeed.

It started with the IoCoCo race from Cork Harbour to Baltimore on the night

of Friday~ 17th Julyo     On arrival in Baltimore, we found ourselves landed

in the centre of very feverish preparations for Dinghy Week, which was to
commence on the following Monday°       From Baltimore, a week later, we set

out for a very favourite hunting ground of ours - The Isles of Scilly- where
a pleasant few days were spent before returning to Kinsale just in time to

witness the "Big Event" of the August Bank Holiday - the "Ocean Race" from

Cork Harbour to Kinsaleo

"Auretta" is a McGruer designed, Crosshaven built 8 ton

Bermudlan sloop, LoOoAo 33 fto, LoWoLo 24 fto, with just under 9 ft. beam

and a draught of nearly 6 fro     Motive power is derived from an 8 hopo

Stuart Turner°

Crew for the cruise consisted of:

Harry Cudmore: Skipper°

Paddy Mahero Navigator.

Harold Cudmoreo Second Mate°

Ronald Cudmoreo Chef de cuisine°

year

Dinghy Week was thls/being held in Baltimore Harbour in

the week commencing Monday, 2Oth July and, as the Skippers of quite a number

of the RoM.YoC° yachts had "young hopefuls" participating and would be

sailing down to Baltimore anyway, it was very wisely decided by the’~owers

that be" in the IoCoCo to sponsor a race from Cork to Baltimore - starting gun

being scheduled for 22°00 hours on Friday night.

Raymond Fieldlng very kindly provided transport to the

Royal Munster on Friday evening, and after a quick meal there, Skipper and

crew got aboard and did a little last minute stowing°       Even though it
has happened so often in the past, the Skipper is still mystified as to why so

much personal gear is needed by so small a crew (in number~) for so short

a cruise - and, as usual, he was more mystified again to find that even that

amount of baggage eventually disappeared from sight into all sorts of cubby

holes ned private hiding places°

IoC.C. R~ce - Cork Harbour to Baltimore.

Starting line was set by OoD. Gerald Barry at Weaver’s

Point in the mouth of the Harbour and first gun went at 22 hours.    Wind -
what there was of it - was SoSoW, very light indeed for a start against a

strong flood tide, and to really make things difficult a fine "peasouper"
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of a fog was showing signs of great promise, drifting in the Harbour in denser

and denser clouds°

After some very naughty "fan" starting - indulged in by

certain skippers who should know better - had been sorted out by means of

rather candid cow~ents from those who deemed themsel~es the offended parties,

everybody got down to the very serious business of trying to get out of

the Harbour and head away to the West.

Alas and alack, the wind disappeared, the tide unfortunr

ately did not and by 23 hours every single boat had called it a day (or nlght~)
and had anchored in the rather eerie fog to await the start of the sea going

ebb at midnight.      The period of waiting was not without some excitement
however.     A pretty large oil tanker slowly feeling her way out of the

Harbour was viewed, not without a certain amount of apprehension, by the crews

of those boats which had the rather doubtful privilege of having a very close

up view of her progress.

Even though it appeared to dally as slow as a watched

kettle, the ebb finally set;     hooks were quickly lifted and there still

being no wind the fleet drifted slowly out the Harbour, past Roche’s Point-
which was still invisibly shrouded in fog.

Saturday, 18th July.

With the coming of dawn and a gradual lifting of the fog,

the suspicions of a N.W. wind appeared and progress began in the direction of

Baltimore.      As the morning progressed and wind gradually increased to a
comfortable force 3 to 4, veering N.N.W. and enabling the Old Head and the

Galley to be fetched on a comfortable soldier’s reach.     Galley abeam just

after II hours Toe Head reached just over two hours later at 13.15 hours.
"Auretta" was really coasting alone now in close pursuit of Fred Cudmore’s

"Setanta" which happily was giving us time on handicap.

Wind westered and lightened slightly as Baltimore was

approached, necessitating two quick tacks to make the Harbour entrance

and thence freeing sheets to the finishing llne off the Pier, which was
crossed at 15o15 hours - the winner on handicap by just seven minutes from

Ted Pope’s "Suzette".    Considering the fact that we really didn’t get moving

until nearly seven hours after the start, the course of 54 miles was

covered in the very good time of 17 hours.

Baltimore - en fete for D~n~hy We_~k.

Saturday afternoon was spent pleasantly ashore at

Baltimore celebrating our win in Denis Salter’s pub, and watching the

little village slowly begin to "burst at the seams" as more and more dinghies

and more and more crews poured into the place in preparation for the 1964

Dinghy Week, due to commence on the following Monday.        It certainly
was a wonderful study of all sizes and shapes of boats and of all sorts
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and shapes of crews both male and female9 in some very colourful attires°

The Navigator, a 505 man who had fairly recently hung

up his boots in deference to his increasing years, experienced a momentary

taste of nostalgia as he watched the trapezing and "planery" around the
Harbouro     However, "Auretta’s" crew were to be well represented at Dinghy

Week because Harold and Ronald were each sailing Enterprises in the

Championships°

Later in the evening, after dinner ashore in the

Hotel~ "Auretta" upped hook and wandered over to anchor off Sherkin

Island for the night - Sunday Mass time at Sherkin being more convenient
than Baltimore°     Before retiring for the night a few pleasant hours

were spent yarning over a few drinks with Colo Berrldge of "Shindilla"

and his crew, Mro Jacob, who were returning from a cruise west during which
the weather - we gather - was not on its best. behaviouro

On Sunday, after Mass, we returned to the fray again at

Baltimore and the Skipper and Navigator, trying to recapture the past,

borrowed an Enterprise and had a quick whizz around the Harbour, happily

without capsize which, if it had occured, would undoubtedly have given much
pleasure to the younger members of the crew~

Sunday night saw Harry and Paddy depart by road for

Cork for another week’s toil at the office before returning on the following

Friday night to continue the cruise°     Skipper’s sons, Harold and Ronald,

were left in charge of "Auretta" in the meantime.

Baltimore-Scilly Isles°

The following Friday night saw the crew reassemble in

Baltimore°     An early departure to bunks was made but unfortunately was not
followed by an equally early rising in the morning°

Saturday, 25th JUIyo

However, we finally did manage to depart Baltimore at

1Oo20 hours under engine;    weather forecast being W. veering NW, force 4-5 -

quite a perfect forecast indeed for a departure for the Scillieso     Bar 30°5

steady°      After half an hour engine was cut, log streamed and a course

of 139° set for Round Island, 153 miles distant°

The run down was very pleasant indeed - full main and

genoa being carried all Saturday in brilliant sunshine and through the

ensuing night under a glorious golden full moon which made very light of the
period of darkness°     Wind force varied between 2 and 4, NoW.

Sunday, 26th Julyo     Days run (to 1Oo20 hrso) IIi miles°

I10OO hours:    Spinnaker hoisted to speed us on our way.

Periodic checks were made on Round Island Radio Beacon by means of the Beme
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Loop to check the accuracy of our dead reckoning.

Eventually, at 5.15, both the ~kipper and Harold

simultaneously sighted Round Island Light House dead ahead - about IO

miles distance - much to the secret relief of the Navigator, a "new boy"

at the game~

19.15 hours:     Anchored off New Grimsby, Tresco. Tidied

up ship~ not crew, and went ashore to a make-shift meal of cornish pasties

and stout in the New Inn Bar.     Very interested to notice the popularity
among the locals of a pint consisting of half a bitter and half a stout.

Pottering around the 5cillies. Monday, 27th JulY.

This really was an early start - 6.30 hours to be

precise.    High water was at 7.00 hours and the 5kipper ~,anted plenty of

water under his keel when negotiating the Tresco Flats on our way across to

Hugh Town, ot. Mary’s, 3 miles distant.    On our previous visit some years
back quite an area of dense weed near the water surface was encountered in

the Flats but on this occasion did not trouble us.     Arriving in Hugh Town

we anchored between a smart looking Elizabethan 29 and a little French
yacht of the Junior Offshore type.

Were interested to learn from the Customs Officer

who came on board, bright and early at 8.30 hours, that "Elsa" another

R.M.YoC. yacht, belonging to Tom Doyle, had passed through the previous

Friday on her way home after a cruise to Brittany and the Channel Islands.

One of the co-owners of the neighbouring Elizabethan

came aboard with his girl friend for a drink and a chat after lunch and we

were truly amazed to learn that she (the boat this is~) had five co-owners

and that this unusually large partnership apparently worked very harmoniously.

Our visit ashore to Hugh Town in the afternoon unfort-

unately confirmed our view that this very picturesque spot is slowly but

surely being spoiled through the advent of too many "triFpers".    Maybe

this is a selfish attitude on our part but we do prefer the quieter type of

resort without even the suspicion of a "golden mile" atmosphere.

Tuesday, 28th July.

Motor-sailed back to New Grimsby at 8.30 hours and

spent the morning wandering through the famous Abbey Gardens with their
thousands of multi-hued plants, shrubs and trees collected from all over the

~orld.    Tresco, I’m glad to say, is as yet unspoiled - no cars, few

visitors other than to the famous Gardens, and a pleasant old world atmosphere
pervading the whole island.       The new luxury hotel at Old Grimsby at the

other side of the Island was not opened on our last visit and we were
looking forward to our dinner there that evening.    Alack and alas, the hotel

itself is a very nice building with first class decor but the meal was only

second class - but with a very first clas;s bill at the end of it~
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New Grimsb¥ to Kinsale, Wednesday° 29th J~Ivo

This was to be our day of departure back to Ireland

and before leaving we paid a courtesy visit to a very large and luxurious
twin engined motor yacht, of about 60 fto, anchored nearby~ and owned

by a Mro Singleton°     We were truly amazed to learn that this fairly
hefty handful of boat was the very first one he had owned and that after only

six months experience he had brought her from Falmouth to the Scillies

with only his wife and five small daughters, aged from about 12 down~ as

crew~     He had hoped to reach the South Coast of Ireland but wisely

decided to "stay put" in the Scillies when he arrived there - a certain

amount of mal de met encountered on the journey having influenced his
decision~

"Auretta’s" crew, having thoroughly inspected this
luxurious vessel with its comfortable stateroom with armchairs~ its air

conditioning, pressurised hot and cold water, fluorescent llghting~ ship
to shore telephone, bathroom with bath and shaver socket, ’frig etCo etCo

nearly mutinied on returning to the comparatively spartan conditions obtain,=

Ing on board their own craft~

II°OO hours saw the hook lifted and "Auretta" departed
New Grimsby under main and genoa°    Our plans were to lay as far west as

Baltimore, course 318°, wind permitting, and then return by easy stages

Eastwards to Kinsaleo     Forecast was W/SW, force 3-4, wblch would have

been ideal if it had materlalised but unfortunately we experienced mostly

West North West winds which necessitated heading below our course and

eventually we decided to go for Kinsale itself°

Thursday, ~Oth JuIvo

Old Head sighted at 18oO0 hours a few points off the

starboard bow; sheets eased and reached up the Harbour, arriving alongside
¯ he pier at 20°00 hours. Hot showers at the Trident Restaurant were

followed by an excellent meal after which all hands retired to their

comfortable and, for once, horizontal bunks alongside the quay°

A short venture Westwards from Kinsaleo     Friday, ~Ist Julyo

Skipper granted a good lie-in this morning and sall

was not made until noon - the object being to go to the west as far~ say, as

Glandoreo    West going stream was carried around the Old Head, but with
the westerly wind, force 4-5, there was quite a lump of a sea running°

Genoa was quickly handed and the working jib set instead°

Just as the Seven Heads were reached the port runner

fitting at deck level parted with a resounding crack; "Auretta" was

quickly thrown on to starboard tack and an emergency repair carried out°
Skipper decided to call it a day and sheets were freed for Courtmacsherry

Harbour which we reached at 17oOO hours°    The Harbour entrance is
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extremely narrow and tricky, entering it as we did at extreme low tide and

with a head wind which necessitated plenty of short tacking.    Our engine
had packed up the previous day having developed a slipping clutch, so we

decided to keep on beating until we ran aground which when it did occur was

duly celebrated by all hands having a swim over the side and then settling
down at 18oOO hours to a rather late lunch or early dinner, whichever you

care to term it.     Our meal completed and wash up disposed of, we were

once more afloat and proceeded up river where we picked a moorings kindly

offered by one of the local fishermen°

Having effected a more permanent repair to the
defective runner the punt was lowered and everyone repaired to the hotel to

enjoy a little local conviviality.

East again to Kinsaleo     Saturday. Ist August.

Left Courtmacsherry at 8.45 hours under Genoa only to

avoid frequent gybing of the main - wind being dead astern.      Hoisted main

when clear of the Harbour and had a peaceful run to Kinsale, where we

tied up alongside Brian Cudmore’s "Ann Again" at the Pier at 12 hours.

Sundav, 2nd AusuSto

This was the Skipper’s "Build up Credit with the Family

Day" which we duly proceeded to do by taking all hands aged from 18 months

upwards for a sail around the Harbour.     It was a grand sailing day with

a fine northerly off shore wind and we had an interesting time watching the
finish (in Kinsale) of what is rather ambitiously termed the annual "Ocean"

Race from Cork Harbour to Kinsale. This was won by Tom Crosbie’s 8 metre

"If" in fast time.

Kinsale, on that August Sunday night was, as always,

a bright and lively spot with every hotel, restaurant and pub crammed to
overflowing with sailor men "home from the sea".     A pleasant place

indeed to end "Auretta’s" wanderings for 1964.

ooooo..oo..o.°o.oo°

~ooooo~oooo,



Date,

July 17/18.

July 18.

July 19.

July 25/26.

July 27.

July 28.

July 29/30.

July 31.

Aug. i.
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Passage.

Cork to Baltimore.

Baltimore to Sherkln.

Sherkin to Baltimore.

Baltimore to Scillles.
(New Grlmsby).

New Grlmsby to Hugh Town.

Hugh Town to New Grlmsby.

Scillles to Kinsale.

Kinsale/Seven Heads/
Courtmacsherry.

Courtmacsherry to Kinsale.

Hours.

17.00

0.20.

0.20

33.00

0.30.

0.30.

33.00

5.30.

3.15.

93.25.

.M~ les.

54.

2.

2.

153.

3.

3.

139.

20.

14.

390.
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A Cruise to Co Donegal°

by

RoPo Campbell°

"Verve" is a IO ton Bermudian yawl designed by AoCo
Robb and built for me by John Tyrrell & Sons Ltdo     Her dimensions are

37’ x 25’ x 9’6" x 5’7"°       She is painted black and has no doghouse°

She has sturdy looking wooden masts and masthead foretriangleo    Maximum
actual sail area on the wind is 670 Sqo fto with 200 Sqo fto more in the

mizzen stayssi! and about 900 Sqo fto of spinnaker°     The engine is a

Parsons Scampi with 2:1 redictlon and 18" x 12" feathering propelloro

She sleeps 5 in the saloon and quarter berths, has a large foc’sle for

sails and gear and a cockpit 7 fro long with wheel steering°    She can be

managed comfortably by two people cruising and keeps a crew of 7 or 8

happily occupied round the buoys°

For "Verve’s" first Cruise I planned to visit Donegal

and S~igo Bays but, in fact, we got no further than Burtonport,     We were
taking it very easy, spending every night in harbour and sometimes anchoring

for meals too°     We did not see much of the sun and there was more mist
and fog than usual~ especially in West Donegal°

I was accompanied by Henry Horsman (to Portrush),
Ken Armstrong (Portrush to Burtonport)~ 2 Austrian boys (to Burtonport)

my wife (Burtonport to Swilly)~ the Rear-Commodore and his friends in

Lough Swilly and around Inishowen, and dean Butler and one Austrian home

from Greencastleo

We had some very good sailing, the boat behaved well

and everything worked°     Our only mishap was breaking a gooseneck pin

gybing with some reef rolled;    luckily and entirely by chance I had a

spare aboard°     I am not giving a detailed account of sailing on a coast
well=known to many members but hope Northern members will bear with a few

notes on their ports which I hope may be of interest to others°

Larneo

With a southerly wind the most comfortable anchorage
is outside in Brown’s Bay°    The quietest anchorage inside is about a mile

beyond Ballylumford Power Station where a few local boats have moorings°
Neither give access to shore facilities~ but 1 think the anchorage off Curran

Point should be regarded as the temporary one, for use when visiting the

shore°
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Fahan.

The Lough Swilly Y.C. have made a very well-equlpped

clubhouse in part of the old railway station, the remainder of which is con-

veniently occupied by a pub and the P.O.      The Club also have a very fine
dinghy park and a slip, where we were welcomed as we stepped ashore by the

Commodore and other members, who received us with the greatest hospitality.

Unfortunately with a fresh W. wind, which must be quite/common condition, /a

and the ebb, the creek becomes a most uncomfortable anchorage and rather

a hazardous place to be rowing a small dinghy°      Of course, in daylight
a yacht with a strong and reliable engine can move across to a comfortable

berth off Rathmullen.

Rathmullen.

Rathmullen was our focal point during our second visit

to Lough Swilly as there is a Regatta there on August Bank Holiday°     "Verve"

was the scratch keel-boat, but our efforts were in vain for we ran into

a flat patch near the finish.     Afterwards our Rear-Commodore piloted me

through at least four distinct parties.      When we drove back to the pier

about 4.0 a.mo we found that someone had cast our dinghies adrift    but

all was well for Liam’s had not gone far and mine had been picked up by
the "Isolde";       two sleepy sailors ~towed her in, for which I would like to

record my gratitude°

Mulro¥ Lough.

The old entrance has silted up and a new and very

straightforward channel has formed on the E. side with a least depth of

12 ft° L.W°So    I cannot imagine any difficulty in entering with the flood

unless in the worst onshore weather°      Fanny Bay is, by far, the best

anchorage on the north coast, very well sheltered from the prevailing winds

and safe in any weather°     This was my first visit and the place fully came

up to expectations°      The tide suited to visit the Broad Water- an interesting
piece of pilotage through the 2nd and 3rd narrows°

Tober~lassan Bay.

Toberglassan Bay has the reputation of being at best an

uneasy anchorage as any swell at all produces a roll.     If there is no swell

you can lie very quietly there as we did for a couple of hours though there

was a fresh S.W~ wind and quite a big sea at the mouth of the Sound.     It

is a lovely remote bay but unfortunately when we called it was raining.

Bunbeg.

This is a charming place and the new beacons make the

pilotage easy°     There is, however~ only about a foot L°W.S. on the bar,
which is exposed to swell from the N°W°, the very conditions which might

tempt one to go in from the Gola anchorage. I foolishly went in with a
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falling tide on the assurance of a boatload of islanders that there was
plenty of water for our draft.      We had a nasty few minutes when the

depth dropped below 7 ft.    If in doubt the right thing to do is to consult
the pilot on Golao

Burtonporto

I left "Verve" here for 5 days, moored to 2 C.Q.Rs

between the "bedstead" and the southerly part of the quay.     There were

moderate spring tides and she had about 18" to spare below her keel.

While I was in Dublin they had a NoW. gale, which she rode out safely, but
I confess that it was a relief to return and find her in the same place.

There is no fog signal on the whole coast of Co.

Donegal, except at Inishowen Light at the entrance to the Foyle.     There
are diaphones on Tory and Inishtrahull but it is surprising that there is

nothing at Rathlin, O’Birne~ Aranmere, or the entrance to Lough Swilly,

so that with a forecast confirming foggy conditions one is immobilised.
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14. Dun Laoghalre - Skerrles.

15o Skerries -Portavogie.

16o Portavogie -Browns Bay.

Larne- Red Bay.

17o Red Bay - Portrush.

18o Portrush - Greencastle.

19. Greencastle -Rathmullen.

20° In Lough Swillyo

21o Portsalon - Fanny Bay.

In Mulroy Lough.

22° Fanny Bay - Bunbeg.

23° Bunbeg - Burtonport.

29° Sailing in Rosses Bay.

30° Burtonport - Scraggy Bay.

31. - to Aug 3 in Lough Swilly.

Au~usto

o

5°

6°

7°

Rathmullen~ Greencastle.

Greencastle - Lame.

Larne- Ardglasso

Ardglass- Dun Laoghalre.
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Sulmmary - "Verve".

Wind and weather.

SSE. 4 = 6.

SW. Up to 4.

Calm, occas. SW I.

S. 2 falling calm.

First Fog then SW 2.

NW 2.    Fog.

W 5, becoming 3.

Calm and Light NW.

W 2 to 3.

NW 2 to calm.

SW 2 - 4. Foggy p.m.

SSW 2 - 4; Misty.

W 3; big sea, misty.

SW 4 to W 6, good vls.

Various.

Light variable.

SW 4 - 5.

SW, later S. O - 3.

SW 4 - 5, later NW 4.

Hrso Mins.

4 o 40 o

Ii .00

5.15

3.25.

8 .OO

2.40.

II.I0o

4.0

3°30

2 o 50

9.45

4.10.

2.1Oo

8.55.

8.50.

9.55°

II °05°

15.00.

Miles.

20°

60.

30.

17o

30°

iio

42°

14o

14o

12o

30°

12.

9°

47°

42°

55°

45°

61o
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LO~ of "Emanuel" Howth to Glengarrlff and back.

by

D .K o Luke.

Crew: Freddie Moran Howth to Glengarriffo

Alister McMillan - Glengarrlff to Howth.

Peter Ryan.

Owner: D.Ko Luke.

journal°

"Emanuel" is a 7 ton sloop and was described in the previous

As it had not been possible last year to make Glengarriff,

it was decided to try again this year, and on Thursday, 2nd July, at 14OO hours,

being in all respects ready for sea, we cast off from the West Pier, Howth,

with a Force 3 Westerly.     An hour later the Baily was abeam, and shortly
afterwards the log was streamed as we passed the North Burford Buoy.     The

day was warm and clear.     We were a couple of miles off the coast, but as

the wind continued to lighten it was not until 18OO hours that the Codling

Bank Light was abeam°     Off Wicklow Head the wind dropped altogether and

the motor was started, and we made for Arklow where we arrived at 21.OO hours°

Friday~ 3rd Julyo

The weather forecast gave rain with poor visibility and

North West wind 2 to 3~     Left Arklow at 04.30. Half an hour later it was
necessary to reef as the wind had piped up to Force 5. 0600 abeam to Port

Courtown Buoy, breakfast served to all hands.     The procedure on leaving

harbour was that one of the crew got up and helped the skipper get the ship

out of porto     As soon as this was accomplished, he turned in again until

a more reasonable hour°

Through the Rusk Channel, and at 0915 the North Sheer Buoy

was abeam°     As the wind was very light the engine started, so as to carry

the favourable tide around Carnsore Point°    However, the ebb set in as we

passed the Fundale Perch, but, unfortunately a 3 to 4 North Easterly breeze

sprang up at the critical moment, and we rounded the Point in fine style°
The visibility deteriorated in the rain and mist.

The inshore course was taken, leaving Black Rock and the

other obstructions to Porto    Set the spinnaker and had a run to the Saltees.

Visibility I mileo      Passed between the North and South Saltees, the idea

being to carry on to Ballycotton.     Two miles off the Hook the wind dropped

completely and we headed for Dunmoreo      Arrived at Dunmore East 1900 hours

and tied up alongside "Susanna";    had our evening meal at the Ocean Hotel.
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On Saturday~ 4th July~ le£c Dunmore at 0420 with a North
Westerly wind~ Force 3 to 4 in good visibility° Four hours later abeam
Mine Head on a broad reach~ still with a North Westerly wind and a fine

sunny day~ the Cork coast looking its best° Off Ballycotton the
spinnaker was set~ and we had a run before a light easterly wind°     While

it was tempting to make for Crosshaven9 this was resisted°    1500 Daunt
Lightship one mile to Port9 made course for Kinsaleo

As this was our
first visit we were most impressed with the attractive surroundings° As

we arrived off Stilly an obliging yachtsman from the local Club guided
us to the buoy9 where we made fast and watched the finish of one of the

local Races°     This had been the best day of the cruise so far, with

brilliant sunshine most of the day° The ship’s company also got their
first taste of sunburn° The weather forecast gave the same conditions
for Sunday°

At iI00~ Sunday9 slipped buoy°    1300 abeam Old Head of Kinsale~
sunny periods and good visibility° Glandore was the next port of calla

and as we beat into Glandore Bay the wind freshened and one reef was taken
in and the Noo I Jib substituted for the genoa°      At 1930 the anchor was

let go~ a cable south of Glandore Pier~ the wind by now being fresh offshore -

it was overcast and coldo       Had a good dinner on board and then explored

the beauties of Glandore - a most attractive anchorage~ and ideal for a

couple of days loafing if one had the time°

On Monday~ 6th July~ anchor weighed at 07009 steamed out of
Glandore under powero An hour later~ abeam Rabbit Island~ wind West/North

West llght~    switched off the engine and had to switch it on again half an

hour later due to lack of wind° 0900 off Toe Head°     Motor sailing was
the order of the day°     As we sailed through a fleet of fishing boats we got
out first glimpse of the Fastnet~ passed Lot’s Wife and had a beat around

Clear Island~ when the wind freshened~ and sail was reduced°    It had been the

intention to round the Fastnet~ but due to the boisterous conditions It,was
left to port distance ½ mileo        Decided to press ons and Mizen Head was

rounded at 1800 hours°    The wind now westerly~ Force 4 to 50

The wind increased as we opened up Sheephaveno     The ship was
now close hauled~ but could not hold up enough for the main entrance of

Castletown~ so made for Loan Heart Point and the eastern entrance° Arrived
in Castletown at 2300 hours in the dark under power°    Scraped over the

sandbank by the Perch and dropped anchor°     All pretty well flogged so had

a meal and turned Ino

Tuesday9 7th July~ 11030 gale warningo    Fastnet SoWo 7 to 89
possibly 9o     There is a fine buoy in the centre of Castletown Harbour, so

up-anchored and made fast to it°         This Buoy was used by the Irish Lights
but as the present vessel . Is now too large to enter the inner Harbour~ the

Buoy is available to small craft°      The rain now came down in sheets and it

started to blow really hardo     However~ we were quite comfortable and spent

the rest of the day relaxlng~ listening to the wireless and playing poker dice
for match sticks°
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Wednesday, 8th Julyo      The gale still in operation, although

there were good sunny ~eriodso     In the afternoon the wind eased, slipped the

Buoy and motored alongside the fishing boats at the Pier°     During the morning

a Spanish Trawler had arrived in from Vigo~ and after a short conversation with
them they very kindly presented us with a bottle of white wine°     Provisioned

the ship and noticed that one of the idiosyncrasies of the West of Ireland is
the fact that lettuce is bought in the Hardware shop and milk in the butchers.

Peter was well known by all the local gentry - as his forebears came from

Castletowno

Thursday~ 9th July~ wind North West 6 to 70

the Pie~ under double reefs and the small jib~ for Glengarriffo
splendid sall to Garnish Island~ and thoroughly enjoyed ito

anchor off Glengarriffo

At 10o30 left

Had a
1345 dropped

After lunch motored alongside the wall of the swimming pool

off the Eccles Hotel and filled up with water.    Air Vice Marshall Franks aboard

with his daughter and dachshund°    It turned out that we had mutual friends

in Howth and, as a result~ the crew was invited to the Franks’ charming bungalow

overlooking Glen~arrlff Bay~ for drinks later in the day°

Schooner "Elver"~ RoCoC~ was anchored close by with Chris

and Ray Phillips Dn board~ and we spent a most pleasant evening with them

later on in the hotel~ which included the interesting exercise of dragging the
"Elver’s" motor launch over the mud at midnight in pitch darkness~ as the tide

had left it high and dry°     The mud at Glengarriff is of the scented variety.

Friday~ IOth~ the morning forecast gave a further gale warning,

westerly with poor visibility°     Freddie ashore for the paper and also rowed

himself to Garnish for a quick look around~ as he was leaving us later in the

day°    Allster McMillan joined ship at 15OO hours in torrents of rain~ and Freddie

tbok over his car and drove back to Dublin°

A succession of gale warnings, but still no sign of the gale;

"Shindilla" arrived to strengthen the fleet°    At 2000 hours the gale blew up

strongly from the wests and the second anchor was shot and veered to 22 fathoms

of cable.

Saturday~ llth~    Still hibernating in Glengarrlff and the

gale still in operation°    Drinks on board "Elver" in company with a party from

"Shindilla" - a most happy interlude°     Explored one of the small islands with

Allster, the only inhabitant being a lonely goat°     Spent the evening in

Eccles Hotel°

Sunday~ 12th~ dawned a fine clear morning = very little wind°

Forecast N~Wo to Wo 3 or 4o IOOO up-anchored and departed from Glenagrriff,

a beat down Bantry Bay~ and as progress was slow "Emanuel" motor sailed most of

the way until abeam of Adrigolo    "Shindilla" and "Elver" made for Castletown.

As time was now beginning to press~ it was decided to round the Mizen and make
for Baltimore.      The wind frmshened as we were abeam Sheep Head~ South West
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Force 4.    17OO when abeam the Mizen the wind died away altogether and we were

left rolling in a filthy sea, so started the motor and made for Crookhaven~
where the anchor was dropped at 2000 hours off the Pier. Went ashore to the

famour pub for drinks, and Peter ’phoned home and reported all wello

Monday, 13th: 0645 forecast gave a wind force of 3 to 4

South West, visibility moderate with rain at times.     Left Crookhaven at

0730.     Beat out and set course for Baltimore.     However, a few miles out
there was still a nasty sea which did not agree with the skipper, and was

not considered much fun by the rest of the crew.     Course was latered

for Schull, and as we sailed up the Bay we passed "lerne" and got a hail from

Patrick Jamieson who was on board°     Tied up alongside the pier at Schull and
went ashore for a bath and to arrange lunch at the local hotel.      When I

got back I was told there was a gale warning out for Shannon, Southerly Force

IO i~mminent.     Enquiries with some of the local boatmen elicited the fact that

it was quite impracticable to lie alongside, due to the scend. The 1348

forecast gave 8 to 9 Southerly°    At 15OO it was blowing 5, and we were still

alongside the Pier. Motored out and shot the anchor and kedge 1% cables east

of the Pier between two fishing boat moorings°    It was now raining and the
wind was beginning to pipe up.     The IoC.C. handbook gives a rather glowing

account of Schull, but I think a mental reservation should be made of the
fact that it is not a pleasant place to li~ to a Southerly gale, although the

holding ground is good.

I had been fortunate in having obtained my bath, but the
rest of the crew had to wait till the afternoon, and Allster managed to get

his shortly after lunch.      However, when Peter went ashore he had to wait
some time, and when he came back it was impossible to take him on board due

to the sea running and the high wind.      However, he got the message and
spent the next four hours at the local hotel, when a lull enabled Alister to

get him aboard "Emanuel~     Hauled the dinghy aboard and lashed it down on

top of the coachroof.     Spent a most unpleasant night being thrown about, with

a lee shore a short distance astern°

The wind eased early in the morning, so on Tuesday, 14th
July, having cleared the anchors and cables of a lot of green weed, left

Schull at midday, picked up Amelia Buoy and made for the Casgoigne Sound~

where we were early for our tide but with the ~elp of the engine got through

with little trouble.     Once outside, the wind died away altogether and we
were left in a confused sea, the left-over from yesterday’s gale.    For an

hour we rolled and pitched until a light wind came along which gave a broad-
reach, and two hours later the anchor was dropped off the pier in Glandoreo

The "Whimbrel" was anchored off Union Hall in splendid

isolation; had a session at the local with some of the hands of the "Cu Feasa"
and ordered a meal.     As we walked back to the ship we were just in time to

see one of our late drinking companions attempt to get aboard their punt

from the rather slippy steps, and as he was feeling the beneficial effect of

the local brew, we were treated to the spectacle of one attempting the

impossible, and taking a purler into the drink in his No. I’s.
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Shifted berth to Union Quay as there was a swell coming

into the anchorage off the Piero    George Robinson aboard for a nightcap

and a chat with a Swiss Friend who drove him round by road from the hotel°

Wednesday, 15th July:    Weighed anchor at 0530 - a fine

south Westerly wind, Force 3o    0700 Galley Head abeam.    13OO abeam the

Daunt Light Vessel - a beautiful sunny day.     "Emmanuel" on a broad reach
which eventually developed into a run°

1545 Ballycotton lighthouse abeam.

16OO hours tied up alongside a fishing boat in Ballycotton

Harbouro     The Harbour was like a Mill Pond and it was extremely warm; we
relaxed in the cockpit and admired the peaceful scene.     All hands to the

Bayview Hotel for an excellent dinner in the evening, followed by a good

walk and then bed°

Thursday, 16th: Slipped from the fishing boat at 0530 -

light westerly wind°    Two hours later Capel Island abeam.    By midday we

were abreast Mine Head - no wind, fog patches and poor visibility° Motored

the rest of the way to Dunmore East, where we tied up alongside the M.Y.
"Chadband"o     Harbour Master O’Carroll aboard to bring us up-to-date with

the local news°    Later met the Coxwain of the Life Boat in the Ocean Hotel,
where we also had our usual hearty meal.

On Friday left at 0530 - very little wind°    Hook Head

abeam half an hour later - a light easterly breeze.     Sky overcast and

visibility down to 2 mileso     Motored from the Hook through the Saltee Sound

and at 1345 as we were passing through the Wexford Banks, hailed a small
local fishlng boat and bought three lobsters. It remained a complete calm

for the reSt of the day°     The engine doing yeoman duty until we dropped

anchor at 18030 hours off Poulduff to await the flood and have a meal.

A beautiful sunny evening°

2130 as soon as the flood commenced, up-anchored and made

for Arklowo    Still no wind~    Alister spotted a satellite    the first one

Peter and I had seen°     As we approached Arklow visibility deteriorated to

less than 20 yards~ and we were unable to pick up the light on Arklow Pier°

Anchored for 30 minutes, when we finally discovered that the light on the
Pier was out of action~    proceeded up river to the basin, which was full of

craft and filthyo      The Harbour Master later told us that vandals from

Dublin had cut the cable, and the light on the pier was out of action for the

past three days°

The weather forecast for Saturday, 18th, was wind direction

North~ Force 3 to 4, moderate visibility, local rain and fog.    This, unfort-

unately, turned out to be the case, so at midday left Arklow Basin, and once

outside made all sail~ moderate wind and poor visibility.
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On Sunday, 19th, the last day of the cruise, left Arklow
at IOOO hours, wind north west, 3 to 4 - sunny periods, a close haul all the
way to Howth, and at 16OO made fast to a fishing boat in Howth Harbour, having
enjoyed a most refreshing sail.

So ended our cruise; direct distance from port to port
gave a total of 500 miles. We were away for 18 days, and weatherbound
for 4 of them.
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Too much water in the "Scotch Mist".

by

R.C.A. Hall.

We have been talking about going to Scotland for some-

time, and this year we decided to go there in "Sea Dog" (Ii ton aux. cutter).

The crew conslsted of the family only;    Nancy my wife, and myself assisted

by Michael, aged 17, and Mervyn, aged 15.     We were to go in the middle of

July.     Up to then the weather had been cold and wet making it doubtful
whether we should face North at all, as the chances were that it might be even
worse up there.     However, with all the preparations and talk that had been

going on we felt that we had got passed the point of no return so on July 18th,
we set off, letting go our moorlngs at Glenbrook (Cork Harbour) at 11.45.

The sky was overcast and Zhe wind was fair, North West 3.

All plain sall was set on the way out of the harbour~ the ship was gybed at

Roches Point and headed East.        At 13.45 Power Head was abeam, and course

was set for the Conningbeg Light vessel and the log streamed - also the

rain started.    By 15.10 we were off Ballycotton Island, it was still raining

and the wind rather variable in strength, coming and going but remaining
generally offshore.    As we passed along the coast the damp gave way to bright

intervals and very heavy showers, the showers killing the wind.    In fact off

Mine Head we started the engine in an attempt to get between two particularly

nasty ones - this was not successful and we got very wet, so the engine was
stopped again.

At 21.45 the log was reading 38½.     The sky was looking

rather unsettled and we stowed the mainsail, replacing it with the trysail

for the night, and keeping the two headsails set~ wind North 3.     I do not
think we lost much speed by this and it made things very comfortable for the

dark hours.      The watches were set 3 hours each, 2 hands on deck at a time.

At 22.50 the Conningbeg was sighted fine on the port bow and at 24.00 the

hook light was abeam with the wind freshening to about 5.     It did not last

very long and it soon lightened off again - freshening up again several
times during the night.     02.40 brought the Connlngbeg abeam and course

was altered for Barrels LV.

Fortunately the night was mainly dry with only a little
drizzle.     At 04.40 the Barrels was passed and Carnsore Point came up at

O5.10, wind N.W.3.      As we passed Rosslare the wind freshened up to about

5 and things became a bit uncomfortable, a short chop of a sea and not being
quite able to lie up the channel so we decided to stow the jib, pinch her

up with trysail, staysall and engine.    IO.OO found us punching a strong foul
tide at the Sluice buoy, and rather wet going, but an hour later the jib was

set again and the sun came out.      The wind gradually lightened off and we

set the mainsail after lunch but it became very fluky and we had the engine on
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and off all the afternoon°     Conditions remained pleasant during the after-

noon and we passed through Dalkey Sound at 18olO9 picked up a moorlng~ by

courtesy of the RoI~YoCo in Dun Laoghaire at 18o5Oo     I would llke to record
our appreciation of the hospitality shown to us by the Royal Irish with their

mooring and motor boat service°

The next day~ July 20th~ started wet but soon cleared
into a fine warm day°     We remained in harbour as the Skipper had to do some

work in Dublin°     This was rather a pity because it was a grand sailing day

with a south east wind°    Anyway~ to make up for lost time we sailed at mid-

night in a flat calm and headed Northo      We streamed the log off Howth Head

at O1o159 and soon ran into patches of fog ~ so hoisted the radar reflector°

We motored all night with only light cools of wind
which were little or no help~ and so on next morning°     At I0oOO we got a

radio fix which showed us to be somewhat east of our course°     The transistor

portable wireless being too near the compass in the cockpit was blamed for this,
and the necessary adjustment having been made we carried on for the South Rock

LVo     At 1Oo15 we sighted the Isle of Man dimly in very moderate visibility

and could see lots of fishing boats around on a glassy calm sea°     At 13o15
we passed the South Rock and at 14o30 the Skulmartin9 and headed in for

Donaghadee with a very light SoEo wind and improving visibility°     There
were very heavy clouds over the land and it looked as though Northern Ireland

must be having a very heavy thunder storm°     At 15045 we passed through

Donaghadee’Sound and out of any resemblence we may have had to summer weather°
We wind came out North - cold and wet°     The tide turned against us and llfe

became very unpleasant until Lame was eventually reached at 1915~ where we

anchored above the cross channel berths°     It was a cold damp evening and we

did not bother to go ashoreo

Wednesday was dull and damp to start with but soon
dried up and became very coldo We weighed at 10030 and set all plain sail~

lying close hauled out past the Maidens°     The wind was North and rather

light So we ran a bit of engine to get us a bit on our way°     It gradually
increased to about force 3 and had it not been so cold it would hav~ been

nice sailing with the North going tide pushing us to windward in great style°
By late afternoon we passed through Sanda Sound~ the sun came out for about

half an hour and it thawed us out ® then thought better of it and returned into

the murk°     A Canadian Pacific liner passed out of the Firth looking very

smart and 8 or 9 motor cruisers passed us bound W in line ahead°     We tacked

up Kilbrennan Sound against a cold No wind but eventually gave up the battle

and motored the rest of the way to Campbeltown9 followed by a large submarine,
where we moored alongside the quay at 19o45v

Next day we remained in harbour~ bought some diesel and
topped up the watertanko     The morning was fine NoWo4 but this soon turned to

drizzle which remained with us all day°     Just to make life a bit more

difficult Nancy got laid out with a toothache which got gradually worse, and

eventually we had to find a dentist who removed it by evenlngo Not a very
good start for Scotland°
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We left Campbeltown with one rather weak member of

the crew on Friday~ the 24th; a dull calm mornlng~ sailing at IO~,3Oo On the

way out of the harbour we set mainsail and staysail and headed up the Sound

but made little progress for an hour or SOb      Before long a breeze came

in right astern bringing drizzle along with it and we saw very little of what

must be very pleasant scenery as we ran before a freshening wind°    In the
afternoon the drizzle turned to heavy rain and we were glad to arrive in Tarbert

where we anchored amongst a crowd of yachts at 18o25o    In fact it was difficult

to find enough room to swlng~,

Next morning, after a very wet night~ we had a cool
South west wind, 3/4~ with frequent showers~,    We all went ashore for shopping~

lunch and a bath, and on coming out of the hotel after lunch were informed

that "Sea Dog" was adrift~      There was a mad rush for the dinghy and on

going off we found her riding peacefully to her anchor near the entrance to

the harbour some hundreds of yards from where we had left her°    How she came

to this has never been solved°     If she was going to drag~ one would have

expected her to do so during the night, and when we did weigh the anchor a
large lump of Tarbert came up on the CoQoR~     However~ a neighbour told us

that it happened from time to time and not to worry~     She was very clever

to get out of the mass of boats without harming them or herself ~ and without

fouling someones ancho~o

Being rather unnerved by all this we sailed at once,
and on leaving the harbour found quite a lot of wind outside so set trysall

and staysail and went to explore the Kyles of Bute,,      As we left Loch Fyne

the wind eased, and there really was not enough wind for trysail but we

were too lazy to change it for the main so we just pottered along up the
Kyles enjoying the view and admiring the different shapes and sizes of boats

as they passed until we came to Loch Ridden~,      Here we stowed sails and

motored to Ormidale where we borrowed a vacant mooring off a lovely wooded

shore for the night~,    This was our first dry sail and the oilskins were only
needed to keep out the cold wind~,

Sunday~ the 26th~ was a bit of a marathon;    it

started with the usual drizzle but cleared during the morning and becam~ very
cold~ wind SoWo4o     We left Ormidale about midday and proceeded down Burnt

Islands and the East Kyle to Kames Bay where we picked up a mooring while we
had lunch and went ashore for milko

After lunch we decided to go on around the island of

Bute, so we carried on passed Rothsay and out through the Cumbraeso    We were

sailing with trysail and two headsails with fairly fresh squalls off the shore

and passed a Dublin boat~ name unknown~ coming in~     We proceeded up Bute
Sound in a freshening wind~ complete with gale warning~ and so up Loch Fyne

to Ardrishalg where we locked into the Canal basin at 22o00 having motored the

last bit to save the light~,,    Then followed a very wet~ breezy night which made

us glad to be secure in the basin°     When hauling down the burgee for the

night it came off its stick and fell into the water but, amazing to relate,

the junior members of the crew retrieved it with a grappling hook°    The other
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inmates of the basin must have wondered what the new arrival was up to in

the dark ’

Monday was wet and still fairly windy and having

decided we were not going to get much further North by boat we thought we
would try and see what could be done by road.    So having hired a car from

a local garage we set off in the direction of Oban.    Even this way we

did not manage to see much of Scotland which was hiding under a thick

blanket of mist and rain.      We had a certain fellow feeling for the crews

of the yachts which we saw straining at their cables, at the heads of the lochs
which we passed - all with canvas covers over their cockpits.

We got as far as Oban and got soaked having a short

walk around the town and came back to Ardrishaig through Iveraray and down

the shores of Loch Fyne.      We were amazed at the number of yachts passing

in either direction through the canal and decided, even if we got no further,

we would go through to Crinan next day.    It was a dirty looking evening and

another horrible night.

Thursday, believe it or not, was dry, W.N.W. wind

force 5, gusting up to 6, and possibly 7 at times during the day. This

made manoeuvrlng in and out of the locks the more interesting. We passed

through the canal, starting at 11.15, which was a new experience for us all

and we enjoyed it very much, stopping at a hotel at lock 5 for lunch. There

were no untoward incidents on the way through.     We saw "Firebird X" a
beautiful yawl, 40 tons, tied up at one of the locks with engine trouble; she

looked huge in the canal.     We eventually berthed in Crlnan Basin at 17.OO.

The basin was very full of boats held up by the bad weather and it was

difficult to find a berth.     They were of all shapes and sizes and we had a

very pleasant evening wandering around the basin - inspecting them all. I was

particularly taken with the fishing boat type of motor yachts, they are fine
looking vessels.

The next morning we were back to normal with wet

drizzle, but the wind had dropped to SE 2/s, and there was a great scramble

for the sea lock from early morning onwards.       The Scots must be well used

to the rain, it does not seem to deter them at all, and even the small
children are fitted out in oilskins and souwesters. Having taken on some

fresh water from a hose on the quay, we locked out at 11.30 and set the mainsail

and staysail, heading S.W. down the Sound of Jura and setting the jib on the

way.      The rain stopped but visibility was bad and we could hardly see the
Mainland at times and had no idea what the island might look llke. Gradually

the wind fell light and the engine was called upon to assist.     15.20 found

us off the entrance to Loch Swan, the wind came SSW and we had a pleasant sail

up the Loch to Tayvallich where we anchored at 17.O0 off the village.    Shortly

after this, drizzle set in for the evening and we had a wet walk to the farm
for milk.

Thursday started damp but cleared soon and we were

able to take a proper look at the place which we thought was very nice. After

lunch we weighed anchor and made all plain sall out in the Loch. We tacked
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down along in S.W. 3, which would have been enjoyable if it had not been so

cold.     By 17.OO we were at the mouth of the Loch and out of the wind so with

the engine helping we made for Jura.     Gradually the wind returned from the

West and we stopped the engine again, standing close hauled across the Sound
and bound for Craig House.     About halfway over the wind freshened up to about

force 5 and a couple of rolls were put in the mainsail.     It also came in

thick with drizzle and was becoming a rather unpleasant evening for making

a strange shore.     However, we found the hole we were looking for and also

a stout moorings obviously belonging to a much larger boat than USo We were

told that it was not being used so we gladly caught a hold of it. It was

a thoroughly unpleasant evening and night, with wind up to at least 7, and

reaching a high pitched whine in the rigging.     Thank goodness for that mooring.

Since coming through the canal we had been talking about

returning to Northern Ireland by the North Channel if the weather looked

anyway suitable and thought Jura would be quite a good place from which to

take off.     However, this was not to be - we held on to that blessed mooring
in Jura for Friday and Saturday while the wind ranged day and night between

5 and 7, with periods of rain and drizzle thrown in for good measure. The
only excitements here, other than rather hazardous trips in the punt, were the

steamers arriving, a ketch coming in with her mizzen mast on deck and a bath

at the hotel.

By Sunday we had given up hope of getting down outside and

decided to sall for Crinan, so having bent the trysall we sailed to take the

evening tide up the Sound.    It was not long before we had the mainsail and
two headsails up and began to wonder if all this wind was confined to Craig

house.    The visibility was poor and we could not see either side of the

Sound quite soon after leaving.    After about an hour we were rolling down

the mainsail with a wind freshening up on the quarter, which gave us a good
fast sall up to Crlnan where we entered the Sea lock at 21.O0 in the usual

heavy drizzle.    Scottish drizzle seems to be much wetter than Irish°

Monday morning was as wet as ever.    We found it amusing

to go into the front hall of a smart hotel in dripping oilskins looking for
gas and diesel, both of which the hotel supplies to boats passing through.

Having topped up the tank we took to the canal.     This time we were three

boats to a lock which was not so easy as the one only passage the other way.

Also it was very slow because all the boats bound for Highland Week were

passing through in the other direction.      Among these we met two old Cork

boats.    The old "Sibyl", now a smart ketch, and the more recent "Christina"
8 metre.     It rained all the way through which made things miserable, although

we were getting used to it by now, and we were at sea again by 17.30 bound for
Tarbert.     We had hoped to make Campbeltown but progress in the canal was

so slow that time did not permit this.      Gale warning this evening.

We left Tarbert next morning at 09,45, the wind SOW.3,

with mainsail and two headsails, bound for Campbeltown with a reach down Loch

Fyne.      The sky was overcast, looking poorly, and gale warnings still hanging

over us.     It would have been a beat down Kilhrennan Sound if the wind had
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not died altogether and we motored for several hours before setting the

sails again to a southerly breeze force 2.      This also brought a thick

bank of fog with it which, however, did not last" very long.    Neither did

the wind so the engine was called upon once more and we arrived off the

entrance to Campbe~own at 15.50, berthing alongside a motor yacht of about

our own size, at 16.15. Another gale warning this evening and a really

disgusting looking sky. Our friend next door told us that he had
I00 gallons of petrol on board and that he thought his gas cylinder was

leaking. The choice seemed to be the gale at sea or an explosive friend

alongsldel Needless to say we choose the latter and neither materlalised -

everyone sleeping soundly°

Wednesday morning was dull, with South 2o      It seemed
that the gale had decided to keep further North and we decided that we had

better move on a bit further on the homeward journey.      As conditions
felt and looked doubtful, we settled for trysail, staysall and engine and

left Campbeltown at 10.50. Before clearing the harbour the rain started
and visibility closed in. Once out of Campbeltown harbour we saw very

little of the land as we beat down the Sound, motor sailing in fairly short

tacks.      The wind settled down to force 4 and we got a short glimpse of
Sanda Island to the West at 13.15.     Shortly after this a steamer passed

bound up the Firth.      The 13.40 forecast gave SOW.6 and expecting the

veer to come with the change of tide we faced across for the Irish Coast to

be as far over as possible before this.    Beyond being alone in a small

wet patch of sea, thlnss were not too bad although it would have been
nicer with the sun shining.       During the afternoon visibility started

to improve and we began to see the Irish Coast.     It continued to improve

and we could even see the Mull away on the starboard quarter (North and East

of the Mull it never clearedl) and at 16.25 we tacked ship off Farran Point

just about half an hour after low water.      At almost the same time the
wind went S.W. and increased to 6 with heavy squalls coming out of the glens

putting the lee deck in the water, even under the small sall area we carried.

We could now lie our course down the coast, and with a

strong tide with us, but against the wind, progress was swift but wet-spray

all over the ship - and by 18.30 we were passing Island Magee. Off Black
Head the wind fell light and came in from North and then East very light.

There was very heavy cloud and damp mist lying over Belfast Lough and one

wondered what was going to happen next.      Anyway, we gave up sailing and

motored to Donaghadee stowing sails on the way, arriving there at 20.50

and taking an offered mooring near the harbour entrance.     It was a dull
damp evening and although the sea was glassy calm the harbour was restless

and we were not happy.

Next morning looked quite different - fine and bright,

if cool~     the sun even came out and it felt llke coming out of a tunnel
into the daylight again.       There was not much wind when we left

Donaghadee and we motor sailed to Portavogle where we berthed alongside

a fishing boat at 13.40.     Here we topped our fuel tank from a very

large lorry which came dow~ the quay to give us our IO gallons of diesel.
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We also took a walk ashore in lovely warm weather, and we revelled in it.

After this we suddenly decided to move on again as far as Ardglass while the

tide was still fair.     Outside we found Southerly wind, force 4, against
the tide and with two headsails, trysail and a bit of help from below we

had a wet beat down the coast - in fact~ quite violent at times with a short

steep sea - but thanks to this tide, progress was once more swift.    We

arrived off Ardglass at 21.45 in failing light and went alongside, later moving

out to anchor. Calm fine evening with wireless promising NoW. wind

for to-morrow.

Friday morning was fine and warm but the wind was

SoSoWo, the N°W. wind still being only a promise.     This being so, we

decided to take the day off and see if the promise would come true.    This

was a beautiful day and a very nice harbour.     We did a few jobs aboard,

got provisions and walked around the countryside but still the SoWo wind

continued to blow.    In the evening it fell light and the clouds started to
move from the North and while we were having our evening meal a Northerly

cool came out causing the boat to swing. We weighed anchor at 20.10 and ~eaded

South.     The wind came to almost nothing, being mostly from the East° However,

we motored south into quite a jump of sea and set the trysall and staysail

to steady her which they did quite well.     Heavy clouds were lying over the

mountains and a lightening display away to the East was put on for our benefit.

As we got further south the Southerly jump gradually subsided and a West breeze
arrived about 02.00.     This improved and became N.Wo - at last - and by the

time Rockabill was abeam at 02.55 it was up to 4 perhaps 5 at times. This

gave us a grand sail down the coast,      We had a date in Dun Laoghalre but

we were going so well when we arrived off Dublin Bay that we were loath to

waste the fair wind and carried on.      This day was dry but cool and during

the morning the wind started to fall a bit and we changed to the mainsail°

Also the tide had turned against us and it was 11.45 when we got to Wlcklow
Head.    However, it eventually became favourable again but the wind started

to fall altogether so at 13.45 we stowed sails and started the englne~

eventually berthing alongside a fishing boat in Arklow at 14olOo     A calm cool

evening with a few showers and the forecast - NoWo wind.

Next morning we were off again at 10.35 - a fine

day NoW. I12.    Outside the mainsail and big headsail were set (it has not

been out of its bag much lately) but the wind became very light from East and we

had to start the engine to make progress.      However, about midday the N.W.

wind arrived once more and freshened up causing the big headsail to return to

its bag and be replaced by working headsails.     This lasted until 14.O0 when

it fell light again and came dead ahead, so sails were stowed and engine re-
started.     Off Rosslare the day dlsimproved, the wind coming in S°Wo and

freshened up again.      This was not so good for the corner but the trysall

and the headsails were set and we had a bash.      Off Carnsore Point (this
seems to be a particularly nasty place) the wind was about SOW.5 and we motor

sailed in, close hauled, out for the Barrels in a nasty tide race~ the tide

being favourable still.    South West of the lightship we tacked and were

able to lle just North of the Small Saltee and gradually smoothing the water°

As we closed the islands the tide turned and came very much against USo
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Away to the south~west nasty looking dark clouds were gathering and the fore-

cast was ~alking of a front moving in.    We tacked ship again East of Saltees
considered the Sound, but decided against it and faced out around the big one°

It ~ok a lot of engine to get us over that tide in a failing wind and once
clear of the island we tacked ship once more and set the mainsail.    The clouds

seemed to move away south and it became quite a pleasant evening. Hats were

raised to young Mervyn who spent a while with his head in the galley-locker

changing the gas cylinder, while the ship jumped around in the tide race off
the islands, and glasses were raised to the mate who produced excellent steaks
for all hands as we made up for Dunmore.      At 22.30 we had the Hook abeam

and berthed alongside in Dunmore East at 23.00.

The following day was spent alongside in Dunmore.     The

wind was S.W.3 and the weather close and dull.      It is not the policy of

this crew to voluntarily beat to windward unless we have to, so we stayed

put.     As a fair wind from Du~more to Cork is somewhat unusual, one would

expect that this policy would have to be abandoned eventually. However,

this was not to be the case.     Tuesday morning was dull with a little

drizzle and, Io and behold, a S.E. wind force 2.     We sailed at 10.20 and
set all plain sail when outside the harbour.     Shortly after this the sun

came out and the big headsall appeared once more, set this time as a spinnaker.

A lot of the trials and tribulations of the last couple

of weeks were forgiven to-day as we ran up the coast in beautiful warm

conditions making about 4 knots and passing a couple of unfortunates beating

East (they had probably slogged it West also). At 15.45 Mine Head was

abeam but we got stuck off Ram Head in a calm patch for an hour or so.

Finally we gave up off Youghal and motored into ~allycotton berthing alongside

at 21.10.     A lovely fine evening, a fair wind from Dunmore and a couple

of pints ashbre.     What more could a man ask?

Wednesday was another fine warm day with East wind again,

but more of it, and the Easterly sea which gets up so quickly in these parts°

We sailed from Ballycotton at 10.40, set all plain sall outside the Harbour

and stopped engine as we went through the Sound between the islands and

carried the fair wind on the last lap of the journey.     We gybed off Power
Head and passed Roches Point at 13.OO proceeding up Cobb to report to the

Customs and went alongside Monkstown Pier to discharge surplus gear - dirty

clothes, bedding etc. - before going onto our moorings at Glenbrooko

So ended our second cruise in "Sea Dog" - we had covered

some 800 miles. The weather was very unkind to us, the more so because

while we were rained and drizzled on up in the frozen North we were listening

to wonderful forecasts for the home waters.      The West coast of Scotland
is a wonderful place for sailing and it was a pity that we were not able to

see it under better conditions.      However, we enjoyed ourselves, visited

a number of new places and provided a lot of experience for our young crew.

The trysail seems to have come in for a lot of use, it
is a new item in our sall locker and a very effective one, but one reason
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for using it so much this year, apart from the weather, was a doubtful
looking spot in the leech of the mainsail which I wanted to avoid rolling up
as much as possible.

I have not gone into much detail about the places
visited as I am sure most members know them all a lot better than I do and
they have often been described before on these pages.      I have, therefore,
confined myself to the comings and goings of "Sea Dog" and her crew.
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Table of Distances.

- Dun Laoghaire. 156.

- Lame. 107.

- Campbeltown. 42.

- Tarbert. 32.

- Ormldale. 18.

- Ardrishal8.
(via Kames Bay) 46.

- Crlnan. 9.

- Tayvallich. 20.

-..Craighouse (Jura). 17.

- Crinan. 22.

- Tarbert. 19.

--.Campbeltown. 32.

- Donaghadee. 63.

- Portavogie. 12.

- Ardglass. 15.

- Arklow~ 93.

- Dunmore East. 66.

- Ballycotton. 45.

- Glenbrook. ~8.

833.
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"Collection Cruise"°

by

GoBo Leonard°

The 1963 season made it clear that after six years of

happy cruising, "Minnie" was no longer the boat for the Leonardso    The
younger members of the family were becoming less regularly available as

crew, and "Minnie’s" gear was just too heavy for the older members to

handle alone°     So, early in 1964, with regret and sadness, she was sold-

eventually, we hope, to honourable retirement in the Mediterranean - and

the hunt for another boat was ono      Gradually it seemed clear that Clark

designed YoWo 5-tonner was the boat for us~ and enquiries revealed that

several were on the market°     Kevin McLaverty~ living in Southampton~ now
came to our aid, and after study of his meticulous survey reports~ a

flying visit to Newton Fetters by Alan~ and prolonged negotlations~ "Lamlta"

became ours in the middle of June°

Next came the problem of long range fitting OUto The

boatyard did the painting~    many and peculiar deficiencies in the inventory

were made good;    and much gear~ including a "Proutn and the pressure cooker~

was packed and dispatched to Devon~      Alan~ cruising in Scottish waters
with the Greens on "Sarlta"~ left her at Ullapool and made his way to Newton

Ferrets (a ’brave step") by 6th July~ to be joined a week later by his parents~

Gerald and Kathleen, who found "Lamita" afloat in the Yealm Poolo     This is

a beautiful anchorage, a completely sheltered bend in the river Yealm~ but

being tlde-rode we found that a kedge was necessary to keep us clear of the

International Paints Research rafts°     The entrance to the river is straight-
forward9 provided you keep to the leading marks°

The next eight days~ spend in preparing "Lamlta" for the

passage home were often enlivened by the antics of the Newton Ferrets Sailing
School,    One pupil, sitting bolt upright and trying to trim his jib sheet

to wind force ½9 remarked "I only wanted a holiday in a hurry~"o    We had one

hilarious day when Colm McLaverty in "Durward" lay alongside us°    After
being gale-bound in Milford Haven~ he and his crew Michael Flynn (Mickey Finn?)

hid paddled most of the way round Cornwall°      Colm~ greatly frustrated by
the calms, was presented with an anclent~ and rather bald~ scrubbing brush

to hurl overboard when next his emotions required expression°      He left the

anchorage paddling agaln~       Other Irish visitors were Kenneth and Kathleen

Bradbury (of ’Cronie’) who were on holiday in the Yealm River Hotel9 overlooking

the anchorage° At long last fltting-out was complete and we were ready to-

put to sea°

Monday° 2Oth Julyo

The jobs on board were all finished by tea-time~ and the

evening was spent in a leisurely way~    lifting our two anchors; moving to a -



mooring where we lay alongside "Pelican"~ a new Ocean Youth Club sixteen-tonner

on her °shake-downU cruise~     and having final baths in the River Yealm Hotel

(only two shillings a time, hot water unllmlted~)o

Tuesday~ 21st July~

Newton Ferrers to Falmouth ~ 42 miles°    Awakened at

06°40 by the alarm~ a joyful noise at the beginning of the first passage in

our ~new" boat°      The shipping forecast promised winds variable 2-3, fair
with moderate visibility    typical of the anticyclonic weather we had enjoyed

for the past weeko      Casting off from "Pellcan"~ before any Ocean youths

were up, we motored downstream, checking our steering compass on the leading
marks as we went°      This revealed a IO° Wo deviation, but with good visibility

we felt that we need not come to any’ harm~ while the passage to Falmouth would
eltheK confirm or alleviate any doubts about the compasso     By O8o15 a light

breeze came up off the land~ so we set main and genoa and stopped the engine°

The breeze increased to about force 3 and we made good speed out past the

Mewstone, but later the wind became fickle~ with nothing but catspaws here and

there°    If any progress were to be made~ it meant frequent starting and

stopping of the engine~ and this combined with the lazy Channel swell to give
the poor engine indigestion, condensation and dirt in the tank°     Crawling

under the cockpit~ dismantling the carburetter and blowing jets gave one crew

member indigestion too~     A series of fixes on the Mewstone and Rame Head
showed our course made good to be 270°, while course steered was 263°~ so we

altered to 248° for Falmouth and began to thinko      It turned out that the

bumpkin had been secured with a large iron bolt~ some six inches from the

compass .......... Meantlme~ an over~enthuslastic hand had wrung one of

the brass studs that hold the carburetter together~ so we were glad when

around 13o50 the wind filled in again from W byNo force 3-4~ and we were able

to try "Lamita" hard on the wind to Falmoutho    At 15o30 we passed St° Anthony’s

Head, and coming into more crowded waters we soon handed the genoa for good all-
round visibility and ease of tacking°     What had been a good thrash with showers

of glistening spray turned into a very leisurely beat~    past ocean®going tugs

at their moorings~ past Warlngton~Smyth~s boatyard (where Falmouth Pilots are

built) and past other yachts to pick up a Royal Cornwall Yacht Club mooring at
17010°     After a good meal (the engineer having recovered from his malaise

while beating in) we enjoyed watching the points racing .- all sizes and shapes
of craft~ from Fireballs to Folkboats to Quay Punts with enormous jackyard

topsails and great prodding bowsprits ....... A leisurely end to a very
satisfying first day°s cruising in our new ship°

Falmouth to Helford River°     4½ miles°

Back to the llttlng out~ to remedy some of the faults

that our shakedown passage had brought out - clearing out the petrol tank and

fuel lines~ replacing the broken stud, changing the iron bolt through the

bumpkin for a bronze one, and last~minute shopping (including a large straw sun
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hat~) for the passage to Ireland.     A tiring and frustrating day, carburetter

spares were hard to get, and the tank seemed to produce more sludge, the more

we rinsed it out with petrol.     However, all was finished by late afternoon,
so after going alongside the pontoon to take on petrol and water, we set off at

about 19.OO.     Motoring along various transit lines to Carrick Roads showed
no more than 2° deviation on any heading, so we drew up a rough deviation

chart (not that one can steer a flve-tonner as accurately as that) and set

main and small jib for an easy broad reach down to Helford River, wind N.W.

3 to 4.     We brought up at 21.OO just to the east of Port Navas creek in
this beautiful and peaceful anchorage.

Th~$d@y, 2~rd: Friday 24th: Satqrday~ 25th July.

He,ford River to Arklow - 221 miles.

No hurry to get under way on this sunny summer morning, as

the tide did not turn in our favour till 10.30.    We motored out of the river

with no wind, about 10.20, and shortly afterwards set mainsail and genoa to a
light north-easterly.     By 11.30 we had rounded the Manacles Buoy and handed

the genoa again, spending the next two hours under mainsail and engine in

light and variable winds.       From the start, Gerald and Alan kept three-hour
watches as we hoped that our next port would be Arklow.    Past the Lizard -

so aptly named, long, low and green, sprawled sleeping in the sunshine - we

motored across Mount’s Bay with a light head wind.     Inshore of us we could

see a large sloop rolling and slatting with her spinnaker collapsing to the
swell.     By 17.OO the Runnelstone buoy was abeam, and the thin grey pencil of

the Wolf Rock Light could be seen in the haze to seaward.

The log was streamed at 18.15 off the Longships, the engine

stopped and the genoa set - it did not seem worth while motoring when we had
petrol for only 30 miles more, with the Tuskar 135 miles to the north.

However, by 19.30 the log reading was only 1.5 and the Longships didn’t look

any different - how we sympathlsed with Colm’s desire to hurl more than
epithets - so the engine was started again and left to tick over (giving 2-2½

knots) until the petrol was finished, keeping a small reserve for entering

port at the end of the passage.       The lights were lit and rigged at 21.00,

they seemed too weak to be effective but their glow provided company for the
helmsman.     Occasional catspaws from the N.W. filled the mainsail but did not

contribute much to our progress - a quiet and uneventful night.      At O5.10

(Friday, 24th) still only twenty-elght miles N. of the Longshlps, the engine
stopped, leaving us heading 45° (course I°) with sails slatting, and the log

llne hanging vertically downwards - there are few more depressing sights with
x miles to go.     However, the 06.45 forecast was for wind N.W.- W., force 2,

increasing to 3-4, and at 07.50 it did as it was told, filling in from just

to the north of west.     Main and genoa were trimmed, and the log began to

spin.       Back on course with an increasing "soldier’s wind" "Lamlta" was logging

between 5 and 6 knots and continued to do so all day.      As the wind increased,

the sea built up and we were very pleased with the easy motion of our curvaceous

little boat, but by 15.OO she seemed a bit hard pressed and the log showed
6½ miles in the past hour.      We changed genoa for small jib and her speed

fell to a more comfortable 5½ knots.
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So we rolled on our way~ now luffinf~ now easing off

as she clambered on over the long grey swell°      With the sky overcast with

heavy cloud~ and the wind forecast at 18.(~D 1o back and increase, it seemed

wls~ to reef well before dark~ so 4 rolls were pulled down at 21000 - the
change of watch, with more hands available°     At 22°40 the loom of the Tuskar

came up fine on the starboard bow, with the log reading 114 miles.     The

skipper was at this time on watch, and for what happened later he laid the

foundation°     Instead of running down clear of the Tuskar he held up to

windward and when Alan came on watch at 24o00 he was faced with an almost
dead run to clear it, in rising wind and sea°      The log of what happened,
in Alan’s writing, reads~ "O4oOO~    Tuskar abeam - first chance to write in

log for a long tlmeo    Events are roughly as follows - 02°00°    Wind dead

aft and about force 6o    Sighted South Rock Buoy very close on porto    Gybed

all standing and then gybed back again°     Called father°     Gybed to clear

buoy and rolled down a large number of reefs - to below the jumpers. O3.(~D

After sailing Eo or even EoSoEo for 20 minutes or so to get well away from
the buoy, gybed again on to course of 20° to clear the Blackwater Bank.

Mother came up and we all ate bananas~"      The skipper’s recollection is

much less clear    a sleep-dazed vision of a buoy that seemed as big as a

house in the harsh circling beam of the lighthouse that seemed almost
directly above us, frantic hauling on the mainsheet while gybing, finding

the tiller in his hand while the reefs came down - the bananas were needed~

The rest ofthe morning passed uneventfully - wet,

grey and uninviting - we sailed along closing the shore~ increasing sail as

the wind fell again°    By 09°00 we were steering for Arklow Rock, but the

wind had now gone almost completely~     Petrol was poured and the engine
started, but it was not long before dirt from the tank had blocked the

jets again°       Fatigued, after so much manhandling~ two more studs were
wrung on reassembly~ and we did not view the prospect of beating into Arklow

with much enthusiasm~ the float chamber was stuck on with Isopano      At 13oO0

we limped into Arklow and made fast alongside MoYo "Hibiscus"o    Later in the

afternoon we were followed in by a YoWo "Seahorse"~ skippered on a delivery

cruise by one Peter Bailey, who recognlsed our IoCoCo burgee, and with whom

the crack was good°

Sunday, 26~h J~Iy~ Arklow ~ Dun Laoghalre - Whiterocko III miles.

We were up to work at the engine at 06.45, but it

was nearly II.00 before the fuel system ha~d!,!recovered from its Isopan
treatment.    Meanwhile Peter9 bound for S~£~ampton, set out, wishing us -

with a wide smile - "Good luck, and contrar~ winds all the way". The

weather was now back to the light variable wind of a high pressure system,

and for the meantime it happened to be against USo     As we were late on

the tide, this meant motoring to Wicklow Head°    Soon after we passed this,
the tide turned, and as if to oppose it~ the wind went right round to the

south - however~ we kept the engine going° At 18o00 we were just south

of Dun Laoghaire, and as the forecast was Wo 4-5 with a vigorous depression
due to move in from the west~ we decided to sail on through the night,

hoping to get home before the bad weather came°
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A brief call at Dun Laoghaire - a meal to replenish ou___Xr
fuel reserves, ¯ trip to a garage for ~e engine’s - and under way by 20.45,
again motoring with virtually no wind. The new wind arrived by midnight
and for the second time backed and increased all night, again in accordance
with the forecast N.W. 2-4, becoming W. 5-6.      The passage was comfortable ,
with an offshore wind, and uneventful; but we did discover one disadvantage
of our ex-R.A.F, grid compass - the full moon, despite its halo, made it
difficult to see the luminous needle.

MoDdav. 27th July.

At 08.(~ we were closing St. Patrick’s Rocks with the
flood not due ,to beg~n till 09.30.     The bar looked in an angry mood, but
the tide was quite slack in the west channel, with no overfalls, and by
keeping close to the Strangford shore we were able to work our way in to
Audley’s Road by O.15.       There we were welcomed by "Kirmew" (our sister
ship, whom we had admired for many years) and "Schelm".        In sheltered
home waters we did not mind the increasing wind, and sailed up the lough
to pick up our mooring at Whiterock at 11.30.

"Lamita" was home.
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We came, w~ s~w, we purchased - "Shortwave".

by

Alden Dunno

Really I suppose the trouble began in 1963 when I had

the honour of crewing for Peter and Patsy Morck when they were bringing home

their new "Samphire of Osyth" to Dun Laoghaire.

During this memorable cruise I spied and took an immediate

fancy to 9 ton Hillyardso      Every opportunity that presented itself, I

borrowed the dinghy and made hot foot for the nearest Hillyard.    Invited or

otherwise, I stepped aboard to cross question the owner on, and examine for
myself the merits (ignoring the snags) of this boat, which by now I had

decided to invest in.

There were two major problems ahead.      Firstly I had

to convince Biddie, my wife, that a boat of this calibre was a ’must’ for

any family with five young children.      Secondly, we would have to find a

market for our 6 ton ’S" cruisers "Saltarello".

At the beginning of August 1963 we placed an order with

David Hillyard and he promised to let us have the next boat off the stocks,
for delivery in the spring of 1964o      At the end of September, Biddle and

I paid a visit to Littlehampton to examine our prize, and were both very
pleased with the progress being made.     Availing of the opportunity while at

the Boat Show in January, a second and final visit was made to Littlehampton,
and this time the boat, upon which we had bestowed the name "Shortwave", was

complete, except for the small items of fitting out and a final touch-up.

"Shortwave" has six berths~ which we decided to fill for

her maiden voyage, so we choose the following:-

Alden Dunn:
Biddie Dunn:

Bernadette Dunn.

Hugh Gordon.

Leonard Shell0

Dick Needham.

Skipper°

Mate°

Cook.
Bosun.

Radio Officer.

Navigator.

We now felt that we had a very seaworthy ship, and second

to none in the llne of crew.     Hugh has sailed with us for the past twelve

years and is by now conscious of the necessity of having the job done before

the language starts.      Leonard is a retired Merchant Navy Radio Officer, and

Dick is a Mate in the Merchant Navy.      We were ready for anything but Fate,

in her wisdom, decided against giving us anything heavier than a Force 7.
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On Thursday morning, 7th May, the Skipper, Mate, Cook
and Bosun arrived in Littlehampton in a car (which we had hired in London)

which was loaded to the gunwhale with clothing, charts, flares - and the

thousand and one other things that one does not appreciate that their ship

is carrying in her holds until they have to join ship overseas.

David Hillyard, who had died two months previously at the
age of 84, was a charming old gentleman.      He has passed on the business

to his newphew Denis Cullingford, who had in untypical fashion for a boat-

yard, looked after every detailed instruction he had been given.    "Shortwave"

had been taken out on her trials, and was looking extremely well afloat along
the bank of the River Arun from her hatchery.

The day was spent in visits to the local supermarket and
wine cellars and in stowing ship.      Apparently the credit of the Irish

stands rather high in Sussex, because Mro Culllngford only reluctantly accepted
the final payment on the boat, and refused point blank to accept even a

deposit on any of the extras, such as the engine.

On Friday morning we were joined by Leonard and Dick,
and we promptly set about organislng a celebration booze for that evening.
Mro Cullingford, I suspect for religious reasons, gracefully declined our

invitation to a champagne supper, but agreed that his foreman, and an Irish-
man to boot, Mr. Jeffers, should deputise for him°

Jeffers~ a man in his sixties, is a first class foreman.
He arrived on board all done up in his Sunday bext, and added quite a touch

of the blarney to his story telling, and introduced himself as a man who
neither smokes or drinks°       It has been said about Irishmen that most of

the lles that they tell are untrue°

The following morning at 0625 we cast off our lines and
motored down river to catch the first of the ebb.      The motor was cut at
the Winter buoy, and we had our first sail in a force 4 on a broad reach.

0900, Owers LoV. abeam, course was altered to 302 for the Boulder Bank and

Nab End Buoys and the Solento

Entering the Solent we were quite deflated to find that
there were in fact in existence bigger and more expensive looking boats than

our pride and joy~      We had made an appointment with Beken of Cowes to have

some photographs taken, and as we approached he came alongside in his IOO h.p.

launch°      A swift change from staysail to Genoa was made, but as it was now

blowing about force 6, we had our first taste of being well heeled. Photo-

graphing being overs we proceeded to West Cowes where we picked up a visitors
mooring buoy, and after a quick tldy-up~ all hands repaired to the Island Yacht

Club.     Showers, an excellent meal and some refreshment were had by all.

Cowes is a yachtsman’s Paradise and the splendour of it all had us gaping in

awe.      The following day, a perfectly togged specimen of the local yachting

fraternity on the slipway of the Club was overheard by us to say -"There’s

a Hillyard over there flying the Irish ensign~ and it’s swarming with ruddy
Irish~"o
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Sunday, IOth May, at 0830 after breakfast there was an

exodus to shore and Mass, after which we all assembled at the Island Yacht
Club for lunch°

We waved ’farewell’ to Cowes at 1500 hrso and proceeded

under motor to Yarmouth~ where we arrived at 1745 to await a favourable tide,

and to get some last minute provisions°      2000 hrs. saw us once more under
motor heading for the Needles Lto which was abeam two hours later°    Sails,

watches and a course of 135M were set, with the wind WSW 3-4, and visibility,

though cloudy, was good°     Next stop Cherbourg°

During the night Leonard made contact and exchanged

greetings with several ships by Aldlso     This normally busy Channel was
suspiciously devoid of traffic, and the watch on deck only once had to

heave to in order to avoid damaging a tanker which had it’s bow aimed at
the same piece of water which we intended disturbing°

The wind varied considerably, and at 0430 we had to

start the motor in order to bring back our speed to 5% ktso from an ebb of

2%°

At 0805 Cape Barfleur was sighted on the starboard bow,

and course was altered to 235Mo     At 1220 we entered Cherbourg harbour~ and

a half an hour later we were tied up in the basin, with the log reading
68 miles°      We spent the next 36 hours sunbathing, shopping, eating and

enjoying showers at the Yacht Club de Cherbourg=

On Wednesday, 13th May, some of the crew were busily

engaged at the mammoth task of stowing our duty free stores, when our
attention was drawn to the shouts and hand waving of a frantic Frenchman on

the shore°     Not being able to interpret the dialect at this distance, we

merely smiled and waved back°    A few seconds later we discovered that Dick

had apparently boarded and capsized the dinghy, which fortunately was tied to

our stern°     There are those of us who still believe that the sight of so
much liquor on board a 9 ton boat had a dizzying effect on him~

Leaving Cherbourg we set course for Alderney, an

unscheduled diversion, and had a very enjoyable broad reach in a force 4 under

main and genoa°    At 1420 unwittingly or otherwise we found ourselves testing

the abilities of a Hillyard cum Petter diesel against the all too powerful 6
kto flow and turbulent eddies of the Alderney race°     This contest lasted

about two hours~ and in the end it was a relieved crew who witnessed us slowly

but surely finally sever the tentacles of the race and alter course for the

French coasto     Having nothing but a large scale chart of the coast of

Brlttany~ we selected Port Dielette as our landfall°     We sighted Port Dielette

dead ahead at 18OO hrso but were dubious about the fact that there were a
series of uncharted oil boring pylons with overhead cables coming out about a

quarter of a mile to seaward°     Suddenly~ before we had an opportunity of

setting a course to avoid the pylons, a dense fog set in°    We proceeded with
caution, and could hear the heavy swell in the fog, but sufficlent for us to
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make out the harbour entrance°       We entered this charmingly quiet village
harbour and dropped the hook in 2½ fthmso

After a meal we all wnadered ashore for a stroll,
some milk and a visit to the localo     The local turned out to be completely
deserted and it was only after making our presence felt that the projectionist
from the cinema next door took time off to serve us with drlnks~     One of
the company decided to buy a picture post-card and selected a view of the
harbour~ suddenly it struck home that the photograph had been taken at low
water~ portraying a harbour completely devoid of water° Frantic conversations
took place with the only two natives that we could find~ in a cross between
English and pigeon French°     When we pointed to the card and said "non eau",
they replied "Oui~oui" and presented us with a jug of water~

The distance between the local and the quay was covered,
through the blackness~ in Olympic tlmeo    Our first thought was to lie along-
side, but this proved impractical owing to the very heavy swell~ so there was
nothing for it but to abandon thoughts of a quiet slumber and take to the seas.
Our departure took place at midnlght~ and at 01OO hrso having cleared all shore
hazardss a course of 225M was set for Jersey°      With the wind WSW 3 we had
a lovely broad reach at a steady 5 ktso    At 0400 Grosnez Pto was abeam, and
course was altered to 2OOM for Corbiere Pto       The approach to Sto Heller
was made through the narrow North West passage~ and we tied up in the main
Harbour at 0700°     Our lines were taken by the Assistant Harbour Master
and a rather thirsty customs officer°

We hired a car at Sto Helier and spent the next four
days touring the island~ sunbathing and sampling the fleshpots°     On IBth
May at 0900 we cast off our lines and motor sailed out of the harbour for La
Corbiere lighthouse~ which was abeam at 10300    In a westerly force 3 under
main and staysail~ assisted by the englne~ we set course of 3(X)M for Lizard
and were n~mking 5 ktso

Four hours later~ a grating noise was heard to come from
the vicinity of the engine°      Upon investigation it was discovered that the
bilge pump hose had worked itgs way loose~ and had been cut through by the
drive shaft°     As the hole was about nine inches long~ it was necessary to
do a temporary job by binding it with cardboard and polythene~ and I am glad
to report that the operation was successfulo     At 0400 the Eddystone Lto
was sighted to starboard~ and an hour later the Lizard was sighted dead ahead.
As the wind was veering9 we had to come about onto the starboard tack, and
were close hauled on a course of 257Mo     We came through Sto Mary’s Sound and
dropped anchor in Hughtown at 1400 hrso

St° Mary"s is a charming spot but is becoming over-
commerclallsed - thanks to the trippers on the daily steamer service from
Cornwall°       Bicycles were hired and an inspection tour~of a couple of
houra duratlon~made of the island°      It had been our intention to visit
Tresco but the following morning the heavens opened and visibility was limited.
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On 21st May we left Hughtown at 16OO by the North

Channel on the last leg of our voyage°      Once clear of the land, in seas that
portrayed the Atlantic in all of it°s glory, we set a course of 14M and

proceeded under main and staysail in a SW 4o       Shortly afterwards we had

to put two rolls in the main, and reef the staysail9 but these were shaken

out again four hours later°      On Friday at 2000 we had the Tuskar abeam to
starboard, and had lost the huge Atlantic swell.      The log was reading

145 miles9 giving us an average speed of just over 5 kts..

The Blackwater LoVo was picked up on the bow at 2135

and an hour and a half later it was abeaun.      The Arklow LoVo was abeam at

0245 and Wlcklow Head at 0625.        We were now in home waters, and the run
home to Dun Laoghaire, where we picked up our moorings off the Royal St.

George at IO10, was spent in tidying ship, and preparing for the Customs.

Sugary.

Littlehampton to Coweso

Cowes to Yarmouth.

Yarmouth to Cherbourg°

Cherbourg to Port Dielette (via Alderney)o

Port Dielette to St. Heller°

St. Heller to Hughtowno

Hughtown to Dun Laoghalreo

Hours Mile~

underway. (direct).

9005. 37.

2°45. 9.

16020. 64.

10o30o 39.

7000 36.

29.00. 172.

42,~0, 216,

~16o50. 573.

Es~imsted that ~h~ engine was used for 15% of the vova2e.
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With a Yo-Yo on the wind°

by

Rory O’Hanlon0

Winner of the Faulkner Cuvo

Starboard Captain:
Port Captaln:
Crew=

Rory O’Hanlono
RoDo Heard°
Reggle Lee°
Nell Watson.
John O°Reillyo
Brian Ross Murphy°

I would llke to be able to tell you that the title of
this yarn is my own°     It was Nell who christened our barometer "the Yo-Yo"
clever of him, I think, for the darn thing never stayed still.    It ruled
our lives, this round brass box with the eight inch face, at least it never
fled, and all of us held the thing in great awe°

This year~ I had hoped to visit North Eastern Iceland, for
it was the first year in my llfe that I had the fortune to own a vessel suitable
to my girth and the open seas°     She is called "Tjaldur", the oyster catcher,
and was designed by Peter Brett, and built this year to a high specification
by John Tyrrell & Sons, Arklow0      She is just 39 ft° overall, 27 fro Waterline,
and IO ft. beam, and is powered by a IO hopo Sabb Diesel°

We, six in all, left Dun Laoghalre, in a calm on Frldav,
3rd July, at 21o20 hrso bound North° What wind there was blew dead ahead,
a lovely evening with a steady barometer at 10080     Water tempo 56.5° Fo
under power - a good opening to any cruise°

Saturday. 4th Julvo

03.00 hrs.
08.40 hrs.

13.24 hrs.

19.30 hrs°

Wind 3 to 4. NoWo     All sailo
Used radio telephone for the first time - a rather
frightening experience° Barbara told me I had forgotten
the tea°
Wlnd Fo4 - lumpy sea° Took a noon latitude sight for
practice°    I was four miles out and couldn’t cheat as the
visibility was very good°
Skullmartln LoVo abeam° Wind No NEo Force 6o Nasty beat.

From here up through Donaghadee Sound in poor visibility.
Forged on but body not equal to mind as I had intended to go non-stop to Skye.
Pulled in for a breather under the Lee of Black Head at 21o30 hrs0 Food and
bunk.      Lo~ 113 miles°
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Sund~¥, 5th July.

08.30 hrs. Dull morning with rain°    Barometer fallling 1004. Wind
N.Wo 5/6.     No. I jib and single reef.    Stood outside

the Maidens and tacked fetching Tot Point.

12.30 hrs. Wind N.W. 7 gusting 8.    Double reef and storn jib. Very

nasty sea in North Channel.     Long tiresome beat outside

the Mull.    Made several tacks fetching MacArthur Polnt,

Sound of Islay at 22.00 hrs.     Beat through the Sound ~rlth

the tide and squared off a bit for the Sound of Mull.

Monday, 6th July.

05.30 hrs. Entered the Sound. Wind N.W. Force 4 ahead - much rain.

08.30 hrs.

11.30 hrs.

Passed Tobermory; Log 249. Saw "Greylag of Arklow" at anchor.

Rounded Ardnamurchan Point in a lumpy sea and eased sheets

for the Sound of Sleat.

19.18hrs. Anchored in Kyle Aken - a dull evening but peaceful. Log

292.    So far - so good.

Tuesday. 7th July.

Storm bound.     Wind S.W.F. IO.    Wind speed 55 m.p.h.
Rain cold; mist and poor visibility.     Two anchors, two

chains, warps and chums, the lot, in fact, but not quite,

as the food in the local was the worst ever. Barometer
falling at alarming speed to 971.    No ferries that day with

hundreds’of cars stranded and much confusion on both land

and sea.

Wednesday. 8th July.

Still SoW. but moderated to Fo 8.    Barometer 965. Very

cold but cabin stove going past three days.

12.OO hrs. Wind Force 5. Barometer rising slowly. Water temp. 49° F.

19~O0 hrs.

21.00 hrs.

Barometer falling rapidly to 963.    Douglas sent telegram to

London Meteorological Office for forecast. Result N.W.
Force 8, going N. Force I0.

Air temp. 48° F.

Force IO steady.

Cabin temp. 70° F. Wind speed 52 m.p.h.
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Thursday. 9th July.

09.00 hrs. Still filthy weather° Oban forecast 8 to 9 N.W. slowly
moderating.

13.40 hrs. Wind N.W. 6, but gale warning still in operation.

14.45 hrs. All hands fed up.     Food ashore poor and all pubs full.
Wind N.W.6~ but decided to put to sea under trysall and
stern jib and engine half throttle, and beat up inside the
islands for L. Ewe - Barometer 980.

19.00 hrs. L. Torrldon abeam. Very confused sea but making good
progress.    Wind W.N.W.6.

21.30 hrs. Rudh Re abeam.     Wind Force 7 with very poor visibility.

22.40 hrs. Dropped anchor under the lee of Ewe island. This is a
delightful anchorage, especlally in good weather, and was
a welcome change to Kyle Aken. Log - 338.

Friday. lOth July.

I0.00 hrs. Barometer 994 - rising slowly. Forecast 5/6 N.W.

11.45 hrs. Visited Naval Base - Lee was wearing his R.N. tie. Took
in coal for cabin stove, no charcoal available; made a
note to complain to the Admiralty about this.

12.00 hrs. Cleared entrance and lay course for Faroe.
Force 3 - engine.

Wind W.N.W.

16.10 hrs. Rh. Stoer abeam. Wind going S.W. Log 28. Hurrah~
delightful - we have a gin to celebrate. Genoa boomed out.

19.45 hrs.

23.00 hrs.

Cape Wrath abeam. Log 480 Course O10o C. Warm weather
at last. Let out Cabin stove to conserve fuel.

Smooth sea.    S.W.4 - going well.
bearing due West.

Rona Island abeam

Saturday. llth July.

00.05 hrs.

09.00 hrs.

Gale warning; Malin, Fair Isle, Faroe - N.W.8.    By love
the wind dogs are in a proper rat this year. All my
fault, I’m sure, for letting out that stove.

Wind N.E;    Log 136, on the wind again and not making it.

13.OO hrs. Log 157.    Wind howling out of the N.E. 7/8. Double
reef and storm jib.    The Barometer is at it again; rapid
fall to 973.
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Saturd~v, ~Ith July, contdo

17.00 hrs. Log 168,    Much seas wallowing a bit so give her engine half
throttle to help her.

18.00 hrs. Stopped engine - going a bit much.

21.00 hrs. My watch - fed up.    Storm jib lowered and lay to under

double reefed mainsail with helm lashed slightly to

weather.

23.00 hrs. Upper seven slides of Mainsail break their new lashings.

Mainsail stowed.    Set trysail and lay to as before. Very

confused sea - but "Tjaldur" fetching ahead very slowly

at one knot.    All hands dead beat.     As for me, I feel

exhausted and sick and to make matters worse, I cannot blame
anybody. All hands to the bunks.

S~nd~v. 12th Julvo

All hands slept for 12 hours and awoke with new vigour and
determination.    Wind 6 to 7 Northerly.    Started engine and

lay for Arknaberg, the southern tip of Faroe.

16.00 hrs. Land sighted but desperate sea as we cross the Faroe Bank.
Lee thrown out of his bunk across the ship and lands on Nell

who is asleep.     They were both very vexed with the two

Captains who are doing the driving.

18.00 hrs. Arknaberg - dead ahead 5 miles°

22.00 hrs. Entered Vaag and lay alongside°     Log 578. What a reliefl

Monday, 13th July.

Relaxing in Vaag - not a bad day°

tempo 49° F.

Wind S.W.4. Water

We took two taxis and spent the afternoon in the hills

watching the Tjaldurs playing on the turf.    On returning

to base we were asked aboard a Danish Steamer, lying nearby.

The skipper was very tired as he had had a desperate night
in harbour during the storm.     Despite the fact that he

lay along~deat almost the top of the Fjord, sea and wind
were such that he broke his wire hawsers to the shore.
Perhaps we had been better o~ atsea.

Tuesday, 14th July.

S.E. gale, 8 to 9.    Barometer 988.

very poor visibility.

Appalling rain and
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TBesday. 14th July con~do

We held a Council Meeting that morning°     In the chairs,

the two Captains "decided that Iceland had been where it was

for many years and that probably it would remain there for

some time to come"

This profound decision was forced upon us as we were six days

behind in our timetable and that the weather was most unsettled,

in fact, the Faroese described it as Winter conditions° In

contrast February had been better than any Summer month in

recent years°    Obviously, someone had their dates muddled.

18.45 hrso Conditions better°    S.Eo6o Barometer rising°

19.OO hrs. Left Vaag under trysail and storm jib for Thorshavn. Terrible

sea at entrance, so much so, we wore ship in placing of
jibbing and had a hectic broad reach to Thorshavn, arriving at

00.25 hrso - 15th Julyo Anchored in Vestre Vaag alongside

small pier as forecast bad. Log 615o

Wednesday. 15th Jul¥o

SoWo gale9 Force 9o    Again much rain with big sea running in
main harbouro    Barometer moving down very fasts so had a real

party finishing with roast puffins and guillemots°

Thursday, 16th July.

A good day, in fact, we saw the sun for a full 30 minutes -

the first time in twelve~       However, I still wind the
Chronometer°     Barometer IOOO, up by 6% millibars. We

celebrate again ® this time finishing up with whale steaks

and a visit to my big sister "The Big Tjaldur" - just in from
Denmark.

Friday, 17th July,

Norwegian Forecast, SoWo Force 4 to 6.    Barometer 10049 rising

slowly°    Water temp. 47° Fo     Spent the morning shopping

and saying good-bye to old friends° To use up our Faroese

money we all bought fishermens knives, very sharp and dangerous.
John O’Reilly almost cut a finger off and had to subject him-

self to my care; I think he was very frightened of this and

went to see a ’realw Doctor at the next port~

14.45 hrs. Left Thorshavn under full sailo Wind southerly Force 3 to
4, and had a delightful beat to Trangisvaag.     We arrived

at 22°30 hrso    Log 648°
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Saturday, 18th July.

Left Trangisvaag at 18.40 hrs. under power for Stornowayo
Wind Force 2, EoSoE.     Good visibility.

Sunday, ~9th July.

02.00 hrs° Log 38½° Course 200°. Barometer steady.

12oOO hrso Log 95½° Wind still Force 2, E.N.Eo    Still under power.

23.00 hrs. No wind.

Monday, 2Oth July~

00°03° hrs. Butt of Lewis abeam. Still no wind° Altered to 140° Co

08.00 hrs° Log 860.    Arrive Stornoway and lay alongside°     An easy

passage at average speed of 5% knots, under power.    All hands

to the Sailors Home for showers - and so to the local°

17.00 hrs. Beautiful evening. Under power at ½ speed for Marvig, about

seven miles south of Stornoway, and one of the really pretty
anchorages in the islands°    Log 867.

Tuesday, 21st July.

07°15° hrs. A beautiful morning with brilliant sunshine and no wind. I

know I should stay here and relax but cannot.    Quietly I

lift anchor and motor out of the harbour, much to the dismay

of the sleeping crew.     1 must get to somewhere I have not
been before    Sto Kilda it is to be for, llke you, I have

dreamt of this island and of the people who spent their lives
there°     What a day this is o.. all of us are stripped to

the waist absorbing the sunshine and the peace of the Scottish
scene°     There is not a ripple on the water and only our

engine disturbs the summer silence°     We pass through the

Sound of Harris and so to the west through a sea alive with

God’s creatures.    The birds play, the dolphins roll, and

even the mighty whale tumbles nearby°    Ahead of us~ like a

painted scene stands St. Kilda - ever changing in the evening

light°

22°35 hrso Anchored in village bay°    Log 954.

Wednesday, 22nd July.

Awoke early, full of excitement and expectation, to find

fog and rain°      How disappointing - especially as the Army

had arranged a jeep to take us over the island to see the seals.
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Wednesday, 22nd July contd.

I will not describe the village bay for you - it has been
done many times.~ Go there for yourself and walk up the

village street~ sit upon a stone and close your eyes. Then
you will see down the years and hear the children play.

17.30 hrs. Left St. Kilda in dense fog as time is getting short.

Wind SOW.3. Barometer IOO7~ rising slowly°    Water

temp. 540.

21.30 hrs. Still dense fog.     Genoa boomed out° Wind N.Wo

Thursday, 23rd July.

06.30 hrs. Still dense fog°    I had laid a course for the Sound of
Barra, and we have now run our distance°     An island appears

close by - obviously to attempt the Sound would be follish

so we square off for Barra Head°    Log 53°

08.00 hrs. Still dense fog°    Difficult and exacting pilotage as the

western side of Barra ~ strewn with rocks and islands.

10.45 hrs. Rounded Barra Head on Radio bearings. No wind. Log 70.

II.OO hrs.

16.45 hrs.

19.OO hrs.

Friday. 24th July.

IO. 15 hrs.

13. IO hrs.

Fog lifted, lay course for Gunna Sound between Tiree and Coil.

Passed through Gunna Sound and lay course for Staffa Island.

Arrived at Staffa but again a dense fog covered the scene,

and we are forced t9 abandon our visit to Fingals Cave.    Set

course for lone. Visibility about 30 yds. With a man in

the pulpit we steer a careful course for the Sound and feel

our way to the anchorage off the Abbey°    Log 1086o

~Very unpleasant morning Wind SOW.5; rain and very poor

vlsibili~yo    Barometer IOO2~ falling°

Under way, single reef and small jib°     Very careful pilotage

is necessary here and even with a large scale chart a mistake

is easy to make in the fog°      We made several.

A nasty beat°    Wind 6/7 SoW0    Double reef°

14.45 hrs. We have had enough of this°    Enter Lough Staosnaig in

Colonsay and anchor under the lee of the hills.
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Friday, 24th July, contd.

17.00 hrs. Conditions better and tide now favourable.
beat down the Sound of Islay to Port Askalg

o

Saturday, 25th Ju~y.

Set sall and

Log 1120o

07.40 hrs. All sail. A good day with sunshine.     Wind W. Force 4.

giving us an easy sail across the North Channel to

Donaghadee.     Log 1198.

After dinner, Con~mander Sheppard took us to his new home

where we exchanged stories.    Like us he had appalling
weather and to cheer us, he and Judy administered champagne

until the small hours.

Sunday. 26th July.

06.00 hrs. Left Donaghadee under power.

at 22.30 hrs.    Log; 1293.
No wind. Made Dun Laoghaire

So ends the first cruise of the "Tjaldur"o She had
not achieved her end but it was not her fault.     To me, this cruise marked

the beginning of the second iO,O00 miles I had sailed with the Port Captain,

Douglas Heard.      This time I had the pleasure of having him in my ship° I
look forward to the next 8,000 miles we have yet to sail.

~otal 4istance: ~. Tim..._~e: 22 days.
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"T J a I dur".

We were very pleased to have the opportunity of building
"Tjaldur" for Dr. R.H. O’Hanlon;      the yacht was to the design by Peter
Brett, but many of the Owner’s ideas, e.g. lengthening of stern, doghouse,
cockpit, internal layout, were incorporated.       Dr. O’Hanlon himself
made some of the joiner work and much of the deck ironwork and fittings.

t

Built of Iroka throughout except for oak framing and ply
decks, she is all copper rivetted, and is generally to a high specification.

The engine is a single-cylinder Saab diesel, installed on
a heavy galvanised steel seating, and there is almost a complete absence of
vibration.

A Proctor alloy mast is fitted and all the equipment is
of first-class quality.

Launched on February Ist, 1964, she is a handsome vessel,
and already has a long cruise in Northern waters to her credit;    she proved
an excellent seaboat in some extremely bad weather north of the Faroes.

John Tyrrell & Sons Ltd.,
Boat & Yacht Builders,
Arklow.
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Carlin2ford Rally - 1964.

by

P.H. Greet.

(C~toons by Bob F~nnSn).

After an interval of two years when the event was called
off, owing to expected bad weather, the Club Carlingford Rally took place on
Saturday, 5th September, when fifteen yachts attended, and whilst there was
a considerable amount of raln during most of Saturday, the event was considered
by all who attended a very successful and pleasant one.

The Rally is intended to provide an opportunity for Northern
Ireland and Dublin based members to meet in their yachts, and an attempt is
made to cater for all interests.

Firstly, there is a competition in which the seamanlike
qualities of the crew and vessel are tested and assessed.    Then there is a
Social gathering in the evening, and on Sunday morning a Cruising Race home
for both the Northern Ireland and Dublin based boats.

To attend the Rally, yachts were permitted to start from
thelr homeport at their own time and were requested to be off Carlingford
Harbour at or before 9.30 a.m. on the Saturday morning, when the competition
started by each yacht in turn entering the Harbour and berthing alongside under
sail.      Marks were given for the way in which this was done and also for
leaving - and for flying correct flags etc.     The Officers of the Day at
Carlingford were Dermot Luke and Bob Fannin.

Some very fine seamanship was displayed and if anyone keen
on sailing would like an instructive, and we may say entertaining indeed perhaps
even humorous experience at times, it is suggested they travel to Carlingford
and take up a place on the pier during next year’s competition.

On leaving Carlingford Harbour for the anchorage at Rostrevor,
the yachts were given an identification Signal Letter, together with detailed
instructions relating to the remainder of the competition.    On reaching the
anchorage at Rostrevor they were required to anchor on given bearings and a
given scope of chain so that an orderly fleet would result, marks being given
for accuracy in this.     About a cable or so off the direct route from
Carlingford to Rostrevor a local craft - the fast motor yacht "Rum Runner"
owned and skippered by Mr. George McBurney of Rostrevor, was anchored and was
flying the Single Code Flag Signal L, which means "You should stop I have
something to communicate".     This was intended as a test of the competitors
powers of observation and knowledge of signalling.     Those few competitors
who noticed the signal, and who acted on it, were rewarded with extra marks.
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After entering Rostrevor the yachts reported their Signal

letter by Flag, Semaphore, or flashing to the Flagship - "Helen of Howth" -

and were later requested by signal to send a dinghy to the Flagship. On

arrival alongside marks were awarded for dinghy handling and the instructions
were given to the occupant describing a further part of the competition which

was intended to test the scope and readiness of the medical and first-ald

equipment of the yacht in question.

As this part of the competition took part in heavy rain

it was a test too of the good nature of the competitors, some of whom

arrived alongside in a sodden state using remarks about the weather, the
Officer of the Day etc. which seemed singularly to rhyme with this description

of their state.

The event was not without humour, however; for example the

occupants of the Flagship are still smiling at the thought of one competitor

who arrived immersed to his suspenders in a dinghy which was half full of water

and whose wet woolen cap, worn under the oil-skin hood, emitted streaks of

dark dye which, as they proceeded down the strained features, produced a lurid

effect.      This was heightened by the fact that the blade of our friend’s
nearside oar was firmly wedged under "Helen’s" companion steps causing a

certain difficulty in coming alongside with anything that looked like aplomb.

If marks were lost for dinghy handling at least our friend earned the mark

awarded for restraint in language.

/

Did I lose any marks Commodore?
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Competitors were told to return to their yacht and to
bring to the Flagship the necessary first-ald equipment to deal with certain
ailments or calamities which were assumed to have happened in the Flagship.
As the remaining crew of the competing yacht was unaware of the requirements
it was possible to use a stopwatch, started at the time the dinghy touched
alongside the parent yacht to the time it left with the equipment, as a
measure of the readiness of the medical equipment of the yacht and it’s crew.

The major requirement was that they should provide the
necessary for dealing with a crew member who had scalded his foot and the
equipment sent from the various yachts ranged from a bottle of brandy to an
almost complete operating theatre~

........ For the poor fellow who scalded his foot~
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Our dinghy returned with the equipment and also the message
that the yacht in question had two Gynaecologists on board and asked if the crew
of the Flagship could find it convenient to get into some other kind of trouble
in which the knowledge and experience of such experts could be more fully utilised~

From the foregoing it will be appreciated that the event was
not too serious, but the results show that it was also keenly competitive.

The competition ended by an inspection of the various yachts
and their equipment carried out by Mr. Liam McCormick, our Rear-Commodore,
asslted by Mr. Des Thompson. On return to the Flagship our two Judges were not
only wet outside but also in.

First prize, the Rockabill Trophy, went to Angelique, a
Northern Ireland based yacht, owned by Mr. Denis Falkner, who gained 83.5%;
Rory O’Hanlon gained second prize in "Tjaldur" with 83%, while Paul Campbell’s
"Verve" took third prize with 80.5%. "Samphire of Osyth" with 75,51~nd

"Emmanuel" with 75% were very well up. The lowest mark gained in the competlon

was 45% so that it will be seen that a very high standard was achieved.

The day’s events were followed by Dinner at the G.N.R.
Hotel, Rostrevor, when J. D. Fisher, Commodore of the Carlingford Sailing
Club, was the guest of honour.      The Hotel certainly provided an excellent
meal and a most enjoyable evening was the result.

The Club had hired a large diesel launch, owned by Mr.
Daniel Tinnelly, and skippered by his son,     to take crews ashore and on board
again after dinner.     This proved a most convenient and safe procedure and had
the young Tinnelly been in our seamanship competition he might well have won a
prlze.

The Races home started from anchor, with sails lowered,
at 11.30 a.m. on Sunday morning and proved to be very fast with a hectic
spinnaker run on various gybes, down the lough and a reach sometimes with
spinnaker, to Howth for the south-golng yachts who finished on the Howth Motor
Yacht Club llne, and something similar for the Northern yachts which finished off
Ardg I as s.

Gyblng in the narrows at the entrance of the Lough whilst
being overtaken by a steamer which passed through the fleet provided much
excitement - and a Chinese gybe for one competitor.                           .,

The results, finishing times etc. are on the next page.

P.H. Greer,
Commodore.
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Carllngfo~d to the Sou_~tho

Segurm.

Tjaldur. ;[

~
Samphire o£’,Oayth.

Verve.

Maid of M~Iim.

Emmanuel.

Shortwave.

F%nishing time°

17.O1.OO.

17.24.O3o

17.34.51.

17.37.36.

17.42.22.

17.50.27.

18.15.O0.

19.O6.O5.

r C~_C~F o

°8724°

o821 o

o8214.

°7937°

.779o

°775°

.761o

o 7037°

.7100o

C orrec_c_~_~d

Time o

288.76

290. 675

299.687.

291. 764.

290.06.

295.748.

308.0.

320.0.

Place_....__.~.

Ist.

3rd.

2nd

Angelique.

La Petite M’selle.

Sheenan.

Tyrena.

Cartingford

16.O4.0

16.55.0.

16.14.15.

16.33.15.

to the North.

°833°

.7070

°823°

.782°

229 mins.

230 mins.

234 mins.

237 mlns.

Ist ¯

2nd.

3rd.

4th.
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Misty Islands -"Ralnbow"o

by

Launce McMul fen.

During the winter I rebuilt the accomodatlon, scrapping
the plpecot system and fitting three full-length berths, two to starboard

and one to port°     Apart from a week-end to Arklow this cruise was the

first real use of the new accomodation, and we were very pleased with it.

Thursday. 23rd July.

1515. Left Dun Laoghaire Harbour~ wind force 2 to 3 W.

1605. Baily.

1735. In Lambay Sound, Harbour abeam.

183Oo Through 3kerries Islands.    From here wind died steadily,

and we sailed very lowly past the Boyne.

2200. Anchored I mile off-shore opposite Termonfeckin°

Friday, 24th July.

0555. Weighed amd made sail; wind W, force 3. Course for St.

John’ s Point.

0900. Carllngford abeam.

102Oo Wind dead aft; force 5.

1235o St° John’s Point abeam; speed 7 knots°

1357. Gybed just before Strangford Buoy.

1442o South Rock LV.

1548. Between Skulmartin LV and Rock°

Approaching Donaghadee the tide was about to turn and we

thought it would be nice to stop and get a good rest, so

decided rather suddenly to anchor, which we did at 1703.

We saw "Greylag" but were unable to contact Tom Sheppard.

Dr. Glover of "Tyrena" said he would be starting North late

to-morrow.
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Saturday. 25th July.

0935. The forecast was for force 5, westerly.    Accordingly when

we left harbour at 0935 we had taken/reef and were in all /a/
respects ready for a ’bash’ in the North Channel.     This was,

in fact, the prelude to a very long and bothersome calm.    With

a few short-llved breezes, and bursts of motoring we made our

way through Donaghadee Sound, across Belfast Lough and inside

the Maidens on the ebb tide.      When it turned at about

18OO hours we were beating slowly along off Red Bay.    During
the subsequent flood there was virtually no wind at all and

much petrol was expended in merely holding our latitude, while
we drifted slowly Eastwards.     Finally a light South Westerly

made at midnight.

Sunday, 26th J~l¥.

O145o Mull of Kintyre light abeam - 2 miles.

0845° Wind force 4 Southerly.

tide strongly adverse.

At white pillar (Skervuile),

Progress slow.

We now had the problem of contacting my daughter, Rachel, and

her husband, who were travelling by car.     It was, therefore,

necessary to leave a message in the hotel at Crinano

1305, Anchored Crinan.    (5 hours ahead of car)°

1350. Weighed°     Tide now favourable.     In SW force 5 we sailed

through Dorus Mor, and left Ris an Vic Faden to port, then

past Luing to Fladda and inside Insh.

17OO. Heavy squall at entrance to Kerrera Sound.    Main lowered to

avoid series of gybeso    Speed a@equate under small foresail.

1740. Anchored at Brandy Stone;    uncomfortable berth. We eventually

obtained a mooring, but with little security of tenure°    But
for the need to contact Rachel I would have kept right away

from Oban, as it is an uneasy place owing to the excessive

depth of water,

Monday, 27th July.

Wet and windy.     Rachel and Drum, her husband, arrived and

we moved into the SE corner of the harbour to facilitate the
numerous goings and comings, but it was obvious we would have

to get out quick if the wind veered NW.     Rain.    Watched

boats alongside pier working hard with ropes and fenders.
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Tuesday. 28th July,

1.~a.m.

10.45.

Wednesday. 29&h Jv~y.

IO. 23.

Shortly after Io0 a.m. the wind veered NW and we had to
sall back to Brandy Stone where previous mooring was
fortunately available.

It was still blowing force 7 after breakfast and we decided
to take Rachel and Drum to Fort William, instead of
Tobermory~and rather hard for their first sall of the year.
The problem was to get them aboard.     After much waving
and shouting we got them on to a pier in the harbour as
we reached up and down under double-reefed mainsail9 and
instructed them to "get a boat to bring them out"°    They
got a man with an outboard who, though willlng, had not the
slightest idea of a yacht’s movements, and we were much
relieved when they were aboard with no one and nothing split°

Beat out of Northern entrance, very wet in force 79 then
bore away to leave Lismore to Port and Shuna to Starboard.
The wind gradually lessened and we had an enjoyable sall
up to Loch Linnhe.    Though apt to be frowned on as leading
nowhere, the passage to Fort William provides fine sailing
in sheltered water and magnificent scenery, ending in a
comfortable anchorage, one side or the other9 where access
to shops etc. is much easier than at ,ban.

Through Corran narrows°

Anchored Fort William°    Saw Mr. Dowie9 Boat Builder, who
made an alteration to our mast-step ten years ago. Dinner
ashore° Rachel and Drum slept aboard, making 5.

Rachel and Drum left.

Anchor up, proceeded first under one and then two outboards,
butSW force 3 sprang up and we beat very fast with the
tide through the narrows (1235) and a couple of miles beyond°
The weather now degenerated into fog9 calm and raln~ and
only by the use of both outboards at full throttle did we
make Barony Point at exactly 18009 after which there was
soon a respectable South Easterly~ but still poor visibility°
Many yachts, mostly motor9 were visible in the Sound.

With a good tide, fine progress was made and we anchored
in Tobermory at 2105.    There were lots of boats in but I
was abie to anchor in exactly the spot I would have chosen
if alone in the harbouro An interesting boat was "Periwinkle’
the ’missing’ 24 footer; but her untapered metal mast makes
her, the ugly sister ~ in spite of her beautiful blue dress°
"Tyrena" was also there°
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Thursday. 3Oth July.

0405. Anchor up, slow departure in light SW.     After passing
Runa Gall Light House decided to reef, as some heavy puffs
were met.     Visibility was very bad, and Ardnamurchan was
faintly perceived rather than seen.

O610. Ardnamurchan Point abeam. Log streamed.     I considered
the normal route to Skye inside the islands would be rather
dangerous in bad visibility owing to outlying rocks on the
mainland side, and therefore decided to leave Muck and Eigg
to starboard, and Rum to port.      This gives an easier and
safer passage.     Muck was duly picked up and the waterlines
of Rum and Eigg were easily seen, though their upperworks
remained mostly invisible.

IIOO. Point of Sleat abeam, visibility much better, yacht beating
southwards seen in Sound.

1320. Anchored in Isle Ornsay where "Rainbow" last lay in 1950.
Did not go ashore.

Frldav. 31st Jul~.

0720. Weighed. Wind force 5, dead aft. Reef maintained, no
foresail. Fast sail through Kyle Rea, but rather windless
in Loch Alsh.

0945. Jib set East of Kyle of Loch Alsh.     After passing Pabay
the wind was force 5 NW and sometimes force 6.

We beat up and between Scalpay and Raasay into the Outer
Sound where we could ease sheets.

We thought we had practically reached Portree, only needing
a short beat up the Loch.     We reckoned without the effect
of Ben Tianavaig.      Here tremendous puffs of "williewaws"
came down the cliffs.     The second one was tearing the
surface right off as it approached from aft, so we lay
almost becalmed.      When it struc~ the yacht lay over and
was unsteerable though carrying slightly less sall area than
when she raced with great success in force 8 on llth August
1962.     My shore jacket was hanging on a hook on the shelf
was wet almost to the top by water from the bilge, and only
the anti-splash baffle on the coamlng kept heavy water out
of the cockpit. After this we lowered the foresail and
beat up to Portree against baffling and puffy headwinds.

1415. Anchored Portree, deciding to stay two nights.
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Saturday. Ist August.

Taxi drive round north of Skye.     A good move in view of
subsequent visibility;    we saw the mainland, South Rona,

and numerous islands which weexpected in vain to see again.

"Tyrena" came in - she had torn her genoa in the williewaws.

Sunday. 2nd Au2ust.

1020. Left in very light SW.

III0. Out in Sound, force 3 Southerlyo    Visibility very poor.

1200. Holm.

1315.

16OO.~

Ru na Brarln.
’4

Passed inside En Trodday and reefed (2) in shelter of North
end of Skye. We were to make to the SW, but wind continually

veered, bringing our course round to 310°. We could see

nothing for a long time, but about 1830 we saw the Outer Hebrides
one mile ahead, our landfall being, I know now but did not know

then, Stilamalr, just off the SW of Scalpayo

We beat southwards, trying to match up the small visible frag-

ments of land with the chart, and thinking each inlet might

be the beginning of the Sound of Harris.     Eventually we
were lucky enough to see Rodel Church which I recognised from

photographs, though never havlng been there, and we entered

the loch and anchored at 2045, in the uncomfortable spot re-
commended by the CoC.C. handbook°     The shore looked utterly

deserted, but after dark there was a light "Indicating to the
trained mind the presence of a tax payer" (PGW).

Monda,. 3rd August.

0620. Weighed, wind SW~ force 4, visibility perhaps 2 miles. Beat

southwards but after a time wind freed somewhat.    Navigation
still difficult and the skipper saw a premature Loch Maddy,

Inventlng an imaginery llght house for the purpose.     However,
in general the islands, lochs and sounds were identified,

though the scenery could not be enjoyed.

1320. For a few minutes the sun came out and there was a local

clearance, enabling us to enjoy the magnificent cliffs and
caves of Uslnish Point, and giving a taste of what we were

missing.

.i

After this a strong South Westerly and renewed fog.
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Monday, 3rd August contd.

Approaching Loch Boisdale the light house was difficult
to see, and for a moment we wondered if we could have missed
it and got into Eriskay Sound.

1545. Anchored Loch Boisdale. Great difficulty in getting my stores.
Skipper only non-gaellc speaker in large bar.

Tuesday, 4th August.

0900. Weighed.    Still thick.     Force 3 Southerly. We had thought
of making for Tiree, but decided it would be safer to make
Oig Sgeir with our Pilot Pal to reduce the distance to be
sailed blind.

1OOO. Departure from buoy outside, course 130°.     Homing on Oig
Sgeir was almost too successful.     I was gazing firmly at
the compass to steer very steadily to enable Colin to take a
radio bearing when I looked up and saw the rock 50 yards away,
having to bear away sharply tO avoid it.

1315. Oig Sgeir abeam, course for Ardnamurchan.

1333. Log streamed.    Tendency of wind to back.

1700. Log reads 16 m. Temporary clearance shows Arnamurchan
Light house on starboard (weather) bow, about 2 miles away.
Sea lumpy, wind force 2.     Reefs shaken out.

1840. Point weathered after some tacking.
keep going.

Just enough wind to

2115. Anchored Tobermory,. again in best place.     This marked the
end of the Northern section of the cruise, and it may be
noted that, except for the fog, the weather had been except-
ionally good, with nearly all winds of force 3 to 5, and
surprisingly smooth seas.     But of 5 day passages only that
from the Isle Ornsay to Portree was made in reasonable
visibility; we never saw Canna or the West Coast of Skye
at all; only dim sights of Muck, Eigg and Rum, and no more
of Harris, North and South Uist and Benbecula.

W~4nesday. 5th Au2ust.

Very wet morning; got up late and went ashore for baths
and lunch.     In the afternoon it cleared suddenly and we
decided to ,all to Loch Aline under trysail.
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Wednesday. 5th August contdo

1705. Weighed.    Wind dropping and decided we would never stem
the tide in the entrance under trysall so at 1830 the

mainsail was set°

1845. Disaster~      Claire declded~ for some reason, that she

would change a film standing on the counter, and she some-
how managed to drop the film, with all our shots of Usinish

Point and our taxi drive in Skye~ and also the inside of

the camera, on the deck whence they neatly bounced overboard.

Ran before light southerly into Loch Aline, where eventually

four yachts spent the night, including "Sheenan" (Douglas

Mcllwalne)

1945. Anchored.

Thuvsda¥, 6th August.

0600. Weighed - no wind°     Motored out and after a few puffs

picked up steady SW force 30

0750. Duart Point abeam, lumpy sea in Firth°    A slow beat took

us down the SW coast of Mull, which we hugged as far as

Loch Buie, thence towards Oronsay in foul tide.    Very lumpy

seas between Oronsay and Jura°

1725. North Point of Islay~ bore away amd shot through Sound of

Islay, hardly time to see anything°     At McArthur’sHead

wind was dying, and we met Fergus McKinley in "Sarcelle"

running before it against the tide°

1950. Anchored in Proalg Bay after very slow beat in.
evening°

Fine clear

Friday, 7th August.

O615. Weighed.     A lovely day of sunshine and force 3, but still

a dead noser.    We are now tired of the forecast SW veering

NW, which has gone on for days~ while the wind remains

obstinately south - sometimes with a shade of east.

After two long tacks each way we are eventually East of

Rathlln in a strong adverse tide and lumpy sea and by 17OO
are near the Irish mainland in Colliery Bay°

The tide turns with us and at 1915 we are off Garron Point

in a dying wind°    Both outboards started and at % throttle

they take us very well through a rather lumpy sea inside
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Friday, 7th August contdo

inside the/ .... Maidens°     To save time in entering and

leaving Lame we decided to anchor in Brown’s Bay, which is

a nice anchorage in Southerly winds, though we found it
difficult to estimate our exact position in the dark.

2230. Anchored Brown’s Bay.

Saturday. 8th August°

0530° Weighed, and motored out°       At last the wind is ~, but
very light and we had several spells of motoring across the

mouth of Belfast Lough°     We passed through Donaghadee

Sound and were off the Harbour at 0930°

1230. At Skulmartin, tide now adverse° After much discusion

decided not to make Portavogleo Very slow progress

through the Inside Passage, leaving Old Light House to
port.      Very variable winds.

Some promise of North Westerly, so we sall somewhat reluctantly

past Ardglass and at 2035 are off Sto John’s Point, large
genoa set, wind force 29 NWo

~oon after dark wind increased steadily to force 4 and backed

to N.    Genoa came off and we made very good speed under

full main, every star in Milky Way now sharply visible.

Sunday, 9th August.

0400. Rockabill abeam, to starboard - I mile. Course forBaily

outside Lambayo

a
In the Bay with wind backed a bit Westerly it is/cold clear

morning, with mirages°

0733. Entered Dun Laoghaire.

Crew:

Launce McMulleno

Claire McMulleno

Colin McMulleno
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Tabl~ 9f Distancess Times and Spocds.

Dun Laoghaire - outside Boyne. 30.

Outside Boyne - Donaghadee. 66.

Donaghadee - Crinan. 94.

Crinan - Oban. 22.

Oban - Fort William. 29.

Fort William - Tobermory. 42.

Tobermory - Isle Ornsay (via Small Isles) 46.

Isle Ornsay - Portree. 32.

Portree - Scalpay (Harris) - Rodel. 46.

Rodel -Loch Bolsdale. 40

Loch Boisdale - Oig Sgelr - Tobermory. 53.

Tobermory -Loch Aline. 12.

Loch Aline - Proalg Bay. 41.

Proalg Bay - Browne’s Bay. 55.

Browne’s Bay - Dun Laoghalre. 102.

7~o.

6.8

11.2

27.5

3.8

6.1

10.7

9.2

6.9

9.6

9.4

12.2

2.7

13.8

16.2

26.1

]72, :~

4.4.

5.9

3.4

5.7

4.8

3.9

5.0

4.7

4.8

4.3

4.3

4.5

3.0

3.4

3.9.

4,121
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Down to the sea~ crews you’ve borne

Ten thousand miles~ and three times more

Through chilly dawn to splendid morn

Across the sea to many a shore°

Fathful servant~ timbered friend,

Tranquil in calms~ stout in gales,

How can I say - is this the end?

Patient servant of engine and sails,

Up with the helm or bear it down.

Heave your backstays~ check your jib.

Out of that luff shake the frown°

Safe below fasten your bib°

Pour me hearties and eat your fill.

Back on deck the helm steady°

Near a whisper from canvas spill~

Darkening clouds~ bright moon has risen.

Could a man from ship ask more?

Safely sailed~ sometimes hard driven~

Thy humble servant - My Galcador.
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"Galcador"

by

Clayton Love°

The forecast was bad; everything it said, from past

experience, warned of a tough passage and all the portents were there to

support It9 but the voyage had to be made, there was no reneging it.

Shortly after we left the haven of our homes in Cork
it began to boll up in earnest into the rough tough night that we eventually

experienced in full measure°     No log was kept, it just wasn’t feasible under
these conditions, it was really heavy weather that reached a crescendo of

gale force between two and three o"clock on the Sunday morning,    l’m not

making any excuses for lack of judgement~ we knew from previous experience
what we would encounter°      We rolled and pitched for several hectic hours,

and the amount we took on board is incalculable°     I swear that at one period

of the night my back teeth were awash.      Our landfall became more and more
obscure and our final passage to it quite erratic, but we made it; when we

awoke In the morning in calmer but still disturbed waters~ some of us at any

rate had no recollection of tumbling into our bunks~ a few hours previously.
I knpw only that when I awoke I was quickly conscious of the dreadful weather

we had been through - conscious indeed of little el,Co       There may be

those who would say ’serves you right for your foolhardiness, you didn’t have

to go’ but there will also be those - 1 hope - who will be more understanding

and less censorious, after all would you miss a Royal Munster Yacht Club
laylng-up supper?

For those of you who are nautically minded and insist

on logs and track charts of voyages~ I am including the former, drawn from a

somewhat clouded memory, but I think it wiser to omit the latter.    I think
the log, had it been kept~ might have read somewhat llke this:

17.27. Arrived Glanmire Station from Kingsbridge; courtesy
of Frank Lemass - and a couple of quid for the fare.

17.52o Crossed Rob Roy Bar to take Gerald Barry in tow°

Considerable time and money spent securing tow for

passage to Crosshaven, during which time Ballock
created a couple of new Commodoreshlps, dispensed with

quite a few Presidencys of local organisatlons - and

a very considerable amount of hospitalltyo

19.10. Next recording.    Made three false starts°

19.40. Cast off proceeded towards destination - smooth passage.
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Carrigaline Pottery abeam; we begin to encounter stiff

winds ahead.

A severe squall struck and threw our head around for Rosies~

dropped anchor and entered°    Very thick inside°    Some doubt

about making our land fall on time crossed Barry’s mind

until we oSserved several of the Committee and at least one

flag officer hard aground on The Bar°

Shift of wind enabled us to up anchor~ down dregs and set a

course E°XoS. for Crosshaven, secured head to home~ in.

anticlpatlon~ and made our way through a narrow channel across

the bar°

Pouring into us very fast now°

Secured to two chairs, part of a trot of seventy odd°

Laying head on to a mountainous sea of Tripe, running between

Pigs Head and Reef of Bangers, poured some more oll to calm

the waterso

To well into Sunday morning - DRINKING°

(I think about)    Proceed on rather erratic course to Club

Kitchen to hear Georg Radlinski and Jaimie Collino pianoingo

Partake between snatches of song~ of Crubeen breakfast° (I

have since had it confirmed that the member who asked for a

knife and fork would be asked to resign from the Club~ except

that he is an honorary Life member and no machinery exists

for dealing with this particular breed within this contexto
But Jaimle Collino has made it quite cleat that such machinery

will be made available - if there is any more of this nonsense)

The rest of the epic has no place in a Log~ but Puffin~ whom

you met in our ’62 Logs now about to cross the threshold and preparing to leave

teenagelsm behinds but not to let skipper rest insists~ with a refined sadlsm~

that we tell, at least oriefly, about the ’morning after’ which I dearly wish
to consign to the limbo of forgotten things, and I feel that in loyalty to the

Federated Union of Skippers, hurt though it will to tell it~ I cannot allow

this challenge to pass°      Let it be spoken in the words of a true Corkman°

When I awoke I was conscious only of the horrors of the night

before, but 1 did manage to get aboard Mro Frank Lemass’s Diesel Yacht at 9°30
and left the Capital of the Independent Republic of Cork for the Provincial

Capital and, with the assistance of some black coffee diluted with brandy~

succeeded around lICK) hours in feeling a little less worse than I did three

hours earlier°
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To get down to the less serious and much easier business
of cruising, we sailed "Galcador" home from Gibraltar by way of the Atlantic

Moroccon coast, revisiting our friends in Tangier, Carcais and Corunna on the

way.      We have been East to Dunmore and North to Dun Laoghalre, then south

and west again to Carberrys hundred isles, back to Crosshaven and away again
to Hamble.

The passage from Crosshaven to Dun Laoghaire was part of

an originally planned voyage around our native soil east and north about

to take in a few days of the latter townshlp’s Regatta Week and to arrive at

Baltimore in time for the National Dinghy Championships;    this effort was
twice frustrated, first by a business call abroad while in Dun Laoghaire,

and second by an illness, first encountered while lying to anchor in Crookhaven.

Having survived Regatta Week in Dun Laoghaire and the Dinghy Week in Baltimore

such a fate, if deserved, as averred by some of the crew, was hardly to be

expected.     It just shows you that there’s less harm in a drop of brandy
than there is in a bug; as an old farmer told us long ago in O’Keeffes of

Schull - ’sure there’s more harm done by a cup of tea than all the half

ones ever drank’.

On the Monday morning after the Regatta Week had folded
its tents, we sailed south again on the one leg to Baltimore and came upon

a shoal of Dinghy racers about midday on the Tuesday off the Lousy Rocks as

we made our way to our anchorage off the Pier Heads.     We spent the rest
of the week in and around Baltimore which at the end of it appeared to be

more thoroughly sacked by the Dinghyerenes than by the Algerines.     During
our stay we encountered an ass, the four footed type, which appeared, despite

the reputation of the breed, to have more sense than a lot of his less legged

counterparts, ourselves not included out.      We came upon him Insldethe

front door of the hotel knocking with his snout on the service hatch of the
serving bar, and receiving in return a bowl of creamy porter and thick slices

of bread which he consumed with relish and then took himself off into a sunny

corner of the grounds, where, using the ditch for a pillow, he turned his

umbilicus up to the sun and slept the sleep of the replete.    I think I must

re-read "The Golden Ass".

We sailed from Gibraltar for Algeclras across the bay on
Sunday, May 17th.    Reported to the Yacht Club on arrival and we were in Spain;

some contrast to our later efforts to get into Portugal, when it took us from

early afternoon until midday the following day to do so.     What a farce

the whole business is.

We crossed the Straits on Monday to Tangier, some 30 miles,
and sailed eventually from there to Spartel and the Moroccon coast on Tuesday.

The voyage proper began at 1301 on May 19th when we hailed the "Mauretania"

anchored in Tangier Bay, from whom we received G.M.T. by the simple process of

passing close along her side and hailing the officer of the watch on the bridge
who, with unfailing courtesy, loud hailed us the information.

A stout wind bore us up off Spartel at about 1340 when it

went on strike and substituted a fog giving us about I/8th of a mile visibility,
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not very pleasant conditions at the entrance to the Straits, and course

was altered to the south to take us out of the shipping lanes°     In the

later afternoon conditions improved steadily and visibility became much

better as the night closed ino     With a steady nor’westerly building up
we altered from our DoR. position for Cape St° Vincent~ after checking it

with a fix from Spartel and the Airport light at Ybila~ and came up to

a noon observation of 36°.5’ No 8° 37’ Wo on a smooth sea but with a

rather heavy southerly swell°     This put us 20½ towards but it was very
hazy and we couldn’t see if we were likely to be inside or outside Sagres.

We weren’t making very fast progress and it was 1500 when we got out first

land identified as the former, which we brought abeam eventually at 17.39

with the wind coming fresh from W.N.W. At 18.35 we had St° Vincent
on our beam and a fresh wind building up as a sea all on our nose, surrounded
by vessels of all sizes and nationalities going both ways°

We laid her off on a 300° course for about fifteen miles
to ease the sailing and get away from the big fellows, and went about on

course for Cascals at 15o05 on the afternoon of May 21st~ where we were to
land some of the crew that took passage with us from Gibraltar and could not

go further because of business commitments at home.     We were eventually to

become only three for the rest of the passage home - myself and the two

Manolas - Manuel Bono Patricio and Manuel Sanchez Andrdeas - who became firm

favourltes in the Club at Crosshaven and throughout the village - indeed

~-hroughout the whole of Cork Harbour during their stay with us until they
returned home to Algeciras in mld-Septembero

Much as I regret your missing the most hospitable of yacht
clubs in case any of you are thinking of putting in at Cascais~ I advise against

it because of the authorities.     Getting into Portugal through this doorway

has not improved since we first put in there in 1955 or since Douglas Heard

complained about it in his log some years back.
I must be fair to the

Naval Authority that did all possible but without avail°    The Port Doctor,

despite the Club’s assurance which 1 have no reason to doubt - that they
had ’phoned him immediately they saw our Q Flag, did not come near us until

two hours after we had anchored, and the local pollce~ as boorish a lot as one

could wish not to meet up with, proved quite intractable and except for the

concession that we could eat at the Club, we had to await final clearance

until the following morning when the International Police Representative

arrived°        It was some balm to my seething soul that he took the local

force severly to task, describing them in my presence to be what might be
freely translated as ’a bunch of clots’ who could have exercised discretion

until his arrival°      You may imagine we had little regret when we sailed

north again at 0500 on the morning of May 23rdo

Although the Barometer remained steady the signs were not
too good and as the day wore on into the afternoon it freshened up to a good

six and by 16OO was coming a steady seven from the north.    I’ve had

experience of this wretched coast before with not a decent haven from Peniche
to Leixoes and we were now well north of the former and a long way south of

the latter°     A big sea was running and it would be quite impossible to
enter the tiny port of San Marthino which had afforded us shelter from fog
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three years ago, as it is fronted with a bar which sets up an enormous sea

way in an extremely narrow entrance, and The Pilot says ’do not attempt to

go in even in fair weather without a pilot’.      We had found out previously

that going in with one - just ain’t possible for the perfectly good reason
there ain’t any~       The same book, however, advises that anchorage may be

had off the beach at St. Nazaire some miles north of it under the lee of the

headland that houses the light in northerly wlnds~ but that the water is very

deep.    Not very encouraging for a small yacht, but ’needs must when the

devil drives’

I decided to go in under engine alone, God bless that

Gardner, I wouldn’t have gone within ten miles of it with its predecessor

the Mercedes.     God bless also the tWO Manolas - what a splendid brace of

seamen.     An enormous swell was running in on this sandy beach and we could

not possibly have lald to anchor there~ maybe a big vessel but not us.    We

did, however, as we got closer in notice that three fishing boats were laying
off and this encouraged us to persevere, and when we got closer in, we saw that

buoys had been lald to mark moorings so we rounded up under the stern of one

of the vessels anchored there and they told us that they had been lald there

specially for the use of fishermen but that we were welcome to use one of them
and even directed us to one that would be most comfortable - if you can use

this word in the prevailing conditions°

They were big iron very buoyant buoys that bobbed and

drove about in the heavy swell like rubber balls; a rope~ even our heavy

nylon warp, would hardly last the night chaffing through the ring, so there

was nothing for it but to lay the anchor chain through on the double and make

sure we didn’t get stove in during the performance.     To do this we had to

steam up the buoy with it and us bobbing about like two corks, put a man

aboard it with a line attached to the end of the anchor chain~ pass it through,
recover him with the chain end and back away almost all in the one moment.

Let me say here, as the man at the helm and the engine controls, you couldn’t

carry out this manoeuvre with the finest engine in the world, and we had this,
without two splendid seamen like the Manolas~ one on the deck and the other on

the buoy, and only on the buoy, balanced with the agility of a cat, for a few

split seconds that were his to pass the chain through and get back on board

again.

We lay there throughout the night pitching and rolling but

secure until we slipped our chain at 04.45 on the morning of May 24th, and
were rewarded with quite an improvement in the weather which enabled us to

stay close in shore and con the ship under engine as the wind had completely

disappeared.     The delay occasioned by laying to an anchor off St. Nazaire

proved awkward as we had to get the two remaining Irish members of the crew

ashore in time to get transport back to Ireland to ensure them being there

not later than Sunday, May 31st.    It so happened eventually that we got
there a day before them in "Galcador" as they had to go all the way across

Portugal and the south west corner of Spain to Gibraltar to get air transport

to Dublin.
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We put them ashore at Vianna de Castello in Portugal on

a rather dreary day of mist and rain, and refilled with gas oll to avoid taking ~

it in Spain° I love everything about Spain except its wretchedly bad

diesel fuelo Vianna de Castelo, despite its impressive name, is not the kind

of place you’d want to stay in longer than you’d want to stay in gaol, nor
is the kind of place, llke the latter, you’d want to enter unless you had

compelling reasons°     It’s quite a large harbour, with a fair sized building
industry and a medium size fishing indsutry.     When you enter you are

compelled to go inside the inner lock and your entrance through the gate is

regulated by the varying states of the tide.     The inner lock is a greasy
basin of dead water, and you are under the continual surveillance of the

policeman designated, no doubt, to see that you don’t steal the town clock or

some other valuable municipal object, though quite frankly, if you gave me
the town l’d feel compelled to decline the gift.     The policeman extrudes

himself a little less than the Cascals boor, but I feel sure the same philosophy

activates throughout the force to which he belongs.

The approached to this harbour are very tricky; we went

in on a dead low water, but were fortunate to contact a small fishing boat

making her entrance, and for the duty free price of a packet of Chesterfield,

obtained pilotage;    it is unbuoyed and unmarked and is fronted for some miles

by a continuous sand bank of which there is no indication other than the

colour of the water and, of course, the information given you in the invaluable
Pilot°    In addition, just to add to the fun of things, the bank is studded

with dangers°      I expect if you had a big scale chart all this would show

up but even then we went up to and in through the outer entrance on the tail

of our ’Chesterfield’ pilot on compass bearings varying quicker and oftener than

a politician’s mind°

We sailed from Vianna at 1540 on May 25th, and after con-

verse with the crew of a large dredger, who advised us to stand well off

before setting our Northerly course as the same foul conditions apparently

extend northwards to the mouth of the Rio Minho which divides Portugal from
Spain; incidentally, it transpired during Z~ese discussions that they shared

in full our opinion of the Portugese police° Proceeding south for nearly

three miles through the unmarked ’channel’ we came around on a course of

357° from two miles off for Cape Silllero which marks the southern extremity

of Vigo Bay, altering 5° to the west from here for Cape Finistereo    The

Spanish coast to here from Silliero is a series of deeply indented bays or

Rias which they are named and which in Spanish means ’estuary’.    Ria de Vigo,

Pontevedra, Arosa, Murros, and Corcubion - this last for a reason unknown
to me becomes Seno de Corcublon which means, in our language, Breast of Corcublon.

Our rhumb from Silllero to Finistere extended for about 50

miles and our departure from the former was taken from five miles off to bring
us up to three miles off the latter and about the same distance clear of

Praguina~ the most westerly of the dangers to the east of our thumb, with a
least depth of 1% fathoms on it.     This coast is deeply indented with the

bays mentioned and we have at one time or another been into all of them, they
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are very beautiful; Arosa being a gem, with Pontevedra a close second.
It is, however, studded with dangers Inshore, but it is well marked for
bearings by lights on the islands of Salvora, Ons, and Cies in this order
from north to south, and there are beacons on Finisterem Salvora and
Silliero - all within a fifty mile range;    this is also a major light
(vis.15) on Cape Courrebedo some 21 miles south of Finistere and seven and
a half north of Salvora.     I mention this in some slight detail, as
members of the I.C.C. seem to go further afield in growing numbers each
year and it is little more than five hundred miles to Finistere;    if any-
one can spare the time to do this and leave a week or ten days over to
explore this fifty mile stretch, it would be well worth while, but I think
it would be well to have a reliable engine.      There are no abnormal
tides here but the wind in the bays can vary from fluky through moderate to
squally near the high ground.

Our passage over this fifty mile stretch was made
fifty-fifty under engine and sall shortly after we brought Silllero on
our beam at 2020, on a smooth oily sea through a balmy night.     There is
a good deal of traffic here, made up of fishing boats, fishing and on pasaage~
coasters and, further to the west, large ships making north, to and south
from, Finistere, necessitating careful watch keeping on a night passage.
Further south off the Portugese coast we had been taught a sharp lesson in
this respect.    Amongst a large fleet of fishing vessels procedding to
the grounds at about I0 knots at right angles to our course some put their
search lights on us and one eventually sent us a signal which we read to
mean "proceeding without lights" - we could see that it wasn’t they who
were doing so and as we were on the starboard tack we could see the reflection
of our green, but the mainsail completery obscured our red, Manola going
for’d discovered that the cable from below deck had chaffed through and
would take some time to repair - and quite a bit of time to change over to
emergency oil, but as we carry some translucent red paper on board for
use around the light in the doghouse, for the benefit of the steersman,
we wrapped it round a torch and in less than a jiffy were seaworthy once
more.     Since then we always carry green paper as well and, like the
fellow with the spare wheel, we have not since needed it.

We came up off Finistere a little before five o’clock

with the light beginning to fade into the dawning sky and brought Villano
on our beam on a fine clear morning and picking up the first of the
freshening south westerly that was to serve us so well for the rest of the
voyage home, dispensing with the engine, we romped along our north
easterly course to the Sisargas Islands and thence to Corruna where we lay
alongside the Club wall and almost before we had made fast were waved to
through the Club window by our old friend, and reason for our visit,
Francisco Hernandez Suarez, Commodore of the Club.

Getting cleared into Spain at any time is as pleasant
and as smooth as it is the opposite in Portugal, but getting cleared into
Spain under the auspices of E1 Commodore Suarez is really something.
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You don’t sit aboard and wait for the Customs to attend

you°    You go ashore, sit in the Club, and are hospltalltized until you are
nearly hospitalized and they attend the ’presence’ with a form already filled

in which, after profuse apologies for the inconvenience caused you, are

requested to strain yourself to the extent ~ putting your signature on it.

Getting out of Corunna is quite a different matter, however,

because while the authorities, once you are in, take no further notice of

you, El Commodore takes a quite different view of things, and has more reasons

than I have ever encountered in any Yacht Club in the world, why, when you’ve

come in for a couple of hours to say hello to him, you should spend a
couple of months doing it.    There’s the hardy annual - the weather, which is

going to be fearful if you sail, but delightful on shore of you stay.    There’s
time which is made for slaves, and there’s Spanish hospitality which is

made for eternity.     There was only one thing to do - sneak aboard shortly

after midnight when everything on shore is only just warming up, slip cables,

and put out into the night - with your ear plugs bent.     I know it’s like the
thief who abuses his captors hospitality by asking leave to go to ’the mens’

and slips out the window, but believe me there’s no other way.

We sailed for Cork at 0050, taking our departure on a
o

IO course from Torte de Hercules for the Roch, May 27th, and at midday of the
same day our observed position was 41.14 N and 8.9 Wo     We carried a

splendid, really cracking, south westerly from shortly after we cleared the

land and at 1410 observed a gaff rigged yacht too far to the westwards of us to
identify hammering her way into it on her southbound course.     A few hours

later our fine day began to deteriorate with heavy rain and no abatement in

the wind; in fact, it freshened quite a bit up to midnight when it eased

away again and with it went the last rain we were to see for the rest of the

voyage through which we continued to carry the south west wind between five and
six and with a few rolls in were more than comfortable until we made our land

fall, after several days of sunshine, on the most brilliant day of all,

Saturday, May 30th - and what a landfall~      Am I proud of it?    Certainly not.
I had estimated our time of arrival at between midday and two o’clock before

I turned in shortly after midnight and when 1 rejoined the watch it was
dawning°

Following ornage juice and coffee, I took to checking our

position and we hadn’t done as well as I had hoped during the night and were
a little more than sixty miles towards, so that it would now be nearer to two

o’clock, in fact a little after, than to midday - when we could expect to

arrive°     Anticipating a strong east going tide off the coast, and allowing

for lee drift with the wind steady on our port quarter, 1 decided to alter to
North and unfortunately departed for once from my strict rule of spelling out

the course in numerals:    viz. three six zero, and simply said ’Norte’ which

is pronounced in Spanish ’nortay’.     It was a glorious morning and I went

for’rd to lay down on the cabin top where I spent a blissful two hours dozing

and was awakened to be told that there was land broad on the starboard bow. I

asked for the binoculars in leisurely fashion and focussed them to the east

but could see nothing as it was hazy on the cast.     I swept it further east,
and poking up through the haze were the Metal Men.
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I came back through the West again - nothing but haze.

A quick bearing on them and I realised at once that we were heading east of

Ballycotton instead of west of the Daunt. This knocked the leslure out of
me pronto and I was in the cockpit checking the deck log almost in one stride -

and there it was staring up at me- the altered course instead of reading ’north’

read ’twenty degrees’; Manuela had misunderstood my ’Nortay’ for ’Ventay’.

Viente pronounced thus meaning twenty in Spanish.    Heigh ho there’s a couple

of hours thrown away and a strong flood tide to windward of us with Ballycotton
now showing up to the westward through the diminshing haze, instead of to the

east.

I didn’t deserve the luck of the day that followed,

one of those fantabulous days that come so seldome and we carried it all the
way to Crosshaven, where we ’crossed the line’ to a splendid salute of guns

from the R.M.Y.C. battery manned with great gallantry, as ever, by ’Sudsie’
We 91cked up our mooring, within hailing distance of the Club, at exactly 18.30

and the Mate in response to a semaphore message from Ballycotton was able to

catch the evening train from Dublin and join us that night;    she had been

unable to make the voyage with us and was courteous and kind about the
Skipper’s error of navigation merely remarking ’you just can’t leave the men

out in a boat alone without a woman to guide them’+

There’s really little else to tell;    "Galcador" was based

at Crosshaven for the rest of the summer ~ha~was better than we have hade for
quite some years; a planned clrcumnav!ga£1on of Ireland was twice frustrated,
once at Dun Laoghaire bya business summons abroad and once at Crookhaven by illnes

On the first occasion we sailed from Cork and made a

mandatory visit to Dunmore East; sailing from there early one mourning we were

blown by gale,(that caught up with us off Carnsore Point, north along inside

the banks) like the proverbial scalded cat to Dun Laoghalre, averaging little

over eight and a halfo    We stayed on there for Regatta Week, intending
originally to take off in the middle of it, however we stayed to the end, survivlr

visits to various Yacht Clubs inside the Pale, before turning south again for

Roaring Water Bay, Carberrys hundred isles and Dinghy Week at Baltimore.

During our stay in these waters we re-vlslted old friends in the Cape, Schull,

and Crook and it was in Crookhaven that we met our second Waterloo on our
second attempt to round the Island we llve in.

The skipper, who never had a more serious illness in

his life than varying degrees of morning ’afterness’, came down with what has
been variously described by sailing ,’f~i~ds,’ as the ’agey’, %nno’, ’blockage

of the grapevine’, ’just fate’ - and many,less polite observances.     To put

the matter in chronological order; In a moment of aberation during the

preceedlng Dinghy Week, having met ~pwith Dan Breen, the Father of the Cork

Film Festival, we agreed to take to sea, on our return to the site of battle

from the Metropolis the following week, a film star family that was staying

at the hotel in Baltimore.     Arrived back in Baltimore on the Tuesday night
of the last week in July, and we shipped aboard ’Minor’, the son of Junion,

who in turn is the son of the writer - and they are all called Clayton Love.
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Not being as dedicated as his father he is prepared to go to sea in something

a little larger and somewhat more stable than a 505 - he sails a Cadet -
and unblushingly I pay him the trlbute~ he is a fine little seaman~ just

leaving his first decade of years behind him°

We were bound for Glengariff next~ to pick up the Mate
and Karen Goedeken~ daughter of Horst~ who had both sailed with us earlier,

and the only regret was that father couldn’t have stayed longer with us~

but have no doubt that he’s handed on the sailing tradition to his daughter who,

incidentally~ celebrated her eighteenth birthday in Crookhaven at a party
which included half a dozen nationalities = English~ French9 German~ American,

Spanish and Irish ~ to the music of the inevitable ’honky tonk’ and melodian

to which the Manolas contributed their own version of Flemenco and guitar

strumming°

Before sailing from Baltimore on the Wednesday morning,
Minor and myself went ashore to top up the shopping and were given the message

relayed from Sherkin to Denis Salter that our guests would be joining us at

1Oo30 a~mo    I must confess I had completely forgotten my promise of the week

before so I had to make quick arrangements that if they were willing I would
take them to Glengariff and they could be driven back to Baltimore from there;

this was readily agreed when they arrived and we were introduced to Rod Steiger

and his wife~ Claire Bloom~ and their daughter°    I’m not much good at this

cinema star business nowadays - I cannot remember when I was last in a cinema -
but they were very nice people, and I am given to understand very eminent in

their profession°

I pointed out to them that the weather was umpromising

and was likely to be misty all day~ and after we got through the Gascanage
there would likely be quite a swell, but they were insistent on going - so

we sailed° He had served in the Navy during the War° West of the
passage between the islands the mist came very trick and~ as a precaution~

a compass course was laid to take us well off the land and clear of the

Calves;    when we got up off the Brow it had turned to fog~ and our passengers
were quite sick so we abandoned the canvas and went about for Crookhaven under

engine~ visibility was rapidly deteriorating and we were rather fortunate to

make the entrance before it closed in altogether.     We landed our passengers
with some relief.     They were very nice people but sick strangers aboard

a small yacht in dense fog could be the ingredients of many unhappy hours at

sea°      We made an attempt later in the afternoon when it lifted a little to

go on but off the entrance it closed in entirely and while we could still see

the bulk outline of the Corvette anchored there~ we used her as a beacon and
re-entered~ telephoned to the Mate and advised joining us there instead of at

Glengariff    and so we never rounded the Mizzen°

The original intention was to return from the West to
Kinsale for the Ba~ik Holiday week-end Regatta~ then round Ireland west and north

about~ and back to Crosshaven for the International 505 Championships°    The

passage to Kinsale was made by way of Schull~ Sherkin, Baltimore~ Castlehaven

and Glandore~ and we anchored in Kinsale on the Sunday night with the week-end
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festivities already off the launching .pad.and in £ul! orbit. Entering at
the Harbour mouth we.were overtaken b~ a.:c~nvert’ed~f’Ishing boat and treated

to a fine ,piece .of teddyboy’s ’Seuanship!;, haying drawn close enough abeam
of us to practically rub sides, the~ ~be~ �~ossed.our bows close enough to take
the paint off,(the vessel bedecked in regatta flags obviously bought at
Woolworths, from whence ~he,Commander.!:s wh~t~ topped gold bedecked cap might
also have come~ and then left the channel and went off at a merry gallop
across the bank~ ,I .do.hot suppose, ’ ...... ’ii~’"they ever heardof, much less read
Rule 25 "Regulations for Preventlng.,Colllsions at Sea".      I haven’t been
around my native harbour of Cork as much as this year for quite some time,
and I regret to say that the standard of ’driving’ appears generally to
approach that of our roads.

Once again the effort to round our homeland was
frustrated and the days set aside forit’wer& variously in the bunk, in
the bed~ and on the hard by the skipper while a trio of medicos tried to
ascertain the cause of continuous high running temperatures and a profusely
dripping carase that ~efused to stop dripping - in the end they gave up
without coming up with an answer, classified me as unclassifiable, shoved
me down~ and thanks to the Mate and a devoted daughter-in-law, I’ve been
afloat ever since.

The rest of the season was spent mostly ’en famile’
harbour cruising~ until John Love, John Murphy, the two Manuelas and myself
too off on a short cruise to England.

We left Cobh, September 17th~ just as the gale of
two days had blown itself out and except for a fairish sea still running
carrying a favourable and stiff breeze we were up off Landsend, after a
pleasant sunny passages in record time; we anchored and cleared off the
Royal Cornwall by 16OO hours the followlng afternoon°     I was boarded on
the last stroke of the razor by Humphrey Barton who~ having made the passage
home from St. John’s, Newfoundland, was bound away again for the West Indies. ’
It was quite sometime since I had previously met up with him and I returned to
his little wanderer to shake-up the renewed acquaintance over a couple of
glasses°     He was kinder than the Mate when I recounted my error of
navigation to him, saying in his simple way "It~ or something llke it,
happens to all of us some time or another, perhaps sometimes more often than
we care to admit" - and when he added to it that he too was seeking fair
winds and would again be caught hammering to windward except under dire
necessitous circumstances, I was greatly consoled.

We made one more call to Brixham, a port I had never
before been in to, on our way to Swanick at the top of the Hamble River, the
mouth of which we arrived off at 2015 on Sunday, September 2Oth - an awkward
time for navigating an awkward river in the dark, and almost immediately
after entering we nearly took the ground by going too far to starboard.
We were saved by a friendly shout from a yacht moored close by, which had
hitherto shown no sign of llfe, and rounding up with her, were given
instructions how to proceed on the rest of the way°
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The normal channel for most of the way Is marked with
lines of yachts moored to stakes to Starboard,~ but the buoys further up are un-
lighted, and there is an awkward bend Just before Swanlck Shore, but we made
it dead slow under engine and tied up at Moodys at 21.45.

"Galcador" lies at Moodys, stripped down and ’mothballed’
for the first time in nine and half years - a lucky yacht in which we
encountered winter and summer a high percentage of fair weather and very little
foul, steeped in memories of happy and splendld performance.

L
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"Galcador’ s" CruisQ~.

Cruise 1950.

Cruise 1951.

Cruise 1952.

Cruise 1953.

Cruise 1954.

Cruise 1955.

Cruise 1956.

Cruise 1957.

Cruise 1958.

Cruise 1959.

Cruise 1960.

Cruise 1961.

Cruise 1962.

Cruise 1963.

Cruise 1964.

Cruises 1950 -1964.
Under 300 miles.

947.4 miles.

301.8 miles.

464.0 miles.

888.l.miles.

620.8 miles.

2290.1 miles.

1090.7 miles.

1237.5 miles.

519.8 miles.

568.2 miles.

2784.1 miles.

3068.6 miles.

526.0 mlles.

708.4 miles.

2131.3 miles.

1868.0 miles.

, 1950 to ~964. 20.014.9 miles.
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A cruise with one foot on

dry l~nd~

by

Henri Masser and Peter McGloughllno

Sunday, 19th July.

"Segura" left Dun Laoghaire for Baltimore, Co. Cork,

with the Skipper, Mate, Sean Doyle, and Brendan Ebrill on board, stopping
the first night ar Rossl&re and the second at Ballycotton.

We reached Baltimore on Tuesday, 21st July, in time to

see the fleet of dinghies finishing their first day’s racing - for this
was I.D.R.A. Dinghy Week,~sponsored by the Baltimore Sailing Club.    There

were 505s, Fireflies, Enterprises (about 50 of theme) Fireballs, Scorpions,

18 footers and 12 ft. dinghies, all racing in th~ beautiful ~Glosed bit of

water;    the racing was exciting and vociferous and at times a bit confused.

However, everyone seemed to enjoy themselves and the catering, accomodatlon

and entertainment were magnificently handled by Tom Fuller and his very able
assistants, while the weather was perfect from the onlookers point of view.

During the week-end after the racing "Segura" made various

excursions - one to Barloge and Loch Hyne (what a beautiful little spotl)

and another to Schull, with Kitty and Bill Hacker who arrived with some
splendid white trout he had caught early that morning.     We went through

the narrow passage to the east of Sherkin Island and under the cable which

looked perilously near the top of "Segura’s" mast, to Roaring Water Bay and

Schull and back Hound Cape Clear Island waving to Mungo Park en route

as he sailed "Kitugani" to his new estate on Castle Island.

Saturday 2~th July - Saturday Ist August.

"Segura" stayed in Baltimore with Sean on board, while

the Skipper returned to Dublin to keep himself on the payroll of A.H. Masser
Limited o

Saturday, Ist August.

With Ann Hart and Denis O’Kelly and Gillian (the Skipper’s

daughter) the Mate and Skipper once again stepped aboard;with some very good

Baltimore lobsters we left on Sunday morning for Schull, calling at North
Harbour and Cape Clear Island on the way.

Monday. 3rd August,

A gloriously hot day on which we called in to Barley Cove

for a bathe and spent quite a bit of the day in bathing costumes. Then on
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round Mizen Head to Castletownbere where we spent a noisy night with al!
the local inhabitants buzzing round us on the way home from a dance in their
motor boats.

Tuesday. 4th August.

We left Castletownbere and sailed round Black Ball
Head, and Dursey Head, past the Bull and Calf and the Cow Islands, and up
the Kenmare River to Derrynane where we anchored for lunch and a walk
ashore.     As we sailed the rest of the way to Parknasilla, Denis caught
so many mackeral that it seemed this would become our staple diet for
the rest of the trip.

We decided to stay at Parknasilla for a couple of days
and spent our time walking, wining and dining.     At this point for the
first time the weather turned against us, and when we attempted to sall to
Dursey Head on Friday, 7th August, the water in Dursey Sound looked so
unpleasant, and with the wind freshening, we decided to go back to Parknasilla
for another night.

Saturday. 8th August.

This was a day to be remembered - sunshine and a good
breeze once we were through Dursey Sound and turned in to Bantry Bay. We
had a following wind which gave us a splendid exhilarating run right up to
Glengarlff where we found the liner "Caronia" dwarfing the landscape as
she waited for her passengem to return from a shore trip.

Here we left Denis and Ann Hart with Scan to look after
"Segura" and get the water and fuel tanks replenished while we spent another
three days in Dublin.

Wednesday. ll~h August.

A quick visit to Garnish Island, as beautiful and as
colourful as ever and excellently maintained.     We had another sunny and
interesting day’s sailing round Mizen Head ~here Ann Hart was heard te
assure Denis if he could guarantee her a fortnight of such weather a year
he could surely buy himself a crulser~

We reached Crookhaven in the evening and after a quick
trip to the lobster factory on the Thursday morning for llve lobsters
we set sail for Glandore.    This is a beautiful harbour but we must have
anchored in the wrong spot for "Segura" rolled abominably all through the
night although there was no wind.

Friday. 14th Au=~st.

Yet another fine day’s sailing from Glandore to Kinsale
where we met several friends and stayed the night within easy reach of
Crosshaven, our last objective before Ann Hart and Denis - and the good
weather - all left us at once on the Saturday afternoon.    If you want
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fine croising weather in Irish waters, take Ann Hart O’Kelly as a mascot~

Sundav~ 16th August.

Peter and Una arrived to-day.     Crosshaven was agog

with excitement - the World 505 Championships were about to start.    It

was a wonderful sight to see over 90 505s spread out on the Parking Platform,

their Racing flags flying and the continual tinkle of halyards tapping

against the aluminium masts in the wind.     Two hundred racing men and
crew passing from the Bar of the Royal Munster to the Slip, to make last

minute adjustments,and back to keep themselves in the right spirits.

Sunday it rained and when ! say it rained- I mean

solid heavy rain all day.    Crosshaven had its heaviest rain-fall in 40

year’s - 3" in one day°

Monday the racing started and we took on board about a

dozen visitors, mostly wives and friends of English competitors and Billy

Mooney to tell us all the wrong things the Racing men were doing. We
motored out into Cork Harbour;    the weather was gusty and wet. The
Skipper’s son, Bill Masser~ was one of the competitors~ with his crew,

Peter Barnett.

The racing was most interesting to watch.     The starting

line was set by the Committee Boat to give a dead to windward start; we

motored up to get a good view of this start.     It was a thrilling sight to

see nearly one hundred expert racing men shoot across the line as the gun
went°     We then motored up to the first mark to get a good view there, and

and then to the mark where the boats had to gybeo     This was worth watching.
The number of capsizes was enormous as the wind was about force 6 and the

yachts and dinghies came up to the mark in groups°

Back to our anchorage for drinks and lunch and out again in

the afternoon.     We dined that evening with the racing men. The Royal
Munster did a wonderful job in catering so well for so many.

We spent the rest of the week watching the racing each

day, sometimes towing a string of 505s out to the start and a larger string
back.     There was great interest in watching the tactics of the leaders,

John Parrington, Derek Farrant and M. Tanon, fighting it out for the Ist

place.      There were many capsizes in the early part of the week as the

weather was so bad°     Later in the week they held some of the races outside

the Cork Harbour~ partly because the movement of the liners could interfere

with the racing°     The sight of 90 505s with all their coloured spinnakers
set, made a memorable picture.

Although perhaps not strictly cruising it was an

extremely interesting and enjoyable week with trips to dine in Ballyconnellan

and Kinsaleo
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On Saturday, we welghed anchor and sailed out of

Cork Harbour for Dunmore East.     As we went a strong breeze came up

from the West giving us a wonderful Spinnaker run until it got too

strong to carry the spinnaker and we continued under full main at a
steady 6 knots to Dunmore, arriving in good time for a pleasant meal

at "The Haven".

We left "Segura" there for a week and the following

week-end, the Skipper with a strong crew brought the old ship safely
home to Dun Laoghaireo

Mate’s nQ~e:        If this cruise was somewhat
boring for the menfolk, with little or no navigation to worry about and
no halt-raising experiences, it was perfect from the point of view of

the women - peaceful nights in harbours, pleasant sailing in the

sunshine, lovely scenery -and cooking on an even keel.
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Skipper:

Crew."

Saunterin~ to Holland and back.

by

J. Faulkner Irving.

Faulkner Irving.

Peggle Dawes.
Jack Sharpe.

(Liverpool to Holyhead).

"Sea Saunterer", a 9 T.M. 33’ x 9’ x 5½’ masthead sloop

by Alan Buchan was finally handed over to me on May 22nd, 1963, by Messrs.

Henry Hornby & Co., to whom I owe a debt of Bratitude, for they had kindly

agreed to complete the yacht when the origil,al builders went into liquidation.

I was pleased when Jack Sharpe, Hon. Secretary, of the

Holyhead Sailing Club, agreed to join me in taking the boat from the Edgerton

Dock to Holyhead for, apart from his knowledge of the Mersey and of sailing,

he had been with me on my first off-shore passage some years ago. We drove

up from Shropshire, where he had been staying with me, and much later on

the night of the 22nd we were aboard and soon asleep - perhaps launching the
boat on my birthday was, as the law-yers say, a contributory factor to this~

Next morning we were soon away and, although we were unlucky in not having

much wind, reached Holyhead in due course without incident.

When Jack left me at Holyhead, I was joined by "Dawsie"

and we set off southwards, calling in at many harbours, for this we think is

the most enjoyable form of cruising, and I feel fortunate that I can afford

the time.     We were lucky with the wind and weather from Holyhead to the

Solent, although we nearly got into trouble when, late one evening, near

Newquay, intending to change the jib, I tripped the main halyard winch in

error, with the result that the main halyard jumped the topmost sheave and
jammed, with the main down just above the cross-trees.    Although I disliked

the idea, I swarmed up the mast and released the main and set it up against on

the topping life.     This worked reasonably well until we were rounding the
Lizard with a force 6 or 7 blowing and a very lumpy sea, and we could not , of

course, reef.    The result was that we took rather a lot of water on board,
both ventilator cowls being taken off - a job I should have done myself earlier-

a lesson learntl        1 am not ashamed to say though, that the shelter of

Falmouth Harbour and the hospitality of the Royal Cornwall Yacht Club were
most welcome.

After we left Falmouth, we cruised slowly along the south

coast, calling in at Plymouth, Brixham, Weymouth and Poole ( a harbour for

which one certainly requires a chart if one does not wish to run aground)

and then on to Lymington.       We had thgught of going on further but my
wife, sister, slster-in-law, brother, nieces and nephews and some lriends
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all wanted to sail in the new boat and, as none cared too much for the open

sea, we decided to potter in the sheltered water of the Solent and its

environs, and I laid "Saunterer" Up, under cover, for the winter at the

Berthon Boat Company’s yard at Lymlngton.

During the wlnter I had written to David May, Managing
Director of the Berthon Boat Co. suggesting that I would llke "Saunterer"

put into the water on April 3Oth.    I arrived at Lymington about noon

on that day, just in time to see her, with gleaming topsides, going down

the slipway into the water.     The mast was stepped in the afternoon,

the tanks were filled, batteries and engine checked, even the stove was

tested, and all the gear brought out of the winter store which one rents
from the yard.    It was all done so quietly and quickly that I thought to

myself that this was flttlng-out the easy way~      For the next few days I

stayed at the local inn and did those few pottering jobs which most owners,

probably quite wrongly, consider that only they can do, and on May 5th, I

was joined by Dawsie, who arrived from Dublin.      She stocked up the

galley with what appeared to me, a mere male, to be an enormous amount of
food for two people, and next day we were away down the river, past the

dozens of beautiful yachts that lle on each side of the channel and out

once more into the Solent.     How pleasant it was to be on %he water again

even though it was a greyish day.

As I mentioned before, we like to visit as many places as

possible, so Gosport being our next port of call, we had not planned to set

off before lunchtime.     The 13.40 forecast was wind S. 5-7 but, having been

used to the Irish Se~ we feel we can go out in any weather except a gale in

the sheltered Solent, and we had a very pleasant sail, passing the ill-fated
America’s Cup challengers, Kurrewa and Sovereign, who were out racing, on

the way.     Although we found Gosport had little to recommend it, we did,
however, take time to sall up the Hamble River which is, of course, beautiful

and again fuR1 of lovely yachts.

The next day the 06.45 forecast was wind S.SW.5-6, visibility
poor and fog. If there is one thing we dislike it is fog but we

decided to set off for Newhaven all the same and, fortunately, the fog did

not materialise. We made goodish headway and had the Nab abeam at I0.OO
and were soon past the Owers L.V. only to be held up at the entrance to

Newhaven Harbour, the signal for the entrance to the harbour being against us

for no apparent reason, there belng nothing coming out of the harbour.

We had hoped to get on to Dover the next day but the early
morning forecast was for fo;ce 7 winds, in our particular area, and gales

almost everywhere else and, having ~eft the sheltered waters of the Solent

we felt discretion was ~erhaps the better part of valour, and decided to go
to Brighton on the bus to visit the Regency Exhibition at the Royal Pavilion,

the Prince of Wale’s summer palace I, the 18th century, where he entertained

Sheridan, Fox, Byron etc to say nothing of the beautiful Mrs. Fitzherbert.

There is a lot to see in Brighton.     The "Lanes" are fascinating to anyone even
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vaguely interested in antiques and Dawsie was extremely pleased to be able

to buy a piece of Famille Verte, which she collects.      The Corporation

have just given their blessing to the building of what will be the largest
yacht marina in Europe, so the next time, who know we may even sail there~

A yacht marina is also in the process of being built at Newhaven and, while it

is far from beautiful at the moment, not yet having been landscaped, the

hospitality at the Yacht Club was marvellous and, as well as providing us
with piping hot baths, gave us the most sumptious meal.      We very rarely

feed out whilst cruising, much preferlng to shop and cook for ourselves on

board but this really was something super.

The next day the forecast at 06.45 was rather better,

being SW 4-6, so we decided to be away.     The sea was very lumpy indeed

from the high winds of the day before and it took me what seemed an

incredibly long time to set main and small jib; the lumpy conditions
prevailed all the way to Dover.      We seemed to be rather unlucky with

signals outside harbours and again we had to wait for quite a while outside

Dover before getting the all clear signal to enter.     The tide rip across

this harbour entrance, together with the large sea which was running, made

this wait somewhat uncomfortable.      Once inside, we anchored off the

Royal Cinq Ports Yacht Club.     It behoves one to be very careful here

because of the 21 foot rise at springs, as we found to our cost next morning,

being delayed for a quarter of an hour as "Saunterer" sat on the bottom.
We did not lock into the yacht basin, as one can only enter or leave this an

hour before or an hour after high water, and we feel this is unpleasantly

restricting, so we Spent a rather rolley night in the outer harbour, owing to

the constant passage of steamers causing a great deal of wash, with a view to
pressing on ~t an early hour the following morning.

The sall from Dover to Dunkirk was wonderful - one of

those days one will always remember.      The sun shone down on us brightly,

there was not a cloud in the sky and we had a free wind. What more could

one want?      We arrived at 14.OO hours and ran up the yellow flag but the

Customs people were not in the least bit interested in us and only wanted to

be left in peace.     An inspection of "Saunterer" would certainly not have

been very fruitful~

From Dunkirk to Ostend the following day was another

glorious trip with the same lovely sunshine and the same fairly strong free

wind - westerly.    The channel here, all the way from the Dyck L.V. to Ostend

is so clearly buoyed that one has not a moment’s anxiety, even though, of
course, the channel is fairly narrow and there is mlld sand on either sand.

On arriving at Ostend, we made straight for the yacht harbour, where we were
immediately met by the boatman from the yacht club (speaking almost perfect

English, I may add) who found us a place in the very crowded harbour and

assisted us in making fast.      We think Ostend is a most attractive harbour

and the North Sea Yacht Club there equally attractive. The shops are full

of the most inviting food we have seen for a long time. This made catering

great fun and, in fact, we would quite happily spend five or six days here

and hope to do so at some future date.      We did spend two days here this time.
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We again had a lovely day and a free wind (the Westerly

is, of course, the prevailing wind at this time of the year) for the sail

to Flushing.     We left Ostend at 11035 and carried a very strong 3 knot tide

and although it may sound like ’pub talk’ we did the 35 miles in exactly 4
hours.      Once through the Lock at Flushing, we turned into the Yacht Harbour.

The Harbour Master was most friendly and obliging but the small harbour was

absolutely packed and it was not easy squeezing ourselves in but eventually we

got tied up fore and aft to the brightly coloured yellow piles, which are
quite a feature of this yacht basin.    I must say now that these Continental

yacht harbours have great advantages°    One invariably steps straight ashore

from one’s yacht and there is always water lald on, with a tap every few yards~

and a hose pipe handy for filling up the water tank or swilling down the decks.
The very idea of launching a dinghy and rowing ashore would, one feels, horrify

them.     In fact, we did not unlash our dinghy from the time we left Dover till

the time we arrived back there again.

Here, at Flushing, for the first time, the Customs were

interested in us.    In no time at all after we arrived two uniformed gentlemen

presented themselves, looking rather llke something from Gilbert & Sullivan

in their gay uniforms with white braid epaulettes. They turned out to be most

pleasant and gave us a deal of useful information.

After the evening meal, we were sitting in the cockpit, con-

templating the scene, when I noticed a very small yacht - a Silhouette, only

2 or 3 tons flying an Isle of Man burgee, so I asked the skipper and his wife
(who were sailing alone) over for a drink.     It transpired that he had not taken

up sailing until he was over 60 and that they had trailed the boat to Dover and were

going to "do" the Dutch waterways.

After Flushing, we motored up the Walcheren canal to Veere,, a

fascinating town, once a centre of the woolen trade and one of the busiest

ports in Holland.    Now with the closing of the Veere Gat, it will soon only

be used by yachts. Then through the huge modern lock at Kats into the Ooster

Schelde (inland sea) to Zierikzee.     One has to be somewhat careful in the

locks as they are apt to be tightly packed with large commercial vessels which,
naturally enough, are given priority over yachts.     Actually, being only two

of us and one a woman at that, you can imagine we were a trifle short-handed

for locks and we were kept busy!     However, we managed to get back with only

one very slight mark on our topsides, although our fenders took a pounding.

As I mentioned before, the buoyed channel from Calais to Ostend is very slmpl~

but the inland seas are another matter and require a good deal of concentration.
There’is not one channel but several possible ones, and the buoys have to be

watched llke a hawk and immediately marked off on the chart or one is in real
trouble, as nowhere is there much depth and, worst of all, some of them are

virtually non-tldal.     Two Germans, cruising in the district, whom we met and

spent an evening with at Ostend, told us they had been aground on one of the

many sandbanks all one night and felt themselves very lucky to have got off at

all.      We later saw two Dutch boats aground and now we know why Dutch boats have

flat bottoms and lee boards~
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Zierikzee is a picturesque little town, with its gay floral

decorations, and it gave us an idea of what the more countrified and isolated

parts of Holland are llke.     We were met there by a woman, who took our

warps and asked us if she could do our shopping for us - a most unusual

service we thought.

The next daywe set off again through the Keeten Mastgat

and the Hollandsche Diep, the hot sun still beating down upon us.     The

wash from the traffic, the meandering course, and the necessity of keeping

a close watch on the buoys made sailing a somewhat haxardous business, so

we kept on under engine and this gave us more time to watch with interest the

huge barges laden with coal, hay, cars and almost anything else you might

care to mention.    When we had bought petrol at Zierlkzee we reallsed that

we must learn to think in lltres.     Our Stuart Turner engine demanding one

third of a pint of oll to two gallons of petrol made my schooldays and
calculations in decimals seem a long way off~

Eventually we joined the Oude Maas and by evening we had

arrived at the bridge at the entrance to Dordrecht.     This bridge only

opens at certain times of the day and so, having hung about for some time
waiting for this event, we flnallyentered the port just as dark was

descending and made fast to a Pilot boat by the Boudlens Hotel Belle Vue,

with a view to looking for the yacht harbour the following day.    Incidentally,

the times of opening of all bridges can be seen in the Almanak voor Wateroerlsme
which is obtainable from the Museumpleln 5, Amsterdam.     The houses and hotels

etc. in Dordrecht come right down to the waters edge, something as in Venice,

and, as we sat in "Saunterer’s" cabin that evening having a meal, we could

see diners in the Hotel Belle Vue sipping their coffee and brandy.    The hotel

was in black and white, very like the Hibernlan, and one could imagine that
one sailed up Dawson St.~

There turned out to be two yacht basins in Dordrecht and

both were full and not too keen to overcrowd themselves further, but with the

help of a very kind Dutchman with whom we made friends, arrangements were

made for me to leave "Saunterer" there for two weeks whilst I returned to

Shropshlre amd Dawsie to Dun Laoghalre.

We spent two happy and hot days in Dordrecht which is a

very attractive city in the old Dutch style.     Rotterdam, a few miles away,

which we also visited, could not be more different.     It was very badly

bombed in the last war and has been entirely re-built.    The re-buildlng has

been very carefully planned and the central shopping area - where pedestrians

only are allowed - is attractive but we both preferred the ancient Dordrecht.

After a fortnight at home, Dawsle and I met in London and

we returned to Dordrecht via Amsterdam, as we both wished to visit the Riks

Museum there.     We enjoyed this i~mensely and could easily have spent another

day there°     The yacht basin at Dordrecht is in the middle of the city and,
consequently, we found "Saunterer" both inside and out, covered with a very

thick layer of dust.     Fortunately there was a hose at hand and Dawsle seemed
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to enjoy hosing the decks - at least I told myself she enjoyed it~     The
next day all was ready, apart from the fact that the trees which overhang the

haven seemed to have grown during our absence and to have entangled themselves

with our mast and cross-trees, and there was only a bridge, which had to be

opened specially for us, before we were away.

We seriously thought of going m through the Kiel canal

into the Baltic.    I had all the charts on board, but the problem of laying

up in Denmark for the winter and the difficulty of the journey backwards and

forwards rather deterred us, so we took the easy way, waved au-revoir to the
Harbour Master, and set off for Lymington.     As the route back to Lymington

was roughly the same as the journey out, except that we also pulled in to
visit Zeebrugge, I will not say too much about it except that, alas, instead

of the very helpful free wind which we had most of the way out, we had to

beat back, without exception, from Flushing to Lymington.    Much more tirlng~

All in all though we thoroughly/every minute of this cruise and very much /enjoyed/
hope to return to at least some of the places visited.      We were, of course,

most exceptionally lucky with the weather and had plenty of wind, combined with

hot sun, nearly all the time.
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An item of interest°

Fergus McKinley in his log "To the Scottish Islands with

Steptoe and Son" mentions the’~Iscovery’ by tourists of the Isle of Islay,

following an article which appeared last winter in a Sunday newspaper.

The following letter from the President of the Islay, Jura

and Colonsay Tourist Association, Bowmore~ Isle of Islay~ appeared in
The Sunday Express of January 3rd, 1965.

"On February 2, 1964, you published an article

on Islay, by Graham Williams. In so doing you "sold"
the island to many thousands of people who had not

previously heard of the place°    You literally put Islay

on the Tourist map.

The article produced some 20,000 postal
enquiries for literature, accomodation etc. and the

consequent stream of visitors resulted in a much longer

and generally improved holiday season.

Practically everyone has reported a record

level of business and, despite an abnormally bad spell

of summer weather, most of the "first time" visitors

enjoyed themselves and intend to return.

tOO.

The article brought about other changes

Last summer’s traffic strained our steamer

service to its limits and this has resulted in an urgent

re-thinking of the sea transport needs of this area;

there are plans to operate a much improved service during

the coming season and the prospects of being given a
fast modern ferry are now much enhanced°

A £19000,000 holiday village is being planned.

The majority of Islay’s resident population

welcome these developments.     The islander does not see

any real conflict between his interests and the changes
which are envisaged"°

The Editor.
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Lis~ of Me~bers.

Name: Address. Yacht.

Thames

Tonnage.

Aldworth, R.H. Islandview, Whitehead,
Coo Antrim.

Duckling.
.

Anderson, A.W. Balmacara, Deanfleld,

Londonderry°

Lapwing. 3%.

Andrews, D.

Arnold, R.C.

Barnes, D.

Beck, H.

Berridge, Lt.Col.

R.L.

Belfast Mills, Percy St.

Belfast 13.
Office: 22451.

Home: Bangor 60631.

13, Malone Hill Park,
Belfast.

53, Sycamore Road,
Mount Merrion, Dublin.

I0, Murdock Court,

Middlebhry~ Vermont,
U.S.A.

Ashleam, Monkstown,
Co. Cork

Home: Glenbrook 841022.

Ocean Dove.

Cu-na-Mara.

China Bird.

Shindilla.

8%.

.

13.

13.

Beckett, J.D. 52, Sydney Ave°

Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Dara.
.

Begley, W. 87, Tritonville Road,

Sandymount, Dublin.

Home: 684947.

Bourke, J.R. Corbiere, Ashbournm Aveo

Limerick.

Office: Limerick 45444.

Home:     Limerick 45479.

Iduna.
,

Boyd, J.M.

Bradley, D.

Quarry House, Cralgantlet,

Holywood, Co. Down.

"Mostyn" Grove Lawn,

Blackrock, Co° Dublin.
Office: 53351.
Home: 882552°



Braidwood, W.S.

Braidwood, Mrs.

Bridges, Mrs. M.C.

Brindley, A.C.

Broderick, K.J.

Brown, C.

Brown, J.F.

Brown, W.D.

Bunting, P.J.

Butler, J.C.

Butler, S.

Campbell, R.P.

Chadwick, T.

Charles, R.

3, Dufferin Villas,
Bangor, Co. Down.

3, Dufferin Villas,
Bangor, Co. Down.

Seamark, Glandore,
Co. Cork.
Home: Leap 7.

Pendennls, Gordon Ave.
Foxrock, Co. Dublin.

Office: 78617.

Home: 893444.

Kilcoran, Knapton Road,

Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.

c/o, Spindrift, Baily,

Co. Dublin.

151, Seafield Road,
Clontarf, Dublin 3.

212, Shore Road,
Portaferry, Co. Down.

Faunmore,

Holywood, Co. Down.
Office: Belfast 21892.

Home:     Holywood 3744.

Belgrove, Cobh,
Cork.

Bonnie Doon, Coliemore Rd.

Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

Cotswolds, Foxrock,
Co. Dublin.

Office: 72125.

Home: 893242.

Lissen Hall, Swords,
Co. Dublin.

Office: 280381.

Home: 201220.

28a, Kensington,

Church St., London, W.8.

Cruishkeen.

Aletta.

Venturer.

Curlew.

Blacksod.

Wender.

Happy Morning.

Verve.

Huzure P.O.

14.

.

92.

.

.

.

I0.

8.



Cudmore, F.

Cudmore, H.

...

Cudmore H. Junior.

Westcourt, College Road,
Cork.
Office: 24019.
Home: 42662.

Rose!elgh, Western Road,
Cork.
Office: 24019.
Home: 43041.

Rose!eigh, Western Road,
Cork.
Home:      43041.

Setanta.

Auretta.

Cupid.

I0.

.

(Cadet)

Cudmore, R.

b

D’Alton, H.M.A.

Roseleigh, Western Road,
Cork.
Home:     43041.

Kilda Cottage, Killlney,
Co. Dublin.

,Dawes, Miss K.P. The Moorings, Harbour Road,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.
Home:    805770.

Denvir, Miss J. Mount Bernard, Cobh,
Co. Cork.

Emmy. 12
National.

Devereux, A. IO, Fleet St., Dublin.

Dillon, A. Kilteragh Lodge,
Westminster Road,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin.

Doyle, D.N. Lauriston, Douglas Road,
Cork.

Querida. 14.

Doyle, T.F.

D ffu , _J .C.

B

¯ Duff, J.M.

Dunn, Aidan.
Acting Hon. Sec.

~b ,.

Ardmannagh, Glenbrook,
Co. Cork.

37, West 7St_h St.
New York 23, U.S.A.

II, Queen’s Park,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

2, Nutley Road,
Ballsbridge, Dublin.
Office: 70733.
Home: 091158.

Elsa.

Naomi
P.O.

Naomi.
P.0.

Saltarello
Shortwave.

21.

o

B

9.



Clark, H.W.S. Wild Goose. IO,

Clegg, J.A.

Cobbe, T.L.

Coe, R.

Gorteade Cottage,
Upperlands, Co. Derry.

Craigside, Langley Ave.,
Bingley, Yorks.

Newbridge House,
Donabate, Co. Dublin.

Craigie, Monasterevan,
Co. Kildare.

Sinbad of
Abersoch.

Charm.

II.

e

Collins, H.A.B. Clanallen, Manse Road,
Kilkeel, Co. Down.

Collins, W.J.

Cooke, K.
R.O.R.C. Measurer.

Weir View, Sunday’s Well,
Cork.
Office: Cork 20636.
Home: Cork 24038.

"Salia" Dublin Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
Office: 71801.
Home: 322348.

Courtney, R. Ross More, Claremont Road,
Howth, Co. Dublin.
Office: 44686.
Home: 323090.

Brynoth.

Coyne, T.P. I, Glenvar Park,     (Overseas).
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Craig, G.D. Belvedere, Harbour Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

Glenarlff.
.

Cresswell, R.S. Lynton, Dalkey Ave.,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

Crosbie, Commdr.

Crosbie, E.

Crosbie, T.

Garrydale, Tivoli,
Co. Cork.

Woodlands, Montenotte,
Cork.

Woodlands, Montenotte,
Cork.

If. 12.

Cross, T. Montenotte House,
Lr. Montenotte, Cork.
Office: 20595.
Home: 22396.



A

EIIiot,,W.M.

Falkiner, Dr. N.

Fannln, R.N.

Faulkner, J.A.

Faulkner, J.D.

Felix, B.

Fielding, Dr. R.J.

Fitzgerald, J.

Flanagan, R.J.

French, Miss D.

Fuller, T.

Glover, Mrs. L.

Glover, Dr. W.E.

Gogarty, D.

Goodbody, H.P.

Hillsborol
59, Cromwell Road,
Canterbury, Kent.
Office:    Nonlngton 319.
Home: Canterbury 65679.

24, uPp. Fitzwilllam St.
Dublin.

I17, St. Assam’s Ave.,
Raheny, Co. Dublin.

Doon, Cultra, Holywood,
Co. Down.

Olinda, Cralgavad,
Co. Down.
Office: Belfast 744261.
Home:     Holywood 2783.

Kerandre, Montee de Fontvert,
Les Lune, Six-Fours-la-Plage,
Var, France.

Cartrlff, Douglas, Co. Cork.

24, Patrick St., Cork.

119, Vernon Ave., Clontarf.

Pamir Cottage, Dunmore East,
Co. Waterford.

Grianan, Skibbereen,
Co. Cork.

Rosamar, Mile Cross,
Newtownards, Co. Down.
Home: Newtownards 2633.

Rosmar, Mile Cross,
Newtownards, Co. Down.
Office: Belfast 30111.
Home: Newtownards 2633.

"Lamlash" Mornington,
Drogheda, Co. Louth.

The Glen, Cobh, Co. Cork.
Office: 21701.
Home: 811322o

Sheena.

Euphanzel.

Nordene.

Angellque.

Tyrena.

Tyrena.

Catalina.

Sonata.

Heron

e

154.

17.

II.

II.

.



Green, ~. Helen. II.

Green, M.

Green, R.

Green, Mrs. M.

Greer, P.H.
Commodore.

Guinness, J.H.

Guinness, P.

Hail, R.C.A.

Hanan, T.J.

Harman, S.T.S.

Hegarty, B.

Hegarty, D.

Heidorn, Miss A.G.

Hely, Air Commodore,
A.H.O.B.E.

Hennessy, Dr. St.J.

Henry, F.J.

M.B., F.R.C.S.I.

Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road,

Dundonald, Belfast.

Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road,

Dundonald, Belfast.

Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road,

Dundonald, Belfast.
Home:     63175.

Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road,

Dundonald, Belfast.

22, Greenfield Road, Sutton.

Dublin.

Office: 71801.

Home: 323195.

Ceanchor House, Baily,

Co. Dublin.

15, Queensberry Way,

London, S.W.7.

Liseniska, Monkstown,
Co. Cork.

Kenmare, Kill Road,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin.

Lichfield, Ballintemple,

Co. Cork.

Baily, Co. Dublin.

2, Killeen Terrace,

Malahlde, Co. Dublin.

Seabank, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin.

8, Saxholme Dale,

Bassett, Nr. Southampton.

Carna, Connemara,
Co. Galway.

Match Box, Mount Anville Rd.
Dundrum, Dublin 14.

Helen. II.

Sarlta. 12.

Helen of

Howth. 29.

Sharavoge. 5.

Rob Roy

McGregor.
.

Rippon. 8.

Carina. 4.

Puffin. MermAid.

Silver Moon. 17’

Cygnet. 9.

Aisling. 8.

Jacqueline.

Seadog, II.



Henry, G.R.

Hicks, S.O

O.B.E.

Higginbotham, J.W.

Hilliard, C.E.

Hollwey, G.W.

Hollwey, Lt.Col. J.B.

Horsman, H.F.

Hunt, C.K.

Hunter-Blalr, Mrs. D.

Irving, J.F.

Jacob, B.

Kay, A.

Kearney, J.B.

Kelly-Rogers,
Capt. J.C.

Match Box, Mount Anville Road,

Dundrum, Dublin 14o
Home: 984956.

Cuan Hills Farm, Ballydorn,
Killinchy, Cb. Down.

Office:    Belfast 57251.

Home:    Killinchy 468.

Weatherly, Claremont~

Howth, Coo Dublln.

Carrigart~ Ballincurrig,

Douglas Road, Cork.

Home: 33398°

Dunstaffnage, Still0rgan,
Co. Dublin.

Eskl~ Shehr, Cablnteely,
Co. Dublin.~

Templerainy House, Arklow,

Co. Wicklowo

c/o, Arthur Guinness Ltd.
Wexford.

Seacllffe House,

Aberdour, Fife.
Scotland°

The Moorings~ Harbour Road,

Sandycove~ Co. Dublin.

15, Cunningham Drive,
Dalkey, Coo Dublin.

Office:    503222J

Home:    806614°

49, Offington Park, Sutton,

Co. Dublin.

27, Eaton Square, Monkstown,

Co. Dublin.

Spindrift, Shore Road,

Portmarnock, Co. Dublin.
Office: 46851o

Home:     350028.

Grey Seal 6%.
of Strangford.

Mimosa. (17’

Tora. 6.

Cockabony.

Shearwater. Dinghy 12’

Sea Saunterer.    9.

Argus. 5.



Kennedy, H.P.

Kimber, G.

Kirkham, T.G.

Knott, H.B.

Knox-Gore, Col.
W.A.C.A., D.S.O.

Lambert, H.

Land.n, Capt. E.G.

Large, R.T.

Lawless, P.D.

Lee, R.

Leonard, A.G.

Leonard, G.B.

Love, B.

Love, C.

Luke, Derek.

21, Wellington Park,
Belfast 9.
Office: 226941.
Home: 668686.

c/o, Mails Branch,
Commonwealth Relations Office,
Downing St.,
London, S.W.I.

127, Rathgar Road,
Dublin.

Marlay, Proby Square,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin¯

Pontoon Lodge,
Foxford, Co. Mayo.

18, Crossthwaite Park East,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.

Crannog, Banagher,
Co. Offaly.
Home: Offaly 24.

Rosehill House,
Carysfort Ave., Blackrock.
Office:    61236.
Home:    880574.

Heydere, Westfields,
S.C. Road, Limerick.

Beaumont Cottage, Waltham Terr.
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

24, Maryville Park, Belfast 9.
Home: 669883.

24, Maryville Park, Belfast.

Seabank, Clifton Terrace,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Seabank, Clifton Terrace,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Windward, Strand Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
Office: 53351.
Home:    322507.

Tosca Ii.

Astrophel

Pamela.

Arandora.

Sea Bird.
(P.O).

Mot~hari 111.

Lamita.

Lamita.

Galcador.

Emanuel

505.

10.

¯

.

4%

¯

.

,

20.

.



Luke, Dermot. Fairways, Carrickbrack Road,

Sutton, Co. Dublin.

Office: 71801.

Home: 322634.

McAuley, F.D. 44, Fitzwilliam Square,

Dublin.

Macauley, W.P. Ballyward House,

Manor Kilbride.

Blessington,
Co. Wicklow.

Heather Bell. 52.

McCleery, H. Island Bane, Killinchy,

Co0 Down.

McConnell, J.C.

McConnell, Mrs.M.

Darwin House,
Cunningham Road,

Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

Office:    73141.

Darwin House,
Cunningham Road,

Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

Susanna.
.

McCormick, W.H.D.

Rear Commodore.

Brooklyn, Greencastle,

Lifford, Co. Donegal.

Office: Derry. 4081.

Home: Greencastle 5.

Diane.
.

McCoulI, M.J. 47, Earlswood Road,

Belfast.
Lorelei.

McDowell, J.R. Cherryhill, Ballymullan Rd. Caitlin. 6½
Crawfordsburn, Co. Down.

Office: 28221.
Home: Helen’s Bay 3165.

McFerran, K. Dangan, Carrlckmines, Huzure, 6.
Co. Dublin. (P.O~.

" McGonagle, L. Fingal, Strand Road,

Sutton, Co. Dublin.

Mcllwaine, A.D. Barra, Crawfordsburn,
Co. Down.

Sheenan. 17.

Mcllwaine, Mrs. Y. Barra, Crawfordsburn,
Co. Down.

McKee, M. 2, Sandrlngham Drive. Marie of 5.
Bangor. Howth.
Offlce: 22734.
Home :     2692.



McKenna, D.C.

Mackeown, J.A.

McKinley, F.

McLaverty, C.

McLaverty, K.

McMullen, L.

McNally, R.J.

Macken, J.J.

Mackey, K.

Madden, Arthur G.

Maguire, B.C.

Maguire M.J.

Maher, Patrick.

Mahony, J.A.C.

Mallagh, T.J.S.

46, Palace Gardens Terrace,
Kensington, London, W.8.
Office: London Ave. 3070.
Home:    Par. 8144.

57, Leeson Park,
Dublin.

Beechfield, Sydney Ave.
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

47, Portwood Road,
Southampton, Hants.

201, York Ave., East Cowes,
Isle of Wight.

The Dell, Gordon Ave.
Foxrock, Co. Dublin.

42, Mount Prospect Ave.
Clontarf, Dublin 3.

White House, Dalkey Ave.

6, The Close,
Mount Merrion, Dublin.

Hazeldene, Marina,
Blackrock, Co. Cork.

Northfield, 36 Herbert Road,
Hornchurch, Essex.

Grosvenor House,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Ballinglanna, Douglas Road,
Cork.
Office:    25252.
Home:    33966.

Cloghroe House, Blarney,
Co. Cork.

I, St. James’ Terrace,
C ionskeag~,Dublln 14.

Huff of
Arklow.
Antolneete.

Sarcelle.

Dauntless

Durward.

Rainbow¯

Curlew.
(P.O).

Aileen.
(Dragon)

Fafner.

14.

5.

6.

o

.

6.

,

.

.



Marshall, A.H. 6, Castlehill Park West,

Belfast 4.
La petite mamselle. 5.

Martin, F.D.

Masser, A.H.

Maxwell, F.

2, Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane,

Shankill, Co. Dublin.

Edros, Baily,

Co. Dublin.

Office: 79801.
Home:     323162.

Bloomfield, Newcastle,

Co. Wicklow.

Adastra. 8.

(P.O).

Segura. 23.

Mellon, D. Thormonby Lodge, Howth,
Co. Dublin.

Spray. 2.

Mellon, D.E.
M.D.

8, Fitzwilllam Square,

Dublin.

Janet. 12.

Micks, R.H.

M.D.

18, Fitzwilliam Place,
Dublin.

Miller, C.G. Shortalstown, Killlnick,
Wexford. (Murrlntown 8).

Calloo. 4.

Minchin, J

Mitchell, E.D.

Knockrea House,

Douglas Road, Cork. (332300

Carrowdore Castle,

Millisle, Co. Down. (Millisle 234)

Pride of

Leap.

Zonda.

.

6.

Mitchell, P.D. Apartment IA, Decarle Towers,

57S7, Decarle Blvd.
Montreal, Canada.

Montgomery, A.M. Brocca, 5 North Ave.,

Mount Merrion, Dublin.

Office: 79232.

Home: 881045.

Zeewil.
.

Mooney, A.W. Ardfern, Breffni Road,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.
Home:    804366.

Montgomery, E.J. 78, Northumberland Road.
Dublin.

Office: 61201.

Home: 67852.

Caravelle.     2.



Morck, Dr. P.B.

Morck, Mrs. P.C.

Morehead, R.

Morris, A.

Morrison, I.

Mosse, W.P.

Mulhern, J.

Murphy, W.J.

Murray, B.

Nixon, W.M.

O’Brlen E.

O’Byrne, T.E.

O’Ceallaigh, C.

18, St. Catherines Park,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.
Office: 801078.
Home: 803152.

Frankfort Lodge, Merrion Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Home: 880852.

Frankfort Lodge, Merrion Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Currablnpy, Crosshaven,
Co. Cork.

Clonmore Glebe, Piltown,
Co. Kilkenny.
Home:    Fiddown 8.

Spindrift, Carrickbrack Road.
Baily, Co. Dublin.

Denedin, Bennetsbridge,
Co. Kilkenny.

Hillside, Upp. Mounttown,
Dun Laoghire, Co. Dublin.
Office:    77592.
Home:    801420.

15, Cleve Hill, Blackrock Road,
Cork.

17, Mount Prospect Ave.,
Clontarf, Dublin 3.
Office:    45851. Ex 558.
Home:    334422.

49, Gilnahirk Road,
Belfast 5.
Office:    669491.
Home:    650055.

39, Fitzwilliam Place,
Dublin.

Thorndale, Beaumont Park,
Balllntemple, Cork.

46, Killlney Road,
Killiney.

Samphire of
Osyth.

Windward.

Evarne.

Thumballna.

Julia.

Ii.

1%

II.

(Mermaid)

o



Payne, d. Somers. 49 Camden Terrace,

Crosshaven, Co. Cork.
Melody. Nat. 18’

Pearson, J.D. Craig View, Howth,

Coo Dublin°

~opep AoEo

P~rcell, DoJ.

Reid, NoC.

Roancarrig, Waterfall Rd.

Cork°

Office: 41851°
Home~ 41143o

3, Marlborough Road,

G1enageary, Coo Dublin°

I, Fifth Ave., Baylands,

Bangor, Co. Down.

Susette.
.

Riordan, Co

Robinson, Dr. G.

The Paddock, Templelawn,

Blackrock Rdo9 Cork°

15, Belgrave Square,

Monkstown, Coo Dublin°
Offlce~ 805581.
Home: 807207o

Tern.

Whimbrel.

.

3.

Rbche. ToH.

Ronan, J.Go

Ros-na-Grelne, Avoca Ave°,

Blackrock, Coo Dublin°

Cuskinny, Cobh, Coo Cork°

Neon Tetra. 20.

Rothwell, R.Mo Rosbarnagh, Newport,
Coo Mayo°

Rosalind.
.

Rowlands, DoGo

I

Ryan, Senator E.

17, Chlorine Gdnso,
Belfast.

4, Winton Road, Dublln 6°
Home:    65249°

Ryan, Jo
r

S~eppard, T.

Smiles, A.

c/o, The National Yacht Club,
Dun Laoghaire, Coo Dublin.

Southern

Cross.

Polruan, 46 Warren Road,

Donaghadee, Coo Down°
Greylag of

Arklow.

28, Fifth Aveo, Port Washington,

New York, U.S.A.

B

12.

Smith, LoGo Isllngton, 47 Terenure Rdo E.

Dublin 6o
Lintie.

.

Smullen, J.Do Clonminch, Tullamore, Offaly.



Smyth, BoTo 40, Balmoral Ave.,
Belfast 9o

Wyna I da. IO.

Smyth, FoB. "Glengowan" 440 Howth Rdo,

Dublin 5o

Rebe I.
.

Smyth, Ko

Smyth, W.Ao

20, Hamilton Rd., Bangor.

Coo Down°

40, Balmoral Ave.,
Belfast 9o

St. Michael of

Cape Clear.

Wynalda.

Somerville-Large, Vallombrosa, Bray,

P.T. Coo Wicklowo

Gannet. iO.

Starkey, RoV.

Stevenson, J.A.

Stewart, A.

II, Sandford Ave.,
Marlboro’ Rd., Donnybrook.

Dublin.

49, Shirley Road,

Southampton, Hants.

6, Trearddur Mews,

Trearddur Bay, Anglesey,

N. Wales.

Bonita.
.

Sullivan, C. StoJ. Bellevue, Lro Mounttown Road
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.

Tayler, W.Jo 53, West Point, Edgbaston,

Birmingham 16.

Thompson, S.F. Windyridge, Rochestown Rdo

Douglas, Cork.

Wye. II.

Tierney, J,

Tomlinson, Mo

Tyrrell, J.

Tweedy, Dr. E.

Villiers Stuart,

J .H .I o

Amalfi, Eglinton Road,
Donnybrook, Dublin.

Elmleigh, Nest.n,

Wirral, Cheshire.

56, Ferrybank, Arklow.

Everton, Sutton, Co. Dublin.

Renville Hall, Oranmore,
Co. Galway,

Home:    Oranmore 12.

Pellegrina,

Aisling.

Twayblade.

Carregwen.

12.

15.

9o

IO.

8



O’Connor, Dr. M.

odium, P.

58, Fitzwilliam Square,

Dublin.

Home:     67136.

Priory Lodge, Grove Ave.

Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Innisfallen,

Inishmara.

5.6

12.

O’Donovan, W.J. Eldorado, Ballintemple,

Co. Cork.

O’Hanlon, R.H.
~. D.

8, St. James’ Terrace,
Clonskeagh, Dublin.

Tjaldur. 12.

O’Hanlon, Mrs. B. 8, St. James’ Terrace,
Clonskeagh, Dublin.

O’Keeffe, P.

O’Keeffe, Ray P.

Ard-na-Greine, Bantry,
Co. Cork.

Landscape, Drinagh,
Wexford.

Office: 72.

Home: 280.

lolar. (Mermaid).

O’Lochlainn, C. 109, Fleet St., Dublin.

O’Mara, S. Pembroke House,

Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Office: 53361.

Home: 880996.

O’Neill, J.R. Tullyglass House,

Ballymena, Co. Antrim.

Osterberg, H. I, Wilton Place,
Dublin 2.

Osterberg, P. The Old Manse,

Hillsborough, Co. Down.
Home:    Hillsborough 226.

9, Rock St.,
Tralee,
Co. Kerry.

Corrlg Breac, Baily,

Howth, Co. Dublin.

Geraldine.

Kitugani. Ii.

.



Villiers-Stuart. MoF.

Wall, Morris R.

Watson, Nell.
Hono Treasurer.

Watson. Ro

Wilkinson, J.N°

Wilby, K.A.

Wilson, P.

Wilson, ToG.
MOB., F.R.C.S.I.

Wolfe, J°M°

Wood Wolfe, C.F.W.

Workman, J. R o

Wylde, Commdr.

A.Lo

Longside, Greenisland,

Co. Antrim.

Winifred,

Melbeach, Monkstown,

Co. Dublin.

Office= 76331.

Home: 804843.

Vandra.

Shandon, Crossthwaite Park,

Dun Laoghaire,

Co. Dublin.

Vivi.

Newtonmore, Grove Road,

Malahide, Co° Dublin.

Glenhedr, Howth,
Co. Dublin.

Leila.

Monte Alverno,

Sorrento Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd.,

Bearsden, Dunbartonshire,

Scotland.

Nan of
Clynder.

3, Fitzwilliam Sq.
Dublin.

Harmony..

Robs Walls, Malahide,
Co. Dublin.

Kyrenia.

Bridge House, Skibbereen,
Co. Cork.

53, Malone Park, Belfast. Ceara.

South Shore, Sheridan Drive,
Helen’s Bay, Co. Down. Sula’s Wing.

13.

8.

30 sq. m.

17’ .

12.

.

1

e

.



Barton, Humphrey°

HonQr@r¥ Member~.

4, Quay Hill,
Lymington,
Hantso

Rose of York. 12.

Cree, Donal C.L. Pinehurst~
Aviary Road9
Pyreford, Woklng.

Gulnare,
.

Heard, R.Do Stone Cottage,
Killlney Hill Rd.,
Killlney,
Co. Dublin.

Vanja IV.

Harklow.

Paul, A.H. Royal Ocean Racing Club,
20, St. James’s St.,
London, S.W.I.
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